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General information

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make your documentation accessible on any device with
HelpNDoc

Purpose of the program

What is the purpose of this computer program?
 

 
See further the home page of the Framework program too.
 
This software is ‘Freeware’; for the disclaimer see beneath:
 

For a first exploration of the possibilities of the program see: 
 
This program can be used to calculate the statical force distribution and
Eigenfrequencies in a 2 and 3 dimensional frame structure.
For a 2-dimensional framework, a transient dynamic calculation can also be
performed.
 
The program does try to combine a high degree of user comfort with rather advanced
calculation techniques.
The program allows metaphorically speaking peeling off skin for skin. At each skin layer peeled the
substantive difficulty increases, but the program operates at every level of peeling. For a novice user to

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
http://www.holland.com/
http://members.ziggo.nl/wolsink/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freeware
keuzerekenmodel.htm
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the program it’s strongly recommended to start with the two-dimensional part of the program.

The principle of the onion implies that the program makes use of multiple windows which are
successively opened by the user; each onion ring is, as it were, a separate window which is opened as a
descendant of a previously opened window.
If this all is too busy on the overall computer screen, most windows can be made temporarily invisible
(minimized) by clicking onto the corresponding icon at the upper-right corner of the window

 (is standard Windows functionality).
 
For some general background see also Some basic concepts
 
Short description of the capabilities of the 2D part of the
program

 
 The program supports the following calculation 2D capabilities:
 

begrippen.htm
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For non-prismatic beams all options are supported as with prismatic beams (all types of beam loads,
eccentrically connections; spring connected beams, hinges etc.).
The stiffness matrix of a non-prismatic beam is determined according exact analytical solutions.
The point load and the point moment as beam loads are also processed exactly following analytical
formulas; at non prismatic beams the other types of beam loads are calculated by way of numerical
integration (100 integration points per load type).
For prismatic beam loads, with the exception of the arbitrary distributed beam load, all types of loads
are processed at an exact analytical way.
 
Input/checking input data
The input data for a problem can, next to a numerical input, also be shown and input in a graphical
window: for the case of the GEOMETRY, the BEAM loads and the NODAL loads acting on the
framework.
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At the input of a new frame the order of input of the data has to be done from top to bottom in principle
(due to interdependence of the various input data).
This does apply for the items along the length of the red arrow shown below. The wizards can be used
directly however (without first using the items along the red arrow).

 
 
Output of the calculation results (numerical and graphical)
The output is at first given in a numerical form; it concerns the deformations and beam forces near the
nodes.
By way of post processing the distribution of the forces along the beam axes can be output.
Next to the numerical output the calculation data can also be shown at a graphical way: force
distribution per base load case and load combination at
the whole framework, separated per beam or per combination beam.
Also by clicking at the tabs the calculated stresses can be shown.
Further from the output data envelopes (maximum and minimum values) of a number of BASE loads or
load COMBINATIONS can be calculated and pictured.
The deformations of the framework can be plot as nodal displacements and the interpolated
displacements fields in between.
 
 

Statical calculation;  GEOMETRIC non-linear 2D (and 3D)
For a geometrical non-linear calculation the second order terms of deformations are accounted for; this
result in a different force distribution in the framework compared to linear calculation.
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Because of the nature of a non-linear calculation the superposition principle does not longer holds.
As a consequence it no longer possible to compose load combinations from base load cases.
 
Calculation of Eigen frequencies 2D  (and 3D)
With the aid of this option the natural frequencies and the accessory shapes of vibration (the
Eigenvectors) of a framework with fixed beam connections can be calculated.
All shapes of vibration can be thought to consist out of a weighed summation of all Eigenvectors
(Fourier analysis).
Acts a load on the framework at a frequency approximately equal to a certain Eigen frequency then the
appearing deformations are becoming very large (and also the stresses). The lowest Eigen frequency is
most critical.
Often it will be attempted to keep the load frequency underneath the lowest Eigen frequencies; therefore
mostly only the lowest Eigen frequencies (the first Eigen modes) are of importance.
The frequencies of the maximum of traffic loads at a road bridge lies at about 10 Hz; the frequency of
wind loads on buildings lies at about 0.1 Hz.
Even if there is no danger of strong resonance of the structure the dynamic effect can cause a significant
increase of the deformations and accordingly larger stresses.
 
The program does not account for material damping; with the majority of building materials this effect
can be ignored.
The vibration shapes with the lower Eigen frequencies are calculates at the largest accuracy.  The
vibration shapes are calculated in relation to the degrees of freedom at the supplied nodes. In the case
for the need of more detailed information between the nodes, the beams can be divided in parts with the
aid of dummy nodes which should be input extra.
The calculated Eigenvectors are normalized at a maximum value of  "1".
The real value is thus the provided value multiplied with an unknown constant; only the shape of the
vibration is calculated.
Next to the beam properties in the nodes extra point masses can be input (mass and moment of inertia).
 
Dynamical calculation 2D
Using this option, a transient dynamic calculation can be performed.
In addition to the stiffness of the framework, the mass and damping properties are also included in the
calculation.
All entered node and beam loads are multiplied per base load case by a time dependent load factor.
The program supports both direct dynamic analysis and multi-modal response analysis (MMRA).
In the output, the various calculated quantities are displayed at different times.
 
 Calculation of influence lines 2D
With the aid of this option from every framework the influence lines can be calculated of normal forces,
shear forces and moments.
Next to a single point load also influence lines of point load systems can be output.
Except of numerical output (also stresses) a graphical reproduction is possible.
 
Short description of the capabilities of the 3D part of the
program
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3D-dimensional
The program supports the following 3D calculation capabilities:
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Input/checking input data
The input data for a problem can, next to a numerical input, also be shown and entered in a graphical
window: for the case of the GEOMETRY, the BEAM
loads and the NODAL loads acting on the framework. It shown through a built in spatial camera model
(fully 3- dimensional)
At the input of a new frame the order of input of the data has to be done from top to bottom in principle
(due to interdependence of the various input data).
This does apply for the items along the length of the red arrow shown below. The wizards can be used
directly however (without first using the items along the red arrow).
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Output of the calculation results (numerical and graphical)
The output is at first given in a numerical form; it concerns the deformations and beam forces near the
nodes.
By way of post processing the distribution of the forces along the beam axes can be output.
Next to the numerical output the calculation data can also be shown at a graphical way: force
distribution per base load case and load combination at
the whole framework, separated per beam or per combination beam.
Further from the output data envelopes (maximum and minimum values) of a number of BASE loads or
load COMBINATIONS can be calculated and pictured.
The deformations of the framework can be plot as nodal displacements.
 
Please note:  the program takes the influence of deformations by axial member forces into account. As
a result, the results may differ slightly with respect to a hand calculation, in which the influence of these
axial deformations on the force distribution are not included.
 
Various windows for numerical input do support an interface to Microsoft Excel or
OpenOffice/LibreOffice Calc
 
See further also general background information input data
 
Support Eurocodes
The program supports the use of the Eurocodes
More specifically, this applies to the parts:

•          Eurocode 0: Basis of structural design (EN 1990)
•      Eurocode 1: Actions on structures (EN 1991)

ExcelInterface.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=130
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=131
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•      Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures (EN 1992)
•      Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures (EN 1993)
•          Eurocode 5: Design of timber structures (EN 1995)
•      Eurocode 8: Design of structures for earthquake resistance (EN 1998)

 
For some background to the Eurocodes see for instance:
Handbook 1 (Basis of structural design)
Handbook 2 (Reliability backgrounds)
Handbook 3 (Action effects for buildings)
Handbook 4 (Design of bridges)
Handbook 5 (Design of buildings for the fire situation)
 
Theoretical backgrounds on mechanics
For some mechanical backgrounds see:
Theory Displacement method 2-dimensional
Theory Displacement method 3-dimensional
  
View of the user interface of the ‘Framework’ program

 
Disclaimer
These programs are delivered as such. 

The author gives no warranty for the suitability of the

programs for a certain purpose and does not accept any

responsibility for loss or damage caused by the use of these

programs. 

The use of the program is for free, but it is not allowed to be resold to third parties.
The program is a not supported product. 

The author accepts no involvement or responsibility for

problems of any kind.

 

The program will be developed continuously and improved and

therefore the author is always interested in feedback

https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=132
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=133
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=135
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=138
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/show_Entity.php?file_id=EC_00000043
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/show_Entity.php?file_id=EC_00000044
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/show_Entity.php?file_id=EC_00000045
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/show_Entity.php?file_id=EC_00000046
https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/show_Entity.php?file_id=EC_00000047
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regarding errors and shortcomings.

 

The program is a copyright of G.M Wolsink (1996-2022)

Artemisstraat 32

2624 ZN Delft

Netherlands

e-mail: wolsink@ziggo.nl 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Help Documentation a Breeze with a Help Authoring
Tool

Aspects of the user interface

General aspects of the user interface

Content

Built in help pages

Flow charts

Order for entering data

Size and place of the various windows

Input format numerical data

Meaning of various much used buttons

Switching on or off some “flashing effects”

Storing general settings

 
Built in help pages
The built-in help pages can be consulted alternately in 3 different ways.
1. Via central consultation from a list of options

 

or alternatively anywhere on the screen using the function key 'F1'

mailto:wolsink@ziggo.nl
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com/articles/what-is-a-help-authoring-tool/
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com/articles/what-is-a-help-authoring-tool/
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If the user has acted in the above ways, the following list of options will open:
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2. Via the buttons  on most to open windows, after which the
applicable help page is opened (context sensitive); see example below:

3. Context-sensitive help via the menu entries using the function key 'F1'.

 

or alternatively using the checkbox 
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Flow charts

a. Input of data
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b. Output of calculation results
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Order for entering data

2-dimensional
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3-dimensional
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In addition to the option of entering the input data via the drop-down main menu, as shown above, there
is the option of entering the input via a permanently open window at the left or right side of the screen:
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By clicking on the various nodes in the tree structure, the applicable input windows are opened.
This is equivalent to the drop-down main menu, except that this selection window is permanently open.
If the check box  is checked, the relevant help page will be opened instead of the relevant
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input  or output window.

The option of this mode of input can be turned on and off using the button .
The selection tree view window can be displayed using the toggle button  or

 on both the left or right side of the screen.
The settings are saved.
Such a permanent window may also be open during the output of the calculation results:

Clicking the button  will return to the permanent input window.
 
Further explanation
The main menu options marked with bold characters are compulsory to be entered (Coordinates
nodal points, Beam connections, Beam properties and Supports/prescribed displacements), because
otherwise no calculation can be performed.
When data has been entered for a menu option (deviating from the standard values), the icon on the left
is replaced by the character.
This also gives an indication of whether or not data has been entered with the relevant menu option (a
kind of memory support).
The menu options marked with the icon (wizards) contain specific integrated tools which are helpful
in entering data for a specific type of framework.
 
Size and place of the various windows
General
The place of all windows on the screen the coordinates are saved at the moment of closure. When the
regarding window is opened again, the window will be placed at the saved place.
For windows, for which the sizes can be adjusted by the user, the dimensions are saved too. These
adjustable windows are marked with the following sign, placed at the lower right corner of the window:

The user can make his/her own layout for the place on the desktop for the various windows. The
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changes by the user will be saved for future use.
This all works after a restart of the program too.
 
Different screen resolutions
If it is supported by the used version of Windows (from Windows ‘Anniversary Update’ edition; number
1607), the scale of the layout can be adjusted using the Settings/Display/Scale and Layout option:

This window can also be opened from the program by clicking the button .
By increasing the "Scale and Layout", readability can be improved on high-resolution displays.
 
If a version of Windows before 'Anniversary Update' is used, the size of the windows can also be
adjusted by means of Adjusting the size of the screens in relation to the design values  (option 2.)
 
Input format numerical data
Much numerical data will be entered with the aid of data grids.
When a window with such a data grid has been opened the data is shown in the scientific data format (-
#.###E+##); see example below:
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The input does not need to be entered in scientific data format however: see example below:

When the window is closed and afterwards opened again all entered data will be shown in the scientific
data format (-#.###E+##).
The advantage of using the scientific data format (-#.###E+##) is the wide range it’s capable of holding
the data.
These data grids do support “drag and drop” too.
 
Note: The use of the enter button on the keyboard is not necessary or superfluous when entering data in
a data grid (don’t use the enter button).
If the simultaneous display of numerical + graphical has been selected under options in the main menu,
the entered data can also be displayed directly in a graphical manner.
Below is shown, as an example, the coupling between the numerical input with the aid of a data grid and
the graphical depiction of the frame:

draganddrop.htm
draganddrop.htm
draganddrop.htm
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Moving the mouse to a certain node at the graphical depiction of the frame (left side) the
regarding node number in the numerical data grid (right side) is marked red at the same time.
 

Moving the mouse to a certain node number at the numerical data grid (right side)  the regarding
node number in the graphical depiction of the frame (left side) is marked red at the same time.
 
Meaning of various much used buttons
At various windows the buttons have the following meaning:

 = loading of data
 = saving of data
= printing
= saving data in PDF (Portable Document Format) and showing it in Adobe Reader
= saving data and shown in Microsoft Word
= saving data and shown in OpenOffice Writer
= setup of various options for the depiction of graphics
= copy contents to the Windows clip board

Hint: Starting with Windows 10 build 17763 (October 2018 update) the new clipboard can be opened

by clicking on ‘WIN + V‘ (  +  ).
            Several topics copied before are shown in this clipboard

 = zoom in onto the graphical picture

draganddrop.htm
draganddrop.htm
draganddrop.htm
draganddrop.htm
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 = zoom out onto the graphical picture
 = tape measure; gives the distance between two points at a graphical picture

 = gives context sensitive help

 = the entered data will be accepted and the regarding window will close

 = the regarding window will be closed without accepting the entered data. The
influence of this button only applies to the data entered via the window on which this button is present;
not data outside this window.
 
The buttons below are shown next to most data grids:

 = entered data from the regarding data grid will be copied to the spreadsheet Excel or Open Office
Calc

 = data from the spreadsheet Excel or Open Office Calc will be copied to the regarding data grid

 = loading of data from a file according to the CSV format is copied to the regarding data grid.
Each spreadsheet is capable of writing data in this format.

 = all numerical data entered in the regarding data grid is copied to the Windows clipboard. From
which it can be pasted to other applications like a spreadsheet.

= entered data from the regarding data grid will be printed.

 = all data at the regarding column in the data grid becomes equal to the top values of the
column

 = Undo (Ctrl Z)
 = Redo (Ctrl Y)

 
The following text is displayed under most data grids:  
Using the key combination Ctlr-C the selected text in the data grid can be copied to the Windows
clipboard.
Multiple cells in a data grid are selected by selecting the various cells while the shift key is pressed with
the aid of the arrow keys, the selected cells being coloured blue.
Using the key combination Ctrl-V the existing text at the Windows clipboard can be copied to the data
grid.
See further also Copying of data in an input data grid
Context sensitive information is offered via hint balloons; for instance

A hint balloon stays visible shortly only, this is because the text balloon would obscure the background
otherwise.
The regarding text stays at the status bar at the bottom of the screen however; for instance

 
Error detection and handling
Because absolute flawless somewhat complex software does not exist this program makes a shadow
copy of the input data while entering the input data (SafetyStore.Framework2D (2D) or
SafetyStore.Framework3D (3D)); that happens at two points in time:
a. with a time interval of 2.5 minutes
b. at the time that an unforeseen error is detected ('exception handling')

ad.a.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comma-separated_values
CopyPasteRedo.htm
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This happens completely silently in the background; see the progress indicator at the top right edge of
the screen.

 

ad. b.
When an error not foreseen is detected then a warning screen is shown; see below:

If the program due to an unforeseen error has become unexpectedly unstable then it is advised to exit
the program and restart.
The file SafetyStore.Framework2D (2D) or SafetyStore.Framework3D (3D) will be loaded then
automatically at reboot.
 
Switching on or off some “flashing effects”
Context sensitive information is offered via hint balloons; for instance

A hint balloon stays visible shortly only,  this is because the text balloon would obscure the background
otherwise.
The regarding text stays at the status bar at the bottom of the screen however; for instance

 
The program does support a touch screen instead of and/or in addition to control with the aid of a
mouse.
With the aid of the button (see at the status bar at the bottom of the screen) a keyboard shown
onto the screen can be opened. This keyboard can be used to enter data on a computer with a touch
screen.

At almost every window the button is present (context sensitive help). You can get help
with this on the functioning of the various options in the program and the backgrounds of it. It is highly
recommended to make use of it.
In order to put additional emphasis on the presence of help pages an animation is shown when the
program starts.
When this animation is experienced as disturbing then this animation can be switched on and off by

clicking a point right below the button  
By clicking on the button  a window will be shown at which examples of frames can
be loaded (2D and 3D).
In order to put additional emphasis on the presence of built in examples this button does flash

/ . This flashing is also applicable to a number of buttons elsewhere
in the program.

keuzerekenmodel.htm
keuzerekenmodel.htm
keuzerekenmodel.htm
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When this flashing is experienced as disturbing then this flashing can be switched on and off by clicking a

point right below the button:  
 
Storing general settings
Various general settings are stored in the Windows registry, which will apply these settings at any time
that the program restarts.
This includes the last place of the various screens on the display and various graphical settings
 
See further also general background information input data
 
For some mechanical backgrounds see:
Theory Displacement method 2-dimensional
Theory Displacement method 3-dimensional
 
Various windows for numerical input do support an interface to Microsoft Excel

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Convert Your Word Doc to an eBook: A Step-by-
Step Guide

Backgrounds to the program

Backgrounds to the program
Processing of “bugs” in the program
While the program has been tested intensively it can’t be excluded, as in any other computer program
that unforeseen errors do appear while running the program. This can cause instable behaviour of the
program or the program can even come to a halt or be frozen.
In the latter case (frozen), because all communication is frozen too, nothing other than the well-known
‘Alt-Ctrl-Del’ key combination will cancel the program.
However, the program is provided with several error detection mechanisms, which are described
below.
 
NOT detected errors by the program
At the picture below an example is given of such an unforeseen error message. These kind of cryptic
error messages are not much of help for retracing the source of the error in the program:

 
The program has available a special built in error message system however; by which the user of the
program can send by e-mail a “bug report” to programmer of this program. In this “bug report” is,
among others, the line in the source of the program mentioned at which the error did occur. The repair
of the error is helped much this way.
If an unforeseen error happens the little window shown below will appear:

keuzerekenmodel.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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After pushing the “send bug report” button the window shown below will appear; in which the name and
e-mail address of the user has to be entered.

 
After this can specific text by the user be entered (non compulsory); see the window below:

 
Next to the “bug report” a screen capture at the moment of occurrence of the error will be send; see
window below:
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At the figure below a sample is given just before sending “bugreport.zip” and “screenshot.png” with the
aid of
Microsoft Outlook:

 
 
Detected errors by the program
Because absolute flawless somewhat complex software does not exist and not all errors made by the
user entering data can be detected, this program makes a shadow copy of the input data while entering
the input data (SafetyStore.Framework2D (2D) or SafetyStore.Framework3D (3D)); that happens at
two points in time:
    a. with a time interval of 2.5 minutes
    b. at the time that an unforeseen error is detected by the program ('exception handling')
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ad.a.
This happens completely silently in the background; see the progress indicator at the top right edge of
the screen.

 
ad. b.
When an error not foreseen is detected then a warning screen is shown; see below:

If the program due to an unforeseen error has become unexpectedly unstable then it is advised to exit
the program and restart.
The file SafetyStore.Framework2D (2D) or SafetyStore.Framework3D (3D) will be loaded then
automatically at reboot
 
Detection of errors within the data entered by the user
The detection takes place at two levels:
1. When entering data
2. Before the calculation should start
 
Ad. 1.:
Example:

Ad. 2.:
Example:
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Cancelling of the calculation process
When the calculation process takes too long the calculation can be stopped in between by pressing the
button ‘Esc’ at the key board.

 
 
Windows 95 (and following versions)
The 32 bits version of the program satisfies to the demands of Microsoft in relation to the installation.
This is attained with the use of an installation (setup) program.
This installation program adjusts for instance the Windows registry. This has two important
consequences:
1. By clicking under Windows 95 at “Setups/Configuration screen/Software” the program package can
be automatically uninstalled, including the maps, program groups and the cleaning up of the Windows
registry.
2. In the Windows registry two icons are registered belonging to respectively the input files
(*.Framework2D) and the output files (*.RWU) of the framework program.
By means of this it is possible to double click at these files with those icons in front of it and then the
framework program will be started automatically, independent of the place of the files at the hard disk (it
is even allowed that the files are placed via the LAN at an other computer).
By double clicking at a *.Framweork2D file the framework program is ready then to inspect and
change the input data of an old job, after which the calculation can be started.
By double clicking at a *.RWU file except the input data the output data (calculation results) can be
looked for (incl. the plots). For 3-dimensional frames the file extensions are (*.Framework3D) and
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(*.R3U).

Programming language Delphi
The program is written with the aid of DELPHI; a WINDOWS programming environment from
Embarcadero, Delphi is known as: Rapid Application Development system (RAD).
Another example is Visual Basic from Microsoft.
Although the most important target group of DELPHI are the programmers of front-ends of relational
databases DELPHI can very well be used for the development of other applications (this program is a
proof).
At the basis of DELPHI lies the old trustworthy PASCAL-compiler (a perhaps better name for
DELPHI should be: ”Visual Pascal”).

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662)
The coding of the for Windows characterising screen elements happens in DELPHI at a graphical
interactive way. At the base of DELPHI lies the “FORM”, on which other screen elements such as
“buttons, comboboxes, radiobuttons, checkbuttons etc.” can be simply dropped.
Every FORM and screen element incorporates so called “PROPERTIES” and “EVENTS”. The
PROPERTIES determines the specific setups, the EVENTS describes the various possible actions
which a FORM are an other screen element can undergo.
DELHPI generates automatically from the graphical displayed FORMS and other screen elements a
skeleton of the PASCAL source. It is even possible to click at the regarding screen element in order to
jump automatically to the accessory Pascal source.
An advantage of DELPHI is also that programming can take place at different levels.
The object oriented approach DELPHI is based on does not have to extend to the whole program; for
instance the calculation part of the program. It is allowed to program some parts at the old fashioned
structured procedural way; I call this mix mode programming. The Windows user interface is of course
programmed with the aid of object orientation (the strength of DELPHI)
If the capabilities of the in DELPHI incorporated visual object oriented toolbox (Visual Component
Library) in particular cases are not sufficient enough then there can be programmed directly at the level
of Windows itself (WIN-API). An other kind of mixed programming
The functionality of DELPHI can even be expanded by building components by the user (are can be
bought of be downloaded from the Internet); also components from Visual Basic can be incorporated
(OCX en ActiveX).
 
The 32 bits version of the program runs under all versions of Windows
The program uses the principle of the Multi Document Interface (MDI) through which in principle an
infinite number of windows can be opened at the same time. This makes it possible to open an alfa-
numerical input window next to a graphical window; this way changes in the numerical input window can
be reflected direct at the graphical window and vice versa..
Between load cases in the program can simply be switched by clicking at the tabsheets at the bottom of
the graphical windows.
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The program is further supplied with inter active help at different levels:
- yellow text “balloons” at the speed buttons,
- context sensitive messages at the panel at the bottom of the screen,
- comprehensive help pages with hypertext (switching between topics and pages, search functions etc.).
For the first two mentioned help levels above within DELPHI nothing has to be programmed (typing the
text in the concerning PROPERTY only).
 
See further: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi_(programming_language)
 
Possible future extensions
- incorporation of other shear walls (2D) and plates (3D)
 
Disclaimer
The framework program is delivered as such. The author gives no warranty for the suitability of
the program for a certain purpose and does not accept any responsibility for loss or damage
caused by the use of this program. The program is a not supported product. The author accepts
no involvement or responsibility for jobs of any kind
The program will be developed continuously and improved and therefore the author is always
interested in feedback regarding errors and shortcomings
 
The framework program is a copyright © of G.M Wolsink 1996-2020
Artemisstraat 32
2624 ZN Delft
Netherlands
e-mail: wolsink@ziggo.nl

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Documentation Capabilities with a Help
Authoring Tool

Theory

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the power of a responsive website for your
documentation

2-dimensional

Theory of the displacement method; 2 dimensional
 
Contents
1. Statical calculations; GENERAL
2. Implementation in the Framework program
3. Processing of prescribed displacements
4. Processing the presence of hinges
5. Processing of spring connected beams
6. Statical calculations including shear deformation, geometrical linear
7. Eccentric beam connections
8. Statical calculations; GEOMETRICAL non-linear
9. Calculation of Eigenfrequencies
10. Transient dynamic analysis
11. Influence lines
12. Non prismatic beams

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi_(programming_language)
mailto:wolsink@ziggo.nl
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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13. Beams resting at elastic continuous spring supports
14. Concrete reinforcement calculations
15. Cross section checks
 
For some general backgrounds: Some basic concepts
See also:
Educative depiction stiffness matrix single beam 2D
Educative depiction stiffness matrix whole frame 2D and 3D
Educative depiction conversion beam loads to primary nodal loads 2D
Educative depiction force vector on the nodes 2D and 3D
Educative depiction displacements vector of the nodes 2D and 3D
 
 
1. Statical calculations; GENERAL (2-dimensional
Underneath a short abstract of the theory will be given. For more comprehensive descriptions see the
extensive literature available in this field.
 
The method is called “displacement method” because the base unknowns are the displacements at the
nodes of the framework.
For a 2-dimensional framework this concerns three different degrees of freedom: translation in X- and
Y- direction and a rotation in Z- direction (axis perpendicular tot the X-Y plane of the framework).

The displacements vector of a node is defined as follows:

                                                                                                                             [1.1]
At a node also three kinds of forces are acting: point loads in X- and Y- direction and a moment around
the Z- axis.

begrippen.htm
EducatiefMatrix2D.htm
EducatiefSysteemMatrix.htm
EducatiefTonenPrimaireBelastingen2D.htm
EducatiefKrachtVector.htm
EducatiefVerplaatsingsVector.htm
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The force vector at a node is defined as follows:

                                                                                                                           [1.2]
A beam e constitutes the connection between the two nodes i and j,
 
The displacements vector of a beam e is defined as follows:

                                                                                                                        [1.3]
 
The force vector of beam e is defined as follows:

                                                                                                                         [1.4]
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The stiffness matrix Se gives the relation between ke and ve as follows:

                                                                                                              [1.5]
with
kfe is the force vector for clamped nodes i and j
 
or complete:
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For a prismatic beam, fixed at both ends and where the axis of the beam coincidences with the general
X- axis the following parts of the stiffness matrix apply:

                                                            [1.6]
in which:
E = Youngs-modulus
A = Cross-section area of the beam
I = Moment of inertion of the beam
l = Length of the beam
 
For a non prismatic beam the stiffness matrix becomes somewhat more complicated; the principle
however stays the same.
 
If a framework consists out of n beams the total stiffness matrix S of the framework is calculated as
follows:

                                                                                                                  [1.7]
 
From the base equation k = S.v after the building of the force vector k and the system stiffness matrix S
the unknown vector v is solved with the aid of the Crout-Choleski method. In essence this is a clever
method to solve n linear equations with n unknown.
In order to take care that the matrix S near the primary diagonal has as few zeros as possible the
program performs an automatic renumbering (optimization) for the by the user entered node numbers.
By this the bandwidth of the diagonal terms becomes as small as possible. This saves memory and time
of calculation.
 
Processing beam loads
After the calculation of the vector v with the aid of ke=Se.ve  via post processing the forces in the
beams near the nodes are determined (by which the primary nodal loads, coming from the beam loads,
should be added yet)
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The beam loads present must be transformed to equivalent primary nodal loads, because the various
degrees of freedom (DOF) are concentrated at the nodes.
These forces are added to any nodal loads that may be present; included in the global force vector
ke=(Fx,Fy,M)

force vector ke

 
For the transformation of the beam loads the nodes are fixed completely as it were (also think of the
old-fashioned manual method Cross) and the force effect on both ends of the beams is determined.
The associated displacements with respect to the nodes are equal to zero for the equivalent the primary
nodal loads kp
These equivalent primary forces are finally transformed to the global system of axes.
The kind of connection of the beam to the node (hinge or spring connection) should taken into account.

Equivalent nodal loads according to the global system of axes

  = kfe = primary nodal vector beam loads
 
to top
 
2. Implementation in the Framework program (2-dimensional)
Because the axes of the various beams mostly do not coincide with the X- axis of the global system of
axes the matrices according [1.7] – [1.9] have to be adjusted for this other orientations.
In the program the needed stiffness matrices are built together at a more fundamental way.
This approach will be described beneath shortly.
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fig. 2.1 Beam in loaded and unloaded situation fig. 2.2 Beam with depicted generalized
deformations
 
For a single free end of the beam applies:

                                                                                                                                 [2.1]
with
ε  = the strains
C = the combination matrix

= deformation possibilities at the free end of the beam (local system of axes)
or written out:

                                                                      [2.2]

fig. 2.3 Transformation of displacements in the plane

                                                                                                                                 [2.3]
with

= displacements according the local system of axes
T = transformation matrix
v = displacements according the global system of axes
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or writing it out for point i:

                                                                            [2.4]
 
For a beam with start-point 1 and end-point 2 applies:

 
with T1 = T2
De = C.T                                                                                                                               [2.5]
De is called a differentiation matrix

                                             [2.6]
 
The stiffness matrix for the beam in relation to the global system of axes can be calculated now as
follows:

                                                                                                         [2.7]
with

= transposed form of matrix 
 
For a 2- dimensional framework, whereat both sides the beams have a fixed connection, applies:

                                                                           [2.8]
 

                                                                                                             [2.9]
 

                                                                                [2.10]
with

= total known system force vector for the load cases 1…n
 = total known system stiffness matrix
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= to solve total system displacement vector for the load cases 1…n
 
After solving of from   it follows  
The resulting beam force vector is  
In kp  the effect of the beam loads is accounted for.
 
See for further reading for instance: MATRIX STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS or MATRIX ANALYSIS
OF STRUCTURES
 
to top
 
3. Processing of prescribed displacements
In order to obtain a stable construction, the values of a number of degrees of freedom must be
prescribed or known in advance; otherwise there is no static balance of the structure.
If this degree of freedom has a value equal to zero, it is a rigid imposition in the direction of the degree
of freedom concerned.
Theoretically, the system k = S.v can be reduced to only the degrees of freedom that are not
prescribed, but that would destroy the systematic construction of the matrices and vectors.
The practical approach given below does not affect the dimensions of the system stiffness matrix and the
displacement and force vectors therefore.
Suppose vj is given for degree of freedom j (for a rigid imposition, vj = 0).
The following modifications are than made in S and k:
 

  
If vj <> 0                                   If vj = 0

 
See further: input prescribed displacements 2D
 
to top
 
4. Processing the presence of hinges (2-dimensional)
The influence of hinges can be processed directly in (see formula. [2.7])

http://www4.hcmut.edu.vn/~vinhbd/Documents/Matrix Structural Ananysis (with an Introduction to Finite Elements).pdf
http://repository.bakrie.ac.id/10/1/[TSI-LIB-131][Aslam_Kassimali]_Matrix_Analysis_of_Structure.pdf
http://repository.bakrie.ac.id/10/1/[TSI-LIB-131][Aslam_Kassimali]_Matrix_Analysis_of_Structure.pdf
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                                                                                             [4.1]
Four different cases can be distinguished:
- no hinges: f1 = 4, f2 = 2, f3 = 4
- both sides hinges: f1 = 0, f2 = 0, f3 = 0
- lowest numbered nodal point: f1 = 0, f2 = 0, f3 = 3
- highest numbered nodal point: f1 = 3, f2 = 0, f3 = 0

Expanding this with the aid of :
     

 
Hinge at the lowest nodal point number

Hinge at the highest nodal point number

Hinges at both sides
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to top
 
5. Processing of spring connected beams (2-dimensional)

fig. 4.1 Beam, with axial- en bending springs connected to the nodes, in undistorted and distorted
condition.
 
The elongation springs at the nodes 1 and 2 have a normal stiffness of respectively CN1 and CN2
The bending spring at the nodes 1 and 2 have a bending stiffness of respectively CM1 and CM2
 

                                                                                 [5.1]
in which

                                                                                                         [5.2]

                                                                                                                      [5.3]

                                                                                                                               [5.4]

                                                                                                                     [5.5]
For the inverse relation applies (see formula [2.7]):
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                                                                                        [5.6]
in which

                                                                                                                                [5.7]

                                                                                                               [5.8]

                                                                                                               [5.9]

                                                                                                               [5.10]
 
to top
 
6. Statical calculations including shear deformation, geometrical linear (2-
dimensional)

fig. 5.1 Top: beam with depicted generalized stresses and strains; Bottom: beam with shear force
displacements
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                                                                                                               [6.1]
with
g = angle of shear distortion
h= form factor of the beam (see also Shear force deformations 2D)

G  = shear modulus = 
u  = constant of Poisson (shear contraction coefficient: u  >= 0 and u  <= 0.5)

The influence of the shear force can be processed directly in 

                                                                                  [6.2]
in which

                                                                                                                                   [6.3]

                                                                                                                     [6.4]

                                                                                                                  [6.5]

                                                                                                                     [6.6]
 
For the inverse relation applies (see formula [2.7]):

                                                                                   [6.7]
in which

                                                                                                                                 [6.8]

                                                                                                                 [6.9]

                                                                                                                [6.10]

                                                                                                                [6.11]
 
to top
 
7. Eccentric beam connections (2-dimensional)
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fig. 6.1 Eccentric connected framework beam
 
The beam is connected via parts with infinite large stiffness (defined in relation to the global system of
axes) to the nodes i and j
The elastic part of the beam is situated between the points ii and jj
In order to take the influence of the eccentric connections in account in the beam stiffness matrix Se (see
formula [2.6]) this matrix have to be adjusted as follows:

                                                                                                      [7.1]
in which

                                                                                        [7.2]
with

                                                                                                                         [7.3]
HeT = is the transposed form of He

The beam forces in the whole beam (at the nodes i and j) can be calculated as follows:
                                                                                                                [7.4]

The beam forces in the elastic part of the beam (at the points ii and jj) can be calculated as follows:

                                                                                                                       [7.5]
to top
 
8. Statical calculations; GEOMETRICAL non-linear
 
Introduction
First-order elastic analysis
An analysis in which equilibrium is formulated with respect to the undeformed (or original) geometry of the
structure. It is based on small strain and small displacement theory.
Second-order elastic analysis (geometric stiffness matrix)
An analysis in which equilibrium is formulated with respect to the deformed geometry of the structure. A
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second-order analysis usually accounts for the P-Δ effect
(influence of axial force acting through displacement associated with member chord rotation) and the P-δ
effect (influence of axial force acting through displacement associated with member
flexural curvature). It is based on small strain and small member deformation, but moderate rotations and
large displacement theory.

In the figure underneath a piece of a beam in undeformed and deformed state is shown.

The following holds:

                                                                                                              [8.1]

For small values of  can ds be developed as:

                                                              [8.2]
If all terms larger than the second order terms are neglected then this becomes:

                                                                                                                [8.3]
The total strain ε expressed at the u (x-axis) and v (y-axis) becomes:

                                                                                                                 [8.4]

For a geometrical linear calculation the first term  is accounted for only.
Further working out gives as a result that the stiffness matrix should be added to the non-linear matrix
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                                                                                                                      [7.5]

                                                                              
[8.6]
with
N = the normal force in the concerning beam
L = length of the beam
I = moment of inertia of the beam
Mi = moment at node i
Mj = moment at node j
Literature:  Theory & Analysis of NONLIEAR FRAMED STRUCTURES, Yeong-Bin Yang, Shyh-Rong Kuo, Prentice
Hall, 1994
 
to top
 
9. Calculation of Eigenfrequencies
The equation of free vibrations, without damping, is as follows:

                                                                                                               [9.1]
in which:
[S] = the stiffness matrix, with the free degrees of freedom only; see formula [2.7]
[M] = the mass matrix, for the free degrees of freedom only
U = the displacement vector (Eigen vector = natural vector)
 
The mass matrix can be filled at three ways:

-          Lumped mass matrix
With this method all mass terms, related to translations, are placed on the main diagonal of the matrix.
The lumped mass matrix of beam e in relation to the local beams axis is:

 
 

-          Consistent mass matrix (inertial rotation effects excluded)
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The consistent mass matrix of beam e (fixed at both sides) in relation to the local beams axis is:
 

                                                                       [9.2]
with
A = area
ρ = specific mass of the beam
l = length of the beam
 
For a derivation of the bending part of the above mass stiffness matrices see the Annex 1: Derivation of
the bending part of a prismatic beam
 

-          Consistent mass matrix (inertial rotation effects included)
See for instance. J-S-Przemieniecki-Theory-of-matrix-structural-analysis-pdf   (page 286)

 

 [9.2a]

with  radius of inertia
 
Usually, the difference in results is not large compared to the neglect of the inertial rotation effects.
 
Presence of hinges (consistent mass matrix; excl. rotational effects)
In the presence of hinges, the mass matrix [Me] should be adjusted as follows:
1, Left side hinge (right side fixed)
 

       [9.2b]
 

https://pdfcoffee.com/qdownload/j-s-przemieniecki-theory-of-matrix-structural-analysis-pdfpdf-5-pdf-free.html
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2. Right side hinge (left side fixed)

             [9.2c]
 
 
3. Both sides hinges

                   [9.2d]
 
For a derivation of the bending part of the above mass stiffness matrices see Annex 2: Derivation of
hinges bending part for a prismatic beam with hinges

 
Presence of eccentric beam connections (consistent mass matrix; excl. rotational
effects); (see also Eccentric beam connections)
In the presence of eccentric connections, the mass matrix [Me] should be adjusted as follows:
 
1.    Fixed left beam connections

[9.2e]
2. Left side hinge (right side fixed)

 [9.2f]
3. Right side hinge (left side fixed)

[9.2g]
4. Both sides hinges
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 [9.2h]
 
For a derivation of the above mass stiffness matrices see Annex 3: Derivation of eccentric beam
connections for a prismatic beam
 
 
Presence of spring connected beam connections (consistent mass matrix; excl.
rotational effects); (see also Spring connected beam connections)
 
Bending part

 

 
with

 
Normal force part
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with

 
Total mass matrix
 

                                                [M0]                                                                           
[MM1]                                                  [MN1]
 
For a derivation of the above mass stiffness matrix see Annex 4: Derivation of spring connected beams
for a prismatic beam
 
 
From beam mass matrix to system matrix
Transformation to the global system of axes goes as follows:

                                                                                                       [9.3]
with
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                                                                                 [9.4]
in which
α = the angle of the beam with the global system of axes.

= transposed shape of 
Summation of the mass matrices for n beams:

                                                                                                     [9.5]
The answer of equation [9.1] can be realized only if the determinant of the next formula is zero:

                                                                                                             [9.6]
with:
ω = circle frequency (rad/s)
Equation [9.6] can be reshaped into:

                                                                                                                     [9.7]
with:

= Eigenvalue

and = Eigenfrequency (Hz).                                                                                 [9.8]

The natural time period 
 
Some backgrounds for the method of solving

The standard shape of an Eigenvalue problem however is as follows: 
Where [A] is a symmetric matrix and [I] the unity matrix (ones at the main diagonal and further zeros).

If equation. [9.7] has been converted into  the product  is not
symmetric anymore; for an efficient calculation process this symmetric shape is needed however.
In order to get the symmetry back the following approach is followed:
By means of Cholesky decomposition of the stiffness matrix (this one is symmetric and positive definite)

will be decomposed as follows: 
with:
[L] = the lower triangular matrix (main diagonal and below there)
[L]T= the transposed shape of  [L]

Multiplication of equation [9.7] with [L]-1 gives:                                            [9.9]
in which:
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Matrix [A] is symmetric and has the same Eigenvalues as the original problem.

The original Eigenvectors U can be calculated backward as follows:                           [9.10]
 
Equation [9.9] will be solved with the aid of QL/QR iterative calculation method (with
tridiagonalisation). For the details of this rather complex algorithm see the literature for the sake of
brevity.
(for instance: http://www.math.wsu.edu/faculty/watkins/pdfiles/uqr2.pdf)
The calculation results will be sorted at such a way that the lowest Eigenfrequencies (highest
Eigenvalues) are at the front of the output.
All Eigenvalues will be calculated by the program, but the user has to choose how many of them should
be in the output.
 
In general: the Eigenvector U of a matrix [A] is the vector for which the following holds:
[A].U = λ.U                                                                                                                             [911]
 
where
λ is a scalar value called the ‘Eigenvalue’.
This means that the linear transformation [A] on vector U is completely defined by λ.
Equation [9.11] can be rewritten as follows:
λ.U - [A].U = 0
à U.( λ.[I]  - [A]) = 0                                                                                                             [9.12]
 
where
 [I] is the identity matrix of the same dimensions as [A].
 
Below, for orientation, the five lowest Eigenfrequencies for a relatively simple beam, subject only to
bending, with different support conditions are given.
These values are better approximated by the program if more additional intermediate nodes are entered
and the consistent matrix option is clicked.

http://www.math.wsu.edu/faculty/watkins/pdfiles/uqr2.pdf
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to top
 
 
10. Transient dynamic analysis
 
For further backgrounds see for example:  Chopra Dynamics of structures
 
notations
[..]       is matrix
..          is vector
..          is scalar
 
10.1 General
The basic dynamic equation is:

https://pdfcoffee.com/qdownload/book-chopra-dynamics-structures-4th-pdf-free.html
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NNDF= number of degrees of freedom at the free nodes.
N = the number of Eigenvectors that are included in the calculation
[m]= mass matrix = NNDF*NNDF (lumped or consistent)
[c]= damping matrix = NNDF*NNDF
[k]= stiffness matrix = NNDF* NNDF

= time dependent loads at the free nodes
t = time
 
The program supports 2 different calculation methods:

-          Transient multi modal response analysis (MMRA)
            If the equation of motion [10.1] is transformed to modal coordinates, the equations are
decoupled per Eigenmode. The response in each Eigenmode can be determined independently of the
others. The combination of these responses per Eigenmode gives the total response of the construction.
            Each modal response can be determined as a function of time as if it were a system with a single
degree of freedom (SDF). Since MMRA is based on the superposition principle, only linear elastic
frames can be calculated using this method.

-          Direct transient response analysis
            In this approach, the equation of motion [10.1] is solved in the program using the Newmark
Beta method.
            This calculation method is set in the program as the default calculation method, because
compared to MMRA the direct transient response analysis has a greater calculation accuracy. The
reason for this is that for MMRA the accuracy of the determination of the higher Eigenmodes is less.
 
10.2 Transient Multi Modal Response Analysis
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with

= Eigenvector for Eigenmode n (NNDF*1) = column vector
=Modal matrix with N Eigenvectors

j indicates the DOFs = 1…NNDF  (DOF is ‘degrees of freedom’)
 
The modal expansion of the displacement vector u(t) is:
 

qr  are scalar multiplication factors; called modal coordinates or normal coordinates.

Equation [10.1] thus becomes:

When the values for  are known, it is possible for a given u(t) to evaluate qr by multiplying both sides

of [10.3] by 
 

            [10.3a]
Which, as a result of the orthogonality per Eigenmode n, can be rewritten as:

with

 
Unlike the case of undamped systems the modal equations may be coupled through the damping terms;
see equation [10.3a] .
However, for certain forms of damping that are reasonable idealizations for many structures, the
equations become uncoupled, just as for undamped systems.
Classical damping is an appropriate idealization if similar damping mechanisms are distributed
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throughout the structure.
The modal equations will be uncoupled if the system has classical damping.
For such systems Cnr = 0 if n ≠  r this gives:
 
Due to orthogonality per Eigenmode n (1..N):

with

 
The orthogonality leads to decoupling per Eigenmode and therefore the entire system does not have to
be solved in one go.
 
or in its entirety:

with

 

 = modal mass matrix

 = modal damping matrix

 = modal stiffness matrix
 
In modal form, because of the orthogonality, per natural frequency n (decoupled; diagonal matrices):
 
Equations to be solved (using Newmark) per n Eigenfrequencies and time t in ‘modal coordinates’ qn(t)

With classical damping ζn:

with
Cn,cr = critical damping

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newmark-beta_method
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Cn=Cn,cr à  ζn = 1 for critical damping
Critical damping is defined as the threshold between over and under damping. At critical damping, the
oscillator returns to the equilibrium position as quickly as possible, without oscillating, and passes it at
most once.

To most constructions applies ζn < 1
 
 [10.6] dividing by Mn gives:

with
ζn = ζ0 = equal for all Eigenvalues (generic damping constant)
 

Rules of thumb for the value of ζn= ζ0 in [%] (frequency independent)
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Initial values in the program
With  this gives according [10.5]:

 
Conversion from modal to system coordinates per natural frequency n
 

and

 
Summation to the total displacements:

 
For  and  applies in a similar way:

 
 
The calculation technique used is unconditionally stable (implicit formulation), but the accuracy of the
results is determined by the number of calculation time steps or the size of the time step Δt.
As an aid, the number of calculation steps can be based on the Eigenmode or frequency [Hz] of the
construction, which must still be accurately included.
The program uses 20 time steps per [Hz] per second of real time; see also Control parameters Multi
Modal Analysis.
 
10.2.1. Modal contribution factors (see Chopra Dynamics of structures; page 482 and further)
For the normal conditions where the spatial distribution of the load vector p(t) is independent of time
and where the spatial distribution is defined by s holds:

 = modal expansion of the load factor
and

https://pdfcoffee.com/qdownload/book-chopra-dynamics-structures-4th-pdf-free.html
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with
s = the statically loads acting on the nodes of the framework
ftl(t) = the time dependent time-load factor (scalar)

= scalar
 
The contribution for mode n in s is (independent of how the modes are normalized):

If  stands for the modal static response (in the program this are the displacements for each free
node), the static value (indicated by superscript "st") of r due to external forces sn then:

and for the modal contribution factor  for mode n:

                                                  
with
rst = the statically value for r caused by the statically load vector s
These modal contribution factors  have three important properties:

1. They are dimensionless.
2. They are independent of how the modes are normalized.
3. The sum of the modal contribution factors over all contribution factors is one, i.e.:

In the program, for  the displacements relative to the nodes in X- and Y-direction and angular
rotation are taken.

 

Schematic representation for the determination of the modal contribution factor 
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10.3 Direct transient response analysis; Newmark method

 
The Newmark integration scheme uses the following assumptions:

Where α and β are parameters that determine the obtained accuracy of the integration and the stability
of the calculation process.
 
The algorithm based on the Newmark Beta methode is as follows:
 
(a)               Initial calculations

1. Determine mass matrix [m], damping matrix [c] and stiffness matrix [k]    
2.    Initialize 

With in the program this gives: 
3.    Select time stap Δt                                 *)

4.    Select the parameters α and β               **)

    α ≥ 0,5;    β ≥ 0,25(0,5+ α)2

5.  Determine the following integration constants:

    
6. Determine the effective stiffness matrix 
    
7. Triangulate                ***)

    [L] = low triangular matrix
    [L]T = transposed [L]
    [D] = diagonal matrix
 

(b)              For each time step t+Δt
1.    Calculate the effective force vector at time t + Δt

            
            Solve the displacements  from:

   ****)      
2.    Calculate  and 

 
Rayleigh damping is used for the damping:
[c] = αdm[m] + βdk[k]
In the program, because it corresponds best to the actual behaviour of structures, this is simplified to:
[c] = βdk[k]
In order to make the degree of damping compatible with the multi-modal analysis, the following
relationship is used in the program:
βdk = 2ζ0/ ω0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newmark-beta_method
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with
ω0 = the lowest Eigenfrequency
ζ0 = the generic damping constant

 
         *)
       The size of the time step determines the accuracy of the results of the calculation process.

 
**)
The implicit Newmark method is unconditionally stable for these α and β parameters; provided that α ≥
0,5

 
***)

                                                                                           [L]                                                      
[D]                                                       [L]T

 
The following relationships apply:

   for i > j
LDLT decomposition applies to symmetric matrices.
 
****)

To solve an equation like  forward substitution first solves from [L].w = F the value for w.
Then it follows from [D].z = w the value for z
Finally, backward substitution from [LT].u = z determines the values for u
So it is a three step process.
 
The calculation technique used is unconditionally stable (implicit formulation), but the accuracy of the
results is determined by the number of calculation time steps or the size of the time step Δt.
As an aid, the number of calculation steps can be based on the Eigenmode or frequency [Hz] of the
construction, which must still be accurately included.
The program uses 20 time steps per [Hz] per second of real time; see also Control parameters Direct
Dynamical Analysis.
 
10.4 Determination of the beam forces 
Directly using the stiffness matrix [k] and the calculated u(t) per time t.
From the equilibrium of a beam follows:

with
r0(t) are nodal forces which are converted from the beam loads to the nodes.
 
to top
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11. Influence lines
For the calculation of influence lines internally the option of Tyed nodes is used. The calculations are
based on the Maxwell's reciprocal theorem:
For the purpose of calculation influence lines by the program (hidden for the user) per influence line an
extra pair of nodes and one extra beam are automatically generated. This pair of nodes possesses
exactly the same nodal coordinates. By putting a displacement difference between these nodes and
thereafter from the calculated deformations perpendicular to the beam axis it follows direct the asked
influence line of a mobile point force perpendicular at every beam of the framework.
For the influence line of the normal force in a certain cross-section a translation difference in the
direction of the beam axis has to be applied.
For the influence line of the shear force in a certain cross-section a translation difference in the
direction perpendicular to the beam axis has to be applied.
For the influence line of the moment in a certain cross-section a difference in rotation angle has to be
applied.
The above way of working is known as the method of Müller-Breslau.
See also the figure underneath for illustration purposes:

The effect of the prescribed displacements are processed in the external force vector k of the system
equations.
Per influence line this gives three force vectors (normal force, shear force and moment); each force
vector is equivalent with a base load case at a normal statical calculation. The number of force vectors
(base load cases) is thus: 3*(number of influence lines).
The calculated translations in X- and Y- direction and the angle of rotation at each node are interpolated
along the beam axes with the aid of polynoms of the third grade.
A force system is build up from a number of point forces who are placed at some distance to each
other. By using the influence lines for the single point force as a base through shifted addition the
influence line of the whole force system can be determined. With the complication that a force system
can be present at the same time at more than one beam; see also: Influence lines
 
to top
 
12. Non prismatic beams (rectangular cross-shaped and varying height; 2-
dimensional)

https://homepages.abdn.ac.uk/j.s.reid/pages/Maxwell/Legacy/MaxRecipTheor.html
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fig. 10.1 .Beam with linear progressing height along the beam axis and constant width

                                                                                                                         [12.1]

= flexibility matrix                                                                           [12.2]
in which

                                                                                                                [12.3]

                                                                      [12.4]

                                                                      [12.5]

                                                                      [12.6]
in which
h1= height of the beam at node 1
h2= height of the beam at node 2
b = constant width of the beam

                                       [12.7]

with

= determinant of 
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With D is the difference matrix:

                                             [12.8]
with
α = angle of the local axis of the beam in relation to the global system X-axis.
L = length of the beam
 
The stiffness matrix Se gives the relation between ke and ve as follows:
ke=Se.ve                                                                                                                                 [12.9]
 
to top
 
13. Beams resting at elastic continuous spring supports (2-dimensional)
 

fig. 13.1 Piece of an elastically supported beam
 
A beam on an elastically base is supported over its entire length.
This means that the load on the beam px, in addition to the external load qx, depends on the
displacements perpendicular to the beam axis v.

                                                                                                                     [13.1]
 
with
c = spring stiffness
v = displacement perpendicular to the beam axis
qx = external distributed load
 
The following relations apply to a piece of the beam:

  and                                                                                                  [13.2]
 
Furthermore, the following applies:

                                                                                                                      [13.3]
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From [13.2] and [13.3] it follows:

                                                                                                  [13.4]
 

fig. 13.2 Elastic continuous spring supported beam, with depicted positive force- and displacement
directions
 
Substituting [13.1] into [13.4] gives the following differential equation of the spring-supported beam:

                                                                                                             [13.5]

                                                                                                                           [13.6]
with
va = general solution
vp= partial solution

suppose 
                                                                                                                                                    
[13.7]
The homogenic part of the differential equation gets the following form:

                                                                                                                  [13.8]
The general solution of this differential equation is:

                  [13.9]
with C1, C2, C3 en C4 as constants of integration
We write [13.9] with the abbreviations:

                                                                                                                                                        
[13.10]

as

                                                                                     [13.11]
By differentiation of [13.11] we find the forces and other displacement components of the beam as
function of the constants of integration:

                [13.8]
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                                 [13.13]

 [13.14]
 
For the left-side of the beam (x=0), according [13.1], applies:

                                                                             [13.15]
For the right-side of the beam (x=l) , according [13.11], applies:

                                                                     [13.16]
 
The equations [13.15] and [13.16] filled in the equations [13.13] and [13.14] gives:

 [13.17]
or in short hand notation

                                                                                                                        [13.18]
Filling in the equations [13.15] and [13.16] into the equations [13.10] and [13.12] gives:

                                 [13.19]
 
or in short hand notation

                                                                                                                         [13.20]
From [13.18] and [13.20] follows:

                                                                                                                 [13.21]

so that                                                                                                          [13.22]
The stiffness matrix of an elastically supported beam is thus determined from the homogeneous part of
the solution.
 
The course of the distributed load is

                                                                      [13.23]
The partial solution of the differential equation is:

                                                                                                            [13.24]
With a distributed load no shear forces and moments occur in a beam with free ends for the particulate

solution 
In vector notation at the place of the nodes 1 and 2:
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                                                              [13.25]
In order to take the effect in account of the beam load the holding forces at the nodes should be given
the value of:

                                                                                                                    [13.26]
to top
 
14. Concrete reinforcement calculations
For the calculation of the reinforcement in the program the following schematisations are used (in
accordance with Eurocode 1992-1-1)
Stain-stress relations
The  diagram for concrete is given in the figure underneath:

The  diagram for steel is given in the figure underneath:

The calculation model
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ε-diagram                                          σ-diagram
 
From the horizontal equilibrium it follows:

                                                                                                           [14.1]

                                                                     [14.2]

                                                                                              [14.3]
 
From the equilibrium of moments it follows:

                                              [14.4]

              [14.5]

                                                [14.6]
 

                                                               [14.7]
 
The hx with a positive value is the right one.
Substitution of hx  in [14.3] gives the required value for As.
The program has build in the partial safety factors concerning the material part according to the Dutch
regulations (VBC 1995).
The partial safety factors regarding the loads have to be applied by the user himself; the option of load
combinations can be used for that purpose.
 
In Eurocode 2 EN 1992-1-1: Design of concrete structures - Part 1-1: General rules and rules

for buildings for the cylinder compression strengths > 50 N/mm2 the values for  and , see figure
below, are a function of the cylinder compression strength according

 and 

For cylinder compression strengths <= 50 N/mm2 the same values holds true as in the VBC 1995 ( =
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1.75 %o and  = 3.5 %o).
with
fck = characteristic cylinder compression strength

Form the horizontal equilibrium it follows now:

                                                                                                           [12.8]

                                         [12.9]

                                                                             [12.10]
 
From the equilibrium of the moments around the point of the reinforcement it follows:

 [12.11]
 

                                                                                                              [12.12]

                                                                             [12.13]
                                                                                                       [12.14]

                                                                                       [12.15]

                                                                                                           [12.16]
 
A positive value for hx  is the right one.
 
Substitution of hx in [12.10] gives the needed value for As.
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Determination of shear capacity; calculation shear reinforcement if needed (according to
Eurocode 2; EN 1992-1-1).
Below some fragments from EN 1992-1-1 in relation to shear force capacity are depicted:
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Calculation needed shear reinforcement, if needed:
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Shifted moment line
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Check for the maximum amount of reinforcement
A check has to be made whether the strain at the place of the reinforcement exceeds the yield strain;
because otherwise a brittle collapse of the cross-section takes places (the reinforcement should yield
firstly, before the concrete collapses in the compression zone). If this is not the case the formulas above
holds no longer. For large amounts of needed reinforcement this limitation can be reached.

                                                                                                    [14.17]
 
Check for the minimum amount of reinforcement
For the check of the necessary minimum reinforcement, according to the VBC 1995, the following
actions should be used:

with
fbm = mean tension strength concrete
W = section modulus
Ab = area concrete section

e = the eccentricity of the section; 
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For compression and bending respectively and tension and bending for the denominator should be used:
η-1 respectively η+1.
The applied minimum amount of reinforcement does not have to be larger than 1.25 times the value of
the calculated amount of reinforcement for the acting loads.
According to Eurocode 2 the following holds true:

with
bt = the mean width of the tension area

fyk   = characteristic yield limit reinforcement steel
fcm = mean cylinder compression strength concrete

fck = characteristic cylinder compression strength concrete.
 
The check for the minimum amount of reinforcement needed is performed by the program.
 
Partial coefficients
The program has build in the partial safety coefficients for the material concrete; which do depend on
the choice been made between the VBC 1995 (Dutch code) and Eurocode 2.
The partial load factors have to be incorporated by the user himself; with the aid of the build in option of
load combinations for instance; see further Load Combinations.
 
According to the Dutch VBC 1995:
 

; {representative compression strength of concrete}

; {calculation value for compression strength of concrete}

; {representative tension strength of concrete}

; {calculation value of tension strength of concrete}

; (allowable shear stress for the transfer of shear forces)

; {calculation value of tension strength of reinforcement steel}
 
According to Eurocode 2; EN 1992-1-1:
design value for compression strength (cylinder compression strength)

fck = characteristic cylinder compression strength of concrete

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)
 
design value yield limit reinforcement steel

fyk  = characteristic yield limit of reinforcement steel
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; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)
 
maximal allowable shear stress without shear reinforcement

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)

; with d = effective height in mm

= ratio area bending reinforcement/concrete section area

= normal stress
 
Crack width calculation according EN 1992-1-1; see also choice for crack width calculation
Note: For the determination of σs, the program calculates the load COMBINATIONS without
multiplication factors for the constituent BASE loads.
The starting point is that the combination of BASIC loads without multiplication factors are present as
service load for the purpose of calculating the crack width.
 

wapening.htm
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to top
 
15. Cross section checks
For further backgrounds see further:
Theory elastic Eulerian buckling
Backgrounds Eurocode 3 (steel)
Backgrounds Eurocode 5 (timber)
 

theorieeulerknik.htm
theorieec3.htm
theorieec5.htm
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to top
 
See for a 2 dimensional framework also Input properties of reinforcement
See further also:
Formula properties standard steel sections
Backgrounds to the program
 
 
Annex 1
 
Two-dimensional; derivation mass matrix
Derivation bending proportion of a prismatic beam; beam fixed connected on both sides
Virtual energy E 

                                                                       
W is the position and time dependent displacement of the beam (its rotational inertia is ignored).

 velocity
 
Propose  

= time-dependent degrees of freedom with respect to the 2 ends of the
beam.

 = location dependent  shape functions.
 

     

                            (I)
 
T stands for transposed
 
For W(x,t) a cubic gradient is used over the length of the beam

                         (II)
 
With the boundary conditions

wapening.htm
GeometrischeEigenschappenDoorsnedenFormules.htm
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This gives after some algebraic operations:

 
By filling in these coefficients in (II) and collecting the coefficients v(t) the following is found for Φ (x):

The four interpolation functions

 

As a convenient alternative to manual determination, the tool available in e.g. Integral Calculator • With

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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Steps! (integral-calculator.com)  is useful.
All this then gives:

to top
 
 

Annex 2
Two-dimensional; derivation mass matrix with hinges
Derivation of the bending part of a prismatic beam with hinges
1. Left end hinged connected beam (right fixed connected):
For W(x,t) a cubic gradient along the length of the beam is used.

 
With the preconditions

à a2 = 0    (no moment present; curvature therefore zero)
 

 
This gives after some algebraic operations:

By filling in these coefficients in (II) and collecting the coefficients v(t) we find for  the following:
 

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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The four interpolation functions

With the aid of Integral Calculator • With Steps! (integral-calculator.com) the integration gives:
 

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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2. Right end hinged connected beam (left fixed connected):
For W(x,t) a cubic gradient along the length of the beam is used.

 
With the preconditions

(no moment present; curvature therefore zero)
 
This gives after some algebraic operations:

 
By filling in these coefficients in (II) and collecting the coefficients v(t) we find for  the following:
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The four interpolation functions

 
With the aid of Integral Calculator • With Steps! (integral-calculator.com) the integration gives:
 

 
3. Beam with hinges at both sides
For W(x,t) a cubic gradient along the length of the beam is used.

 
With the preconditions

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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à a2 = 0    (no moment present; curvature therefore zero)
 

(no moment present; curvature therefore zero)
 
This gives after some algebraic operations:
 

 
By filling in these coefficients in (II) and collecting the coefficients v(t) we find for  the following:

The four interpolation functions
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With the aid of Integral Calculator • With Steps! (integral-calculator.com) the integration gives:
 

 
 
to top
 
 
 
Annex 3
 
Two-dimensional; derivation mass matrix, with eccentric beam connections
Derivation for the 'consistent' mass matrix, of a prismatic beam, in the presence of eccentric
beam connections
1. Both sides fixed beam

Beam with eccentric connections at the begin node I and end node J
 

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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The relationship between the displacements at the nodes I and J and the two ends of the elastic part of
the beam is:

Virtual energy E

W = the position and time-dependent displacement of the beam over the elastic part (the rotational inertia
is not included).

=nelheid

 
time-dependent degrees of freedom with respect to the 2 ends of the beam.

 position dependent interpolation functions over
elastic part ( -axis)
 
In which

T stands for transposed
 
Bending part
For  a cubic curve over the elastic length of the beam is taken

 
with preconditions
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This gives after some algebraic operations:

By filling in these coefficients in (II) and collecting the coefficients , the following is found for
:

 

With the aid of Integral Calculator • With Steps! (integral-calculator.com) the integration gives:

 
Normal force part
For  a first-degree gradient over the elastic length of the member is taken

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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Bending part + normal force part
 

 
2. Left end hinged connected beam (right fixed connected):
 
The relationship between the displacements at the nodes I and J and the two ends of the elastic part of
the beam is:

 
Bending part
For  a cubic curve over the elastic length of the beam is taken

 
with preconditions

 
This gives after some algebraic operations:
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By filling in these coefficients in (II) and collecting the coefficients , the following is found for
:

With the aid of Integral Calculator • With Steps! (integral-calculator.com) the integration gives:
 

 
Normal force part
 
For  a first-degree gradient over the elastic length of the member is taken

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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Bending part + Normal force part

 
3. Right end hinged connected beam (left fixed connected):
 
The relationship between the displacements at the nodes I and J and the two ends of the elastic part of
the beam is:

 
Bending part
For  a cubic curve over the elastic length of the beam is taken

 
with preconditions

This gives after some algebraic operations:
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By filling in these coefficients in (II) and collecting the coefficients , the following is found for
:

With the aid of Integral Calculator • With Steps! (integral-calculator.com) the integration gives:
 

 
Normal force part
 
For  a first-degree gradient over the elastic length of the member is taken

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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Bending part + Normal force part

4. Beam with hinges at both sides
 
The relationship between the displacements at the nodes I and J and the two ends of the elastic part of
the beam is:

 
Bending part
For  a cubic curve over the elastic length of the beam is taken

 
with preconditions

 
This gives after some algebraic operations:
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By filling in these coefficients in (II) and collecting the coefficients , the following is found for
:

With the aid of Integral Calculator • With Steps! (integral-calculator.com) the integration gives:
 

 
Normal force part
For  a first-degree gradient over the elastic length of the member is taken

https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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Bending part + Normal fore part
 

 
to top
 
 
Annex 4
 
Two-dimensional; derivation mass matrix, with spring connected beams
Derivation of the ‘consistent’ mass matrix, of a prismatic beam, in the presence of spring
connected beams.
At both sides spring connections
 
Bending part
 
See also: (15) (PDF) Seismic response of structural frameworks with flexible connections | Luis E
Suarez - Academia.edu   
 
Virtual energy E

        
W = the position and time-dependent displacement of the beam (the rotational inertia is not included)

= velocity
 

suppose  

https://www.academia.edu/27660124/Seismic_response_of_structural_frameworks_with_flexible_connections
https://www.academia.edu/27660124/Seismic_response_of_structural_frameworks_with_flexible_connections
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A deformed beam element with flexible beam connections
 
Assuming a third degree progression for W(x,t) gives:
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T stands for transposed

 
Normal force part

 
Virtual energy E

For u(x,t) a first degree gradient over the length of the member is used.

 
suppose 

 time-dependent degrees of freedom with respect to the 2 ends of the beam.

 location dependent interpolation functions.
 

with

Linear  interpolation functions for Ф
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with

with
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Total mass matrix

                                                [M0]                                                                           
[MM1]                                                  [MN1]
 
to top
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly bring your documentation online with HelpNDoc

3-dimensional

Theory of the displacement method; 3 Dimensional
 
Contents
1. Statical calculations; GEOMETRICAL linear
2. Implementation in the Framework program
3. Processing of prescribed displacements
4. Process presence of hinges (3-dimensional)
5. Vlasov torsion theory
6. Eccentric beam connections
7. Statical calculations; GEOMETRICAL non-linear
8. Calculation of reinforcement
9. Determination of Eigenfrequencies
10. Multi modal analysis (earth quake loads)
11. Cross section checks
 
For some general backgrounds: Some basic concepts
See also:
Educative depiction stiffness matrix single beam 3D
Educative depiction stiffness matrix whole frame 2D and 3D
Educative depiction conversion beam loads to primary nodal loads 3D
Educative depiction force vector on the nodes 2D and 3D
Educative depiction displacements vector of the nodes 2D and 3D
 
1. Statical calculations; GEOMETRICAL linear
 

 
Beneath a short compilation of the theory is given. For more comprehensive treatment of the theory is
referred to the literature, which is present in great abundance.
 
The method is called “displacement method” because the fact that the primarily unknowns the
displacements of the nodes of the framework are. For a 3-dimensional framework this affects six

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
begrippen.htm
EducatiefMatrix3D.htm
EducatiefSysteemMatrix.htm
EducatiefTonenPrimaireBelastingen3D.htm
EducatiefKrachtVector.htm
EducatiefVerplaatsingsVector.htm
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degrees of freedom: translation at X-, Y- and Z- direction (U) and rotations around the X-, Y- and Z-
axis (phi)

 The displacement vector of a node could be noted as follows:

                                                                                                                        [1.1]
At a node are acting also six forces: point loads in X-, Y- en Z- direction and moments around the X-,
Y- and Z-axis.

 
The force vector at a node is noted as follows:

                                                                                                                      [1.2]
 
A beam e constitutes the connection between the two nodes i and j,
 
The displacement vector of the beam e is noted as follows:
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                                                                                                                     [1.3]
 
The force of the beam e is noted as follows:

                                                                                                                     [1.4]
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The stiffness matrix Se gives the relation between ke and ve as follows:

                                                                                                                [1.5]
 
with
kfe is the force vector for clamped nodes i and j
 
or complete:

 
and added together (symmetric matrix):
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[1.6]
 
with:
E = Elasticity modulus (Youngs modulus)
G = Shear distortion modulus
A = Area of the beam
Ixx = Torsion stiffness moment of the beam around the local beam X- axis
Iyy = bending moment of inertia (or called “second moment of area”) of the beam around the local
beam Y- axis
Izz = bending moment of inertia or called “second moment of area”) of the beam around the local
beam Z- axis
l = length of the beam
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If a framework consists out of n beams the total stiffness matrix S of the framework is calculated as
follows:

                                                                                                               [1.10]
From the base equation k = S.v after the building of the force vector k and the system stiffness matrix S
the unknown vector v is solved with the aid of the Crout-Choleski method. In essence this is a clever
method to solve n linear equations with n unknown.
In order to take care that the matrix S near the primary diagonal has as few zeros as possible the
program performs an automatic renumbering (optimization) for the by the user entered node numbers.
By this the bandwidth of the diagonal terms becomes as small as possible. This saves memory and time
of calculation.
After the calculation of the vector v with the aid of.  via post processing the forces in the
beams near the nodes are determined (by which the primary nodal loads, coming from the beam loads,
should be added yet)
 
For solving of  the method of LU-decomposition is applied in the program; see for instance:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LU_decomposition
 
Processing of beam loads
The beam loads present must be transformed to equivalent primary nodal loads, because the various
degrees of freedom (DOF) are concentrated at the nodes.
The kind of connection of the beam to the node (hinge or spring connection) should taken into account.
These forces are added to any nodal loads that may be present; included in the force vector ke

To this end, the nodes are fixed completely as it were (also think of the old-fashioned manual method
Cross) and the force effect on both ends of the beams is determined.
The associated displacements with respect to the nodes are equal to zero for the primary nodal vector
beam loads kp = kfe.

Equivalent nodal loads according to the global system of axes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LU_decomposition
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= primary nodal vector beam loads
 
Beam loads have to be distributed towards the nodes and be incorporated into the force vector.
For this purpose the nodes are in thought completely fixed (think of the old fashioned manual calculation
method Cross). The nodal loads are determined with the aid of the well known beam formulas from the
beam loads (primary nodal loads).
 
See also:
Theory elastic Eulerian buckling; Theory elastic buckling
Theory buckling and lateral torsional buckling according EC3
Theory buckling according EC5
Examples of General Integrated Method buckling and lateral buckling
 
to top
 
2. Implementation in the Framework program (3-dimensional)
Because the axes of the various beams mostly do not coincide with the X- axis of the global system of
axes the matrices according [1.7] – [1.9] have to be adjusted for this other orientations.
In the program the needed stiffness matrices are built together at a more fundamental way.
This approach will be described beneath shortly

theorieeulerknik.htm
TheorieKnikKipElastisch.htm
TheorieKnikKipEC3.htm
TheorieKnikKipEC5.htm
VoorbeeldenAlgemeneMethodeKnik.htm
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fig. 2.1 Top: Beam with depicted generalized stresses; Bottom: positive force- and displacement
directions
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fig. 2.2 a. displacements of the beam in the  plane

b. displacements of the beam in the  plane

c. displacements of the beam in the  plane
 
For a single free end of the beam applies:

                                                                                                                                 [2.1]
with
ε = the strains
C = the combination matrix

= displacement possibilities at the free end of the beam (local system of axes)
or written out:
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                              [2.2]

fig. 2.3 Beam of the framework in three dimensional space
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fig. 2.4
a. Transformation of the global system of axes to a system of axes involved at the projection of the
beam in the XOY plane à angle α

b. Transformation of the  system of axes to a system that is rotated an angle ß around
the ya axis à angle β

c. Transformation of the system of axes to the  system, that is rotated an angle
γ around the xβ – axis à angle γ
 

                                                                                                                                           
[2.3]
with

= displacements according the local system of axes
T = transformation matrix
v = displacements according the global system of axes
or writing it out for point i:
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[2.4]
with

 
For the total transformation matrix applies:
De = C.Te
 

                                                                                                           [2.5]
De is called the differentiation matrix
The stiffness matrix for the beam in relation to the global system of axes can now be calculated as
follows:

                                                                                                         [2.6]
with

= transposed form of the matrix 
For a 3-dimensional framework, for which the beams are both sides connected fixed, applies:
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                   [2.7]
 

                                                                                                             [2.8]
 

                                                                            [2.9]
with

= total known system force vector for the load cases 1…n
 = total known system stiffness matrix
= to solve total system displacement vector for the load cases 1…n

 
After solving of from   it follows    (according to the global
system of axes)
The resulting beam force vector is  
In kp  the effect of the beam loads is accounted for.
For transformation of , according to the global system of axes, to the local system of axes it follows:

For T see formula [2.4].
 
 
See for further reading for instance: MATRIX STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS or MATRIX
ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES
 
to top
 
3. Processing of prescribed displacements
In order to obtain a stable construction, the values of a number of degrees of freedom must be
prescribed or known in advance; otherwise there is no static balance of the structure.
If this degree of freedom has a value equal to zero, it is a rigid imposition in the direction of the degree
of freedom concerned.
Theoretically, the system k = S.v can be reduced to only the degrees of freedom that are not
prescribed, but that would destroy the systematic construction of the matrices and vectors.
The practical approach given below does not affect the dimensions of the system stiffness matrix and the
displacement and force vectors therefore.
Suppose vj is given for degree of freedom j (for a rigid imposition, vj = 0).

http://www4.hcmut.edu.vn/~vinhbd/Documents/Matrix Structural Ananysis (with an Introduction to Finite Elements).pdf
http://repository.bakrie.ac.id/10/1/[TSI-LIB-131][Aslam_Kassimali]_Matrix_Analysis_of_Structure.pdf
http://repository.bakrie.ac.id/10/1/[TSI-LIB-131][Aslam_Kassimali]_Matrix_Analysis_of_Structure.pdf
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The following modifications are than made in S and k:
 

  
If vj <> 0                                   If vj = 0

 
See further: input prescribed displacements 3D
to top
 
4. Processing of presence of hinges (3-dimensional)
 
The influence of hinges is processed directly in (see equation [2.7])
 

                                    [4.1]
Four general cases are distinguished:
1.       No hinges à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7 =1
2.       Hinge at left side only (node I; is lowest numbered node number)  

2.1    Rotation around X-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7 =0
2.2     Rotation around Y-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 0, f5= 0, f6= 3, f7 =1
2.3     Rotation around Z-axis is free à f1= 0, f2= 0, f3= 3, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7 =1
2.4     Rotation around X-axis and Y-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 0, f5= 0, f6= 3, f7

=0
2.5     Rotation around X-axis and Z-axis is free à f1= 0, f2= 0, f3= 3, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7
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=0
2.6     Rotation around Y-axis and Z-axis is free j à f1= 0, f2= 0, f3= 3, f4= 0, f5= 0, f6= 3, f7

=1
2.7     Rotation around X, Y and Z-axis is free (ball hinge) à f1= 0, f2= 0, f3= 3, f4= 0, f5= 0,

f6= 3, f7 =0
 

3.       Hinge at right side only (node J; is highest numbered node number)
3.1    Rotation around X-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7 =0
3.2    Rotation around Y-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 3, f5= 0, f6= 0, f7 =1
3.3    Rotation around Z-axis is free à f1= 3, f2= 0, f3= 0, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7 =1
3.4    Rotation around X-axis and Y-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 3, f5= 0, f6= 0, f7

=0
3.5    Rotation around X-axis and Z-axis is free à f1= 3, f2= 0, f3= 0, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7

=0
3.6    Rotation around Y-axis and Z-axis is free à f1= 3, f2= 0, f3= 0, f4= 3, f5= 0, f6= 0, f7

=1
3.7    Rotation around X, Y and Z-axis is free (ball hinge) à f1= 3, f2= 0, f3= 0, f4= 3, f5= 0,

f6= 0, f7 =0
 
4.       Hinges at both sides (node I and node J)

4.1    Rotation around X-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7 =0
4.2    Rotation around Y-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 0, f5= 0, f6= 0, f7 =1
4.3    Rotation around Z-axis is free à f1= 0, f2= 0, f3= 0, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7 =1
4.4    Rotation around X-axis and Y-axis is free à f1= 4, f2= 2, f3= 4, f4= 0, f5= 0, f6= 0, f7

=0
4.5    Rotation around X-axis and Z-axis is free à f1= 0, f2= 0, f3= 0, f4= 4, f5= 2, f6= 4, f7

=0
4.6    Rotation around Y-axis and Z-axis is free à f1= 0, f2= 0, f3= 0, f4= 0, f5= 0, f6= 0, f7

=1
4.7    Rotation around X, Y and Z-axis is free (ball hinge) à f1= 0, f2= 0, f3= 0, f4= 0, f5= 0,

f6= 3, f7 =0
 

 Written out with the aid of  this gives:
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to top
 
5.Vlasov torsion theory (3-dimensional)
The typical torsion stresses according to De Saint Venant occur if warping can take place freely only. In
engineering practice this rarely is the case.
If warping is prevented locally axial stresses are introduced. These stresses diminish with the distance
from the restrained but are noticeable over a considerable length of the beam. In monolith and thin wall
closed sections these stresses can often be neglected. However, in thin wall open sections these axial
stresses can be large. Moreover, the stiffness of thin wall open sections is strongly increased due to
warping restraints.

Free warping (a) and restrained warping (b)
 
Differential Equation
In 1940, V.Z. Vlasov developed a torsion theory in which restrained warping is included. This theory is
also called “warping torsion” or “non-uniform torsion”. Next to this the torsion theory of De Saint
Venant is also called “circulatory torsion” or “uniform torsion”. In the theory of Vlasov the specific
torsion is not constant along the x-axis.

PrandtlAnalogieWringing.htm
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Displacement of a point by rotation of the cross-section

The rotation  of the beam cross-section follows from the differential equation:

where GIt is the torsion stiffness, ECw is the warping stiffness and mx is a distributed torsion moment
along the beam axis.
In the program torsional moments can be transferred to a beam at the two nodes only, this gives: mx=0
The warping constant Cw has the unit m6

 
The boundary conditions at the beam ends are as follows.
No rotation and no warping (fixed support):

No rotation and free warping (fork support):

Free rotation and no warping:

Free rotation and free warping (free):

Where  is the bimoment:

This occurs in a cross-section if warping is restrained. It has the unusual unit Nm².
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The Vlasov theory reduces to the theory of De Saint Venant if the warping stiffness is zero, the
distributed moment is zero and warping is free.
 
Stiffening by the warping effect.
1. If both beam ends cannot warp the torsion stiffness needs to be multiplied by an enlargement factor:

where

β value for some sections
 
2. If one of the beam ends cannot warp the torsion stiffness needs to be multiplied by the factor:
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This stiffening effect is implemented in the program.
 
This method is not valid for continuous beams or with non prismatic beams.
For further backgrounds see also: http://heron.tudelft.nl/50-1/4.pdf
 

The general solution of is:
with

 
with

 
Both sides restrained:

By elimination it follows:

 
Left side restrained; right side free:
 

 ; B(x=l)=0
 

http://heron.tudelft.nl/50-1/4.pdf
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By elimination it follows:

 
Left side free; right side restrained:

 
By elimination it follows:

 
 
Solutions as function of the x-coordinate

Example of the distribution along the beam axis of  St. Venant moment (Tt,x), Warping moment (Tw,x) and B-
moment (Bx); warping restrained at both sides
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Example of the distribution along the beam axis of  St. Venant moment (Tt,x), Warping moment (Tw,x) and B-
moment (Bx); warping restrained at right  side only
 
For x = 0

 
For x = l

 
Calculation elastic stresses caused by torsion; warping included.
In the program the stresses in steel cross-sections can be checked at a classical way or according to
EN 1993-1-1 (Eurocode 3; steel).

 
Beneath the backgrounds are given how the stresses caused by torsion are calculated by de computer
program (both for “Elastic” and “Eurocode 3 (steel)”).
For further checks according Eurocode 3 see further: Backgrounds checks acccording Eurocode 3
(steel)
 
Superposition

theorieec3.htm
theorieec3.htm
theorieec3.htm
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 with
σeq  = equivalent stress (von Mises yield criterion)
 
I-section:

 
Shear stresses St.Venant torsion (b)

             (maximal shear stress at web by pure torsion )
with
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tf  = thickness flange
tw  = thickness web
 
Shear stresses by bending torsion (warping) (c)

(maximal shear stress at flange by bending torsion) 
with

h = total height section
d = h - tf
b= width flange
 
 
Normal stresses by Bi-moment (d)

with

 
U-section (channel):
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Shear stresses St.Venant torsion (b)

                 (maximal shear stress at flange by pure torsion)

             (maximal shear stress at web by pure torsion )
 
with
tf  = thickness flange
tw  = thickness web
 
Shear stresses by bending torsion (warping) (c)
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                       (maximal shear stress at flange by bending torsion)
with

h = total height section
 

                    (maximal shear stress at outer corner web/flange by bending torsion)
with

 

                      (maximal shear stress at web by bending torsion)
with

 
Normal stresses by Bi-moment (d)

             (maximal normal stress at flange by bending torsion; free side)
with

 

            (maximal normal stress at flange by bending torsion; side of the web)
with

 
See further also: DG09.pdf (umd.edu)
 
For the calculation of torsion moment of inertia for an arbitrary shaped cross section see: Arbitrary
shaped section and Prandtl soap film analogy.
 
to top
 
6. Eccentric beam connections (3-dimensional)

https://user.eng.umd.edu/~ccfu/ref/Design-Guide-9-torsion.pdf
algemeenprofiel.htm
algemeenprofiel.htm
PrandtlAnalogieWringing.htm
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fig. 4.1 Eccentric connected framework beam
The beam is connected via parts with infinite large stiffness (defined in relation to the global system of
axes) to the nodes i and j
The elastic part of the beam is situated between the points ii and jj
In order to take the influence of the eccentric connections in account in the beam stiffness matrix Se (see
formula [2.6]) this matrix have to be adjusted as follows:

                                                                                                      [6.1]
in which

                                          [6.2]
with

                                                                                                              [6.3]
= is the transposed form of  

The beam forces in the whole beam (at the nodes i and j) can be calculated as follows:
                                                                                                                 [6.4]

The beam forces in the elastic part of the beam (at the points ii and jj) can be calculated as follows:

                                                                                                                                                                                 
[6.5]
to top
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7. Statical calculations; GEOMETRICAL non-linear
See for further determination [Snl]
 
to top
 
8. Calculation of reinforcement  (3-dimensional).
For the calculation of reinforcement, for the local Y- and Z beam axis respectively, in the program the
following material properties are applied:
 
Stain-stress relations
The diagram for concrete is given in the figure underneath (according Eurocode EN-1992-1-1
art. 3.1.7(2)):

For fck < 50 MPA accounts:

‰

‰
For fck >= 50 MPA accounts:

 
The  diagram for steel is given in the figure underneath (according to EN-1992-1-1 art. 3.27(2));
de red line:

GeometrischNLMatrix.htm
GeometrischNLMatrix.htm
GeometrischNLMatrix.htm
GeometrischNLMatrix.htm
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The calculation model
The needed amount of reinforcement around the local Y- and Z beam axis is determined as follows:

Form the horizontal equilibrium it follows now:

                                                                                                           [8.1]

                                         [8.2]

                                                                                                                 
[8.3]
From the equilibrium of the moments around the point of the reinforcement it follows:

 [8.4]

                                                                                                             [8.5]

                                                                                                                  
[8.6]

                                                                                                      [8.7]

                                                                                      [8.8]
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                                                                                                           [8.9]
A positive value for hx is the right one.
Substitution of hx  in [5.3] gives the needed value for As.
 
Biaxial bending
The influence of biaxial bending, at the presence of a normal force, will be taken into account according
to EN 1992-1-1 art. 5.8.9(4):
 

At the output of the numerical calculation results the correction for the needed reinforcement, caused by
biaxial bending and the presence of a normal compression force according formula (5.39), are depicted
at the column with the text “Dbl. bending”; see the example of output results below.
For a value of 1.000 for the values at the column “Dbl. bending” the needed amount of bending
reinforcement; according (5.39), did not have to be enlarged; otherwise it will be done by the program.

 
Determination of shear capacity; calculation shear reinforcement if needed.
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Calculation needed shear reinforcement, if needed:
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Influence of torsion in combination with shear force

 
Check for the maximum amount of reinforcement
A check has to be made whether the strain at the place of the reinforcement exceeds the yield strain;
because otherwise a brittle collapse of the cross-section takes places (the reinforcement should yield
firstly, before the concrete collapses in the compression zone). If this is not the case the formulas above
holds no longer. For large amounts of needed reinforcement this limitation can be reached.

                                                                                                    [8.10]
 
Check for the minimum amount of reinforcement
According to Eurocode 2 the following holds true:

with
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bt = the mean width of the tension area

fyk  = characteristic yield limit reinforcement steel
fcm = mean cylinder compression strength concrete

fck = characteristic cylinder compression strength concrete.
The check for the minimum amount of reinforcement needed is performed by the program.
 
Partial coefficients
The program has build in the partial safety coefficients for the material concrete; which do depend on
the choice been made between the VBC 1995 (Dutch code) and Eurocode 2.
The partial load factors have to be incorporated by the user himself; with the aid of the build in option of
load combinations for instance; see further Load Combinations.
 
According to Eurocode 2; EN 1992-1-1:
design value for compression strength (cylinder compression strength)

fck = characteristic cylinder compression strength of concrete

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)
 
design value yield limit reinforcement steel

fyk  = characteristic yield limit of reinforcement steel

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)
 
maximal allowable shear stress without shear reinforcement

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)

; to be adjusted by the national annex if needed (default value EN 1992-1-1)

; with d = effective height in mm

= ratio area bending reinforcement/concrete section area

= normal stress
 
For answering the question whether or not shear reinforcement steel is needed the program takes into
account the torsion moment along the beam axis too. Formula (6.31) from EN 1992-1-1 is used; see
the text fragment below:
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For changing the partial material coefficients see further: Material coefficients Eurocode 2
 
Crack width calculation according EN 1992-1-1; see also choice for crack width calculation

Note: For the determination of σs, the program calculates the load COMBINATIONS without
multiplication factors for the constituent BASE loads.
The starting point is that the combination of BASIC loads without multiplication factors are present as
service load for the purpose of calculating the crack width.
 

wapeningeurocode.htm
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to top
 
 
9. Determination of Eigenfrequencies (3-dimensional)
The equation of free vibrations, without damping, is as follows:

                                                                                                               [9.1]
in which:
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[S] = the stiffness matrix, with the free degrees of freedom only; see formula [2.7]
[M] = the mass matrix, for the free degrees of freedom only
U = the displacement vector (Eigen vector = natural vector)
 
The mass matrix can be filled at three ways:

-          Lumped mass matrix
With this method all mass terms, related to translations, are placed on the main diagonal of the matrix.
The lumped mass matrix of beam e in relation to the local beams axis is:
 

 
-          Consistent mass matrix (inertial rotation effects excluded) - symmetric

The consistent mass matrix of beam e in relation to the local beams axis is:

  [9.2]
 

-          Consistent mass matrix (inertial rotation effects included) – symmetric
See for instance tmg-a _891.a8.doc (adina.com); page 77
 

http://www.adina.com/adinadownloads/docs/tmg-a_89.pdf
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 [9.2a]
See for instance: Microsoft Word - thesis_report (diva-portal.org) of. J-S-Przemieniecki-Theory-of-
matrix-structural-analysis-pdf.pdf - PDFCOFFEE.COM
 
with
A = area
r = specific mass of the beam
l = length of the beam
Jp = polar mass moment of inertia around the local X-axis (Jp = Iyy +Izz)
Iyy = bending moment of inertia of the beam around the local Y-axis
Izz = bending moment of inertia of the beam around the local Z-axis
 
Usually, the difference in results is not large compared to the neglect of the inertial rotation effects.
 
From beam mass matrix to system matrix
Transformation to the global system of axes goes as follows:

                                                                                                       [9.3]
with

and

                                                                                                         [9.4]
in which
a = the angle of the beam with the global system of axes into the X-Y plane
β = the angle of the beam around the Ya axis into the Xa , Ya ,  Za  plane
g = the angle of the beam around the Xβ axis into the Xβ , Yβ ,  Zβ  plane

= transposed shape of  
 

https://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:609349/fulltext01.pdf
https://pdfcoffee.com/j-s-przemieniecki-theory-of-matrix-structural-analysis-pdfpdf-5-pdf-free.html
https://pdfcoffee.com/j-s-przemieniecki-theory-of-matrix-structural-analysis-pdfpdf-5-pdf-free.html
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Summation of the mass matrices for n beams:

                                                                                                     [9.5]
The answer of equation [9.1] can be realized only if the determinant of the next formula is zero:

                                                                                                             [9.6]
with:
ω  = circle frequency (rad/s)

Equation [9.6] can be reshaped into:                                                           [9.7]
with:

 = Eigenvalue and  = Eigenfrequency (Hz).                                           [9.8]
 

The standard shape of an Eigenvalue problem however is as follows: 

Where   is a symmetric matrix and  the unity matrix (ones at the main diagonal and further
zeros).

If equation. [6.7] has been converted into  the product  is not
symmetric anymore; for an efficient calculation process this symmetric shape is needed however.
 
In order to get the symmetry back the following approach is followed:
By means of Cholesky decomposition of the stiffness matrix (this one is symmetric and positive definite)
will be decomposed as follows:

with:

 = the lower triangular matrix (main diagonal and below there)

= the transposed shape of  
 

Multiplication of equation [9.7] with  gives:                                       [9.9]
in which:

Matrix  is symmetric and has the same Eigenvalues as the original problem.

The original Eigenvectors U can be calculated backward as follows:               [9.10]
 
Equation [9.9] will be solved with the aid of QL/QR iterative calculation method (with
tridiagonalisation). For the details of this rather complex algorithm see the literature for the sake of
brevity.
(for instance: http://www.math.wsu.edu/faculty/watkins/pdfiles/uqr2.pdf)
The calculation results will be sorted at such a way that the lowest Eigenfrequencies (highest
Eigenvalues) are at the front of the output.
All Eigenvalues will be calculated by the program, but the user has to choose how many of them should
be in the output.

http://www.math.wsu.edu/faculty/watkins/pdfiles/uqr2.pdf
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In general: the Eigenvector U of a matrix [A] is the vector for which the following holds:
[A].U = λ.U                                                                                                                                     
[9.11]
 
where
λ is a scalar value called the ‘Eigenvalue’.
This means that the linear transformation [A] on vector U is completely defined by λ.
Equation [9.11] can be rewritten as follows:
λ.U - [A].U = 0
à U.( λ.[I]  - [A]) = 0                                                                                                                    
[9.12]
 
where
 [I] is the identity matrix of the same dimensions as [A].
 
See further also: Backgrounds to the program
 
to top
 
10. Multi modal analysis (earth quake loads)
With the aid of multi modal response analysis the effects of earth quake loads can be calculated.
It is important to realize that the following from section 7.4 on is an approximate approach.
 
10.1. As a first step in a multi modal response spectrum analysis the Eigenfrequencies and Eigenvectors
are calculated; see also 8. Determination of Eigenfrequencies
 
10.2. Factors of modal participation,  Gxn, Gyn, Gzn  in  X-, Y- en Z- direction respectively, for the
response of a seismic action are calculated as follows:
With Φn is the Eigenvector for mode n:

 
with:
  M is the mass matrix
  i stands for the number of nodes
  Ix is a vector with elements equal to 1 for translation degrees of freedom in X- direction and all other
elements are equal to 0
  Iy and Iz  at a similar way
  φxi,n is the element of Φn regarding the degree of freedom in X- direction for node i
  φyi,n and φzi,n at a similar way
  mxi is the element of M regarding the degree of freedom in X- direction for node i
  myi and  mzi n at a similar way
The value of the modal participation factors does depend on the way the Eigenvectors Φn are scaled.
In the program every Eigenvector Φn is scaled on a maximal value of 1.
The relative size of the modal participation factors determines the predominant direction of the regarding
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Eigenmode.
 
10.3. The modal effective masses in X-, Y- and Z-direction, MXn, MYn and MZn are:

 
The sum of the modal effective masses in X-, Y- and Z- direction respectively is equal to the total mass of
the structure (each direction apart).
 
The modal peak reaction forces for Eigenmode n are:

Modal response spectrum analysis of an MDOF structure
 
10.4. Peak modal seismic action effects are calculated in the X-, Y- and Z- direction apart as
follows:
 - For each Eigenmode n the spectral displacements in X- direction, SdX(Tn), are calculated from the
acceleration spectrum as SdX(Tn)= (Tn/2π)2. SaX(Tn)
  In Y- and Z- direction at a similar way.
-  The nodal displacement vector of the structure in Eigenmode n caused by the seismic load in X-
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direction  is calculated as UXn=SdX(Tn).GXn.Φn
  In Y- and Z- direction at a similar way.
 
The calculated peak modal seismic action effects per Eigenmode are exact. However, they occur at
different instances in the response and can be combined only approximately.
In the program use is made of the “Complete Quadratic Combination” rule (CQC):

EE = the maximum seismic effect due to the correlated Eigenmodes (displacements, stresses, unity
check values and beam forces).
EEi and EEj are the peak values of the seismic action effects in Eigenmodes i and j
The value for the correlation between the Eigenmode i and j will be approximated by means of a
correlation factor ri,j

with
xi and xj are viscous damping ratios in Eigenmodes i and j
In the program for xi and xj a value of 0.05 is applied
λ=Ti/Tj
 
The CQC rule gives absolute values for the peak response values only.
In EN 1998-1 art. 4.3.3.3.1(3) it’s stated that the sum of the effective modal masses for the
Eigenmodes taken into account amounts to at least 90% of the total mass of the structure; the program
will take into account ALL Eigenmodes however.
 
For the calculation of stresses and/or unity check values these are calculated per Eigenmode apart (with
both positive as negative values for the Eigenmode vector) and summed afterwards with the aid of the
CQC rule presented above.
This has the important advantage that per Eigenmode the right signs for the beam forces are taken into
account. For the non-linear influence of the axial normal force see point 7.6 below.
 
10.5. Combination of the effects of an earthquake Ex, Ey and Ez, in X-, Y- en Z-direction
respectively, to the total effect E, takes place in the program by means of the SRSS (Square Root of
the Sum of the Squares) rule:

This is the method by which the effects of earthquake excitations in X-, Y- and Z-direction apart are
taken into account as a total effect.
 
10.6. Stress- and unity check values calculations
10.6.1 General
Because of the application of the CQC and SRSS rules underlying signs of the various values do
disappear; the end results (such as normal forces, shear forces and moments) have positive values only.
The program will calculate the stresses and unit check values from the individual Eigenmodes and the
three earthquake directions apart therefore (global X-, Y-and Z-direction, in both positive and negative
direction); while maintaining the correct signs. The individual values (positive or negative) are  then
subjected to the CQC and SRSS rules.
 
10.6.2 Stress checks steel structures (according to NEN 1993-1-1)

UCPrincipe.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
theorieec3.htm
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The design check equations for steel structures are written in terms of "design strength ratios" which are
a nonlinear function of the axial force in the beam; therefore the ratios cannot be calculated in each
Eigenmode.
This is solved by first calculating the maximum axial force over all Eigenmodes. The design ratios are
then be evaluated Eigenmode by Eigenmode, assuming the maximum axial force reduction factor
remains constant for all Eigenmodes.
The design ratio for the beam is then estimated by a double-sum modal combination method (the CQC
method). This approach does improve accuracy and is still conservative.
 
Literature:
Seismic Design, Assessment and Retrofitting of Concrete Buildings
Based on EN-Eurocode8
MICHAEL N. FARDIS
Springer
 
to top
 
11. Cross section checks
For further backgrounds see further:
Theory elastic Eulerian buckling
Backgrounds Eurocode 3 (steel)
Backgrounds Eurocode 5 (timber)
 
See further also:
Formula properties standard steel sections
Backgrounds to the program
 
to top
 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Step-by-Step Guide: How to Turn Your Word Document into
an eBook

Files

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: From Word to ePub or Kindle eBook: A Comprehensive Guide

Load input

Load input data
 
With the aid of this menu already saved job data can be loaded from disk.
The standard extension (characters behind the ‘.’) in this program is for a 2 dimensional job
Framework2D and for a 3 dimensional job Framework3D.
In the past these were the somewhat cryptic designations of RWI and R3I respectively.
To keep compatibility with the past the old file extensions can be used still however.
 
The program keeps a list of maximal ten of latest loaded files. By clicking on one of these a data file can

theorieeulerknik.htm
theorieec3.htm
theorieec5.htm
GeometrischeEigenschappenDoorsnedenFormules.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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be loaded with speed without opening of a dialog window.

With the aid of this menu ‘Clear list’ a selection of the shown files can be deleted in this list.
 
If you load a new job the possible present job in computer memory is written over and therefore lost.
 
Beneath the load dialog a picture of the geometry of the framework will be shown supporting the
choice; see figure below:

 
Hint for more advanced users
Special the Framework2D and Frameowork3D (in the past RWI or R3I) data files are accessible
with an arbitrary ASCII text editor (for instance with the build in text editor). The numerical data has
been supplied standard with accompanying texts.
The advanced user can for instance copy blocks of texts from a spreadsheet via the clipboard to these
data files.
 
For an example of the build up of a Framework2D or Framework3D input file activate first the menu
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Initialisation/ Initialisation example and save the file on disk and look to the saved data file.
 
See further also: Save input and Start from folder

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly optimize your documentation website for search
engines

Save input

Save input data
With the aid of this menu the input data are saved to the hard disk or diskette.

If the program already knows a name for the job a name is not asked; the file will be saved directly.

An existing data file with the same name will be overwritten.

See further also: Save input As

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Eliminate the Struggles of Documentation with a Help
Authoring Tool

Save input as...

Save data As
With the aid of this menu the input data of a job can be saved to the hard disk or a diskette.
At the moment of saving the name of the job is asked explicitly.
The name of the folder will be saved too; next times this folder name will be the default on to save input
data.
The standard extension (characters behind the ‘.’) in this program is for a 2 dimensional job
Framework2D and for a 3 dimensional job Framework3D.
In the past these were the somewhat cryptic designations of RWI and R3I respectively.
 
Pay attention:
Programs aren't supposed to store data files inside the Program Files folder, only the program itself
should be stored there.  
Technically this was the published rule since at least Windows 2000 (although Microsoft never enforced
the rule, programmers were free to break the rule anytime they wanted).
Starting with Vista, Microsoft decided it was time to start enforcing the rules (the reasons include
increased system security and reliability).  
This program does not allow saving input data in the maps ‘Program Files’ and ‘Program Files (x86)’
therefore.
If you try nevertheless the following message will appear:

See further also: Save input

startwin.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create iPhone documentation

Backups

Saving, loading and deleting of backup files
Using this option, a list of backup copies can be saved, so that changes made in the past can be
reopened.
 

 
This option is only active if the menu entry  is checked.

If this option is not active, the options  are not available.
When the option is enabled, a backup copy is made every time the user saves the regarding file under
the same name: Save data or Save data as
The name of the relevant file is provided with a counter; see example below:

 
The list of backups is kept in the subfolder ...\History, under the folder where the base file (without
counter) is saved; for instance C:\Mechanical Programs\Examples\History
If the subfolder …\History does not exist or if this subfolder does not contain any backup copies, this
will be reported when clicking the options  and 
If no file name has been assigned yet, then both options are also inaccessible.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Eliminate the Struggles of Documentation with a Help
Authoring Tool

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
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Delete file

Delete file
With the aid of this menu an already saved data file can be deleted from hard disk or diskette.

The regarding file will be placed in the Windows recycle bin; so that it can be placed back if needed.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Your PDFs More Secure with Encryption and Password
Protection

Importing geometry in DXF format

Importing geometry from AutoCad in DXF (ASCII) format
 
With the aid of this menu entry line entities from a file made with AutoCad (or an other compatible
program) can be loaded.
The file has to be of the DXF (Drawing Exchange Format) type of data format and should be written in
ASCII format (not in binary format)
 
The framework program reads in the loaded DXF file the entities made with the aid of the following
AutoCad drawing commands only:
a. LINE or 3DLINE
b. POLYLINE
c. 3DPOLY
All other entities present are neglected by the framework program.
The line entities mentioned above may be used alternately in arbitrary succession however.
 
Pay attention: take care that in AutoCad the line entities which are connected to each other do have the
same coordinates at the connection place, because otherwise the line entities in the framework program
are not physically connected to each other at all, while this visually seems the case (optical illusion)
 
The data made by the commands a. and c. is three-dimensional in principle, for command b. the entered
polygon is two-dimensional, but by entering the value for the “elevation” into Z-direction a third
dimension can be given to it (the framework program takes this “elevation” into account).
 
For the case all entered Z-coordinates are equal this will be interpreted by the framework program as
being a 2-dimensional framework situated in the X-Y plane. The program switches for this case into 2-
dimensional mode automatically.
For the case the entered Z-coordinates are NOT all equal this will be interpreted by the framework
program as being a 3-dimensional framework. The program switches for this case into 3-dimensional
mode accordingly.
 
The nature of the supplied data does determine whether the program will switch into 2-dimensional or
3-dimensional mode therefore.
 
The program adds automatically an uninterrupted range of node- and beam numbers to the loaded line
entities read from the DXF file.
Coordinates who are entered in AUTOCAD very close to each other are regarded as one the same by
the program.

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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If the system of used units is entered into Autocad the Framework program will make a conversion
between the system of units used in Autocad and those in the Framework program if these differ from
each other.

 
If in Autocad no system of units is defined than it’s possible to apply a multiplication factor entered by
the user.

 
If a DXF file is loaded again the window below will appear:

If the button “Yes” has been clicked all beam properties, supports, loads etcetera will be set to zero.
If the button “No” has been clicked all beam properties, supports, loads etcetera will be NOT set to
zero.
 
Note: It is the responsibility of the user that the line entities are entered in the DXF file in such a way
that they can be interpreted by the Framework program as a collection of line segments, each of which
can be connected to a node at both ends. It should be realized that in a DXF file there is no knowledge
about the specific properties of a framework present.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make the switch to CHM with HelpNDoc's hassle-free WinHelp
HLP to CHM conversion tool

Text editor

Built-in text editor
 
With the aid of this menu a text editor window can be opened.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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The program keeps a list of the last four most recent entered files.
By clicking on one of them the corresponding text data file will be read automatically and speedy;
without opening of dialog window.
 
Above the numerical output on paper a bitmap picture defined by the user can be printed; see also:
Firmlogo
 
The internal text editor has Rich Text Format (RTF) capabilities and a huge theoretical capacity of 2
gigabyte.
 RTF means that different types of fonts and styles in one document can be integrated.
 
Extensions file names
The program uses various extensions for showing the numerical input and calculation results in this built
in text editor .
 
2- dimensional
- for the echo of the input data: .Echo2D
- for the primarily output data (input data included): .OutP2D
- for the secondary output data: .OutS2D  (see also choices at numerical output)
- for the de secondary output of unity check values only: .OutUC2D  (see also choices at numerical
output)
 
3- dimensional
- for the echo of the input data: .Echo3D
- for the primarily output data (input data included): .OutP3D
- for the secondary output data: .OutS3D  (see also choices at numerical output)
- for the de secondary output of unity check values only: .OutUC3D  (see also choices at numerical
output)
 
This internal editor does support the reading and writing  of files with file extensions shown
above.
 

numnsn.htm
numnsn.htm
numnsn.htm
numnsn.htm
numnsn.htm
numnsn.htm
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See the fragment of a calculation underneath (without bitmaps):
 
FRAMEWORK program - displacement method (Statical
calculation)
 
**** I N P U T  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M   ****
 
 
** N O D E   I N P U T   **
 
Node  no.       X-coordinate       Y-coordinate
                         [m]                     [m]
---------------------------------------------------------------------
    1                0.000                    9.000
    2                0.000                    3.000
    3               -0.150                    0.000
    4                6.150                    0.000
    5                6.000                    3.000
    6                6.000                    9.000
    7                6.150                    1.500
    8               10.000                   5.500
    9               10.000                   9.000
 
 
** B E A M   I N P U T  **
 
Beam nr.   Start node End node  E-modulus  Spec.mass   Area     Moment of inertia
                                                        [kN/m2]       [kg/m3]       [m2]          [m4]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1               1                  2            210000000      7850        0.03000     0.00020000
  2               2                  3            210000000      7850        0.01500     0.00002000
  3               3                  4            210000000      7850        0.01500     0.00002000
 
 
The RTF text can be send as such to the printer. If the printer has color capabilities than color is
supported.
With the build in editor it’s possible to insert a graphical picture between the text via “copy and paste”;
see as an example the picture below:
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The various loads can be active or non-active. Non active loads are coloured red; see example below:
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Button bar general options

With the aid of the button  a file can be loaded
With the aid of the button  the data can be saved to a file
With the aid of the button  the content can be send to a printer

With the aid of the button some printer specific things can be set
With the aid of the button  has a redo functionality for changes
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With the aid of the button  a selection can be removed
With the aid of the button the content can be copied to the Windows clipboard. The key
combination Ctrl+C has the same function.

With the aid of the button  the contents of the Windows clipboard can be pasted to the editor. The
key combination Ctrl+V has the same function.
 
With the aid of the button the content (with figures if applicable) can be converted to PDF
(Portable Document Format); the result will be shown automatically in Adobe Reader afterwards
(https://get.adobe.com/nl/reader/)

With the aid of the button the content (with figures if applicable) will be shown in Microsoft WORD
(https://www.microsoft.com/nl-nl/download/default.aspx)

With the aid of the button the content (with figures if applicable) will be shown in OpenOffice
WRITER (https://www.openoffice.org/) or LibreOffice WRITER  (https://www.libreoffice.org/)
 
Button bar for plotting pictures in between the text at the base calculation
output.
If an echo of the input data is shown only the following buttons are present:

With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of the geometry in between the text will be
shown.
With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of the beam loads in between the text will be
shown.
With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of the nodal loads in between the text will be
shown.
With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of ALL pictures in between the text will be
shown.
With the aid of the button  a number of options for the graphical depictions can be setup
here; see further:
Options plotting 2D en Options plotting 3D
 
When the calculation has been performed the following buttons are present:

With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of the displacements in between the text will be
shown.
With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of the normal forces in between the text will be
shown.
With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of the shear forces in between the text will be
shown.
With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of the moments in between the text will be
shown.
With the aid of the button  the graphical depiction of the support forces in between the text will be
shown.
 
For the case of an Eigen frequency calculation has been performed the buttons shown below do
appear:

https://get.adobe.com/nl/reader/
https://www.microsoft.com/nl-nl/download/default.aspx
https://www.openoffice.org/
https://www.libreoffice.org/
optiplot.htm
optiplot3d.htm
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With the aid of the button  the various Eigen vibration shapes will be shown in between the text.
 
For the case of a 2-dimensional frame the influence lines have been calculated the buttons shown
below do appear:

With the aid of the button  the various influence lines will be shown in between the text.
 
Button bar or plotting pictures in between text at the numerical output (post
processing).
At the printing of numerical data the following buttons will be shown:

With the aid of the button , dependent on the choises been made at Numerical 2D or Numerical 3D,
per beam the pictures are shown in between the text.
 

With the aid of  the size of the embedded figures can be adjusted if needed.
The insertion of figures can be stopped during the insertion process by clicking on this text editor with
the mouse. 
 
Pay attention!!
Files with a large number of pictures in it can become very large, especially if it are bitmaps.
The capacity of the built in text editor can be too small to contain all pictures.
By clicking on the button  the format of the pictures can be set to a vector format:

 
This vector format takes less space than bitmaps.
If the vector format has not been chosen, the pictures, in between the text, can be shown in 256 colours
or 256 shades of grey.

 
Pasting a lot of pictures in between the text can take some time.
 
Graphical depiction by double clicking with the mouse
If the mouse is moved and the default mouse cursor  changes to  it is possible to double click on
the relevant text with the mouse.
A graphical window will then open with an image of the relevant quantities; see the example below for
the geometry as an illustration:
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See further also:
Setup external programs as interface
Header above text on paper
Border lines
Firm logo

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
WinHelp HLP to CHM conversion feature

Start calculation

Start calculation
With this option a calculation can be started, provided that a job has been entered or read from hard
disk or diskette.

During the calculation in an opened window the progress of the different stages of the process of
calculation will be shown. With the aid of the vertical scrollbar this can be read afterwards.

After the calculation on the hard disk there is an output file been made, with an echo of input data and
the results of the calculation. The output file has the extension RWU (2 dimensional) or R3U (3-
dimensional) and becomes automatically loaded into the build in text editor. Here can be looked for the
results and if wanted been printed to a printer

Existing output files (with the extension RWU or R3U) can be read at every moment with the aid of:

kopuitvoer.htm
kaderlijnen.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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Text editor. 

See for more backgrounds StartCalculation too.

 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Converting Word Docs to eBooks Made Easy with HelpNDoc

Close

Close
With the aid of this menu the program can be closed (ended).

An already present job data gets lost; if needed use first Save input or Save input As

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Qt Help documentation generator

Screen

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

Screen divisions

Primary menu Screen
 
General
The place at the screen coordinates of the various opened windows will be saved if a particular window
is closed. The next time the window is open it is placed at the screen according to the previous place.
This works even after the program is closed and started again.
This way the personal preferences are saved and used.
 
 
Automatic setup of the window grouping
Aside each other
Tiled
Close all windows
Minimalize all windows
All windows normal size
Clipboard
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate EPub eBooks with ease

Clipboard

Clipboard
With the aid of this option the Windows clipboard is made visible.

startberekening.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
naastelk.htm
achterelk.htm
schermsl.htm
schermminimaal.htm
schermnormaal.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.

From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to an other program that functions under Windows (for

instance a word processor). With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard
saved picture can be pasted to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).

see also: Screen

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily convert your WinHelp HLP help files to CHM with
HelpNDoc's step-by-step guide

Input/checking

Some general information about capabilities for the input of needed
data
 
Input geometrical properties
The input data which is related to the geometry of the frame can be entered at a numerical and
graphical way both (alternating too); see as an illustration the example below:
 
2-dimensional
 
Input coordinates nodal points; NUMERICAL                                          See also Coordinates
2D

 
Input coordinates nodal points; GRAPHICAL                                          See also Plot

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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Geometry 2D

 
3-dimensional
 
Input coordinates nodal points; NUMERICAL                                                                 See also
Coordinates 3D

 
Input coordinates nodal points; GRAPHICAL                                                                 See also
Plot Geometry 3D
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Input loads acting onto beams
The input data which is related to the loads acting onto the beams of the frame can be entered at a
numerical and graphical way both (alternating too); see as an illustration the example below:
 
2-dimensional
 
Choice input kind of beam loads; NUMERICAL                See also Beam loads 2D

 
Input distributed beam loads; NUMERICAL

staafbel.htm
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Input distributed beam loads; GRAPHICAL                                             See also Plot beam
loads 2D                       

 
3-dimensional
 
Choice input kind of beam load; NUMERICAL     See also Beam loads 3D

staafbelastingen_3d.htm
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Input distributed beam loads; NUMERICAL

 
Input distributed beam loads; GRAPHICAL                                                                     See also
Plot beam loads 3D
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Input loads acting onto nodes
 
The input data which is related to the loads acting onto the nodes of the frame can be entered at a
numerical and graphical way both (alternating too); see as an illustration the example below:
 
2-dimensional
 
Input of nodal loads; NUMERICAL                                  See also Nodal loads 2D
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Input of nodal loads; GRAPHICAL                                    See also Plot nodal loads 2D

 
3-dimensional
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Input nodal loads; NUMERICAL                                             See also Nodal loads 3D

 
Input nodal loads; GRAPHICAL                                                               See also Plot nodal
loads 3D
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Publish Your Word Document as an eBook

Type of calculation

Menu option TYPE OF CALCULATION; 2D and 3D
 
With the aid of this menu it can be setup which type of calculation should be done; it concerns the
choice between a 2 dimensional or 3 dimensional calculation.
 

 

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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2-dimensional                                                                          3-dimensional
 
For a 2- dimensional calculation there are the following 4 possibilities:
1. Statical calculations
2. Geometric non-linear calculation (including second order effects of nodal displacements and beam
deformations; the directions and sizes of the loads are not changed by a deformed structure however)
3. Eigen-frequencies calculations
4. Dynamical Analysis
   Pay attention:
   For possibility 1 all options are available, with the exception of the not supported combination of
plastic nodal springs AND thread-like ‘beams’.
   For possibility 2 the Design list option,  Plastic hinges option and Thread-like ‘beams’ option are not
accessible.
   For possibility 3 the Design list option, Shear deformation option,  Reinforced concrete option, Plastic
hinges option and Thread-like ‘beams’ option are not accessible.
   For possibility 4  the Design list option,  Plastic hinges option and  Thread-like ‘beams’ option are not
accessible.
 
ad.1.:
With a static calculation, in contrast to an Eigen-frequency calculation or a Dynamic Analysis, the mass
inertia and damping are NOT taken into account.
The dimension time therefore plays no role in a static calculation.
It concerns a 1st order elastic analysis in which the equilibrium is formulated with regard to the
undistorted (or original) geometry of the structure. It is based on small strains and small displacements.
 
ad.2.:
This concerns an analysis in which the equilibrium is formulated with regard to the deformed geometry of
the structure. A 2nd order analysis shows the P-Δ effect (influence of the axial force influenced by the
displacement due to rotation of the beam)
and the P-δ effect (influence of the axial force due to displacement in relation to bending curvature of the
beam).
A geometrically non-linear calculation is especially important for relatively slender structures with
therefore also relatively large displacements.
 

wapening.htm
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ad.3.:
Eigen-frequencies or natural frequencies are certain discrete frequencies at which a system tends to
vibrate, in the absence of any driving or damping force.
If the oscillating system is driven by an external force at the frequency at which the amplitude of its
motion is greatest (close to an Eigen-frequency of the system), this frequency is called resonant
frequency.
When vibrating with a certain natural frequency, a construction deforms into a corresponding shape, the
Eigenmode. An Eigen-frequency analysis can only give the shape of the mode, not the amplitude of a
physical vibration.
Performing an Eigen-frequency calculation is important for:
 . The finding that a time-dependent excitation does not cause resonance that can lead to excessive
displacements and stresses.
. Check whether a static analysis of a structure is appropriate based on the fact that all natural
frequencies are high compared to the frequency content of the load.
. To provide insight into how design changes can affect a particular Eigen-frequency by studying its
mode shape.
 
ad. 4.:
In a dynamic analysis, in addition to the stiffness of the structure, the mass and damping of a structure
subject to time-dependent loads is also taken into account.
The total time is divided into time steps.
The entered node and beam loads are multiplied ALL at once by a time dependent factor.
For a selection from the number of calculated time steps, displacements and force effects are displayed
both numerically and graphically.
 
For a 3- dimensional calculation there are the following 3 possibilities:
1. Statical calculations
2. Geometric non-linear calculation (including second order effects of nodal displacements and beam
deformations; the directions and sizes of the loads are not changed by a deformed structure however)
3. Eigen-frequencies calculations
   Pay attention
   For possibility 1 all options are available.
   For possibility 2 the Stresses(1), Stresses(2), Design list option, Shear deformation option, Thread-
like ‘beams’ option, Eccentric  connections and Kind of beam connections are not accessible.  
   For possibility 3 the Design list option , Earthquake load and Thread-like ‘beams’ option are not
accessible.
 
ad.1.:
With a static calculation, in contrast to an Eigen-frequency calculation or a Dynamic Analysis, the mass
inertia and damping are NOT taken into account.
The dimension time therefore plays no role in a static calculation.
It concerns a 1st order elastic analysis in which the equilibrium is formulated with regard to the
undistorted (or original) geometry of the structure. It is based on small strains and small displacements.
 
ad.2.:
This concerns an analysis in which the equilibrium is formulated with regard to the deformed geometry of
the structure. A 2nd order analysis shows the P-Δ effect (influence of the axial force influenced by the
displacement due to rotation of the beam)
and the P-δ effect (influence of the axial force due to displacement in relation to bending curvature of the
beam).

AardbevingSpectrum.htm
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A geometrically non-linear calculation is especially important for relatively slender structures with
therefore also relatively large displacements.
 
ad.3.:
Eigen-frequencies or natural frequencies are certain discrete frequencies at which a system tends to
vibrate, in the absence of any driving or damping force.
If the oscillating system is driven by an external force at the frequency at which the amplitude of its
motion is greatest (close to an Eigen-frequency of the system), this frequency is called resonant
frequency.
When vibrating with a certain natural frequency, a construction deforms into a corresponding shape, the
Eigenmode. An Eigen-frequency analysis can only give the shape of the mode, not the amplitude of a
physical vibration.
Performing an Eigen-frequency calculation is important for:
 . The finding that a time-dependent excitation does not cause resonance that can lead to excessive
displacements and stresses.
. Check whether a static analysis of a structure is appropriate based on the fact that all natural
frequencies are high compared to the frequency content of the load.
. To provide insight into how design changes can affect a particular Eigen-frequency by studying its
mode shape.
 
 
If the program is setup in 3-dimensional mode the ‘General method’ described in EN 1993-1-1 (art.
6.3.4) is available for the determination of buckling effects for the whole frame; see further: General
method.  
 
At the panel at the lower right side of the screen in red it is depicted which type of calculation is chosen
(STATICAL, EIGEN-FREQUNCIES or GEOMETRIC NON-LINEAR)
Further depending on the choice of the type of calculation made a number of input capabilities or
enabled, greyed are made invisible.
 
Geometric non-linear calculation (2D and 3D)
At first clicking onto the button  a window will open at which deviations for the nodal
coordinates can be entered; see further: Deviations nodal coordinates
 
Eigen-frequencies (2D and 3D)
At the choice for an Eigen-frequency calculation the mass matrix can be a lumped mass or a
consistent mass matrix:  
If a consistent mass matrix has been chosen, then any inertial rotation effects can also be taken into
account: .
Also (for 3D) with a consistent mass matrix, the polar moment of inertia Jp (Jp = Iyy +Izz), together
with the specific mass, takes into account the mass inertia for rotations around the beam axis (torsion).
 
See further Theorie2D (paragraph 9) or Theorie3D (paragraph 9).
Usually, the difference in results is not large compared to the neglect of the inertial rotation effects.
 
Dynamic analysis (2D)
Dynamic loading usually results in higher displacements and stresses than the same load would if it were
applied very slowly.

TheorieKnikKipEC3.htm
TheorieKnikKipEC3.htm
initafwijkingen.htm
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The program supports 2 different calculation methods :
-  Direct dynamic analysis
   In this approach, the equation of motion in the program is solved using the Newmark Beta method.  
  This calculation method is set in the program as the default calculation method, because compared to
MMRA the direct transient response analysis has a greater calculation accuracy. The reason for this is
that in MMRA the accuracy of the determination of the higher Eigenmodes is less.
- Multi modal response analysis (MMRA)
  If the equation of motion is transformed to modal coordinates, the equations are decoupled per
Eigenmode. The response in each Eigenmode can be determined independently of the others. The
combination of these responses per Eigenmode gives the total response of the construction. 
  Each modal response can be determined as a function of time as if it were a single degree of freedom
(SDF) system. Because MMRA is based on the superposition principle, only linear elastic frameworks
can be used using can be calculated using this method (however, the program also only supports linear
elastic behaviour for direct dynamic analysis).
 
Tip
The choice for the calculation of elastic stresses or according to the different Eurocodes should be made
under the main menu ‘Beam properties’; more specifically Calculation of stresses 2D and Calculation of
stresses 3D
 
Pay attention!!
This option is in principle NOT intended to convert an entered framework in the 2D to the 3D
environment or from 3D to the 2D environment.
However, this sometimes functions to some extent for the geometry. If an attempt is made to execute it,
the program warns that it often cannot be performed without errors.
But sometimes it can be a handy option just for the geometry data.
  
For more background information about this see Theorie2D or Theorie3D
 
see also:
Input/checking
Eigen-frequencies
Influence lines
Backgrounds to the program
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
HTML5 template

Text above the output

Arbitrary text above output; 2 and 3 dimensional
 
With the aid of this menu an input window will be opened with which a few lines of text can be entered.
Those lines will be put above the input data.
 
The purpose is to be able to enter for the user relevant data, such as the name of the job, variant(s) and
so on.
 
This arbitrary text will depicted above the numerical output:

invoercontrole.htm
eigenfrequentiesberekening.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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The use of this menu is OPTIONAL
 
 Because the program does support the Unicode character set text from a lot of languages can be
entered here; below some examples:
 

English
 

Chinese
 

Russian
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Khmer
 

Malayalam
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce electronic books easily

Load cases

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily convert your WinHelp HLP help files to CHM with
HelpNDoc's step-by-step guide

Base loads

Definition of BASE load cases; 2 and 3 dimensional
With the aid of this menu the number of BASE load cases has to be entered.
 
Beside every BASE load case an arbitrary descriptive text can be entered.
 
In each base load case a number of loads can be combined into one collection.
 
The calculation results of all base load cases will be output separately.
 
The input of the NUMBER of base load cases is COMPULSORY
 
The input of the descriptive text is OPTIONAL
 
If the self weight of the structure has to be calculated this is possible for BASE load case number one
only. At input load COMBINATIONS different load combinations can be put together; therefore, this is
not a limitation for the capabilities of the program.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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If at Earthquake load the checkbox is checked than automatically
an extra BASE load case will be added, in which the calculation results of the earthquake load will be
embedded only (3D only).
 
With the aid of the buttons  and  templates can be loaded and
saved respectively (file extension = *.TemplateFr).
In a template all information is present which can be entered at this input window for BASE load cases
and at the window for Load COMBINATIONS.
 
The setup of a TemplateFr is as follows:
Regel 1: Arbitrary text
Regel 2: Number of BASE load cases (NB)
Regel 3: NB
Regel 4: Descriptions of BASE load cases
Regel 5…. 5+NB: Arbitrary descriptive text
Regel 5+NB+1: Number of load COMBINATIONS (NC)
Regel 5+NB+2:  NC
Regel 5+NB+3:  Description  |  Active  Multiplication factor | --> repeat Number of BASE load cases
Regel 5+NB+4…. Regel 5+NB+4+NC:  NC * (Active/Not Active‘, ‘ Multiplication factor’,’)
 
It is allowed to have the input windows BASE loads and load COMBINATIONS open both at the
same time.
Modifications at one window will be reflected at the other window than.
 
 
See further also: Load COMBINATIONS

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the Power and Simplicity of HelpNDoc's User
Interface

Load Combinations

Definition of load COMBINATIONS; 2 and 3 dimensional
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL.
 

AardbevingSpectrum.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
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A load COMBINATION is a linear combination of the constituted BASE load cases in
principle.
 
It may also be non-linear combinations (not applicable superposition principle); in which the
geometrically non-linear effects on a separate non-linear manner are taken into account (see also Type
of calculation) or if for the two 2D part of the program one or more ‘tension beams’ are defined (see
also Thread shaped beams). All this is automatically processed by the program as such.
The calculation of non-linear load combinations takes significant longer than the calculation of linear load
combinations however.
 
With the aid of this menu an input window will be opened for the input of the number of load
COMBINATIONS; from which BASE load cases the load COMBINATION is arranged, with which
factor the BASE load cases has to be multiplied and a descriptive arbitrary text line.
 
A load combination does not have to contain all the available base load cases; a sub selection is
allowed.
The selected base load cases do have to exist however.
 
The option to apply load combinations can be used as a kind of container for different base load cases;
each base load for instance can represent a certain kind of loading. The calculation of the self weight is
for instance tied to base load number one only.
BASE loads which are checked will be incorporated into a certain load COMBINATION only.
 
The multiplying factor for each base load could be for instance a partial safety factor by which each
base load should be multiplied.
If the number of BASE loads and/or load COMBINATIONS do not fit into the available screen place
than by horizontal and/or vertical scrolling the data can put in view still.

With the aid of the button  a wizard can be opened in which various load
COMBINATIONS can be generated according to EN-1990 (information about the relevant articles
from EN1990 is also available here).
 
Note: If for reinforced concrete beams the option for the calculation of crack widths is checked (2D

WizardBelastingCombinatiesEC1990.htm
WizardBelastingCombinatiesEC1990.htm
wapening.htm
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and 3D), the steel stress required for the calculation of the crack widths in the service phase is
determined by setting the multiplication factors to 1.
The amount of reinforcement required is determined taking into account the multiplication factors
entered however.
 
Remark:
The calculated safety of a construction is, as it were, summarized in the Unit value.
The program supports stress checks, to determine the Unit values, by means of classical elastic
calculations or according to Eurode 3 (steel) and Eurocode 5 (timber).
The user can also choose to calculate the required amount of reinforcement in accordance with
Eurocode 2 (concrete).
The required magnitude of the load factors then serve as ‘Multipl. factor' to be entered in this window.
The required material factors must be incorporated into the allowable stresses for a classical elastic
calculation; when using the Eurodes, the material factors as such must be entered explicitly.
 
Earthquake load (3D only)
If at Earthquake load the checkbox is checked than automatically
an extra BASE load case will be added, in which the calculation results of the earthquake load will be
embedded only.
This extra earthquake BASE load case can be combined with other BASE load cases
present.
 

With the aid of the buttons  and  templates can be loaded and
saved respectively (file extension = *.TemplateFr).
In a template all information is present which can be entered at the input windows BASE load cases and
at this window for load COMBINATIONS.
 
The setup of a TemplateFr is as follows:
Line 1: Arbitrary text
Line 2: Number of BASE load cases (NB)
Line 3: NB
Line  4: Descriptions of BASE load cases
Line 5…. 5+NB: Arbitrary descriptive text
Line 5+NB+1: Number of load COMBINATIONS (NC)
Line 5+NB+2:  NC
Line 5+NB+3:  Description  |  Active  Multiplication factor | --> repeat Number of BASE load cases
Line 5+NB+4…. Line 5+NB+4+NC:  NC * (Active/Not Active‘, ‘ Multiplication factor’,’)
 
It is allowed to have the input windows BASE loads and load COMBINATIONS open both at the
same time.
Modifications at one window will be reflected at the other window than.
 
Remark
The size of this input window can be adjusted so that the number of BASE load cases present fits as

well as possible on the input window 
The relevant BASE load cases can also be displayed by horizontal scrolling.
 

UCPrincipe.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
AardbevingSpectrum.htm
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See further also: BASE load cases

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Help Documentation a Breeze with a Help Authoring
Tool

Coordinates nodal points

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly bring your documentation online with HelpNDoc

2-dimensional

Input nodal coordinates; 2 dimensional
 
The use of this menu is COMPULSORY
 
With the aid of this menu an input window will be opened in which the number of nodal coordinates and
the actual value of the X- and Y-coordinates have to be entered.
 

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com/articles/what-is-a-help-authoring-tool/
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com/articles/what-is-a-help-authoring-tool/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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Backgrounds
The geometry of the framework is lay down by means of node and beam numbers.
In a node one or more beams are connected together; also for supports and the like a nodal number has
to be given.
The way of numbering is free (in relation to the numbering of the beams).
The only condition is that the nodal numbers has to be an uninterrupted row of numbers. The numbers
only determine the location.
In the calculation process, for the purpose of optimisation of use of memory and time of calculation, an
automatic renumbering can take place. The user does not notice this; it’s an internal matter (at the start
of the calculation process the user can switch this capability off however).
 
It’s further important that no nodes have been entered with the same coordinates. The coincidence of
nodes is not possible in a numerical and physical sense. If the next box has been checked the program
will remove superfluous nodes when clicking on the Ok button:

The ‘offset’ indicates at which difference between the coordinates of two nodes are seen as coincidental
nodes (ΔX and ΔY) and elimination of coincidental nodes will occur.
ΔX = ‘offset’*(|max.Xcoord. - min. Xcoord |); ΔY = ‘offset’*(|max.Ycoord. - min. Ycoord |)
with
 max.Xcoord = the maximal X-coordinate of all nodes; min.Xcoord = the minimal X-coordinate of all
nodes
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 max.Ycoord = the maximal Y-coordinate of all nodes; min.Ycoord = the minimal Y-coordinate of all
nodes
 
Also consider applying the option of eccentric connections in this regard
 
If the orientation of the beams has been entered already this will be corrected also; for which the
removed and renumbered nodes will be taken into account.
 
With the aid of plot Geometry the geometry of the framework can be easily checked.
Open the numerical input window and the graphical plot of the geometry at the same time if the effect of
modifications to the nodal coordinates directly should be viewed. Click successively with the mouse on
the graphical window and after that on the numerical input window.
 
The situation of the nodes is recorded in relation to the general system of axes (the GLOBAL axes).
The origin and the direction of the axes of the X-Y system can in principle chosen arbitrary.
Recommended is however the choice of the following system of axes:
 

X- axis to the right, Y- axis directed to below

 
The choice of this system of axes has great advantages for plotting purposes on the screen (and paper);
if one chooses for a different system of axes the danger is apparent that the pictures are shown at
strange ways (for instance upside down).
 
The positive angle (rotation) is defined to turn from the positive X-axis to the likewise positive Y-axis
(right turning system of axes).
The signs of the calculated displacements depends on the choice of the global system of axes.
 
Setups
The number of nodes can be enlarged or decreased by changing the value in the next text box:

An arbitrary node can be removed with the aid of the following combo box: .
 
Pay attention
In order to function the program needs a contiguous range of numbers for the nodes and the beams.
Deleting node of beam numbers makes these ranges non-contiguous.
A (partly) renumbering is needed therefore to make the range of beam numbers contiguous again.
A complication is that the nodal and beam loads (for all base load cases) should be converted to these
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new nodes and/or beams also.
The same holds true for the beam properties, hinges, supports etcetera.
The program does try to perform this automatically, but it's rather complicated to achieve this correct
under all circumstances (removing and inserting nodes and/or beams randomly for instance).
Do check this!

At an arbitrary place a node can be inserted with the aid of the following combo box:   
 
The total numbers of nodes will be decreased or increased automatically and the list with nodes will be
renumbered at such a way an uninterrupted list will be maintained. Nodes can be removed by this
option if there are no beams are connected with that beam only.
The preceding options gives flexibility for the case an existing framework should be adapted.
 
Swift adjustment nodal coordinates (4 different options)

 
1. Parametric
 

By the button  allows parametric relationships between 'Master nodes' and
'slave nodal coordinates' to be established.

If the nodal coordinates of a 'Master node' are changed, the nodal coordinates of the checked 'slave
node coordinates' automatically change in the same amount.

This makes it possible to quickly adjust the nodal coordinates of a selected number of 'slave node
coordinates' in one operation by changing only a 'Master node'.

As an indication, it is shown whether the parametric input in this window is inactive

 or active 
Only the values in the row of the ‘master node’ can be changed manually when the parametric input

is active. The first column for the 'master node' is shaded red as an indication:

When the values for the 'master node' are changed, the other cells in the data grid are then
automatically adapted on the basis of the links made with parametric relationships.

To indicate that no manual input is possible for the nodes that are not a ‘master node’, the symbol

 is shown: 
 

2. Generation

At the numerical input window via the button  a number of nodal coordinates can
automatically be generated.

 The generation can be done according a STEP or CIRCLE scheme.
 
3. Reversal signs Y-=coordinates
 With the aid of the button  the sign of the entered values for the Z-

GeometrieParametrisch.htm
GeometrieParametrisch.htm
genkcord.htm
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coordinates can be changed at once.
 
4. Adjust nodal coordinates
With the aid of the button   four options are available to change the

coordinates already present at a swift way:
- All coordinates
- Coordinate selection
- For same X, Y or Z coordinates
- New nodes vs. existing nodes

 
Options to change node numbers
Existing node numbers can be changed with three different methods, which are not compulsory.
 
1. by means of swapping numbers

 
With this non compulsory option already present node numbers can be changed by means of swapping
node numbers.
To illustrate, the simple example below:

Original node numbering

Node number (1) and (2) swapped

Node number (2) and (4) swapped

Node number (4) and (5) swapped
 
2. by means of sorting node numbers in relation to increasing nodal coordinates

To illustrate, the simple example below:

Original node numbering

 
Sorted node numbering
 

AanpassenKnoopCoordinaten3D.htm
AanpassenKnoopCoordinaten.htm
AanpassenKnoopCoordinaten.htm
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Another slightly more comprehensive example:

 

Original node numbering
 

Sorted node numbering
 
3. by means of optimizing the node numbering in relation to memory usage and computation
time
To illustrate, the simple example below:

 

Original node numbering
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Optimal node numbering
 
Another slightly more comprehensive example:

 

Original node numbering
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Optimal node numbering
 
The latter optional option is in fact the same as the option to choose optimization before the start of the
calculation, but now visible to the user.

 
Remarks

1. For the calculation results it does not matter how the nodes are numbered; it is a more cosmetic
option in that sense.

2. When exchanging the node numbers, the program automatically adjusts the node numbers
connected to the various beams, so that the geometry is preserved.

3. When exchanging, any existing nodal loads and supports are also renumbered, so that the place in
the overall geometry is retained.

4. If desired, existing member numbers can be changed in the input screen of the connection of
beams 2D
 
Miscellaneous
 -- This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, ”Undo/Redo”

functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel  
-- Furthermore, a selection can be copied to another place in the input grid (Ctrl-C) and moved (Ctrl-

V)  The last 'paste' action can be undone by 'Redo' (Ctrl-Z).
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present fort the opening of the window is preserved.
 
See further also: Beam connections

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize Your Documentation Output with a Help
Authoring Tool

3-dimensional

Input nodal coordinates; 3-dimensional
 
The use of this menu is COMPULSORY

startberekening.htm
startberekening.htm
startberekening.htm
draganddrop.htm
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With the aid of this menu an input window will be opened in which the number of nodal coordinates and
the actual value of the X- Y- and Z-coordinates have to be entered numerically.
 
Direct input of nodal coordinates in graphical mode can be done with the aid of  Graphical input nodal
coordinates with 2D lattices
 
Backgrounds
The geometry of the framework is lay down by means of node and beam numbers.
In a node one or more beams are connected together; also for supports and the like a nodal number has
to be given.
The way of numbering is free (in relation to the numbering of the beams).
The only condition is that the nodal numbers has to be an uninterrupted row of numbers. The numbers
only determine the location.
In the calculation process, for the purpose of optimisation of use of memory and time of calculation, an
automatic renumbering can take place. The user does not notice this; it’s an internal matter.
 
It’s further important that no nodes have been entered with the same coordinates. The coincidence of
nodes is not possible in a numerical and physical sense. If the following box has been checked the
program will remove superfluous nodes when clicking on the Ok button:

The ‘offset’ indicates at which difference between the coordinates of two nodes are seen as coincidental
nodes (ΔX, ΔY and ΔZ) and elimination of coincidental nodes will occur.
ΔX = ‘offset’*(|max.Xcoord. - min. Xcoord |); ΔY = ‘offset’*(|max.Ycoord. - min. Ycoord |); ΔZ =

vlakgeneratie3d.htm
vlakgeneratie3d.htm
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‘offset’*(|max.Zcoord. - min. Zcoord |)
with
 max.Xcoord = the maximal X-coordinate of all nodes; min.Xcoord = the minimal X-coordinate of all
nodes
 max.Ycoord = the maximal Y-coordinate of all nodes; min.Ycoord = the minimal Y-coordinate of all
nodes
 max.Zcoord = the maximal  Z-coordinate of all nodes; min.Zcoord = the minimal Z-coordinate of all
nodes
 
Also consider applying the option of eccentric connections in this regard
 
With the aid of plot Geometry the geometry of the framework can be easily checked.
Open the numerical input window and the graphical plot of the geometry at the same time if the effect of
modifications to the nodal coordinates directly should be viewed. Click successively with the mouse on
the graphical window and after that on the numerical input window.
 
The situation of the nodes is recorded in relation to the general system of axes (the GLOBAL axes).
The origin and the direction of the axes of the X-Y-Z system can in principle chosen arbitrary.
 
The global (and local) system of axes is a right-rotating system of axes; see the figure below:

The positive angle (rotation) is defined to turn from the positive X-axis to the likewise positive Y-axis,
from the positive Y-axis to the likewise positive Z-axis, and from the positive Z- axis to the likewise
positive X- axis. The positive Z- axis is defined in accordance with the right-handed corkscrew rule of
thumb (right turning system of axes).
The signs of the calculated displacements are depending on the choice of the global system of axes.
 
Setups
The number of nodes can be enlarged or decreased by changing the value in the next text box:

An arbitrary node can be removed with the aid of the following combo box:  
 
Pay attention
In order to function the program needs a contiguous range of numbers for the nodes and the beams.
Deleting node of beam numbers makes these ranges non-contiguous.

kurkentrekkerregel.htm
kurkentrekkerregel.htm
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A (partly) renumbering is needed therefore to make the range of beam numbers contiguous again.
A complication is that the nodal and beam loads (for all base load cases) should be converted to these
new nodes and/or beams also.
The same holds true for the beam properties, hinges, supports etcetera.
The program does try to perform this automatically, but it's rather complicated to achieve this correct
under all circumstances (removing and inserting nodes and/or beams randomly for instance).
Do check this!

At an arbitrary place a node can be inserted with the aid of the following combo box:   
The total numbers of nodes will be decreased or increased automatically and the list with nodes will be
renumbered at such a way an uninterrupted list will be maintained. Nodes can be removed by this
option if there are no beams are connected with that beam only.
.
The preceding options gives flexibility for the case an existing framework should be adapted.

At the numerical input window via the button  a number of nodal coordinates can
automatically be generated.
 
Next to the global system of axes every beam has his own local system of axes. The local axis points
from the start node i to the end node j in the direction of beam axis; see following figure:

At the various 3-dimensional graphical output screens via the button  the choice can be made to
display the local axes of the beams in the figure; see the example below:
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Advise: do check always at a graphical way whether or not the orientation of the local beam axes is
what is meant to be, because an error is easily been made.
 
Quick adjustment of the nodal coordinates (4 different options)

 
1. Parametric

By the button  allows parametric relationships between 'Master nodes' and
'slave nodal coordinates' to be established.

If the nodal coordinates of a 'Master node' are changed, the nodal coordinates of the checked 'slave
node coordinates' automatically change in the same amount.

This makes it possible to quickly adjust the nodal coordinates of a selected number of 'slave node
coordinates' in one operation by changing only a 'Master node'.

As an indication, it is shown whether the parametric input in this window is inactive

 or active 
Only the values in the row of the ‘master node’ can be changed manually when the parametric input

is active. The first column for the 'master node' is shaded red as an indication:

When the values for the 'master node' are changed, the other cells in the data grid are then
automatically adapted on the basis of the links made with parametric relationships.

To indicate that no manual input is possible for the nodes that are not a ‘master node’, the symbol

 is shown: 
 
2. Generation

With the aid of the button  from a number of nodes; from a BEGIN node to an
END node, at a speedy way, via a step scheme nodal coordinates can be generated in three space
dimensions.

The generation takes place from a START coordinate, which per node is enlarged with a defined
Step size.

 
3. Reversal signs Z-coordinates
With the aid of the button  the sign of the entered values for the Z-

coordinates can be changed at once.
If the sign change has been made, the graphical representation of the supports can be reversed again

by means of  
 
4. Adjust nodal coordinates
With the aid of the button   four options are available to change the

coordinates already present at a swift way:
- All coordinates
- Coordinate selection

GeometrieParametrisch3D.htm
GeometrieParametrisch3D.htm
gencoord_3d.htm
gencoord_3d.htm
AanpassenKnoopCoordinaten3D.htm
AanpassenKnoopCoordinaten3D.htm
AanpassenKnoopCoordinaten3D.htm
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- For same X, Y or Z coordinates
- New nodes vs. existing nodes

 
Options to change node numbers
Existing node numbers can be changed with three different methods, which are not compulsory.
 
1. by means of swapping numbers

 
With this non compulsory option already present node numbers can be changed by means of swapping
node numbers.
To illustrate, the simple example below:

 
Original node numbering

 
Node number (1) and (2) swapped

 
Node number (2) and (4) swapped

 
Node number (4) and (5) swapped
 
2. by means of sorting node numbers in relation to increasing nodal coordinates

To illustrate, the simple example below:

Original node numbering

 
Sorted node numbering
 
Another slightly more comprehensive example:
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Original node numbering

Sorted node numbering
 
3. by means of optimizing the node numbering in relation to memory usage and computation
time

To illustrate, the simple example below:
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Original node numbering

Optimal node numbering
 
Another slightly more comprehensive example:

 

Original node numbering
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Optimal node numbering
 
The latter optional option is in fact the same as the option to choose optimization before the start of the
calculation, but now visible to the user..

 
Remarks

1. For the calculation results it does not matter how the nodes are numbered; it is a more cosmetic
option in that sense.

2. When exchanging the node numbers, the program automatically adjusts the node numbers
connected to the various beams, so that the geometry is preserved.

3. When exchanging, any existing nodal loads and supports are also renumbered, so that the place in
the overall geometry is retained.

4. If desired, existing member numbers can be changed in the input screen of the connection of
beams 3D

 
Miscellaneous
-- This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, does support

”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel 

startberekening.htm
startberekening.htm
draganddrop.htm
undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
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-- Furthermore, a selection can be copied to another place in the input grid (Ctrl-C) and moved (Ctrl-

V)  The last 'paste' action can be undone by 'Redo' (Ctrl-Z).
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
See further also: Beam connections
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the power of a responsive website for your
documentation

Beam connections

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Leave the tedious WinHelp HLP to CHM conversion process
behind with HelpNDoc

2-dimensional

Input connections of the beams; 2 dimensional
 
At this menu the connection of the beams to the nodes has to be entered.
 
The use of this menu is COMPULSORY.
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A beam is defined by the way it is connected between two different nodes.
The one node will be denoted as node number i and the other as node number j.
The only requirement is that node number i has to be unequal to node number j, thus: (i >.j or i < j).
 
The local X- axis (local system of axes) is directed from node number i to node number j; see also:
Local system of axes.

The signs of the force distribution in a beam is influenced by the choice of the local axis (right turning
system of axes).
 
Pay attention !!
A beam is connected to two nodes only and not more.
In the picture below “Beam 1-3” is connected to the nodes 1 and 3 (not to node 2). Visually it can be
seem that node 2 is on the beam, but mechanically this is not the case however.
In order to connect node 2 to the framework the user has to connect it explicitly to a beam; in this case
2 beams are entered in order to achieve this.

lokaalassenstelsel.htm
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The program does detect nodes which are situated visually on a beam, but not physically connected to
that beam. The warning below will be shown then.
 

If the "Yes" button is pressed the program will add one or more extra beams automatically.
 
Warning
The terms in the stiffness matrix of a beam are inversely proportional to the length of the beam (linear,
quadratic and third degree); see also Theory 2D (paragraph 1).
Very short beams can therefore be very stiff compared to longer beams present in the framework, so
that the terms in the total system stiffness matrix can differ very much in size. As a result, the overall
system stiffness matrix may be ill-conditioned. Computers process numbers with finite accuracy, which
means that very large differences in the size of the terms in the total system stiffness matrix can lead to a
loss in the accuracy of the calculation results. When and to what extent the loss of accuracy will occur
cannot be precisely determined in advance, as it depends on the relative stiffness of all beams in the
frame, not just a single beam. It is therefore not possible to specify a hard limit value in advance.
A special option is available for infinitely stiff eccentric beam connections: 2D eccentric beam
connections, which prevents the overall system stiffness matrix from being ill-conditioned; see also
Theory 2D (paragraph 7)
 
Active beams
In the last column of the input grid, a beam can be made NON active by ticking it off.
This option makes it possible to quickly check the influence of adding or removing a (limited) number of
beams.
Any entered beam loads on an inactive beam are also not included in the calculation process (even if
these beam loads are checked as active).
The relevant non-active beam is then not included in the calculation of the force distribution in the frame
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(non-active beams are not part of the total frame).
Entered data for non-active beams will be saved and will not be lost however.
The advantage of this option over removing and inserting beams is that no renumbering is necessary.
The reason for this is that the series of beam numbers must be unbroken. Deleting and inserting beams
breaks this, but not with making beams non-active.
 
Warning: By removing of beams the frame can become instable; this is the responsibility of the user.
For all non-active beams the relevant input data must also be entered just like for the active
beams.
 
At the graphical window the non-active beams are depicted by a dotted line in the colour red.

If, with the aid of Options plotting, the depiction of beam numbers is setup behind the beam number the
code xx is added; for example (10 xx).
 
Points of attention:
 1.  Load acting onto a NON-active beam will not be taken into account within the calculation process
too (the input of a beam load acting onto a NON-active beam is allowed however).  
 2.  Loose nodes caused by non-active beams are not allowed; see for instance node 9 shown below
which is connected to the non-active beam (8 xx) only.

optiplot2.htm
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When the calculation is started nevertheless the error message given below is shown.

 
3. NON-active beams and NON-visible beams are not related to each other.
    NON-active beams are no part of the frame (beam loads acting onto non-active beams are
interpreted by the program as NON-active as well).
    NON-visible beams are part of the frame, but made hidden for the graphical depiction of the frame
only.
    NON-active beams can be made NON-visible at the same time too.
 
Miscellaneous
The connection of a beam with a node is by default a fixed connection. With the aid of beam connection
nodes de connection can be changed to a rotation spring and/or translation spring, with as special case
the hinged connection.
The number of beams can be enlarged or decreased by changing the value in the next text box:
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An arbitrary beam can be removed with the aid of the following combo box:   
 
Pay attention
In order to function the program needs a contiguous range of numbers for the nodes and the beams.
Deleting node of beam numbers makes these ranges non-contiguous.
A (partly) renumbering is needed therefore to make the range of beam numbers contiguous again.
A complication is that the nodal and beam loads (for all base load cases) should be converted to these
new nodes and/or beams also.
The same holds true for the beam properties, hinges, supports etcetera.
The program does try to perform this automatically, but it's rather complicated to achieve this correct
under all circumstances (removing and inserting nodes and/or beams randomly for instance).
Do check this!

An arbitrary beam can be inserted with the aid of the following combo box:   
The total numbers of beams will be decreased or increased automatically and the list with beam
connections will be renumbered at such a way an uninterrupted list will be maintained.

At the graphical window, if the button  has been pressed, by double clicking on a beam in the

opened window and by checking the box  a beam can be removed also.

By clicking on the button  all changes will be cancelled however.
The preceding options gives flexibility for the case an existing framework should be adapted.
 
Changing beam numbers

  
With the aid of. this optional option already existing beam numbers can be changed by means of
swapping of beam numbers.
To illustrate, see the simple example below:

 
Original beam numbering

 
Beam number (1) and (2) swapped

 
Beam number (2) and (4) swapped

 
Beam number (3) and (4) swapped
 
Remarks

1. For the calculation results it does not matter how the beams are numbered; it is a more cosmetic
option in that sense.

2. When swapping the beams numbers, the program automatically adjusts the adjacent node
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numbers so that the geometry is preserved.
3. When swapping, any existing beam loads are also renumbered, so that the place in the overall

geometry is retained.
4. Existing node numbers can be changed if desired in the input screen of node coordinates 2D

 
Wizards
With the aid of the button  a beam can be subdivided into parts of different
lengths; this can be done repeatedly. Extra nodes are generated in between too. If applicable beam
loads are redistributed along the added new beams. 
With the aid of the button  the length of a selection of beams can be adjusted
(and thus also the connecting coordinates).
Using the button  a selection of beams, with connected nodes, can be copied
to another location.

With the aid of the button  nodes which are not connected to any beam can
be removed automatically by the program, in order to get an uninterrupted sequence of beam numbers.
 

In the numerical input window via the button  a number of beam connections can be
generated automatically.
 
Some background information
Because the automatic renumbering of the nodes during the calculation process (optimisation) the
largest difference between node numbers DF=ABS(i - j) has no influence at the extent of the
necessary memory and the time needed for calculation.
With ND the number of nodes the size of the needed system matrix is: 9*ND*(DF+1)
 
How are the UPPER side and the BOTTOM side of a beam defined ?
The direction of the local Y-axis determines the position of the upper and bottom side; see also the
figure underneath:

The direction of the positive X-axis is from the begin node I to the end node J.
The local system of axes is right turning; therefore the direction of the Y-axis depends on the direction of
the X-axis and thus also from the order of node numbering I - J or J - I
see also : Local system of axes
If the Y-axis pointing to below is experienced more logical than the begin and end nodes of the beams
should be numbered from the left to the right; this is not compulsory.

OpdelenStaaf.htm
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If two beams cross each other this does not imply that the beams actually are connected together. At
the figure below the cases A and B differs not much. In both cases beam (m) constitutes the connection
between the nodes i and j. Beam (n) ends both for case A and B at node k; beam (n) is not connected
therefore at case B via beam (m) with the nodes I and j. In both cases beam (n) is not connected with
beam (m). For case C the beams (m) and (p) constitutes the connection between the nodes i and j.
Now beam (n) is, via node k and the beams (m) and (p), connected with the nodes i and j.

 
Beams where the nodal connections are (too) close can affect the calculation accuracy.

 
Numerical troubles can be abolished by using the option of “eccentric beam connections 2D”
and  “eccentric beam connections 3D”
If a beam has a very small length with respect to the other beams, the overall stiffness matrix can
become almost unstable. Which can adversely affect the accuracy of the computational results.
The option of 'eccentric connections' does not suffer from this.
 
 
If one or more beams at Beam properties_reinforcement has been entered with embedded
reinforcement, if the checkbox has been checked,  moment lines will be
shifted in unfavourable sense over the net height of the cross-section; see also Theory 2D (paragraph
12).
If the shear reinforcement is calculated according EN 1992-1-1, if the checkbox

has been checked, the shear force line next to the supports will be cut-off
also.

wapening.htm
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Example of a shifted line of moments.                                              Example of a shear force
distribution line which is cut-off in size near the ends of the beam
 
If multiple beams are in line with each other, these beams in relation to the shifted moment line and cut
cut-off shear line, are considered as a single beam by the program; see the following simple example to
illustrate this:
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Example of a shifted moment line with beams which are in line with each other
 
Pay attention:
The direction of the local beam axes, for the beams which can be interpreted as one
reinforcement beam, should have the same orientation.

for beam numbers 1 to 4 all beams oriented in line with each other are pointing to the same
direction; 
these 4 beams can be interpreted by the program as one single reinforcement beam in relation to
the shifting of the moment line and cutting off the shear force line
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the direction of the local beam axis of beam number 3 does point against the direction of the
other beam axes;
these 4 beams can NOT be interpreted by the program as one single reinforcement beam in
relation to the shifting of the moment line and cutting off the shear force line
the program does check this and will give an error message when necessary
 
Please note:  the program takes the influence of deformations by axial member forces into account. As
a result the results may differ slightly with respect to a hand calculation, in which the influence of these
axial deformations on the force distribution are not included.
 

If the check box  has been checked, than at the numerical echo of the
input data, the angles between the beams at the nodes are displayed; see the example below:
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The angles are calculated rotating from the positive direction of beam N to the also positive direction of
beam M; see the examples below for three angles.

 
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
If the check box is checked among others it’s checked whether or not there
are beams present that (partly) coincide which each other or that crossing beams are not connected to
each other at the crossing-point.
These are basically no errors, but possible aspects that the user may not realize they are present, or that
is not meant to be so.
If the check box  is  unchecked than no checks are performed any more by
the program, which causes the user to be at greater risk that something else has been entered than
he/she thinks
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Conversely the messages are suppressed if this is experienced as unnecessary disturbance.
 
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also: Coordinates nodal points

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: How to Protect Your PDFs with Encryption and Passwords

3-dimensional

Input orientation of the beams; 3 Dimensional
 
At this menu the connection of the beams to the nodes has to be entered.
 
The use of this menu is COMPULSORY.
 

 
A beam is defined by the way it is connected between two different nodes.
The one node will be denoted as node number i and the other as node number j.
The only requirement is that node number i has to be unequal to node number j, thus: (i >.j or i < j).
The local X- axis (local system of axes) is directed from node number i to node number j; see also:
Local system of axes.
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The signs of the force distribution in a beam are influenced by the choice of the local axis (right turning
system of axes).
 
Pay attention !!
A beam is connected to two nodes only and not more.
In the picture below “Beam 1-3” is connected to the nodes 1 and 3 (not to node 2). Visually it can be
seem that node 2 is on the beam, but mechanically this is not the case however.
In order to connect node 2 to the framework the user has to connect it explicitly to a beam; in this case
2 beams are entered in order to achieve this.

The program does detect nodes which are situated visually on a beam, but not physically connected to
that beam. The warning below will be shown then.
 

If the  "Yes" button is pressed the program will add one or more extra beams automatically.
 
Warning
The terms in the stiffness matrix of a beam are inversely proportional to the length of the beam (linear,
quadratic and third degree); see also Theory 3D (paragraph 1).
Very short beams can therefore be very stiff compared to longer beams present in the framework, so
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that the terms in the total system stiffness matrix can differ very much in size. As a result, the overall
system stiffness matrix may be ill-conditioned. Computers process numbers with finite accuracy, which
means that very large differences in the size of the terms in the total system stiffness matrix can lead to a
loss in the accuracy of the calculation results. When and to what extent the loss of accuracy will occur
cannot be precisely determined in advance, as it depends on the relative stiffness of all beams in the
frame, not just a single beam. It is therefore not possible to specify a hard limit value in advance.
A special option is available for infinitely stiff eccentric beam connections: 3D eccentric beam
connections, which prevents the overall system stiffness matrix from being ill-conditioned; see also
Theory 3D (paragraph 6)
 
Active beams
In the last column of the input grid, a beam can be made NON active by ticking it off.
This option makes it possible to quickly check the influence of adding or removing a (limited) number of
beams.
Any entered beam loads on an inactive beam are also not included in the calculation process (even if
these beam loads are checked as active).
The relevant non-active beam is then not included in the calculation of the force distribution in the frame
(non-active beams are not part of the total frame).
Entered data for non-active beams will be saved and will not be lost however.
The advantage of this option over removing and inserting beams is that no renumbering is necessary.
The reason for this is that the series of beam numbers must be unbroken. Deleting and inserting beams
breaks this, but not with making beams non-active.
 
Warning: By removing of beams the frame can become instable; this is the responsibility of the user.
For all non-active beams the relevant input data must also be entered just like for the active
beams.
 
At the graphical window the non-active beams are depicted by a dotted line in the colour red.

If, with the aid of Options plotting, the depiction of beam numbers is setup behind the beam number the
code xx is added; for example (10 xx).
 
Points of attention:
 1.  A load acting onto a NON-active beam will not be taken into account within the calculation process

optiplot3d.htm
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(the input of a beam load acting onto a NON-active beam is allowed however).  
 2.  Loose nodes caused by non-active beams are not allowed; see for instance node 66 shown below
which is connected to the non-active beam (52 xx) only.

When the calculation is started nevertheless the error message given below is shown.

 
3. NON-active beams and NON-visible beams are not related to each other.
    NON-active beams are no part of the frame (beam loads acting onto non-active beams are
interpreted by the program as NON-active as well).
    NON-visible beams are part of the frame, but made hidden for the graphical depiction of the frame
only.
    NON-active beams can be made NON-visible at the same time too.
 
Some background information
The connection of a beam with a node is by default a fixed connection. With the aid of beam connection
nodes de connection can be changed to different rotation springs (6 different types), with as special case
the ball hinged connection.
 
Beams where the nodal connections are (too) close can affect the calculation accuracy.
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Numerical troubles can be abolished by using the option of “eccentric beam connections 2D”
and “eccentric beam connections 3D”
If a beam has a very small length with respect to the other beams, the overall stiffness matrix can
become almost unstable. Which can adversely affect the accuracy of the computational results.
The option of 'eccentric connections' does not suffer from this.
 
If the checkbox , at the input of the beam properties, has been checked,  the
moment lines will be shifted in unfavourable sense over the net height of the cross-section; see also
Theory 2D (paragraph 12).
If the shear reinforcement is calculated according EN 1992-1-1, if the checkbox

has been checked, the shear force line next to the supports will be cut-off
also.

Example of shifted lines of moments  

                                          
Example of a shear force distribution lines which are cut-off in size near the ends of the beams
 
If multiple beams are in line with each other, these beams in relation to the shifted moment line and cut
cut-off shear line, are considered as a single beam by the program; see the following simple example to
illustrate this:
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Example of a shifted moment line with beams which are in line with each other
 
Pay attention:
The direction of the local beam axes, for the beams which can be interpreted as one
reinforcement beam, should have the same orientation.

for beam numbers 1 to 5 all beams oriented in line with each other are pointing to the same
direction; 
these 5 beams can be interpreted by the program as one single reinforcement beam in relation to
the shifting of the moment line and cutting off the shear force line
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the direction of the local beam axis of beam number 3 does point against the direction of the
other beam axes;
these 5 beams can NOT be interpreted by the program as one single reinforcement beam in
relation to the shifting of the moment line and cutting off the shear force line
the program does check this and will give an error message when necessary.
 
Please note:  the program takes the influence of deformations by axial member forces into account. As
a result the results may differ slightly with respect to a hand calculation, in which the influence of these
axial deformations on the force distribution are not included.
 
Miscellaneous
The number of beams can be enlarged or decreased by changing the value in the next text box:

An arbitrary beam can be removed with the aid of the following combo box:  
 
Pay attention
In order to function the program needs a contiguous range of numbers for the nodes and the beams.
Deleting node of beam numbers makes these ranges non-contiguous.
A (partly) renumbering is needed therefore to make the range of beam numbers contiguous again.
A complication is that the nodal and beam loads (for all base load cases) should be converted to these
new nodes and/or beams also.
The same holds true for the beam properties, hinges, supports etcetera.
The program does try to perform this automatically, but it's rather complicated to achieve this correct
under all circumstances (removing and inserting nodes and/or beams randomly for instance).
Do check this!
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An arbitrary beam can be inserted with the aid of the following combo box:   
The total numbers of beams will be decreased or increased automatically and the list with beam
connections will be renumbered at such a way an uninterrupted list will be maintained.

At the graphical window, if the button  has been pressed, by double clicking on a beam in the

opened window and by checking the box  a beam can be removed also.
The preceding options gives flexibility for the case an existing framework should be adapted.
 
Changing beam numbers

  
With the aid of. this optional option already existing beam numbers can be changed by means of
swapping of beam numbers.
To illustrate, see the simple example below:

 
Original beam numbering

 
Beam number (1) and (2) swapped

 
Beam number (2) and (4) swapped

 
Beam number (3) and (4) swapped
 
Remarks

1. For the calculation results it does not matter how the beams are numbered; it is a more cosmetic
option in that sense.

2. When swapping the beams numbers, the program automatically adjusts the adjacent node
numbers so that the geometry is preserved.

3. When swapping, any existing beam loads are also renumbered, so that the place in the overall
geometry is retained.

4. Existing node numbers can be changed if desired in the input screen of node coordinates 3D
 
Wizards
With the aid of the button  a beam can be subdivided into parts of different
lengths; this can be done repeatedly. Extra nodes in between are generated too. If applicable beam
loads are redistributed along the new beams.

With the aid of the button  the length of a selection of beams can be adjusted
(and thus also the connecting coordinates).
Using the button  a selection of beams, with connected nodes, can be copied
to another location.
With the aid of the button   nodes which are not connected to any beam can
be removed automatically by the program, in order to get an uninterrupted sequence of beam numbers.
 

OpdelenStaaf.htm
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At the graphical window extra beams can be drawn; see also: Plot geometry This can be done between
different beams and nodes both.

In the numerical input window via the button  a number of beam connections can be
generated automatically.
 
Because the automatic renumbering of the nodes during the calculation process (optimisation) the
largest difference between node numbers DF=ABS(i - j) has no influence at the extent of the
necessary memory and the time needed for calculation.
With ND the number of nodes the size of the needed system matrix is: 36*ND*(DF+1)
 

If the check box  has been checked, than at the numerical echo of the
input data, the angles between the beams at the nodes are displayed; see the example below:
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The angles are calculated rotating from the positive direction of beam N to the also positive direction of
beam M; see the examples below for three angles.
 

 
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
If the check box is checked among others it’s checked whether or not there
are beams present that (partly) coincide which each other or that crossing beams are not connected to
each other at the crossing-point.
These are basically no errors, but possible aspects that the user may not realize they are present, or that
is not meant to be so.
If the check box  is unchecked than no checks are performed any more by
the program, which causes the user to be at greater risk that something else has been entered than
he/she thinks
Conversely the messages are suppressed if this is experienced as unnecessary disturbance.
 
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also: Coordinates nodes

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Upgrade your help files and your workflow with HelpNDoc's
WinHelp HLP to CHM conversion
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Beam properties

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Modernize your help files with HelpNDoc's WinHelp HLP to
CHM conversion tool

2-dimensional

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make your documentation accessible on any device with
HelpNDoc

General

Input beam properties (first tab sheet); 2 dimensional
 
The use of this menu is COMPULSORY
 

 
General
A beam connects two nodes; no more and no less.
In principle a beam is capable of transferring normal forces, shear forces and moments.
 
Different properties can be entered per beam; each beam can thus be made of a different material.
If the option of stress check is chosen for an option other than elastic check, the stress check is
performed according to the relevant Eurocode for all beams however.
The program is capable to calculate a framework with different kinds of beams (prismatic, NON
prismatic, thread like “beams”).
 
Note: Eurocode 5 (timber) is unique in the fact that the design value for the E-modulus is determined
by the mean value of the E-modulus divided by the partial material factor. The input of the E-modulus in
the program is the mean value, the program determines the design value for the E-modulus:

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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see further also: Backgrounds checks according to Eurocode 5 (timber) and tab sheet
Stresses
 
Beam geometry
With the aid of this menu the properties of prismatic and NON prismatic beams can be entered.
For prismatic beams the cross-section and moment of inertia (or called “second moment of area”) is
constant over the length of the beam.
 

Prismatic Beam

 
For prismatic beams can in order to calculate stresses also be entered the modulus of the beam at the
upper and bottom side.
Further the allowable maximum and minimum stresses can be entered; see further also Stresses
 
For NON prismatic beams the height of the beam has a linear course from hi to hj; while the cross-
section is rectangular with a constant width.
At the calculation of Eigenfrequencies NON prismatic beams are not supported; only prismatic beams.
 

NON Prismatic beam (hi and hj; hi <> hj )

The option for a non prismatic beam is valid for a massive rectangular cross section only; not for I
shaped steel sections for instance. By dividing a non prismatic beam, with non rectangular cross section,
into n prismatic parts an approximation can be achieved. For each prismatic part the mean local cross
section properties has to be entered.
 
Possible beam properties in this program for prismatic beams are:
modulus of elasticity, density, surface area and moment of inertia (or called “second moment of
area”).
 
Possible beam properties for NON prismatic beams in this program are:
modulus of elasticity, density, height begin beam, height end beam and width of the beam.
 
Per beam via a choice, with the aid of check boxes, it has to be determined which beam is prismatic or
NON prismatic

theorieec5.htm
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For NON prismatic beams at the same the width has to be entered. For prismatic beams this is not
applicable, because here the moments of inertia (or called “second moments of area”) and section
modulus has to be entered, while these for NON prismatic beams will be calculated by the program
itself.
The routines of calculation for NON prismatic beams are theoretically not suited for beams with hi =
hj; it is than become a prismatic beam. During the calculation process this special case is automatically
detected and the two heights are somewhat taken different (very small difference) in order to make the
calculation possible.
Because for prismatic beams the accuracy of the calculation is somewhat better as for the case for a
NON prismatic beam with hi = hj it is preferred to enter that beam as a prismatic one.
 
At a statical calculation for NON prismatic beams the same options are supported as for prismatic
beams; with the exception of equal distributed beam springs.
A beam supplied with distributed springs has to be prismatic (the other beams may be NON
prismatic).
At a calculation of the Eigenfrequencies only prismatic beams are allowed.
 
Warning
The terms in the stiffness matrix of a beam are inversely proportional to the length of the beam (linear,
quadratic and third degree); see also Theory 2D (paragraph 1).
Very short beams can therefore be very stiff compared to longer beams present in the framework, so
that the terms in the total system stiffness matrix can differ very much in size. As a result, the overall
system stiffness matrix may be ill-conditioned. Computers process numbers with finite accuracy, which
means that very large differences in the size of the terms in the total system stiffness matrix can lead to a
loss in the accuracy of the calculation results. When and to what extent the loss of accuracy will occur
cannot be precisely determined in advance, as it depends on the relative stiffness of all beams in the
frame, not just a single beam. It is therefore not possible to specify a hard limit value in advance.
A special option is available for infinitely stiff eccentric beam connections: 2D eccentric beam
connections, which prevents the overall system stiffness matrix from being ill-conditioned; see also
Theory 2D (paragraph 7)
Before performing the calculation, the program gives a warning if very large values have been entered
for a quantity, but it does not make it impossible to still perform a calculation. This is because, as
mentioned, no hard limit values can be named.
 
Shear force deformations
Per beam can be entered whether or not shear force deformations at the calculation process have to
taken in account see also: Shear force deformations
 
Reinforcement calculations
Per beam can be entered which concrete- and steel grade (reinforcement) are present and at the same
time the concrete cover (in relation to the centre of the reinforcement bars); see also: Input
reinforcement data

wapening.htm
wapening.htm
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Calculation of the reinforcement is possible for NON prismatic beams only. In a framework both
prismatic and NON prismatic may be entered.
Pay attention: For the case that both the options for calculating the stresses and reinforcement are
checked the stresses in a particular beam are not calculated, but the needed amount of reinforcement
will be calculated instead.
 
Self weight
The calculation of the self weight of the beams is optional; the density has to be entered if this option is
activated only. In this case the angle of acceleration of gravity, in relation to the global system of axes,
has to be entered. For the value of the acceleration of gravity 9.80665 m/s2 is taken by default.
When using the U.S. customary system of units the effect of the gravity is already incorporated in the
units for the specific density of the material [lb/in3].
Further the self weight is applied to BASE load case number one only; with the capability of defining
load COMBINATIONS this is no serious limitation.
Per beam different densities and modulus of elasticity can be entered.
In order to allow for an easy input for the case of equal values for the beams a simple single way of
input is foreseen.
 
Generation

In the numerical input window via the button  the properties of a range of
beams can be automatically generated. 
Further it is possible to enter the beam properties with the aid of a list of sections (surface area, moment
of inertia (or called “second moment of area”) and section modulus).

Via the button  a choice can be made from the list of sections
concerned.  
 
The as part of the Framework program installed section libraries can be found at: “\Program
Files\Wolsink\Mechanical Programs\Sections”
 
An other possibility is to use the build in capability to make and maintain a user list of sections under the

button ; see further also List with user sections 2D   

Further a “Properties calculator” is available at the button   (with
acknowledgement to Szabolcs Varga) see also: Section propertiescalculator2D  
 

With the aid of the button  ALL beam properties (at all tab sheets) can be
copied at once from one beam to an combination of other beams.
 
Using the button , a beam can be subdivided into extra (intermediate)
beams. With the additional beams, the beam properties are taken over from the original selected beam.
 
This input window supports “drag and drop” of property data from one row to an other row. This very
simple way copies can be made of section properties.
Two different “drag and drop” methods are distinguished:

Copy all properties The mouse cursor has this shape 
With this method all beam properties at several tab sheets will be copied together at once.

gensteigch.htm
3dstandaardprofielen.htm
2duserdb.htm
2duserdb.htm
2dpropertycalculator.htm
2dpropertycalculator.htm
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This method functions at the first tab sheet only.

Local copying The mouse cursor has this shape 
With this method only beam properties mentioned at the regarding tab sheet can be copied only (.
(does not apply for the first tab sheet consequently)
 
Place the mouse cursor on a beam number at the left side of the window (for this case at beam nr. 2)
and push the left mouse button.

 
Move the mouse with the pressed left mouse button to the beam number where the section properties
should be copied. The mouse cursor changes the shape of it (see figure above).
 

 
Let loose the left mouse button at the place of destination (in this case at beam nr. 6); at this moment the
data has been copied from beam number 2 to beam number 6 (see figure beneath)

 
By clicking onto a cell at the column ‘E-modulus’ a combo box will open, at which if desired a choice
can be made between a number of materials (steel, aluminium, concrete and timber):
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The corresponding value for the density is also adjusted.
The values are in agreement with the Eurocodes.
This option is accessible if the option for SI metric unities  is switched on only.
See for further backgrounds timber strengths and species.
 
Pay attention:
Not all options present at the different tab sheets of this window with “Beam properties” can be
switched on at the same time.
It concerns the following conflicts for instance:
- if using the option Influence Lines at the window for entering beam properties the Design list is not
available and Reinforcement concrete calculations, Plastic hinges and Thread-like “beams” are
not possible in conjunction with influence lines.
- for a beam for which a Reinforcement concrete calculation has to be performed no buckling check
is possible.
- if for a certain beam a Reinforcement concrete calculation has to be performed and this beam is
checked as a Thread-like “beams” too, then the last option prevails.
- if the Design option is switched on the optimalization of the beam sections takes place for prismatic
beams only; this means among others that beams for which reinforcement concrete calculations have to
be performed not will be changed (they will not taken into account in the optimalization process).
- the Design option cannot be used in combination with a Geometrical non-linear calculation.
- the options for the calculation of Plastic hinges and stress checks according Eurocodce 3 cannot
be combined.
- the calculation of plastic hinges and the geometrical non-linear option cannot be combined; the
calculation of plastic hinges prevails.
The program will try as much as possible to detect and give warnings for these conflicts when entering
the various input data needed.
 
Generic damping constant

Houtsoorten.htm
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If the choice has been made for a transient dynamical calculation the generic damping constant should
be entered.

 

Rules of thumb for the value of ζn= ζ0 in [%] (frequency independent)
 
See for the backgrounds further theory 2D (paragraph 10).
 
Miscellaneous
If there are NON-active beams present this will be reminded as follows:
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The properties of NON-active beams should be entered also.
For the graphical depiction of the geometry beams can be shown in a certain colour with the option of
colour selection of beams: 
By checking the box  the colour selection can be made automatically for beams with the
same description, otherwise it will be done manually by means of the option colour selection of beams.
This colour coding should not be confused with that other colour coding that reflects the type of stress
check.
 
If the geometry of the frame has been generated with the aid of the wizard beams and columns, it is
depicted to which collection of beam numbers the HORIZONTAL and VERICAL beams belong
respectively.

 
With the aid of the button , similar distributed beam properties can be
copied from one position to multiple other beams (according the collection of HORIZONTAL and
VERTICAL beams for instance).
 
Please note:  the program takes the influence of deformations by axial member forces into account. As
a result the results may differ slightly with respect to a hand calculation, in which the influence of these
axial deformations on the force distribution are not included.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
Some indicators for volumetric weights
Tables for nominal density of construction materials, and nominal density and angles of repose
for stored materials; according EN 1991-1-1: Actions on structures - Part 1-1: General actions
- Densities, self-weight, imposed loads for buildings

KleurenStaven3D.htm
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Note: in the program the specific mass must be entered in the 3rd column; the values for the volumetric
weights in the above tables should be adjusted accordingly therefore.
The program internally converts the specific mass to a weight load by means of. the acceleration of

gravity: 
 
see further:
Stress checks (second tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections from which a choice can be made by the program (third tab sheet)
Shear force deformations (fourth tab sheet)
Calculation of plastic hinges in beams (fifth tab sheet)
Calculation of thread like beams (sixth tab sheet)
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Strength

Strength checks (second tab sheet); 2 dimensional
 
The use of this data input window is non compulsory.
 
Pay attention:
Cross section checks are performed if the following box is checked only 
The option Design list is accessible only if here for ALL beams the same kind of stress checks is chosen
for AND not been chosen for reinforced concrete.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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At this tab sheet for the input of beam properties the checking of stresses of beam cross sections can be
adjusted at different ways:

1. Elastic stress checks 
1.1 Without Euler buckling check
1.2 With Euler buckling check

2. Unity-checks according Eurocode 3 (steel): EN 1993-1 
2.1 Without buckling, lateral buckling and lateral torsional buckling checks
2.2 With buckling, lateral buckling and lateral torsional buckling checks

3. Strength check according Eurocode 5 (timber): EN 1995-1-1 
3.1 Without buckling, lateral buckling and lateral torsional buckling checks
3.2 With buckling, lateral buckling and lateral torsional buckling checks

            4. Determination amount of reinforcement  or prestress: EN 1992-1-1 
 

Via the radio buttons  the choice for these methods 1, 2, 3 or 4 should
be made respectively.
At the same frame the various beams can be composed from different materials therefore.
With the aid of the button via a sub-selection of beam numbers the kind of stress checks
can be chosen too alternatively this way.
 

1. Elastic stress checks 
For the elastic stress checks no use is made of a material-bound Eurocode.
In order to be able to calculate the stresses at the tab sheet ‘General’ the values for the two different
elastic modulus and the maximal (tension) and minimal (compression) BENDING stress have to be
entered.

SelectieStavenSpanningsControle2D.htm
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The choice for an elastic stress check per beam is made by clicking onto the green button 
 
Elastic section modulus
With the aid of this window the section modulus can be entered optional at the upper and bottom side of
the beam.
For a section which is symmetric in relation to the neutral axis both values for the section modulus are of
course equal.
 
This option applies for prismatic beams only.
For NON prismatic beams the section modulus will be calculated by the program from the height of
the beam at the left and right side.
If for prismatic beams no values for the section modulus have been entered there will be no calculations
of the stresses at the numerical post processing.
 
Two section modulus will be asked: Resabove and Resunder.
What above and under is depends on the direction of the local axis; see also the figure underneath:

The stress will be calculated in accordance with the well known formulas:

and

with: Res = section modulus
 
Shear stresses are not calculated for the calculation of elastic stresses therefore.
 
Pay attention: If a NON prismatic beam is defined as a reinforcement beam for this beam no stresses
will be calculated, but the needed reinforcement instead.
 
Allowable maximum and minimum stresses
Optional per beam can be entered what the value is of the allowable maximum tension stress and
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minimum compression stress. If a value of zero is been entered (the default value) than the option comes
not to work.
The maximum stress entered should be zero or positive.
The minimum stress entered should be zero or negative.
Pay attention: in the allowable stresses (for elastic calculations) the material factor must be
included (allowable stress = maximal value / material factor).
 
At the numerical output and the graphical output is signalised where these allowable stresses have been
superseded.
At the numerical output this happens by printing the values in the colour red.
At the graphical output this happens by indicating the allowable limits with the aid of horizontal dotted
red lines.
Further it’s possible to depict the so called unity check too. Values for the unity checks ≤ 1 do satisfy
the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
For the case of elastic buckling check (Euler) by clicking at the tab sheet

 “Additional geometrical data extra needed
data should be entered.
The buckling check takes place if the check box  has been checked only.
Checking of buckling takes place for beams which have no continuously spring supports only. For
theoretical backgrounds of Eulerian buckling see further: Theory Eulerian buckling
Pay attention:
With this classic way of calculating and checking stresses, the values for the 'Max. BENDING str.' and
'Min. BENDING str.' can be used as follows:

1. The required safety is included in the magnitude of the loads acting on the structure; load factors.
  By means of the option of load COMBINATIONS, central safety coefficients for the magnitude

of the 'Multipl. factor' can be entered: > 1 .
    The maximum allowable stresses (in an absolute sense) can then be thought of as yield stress for

materials with a yield point, such as steel. The results of the load COMBINATIONS are then only
important for the normative safety of the construction.

2. The required safety is included in the magnitude of the maximum allowable stresses (in an absolute
sense); material factors.

    For materials with a yield point, such as steel, this is the case for the 'Max. BENDING str.' and
'Min. BENDING str.' values equal to the yield strength divided by a material factor.

3. A combination of option 1. and 2. (load factors and material factors).
  

Option 3. is most in line with contemporary constructive regulations, as also used in the various
Eurocodes. However, the stress checks according to the Eurocodes are more extensive, more
complete, than with this classic elastic stress checks.
 
 
Top of page
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2. Unity-checks according Eurocode 3 (steel): EN 1993-1-1 
The choice for a stress check according EC3 per beam is made by clicking onto the blue button 
.
In order to be able to calculate the stresses at the tab sheet ‘General’ the values for the two different
elastic modulus and the maximal (tension) and minimal (compression) BENDING stress have to be
entered.

 
Elastic modulus
With the aid of this window the section modulus can be entered optional at the upper and bottom side of
the beam.
For a section which is symmetric in relation to the neutral axis both values for the section modulus are of
course equal.
 
This option applies for prismatic beams only.
For NON prismatic beams the section modulus will be calculated by the program from the height of
the beam at the left and right side.
 
If for prismatic beams no values for the section modulus have been entered there will be no calculations
of the stresses at the numerical post processing.
 
Two section modulus will be asked: Resabove and Resunder.
What above and under is depends on the direction of the local axis; see also the figure underneath:

Pay attention: If a NON prismatic beam is defined as a reinforcement beam for this beam no stresses
will be calculated, but the needed reinforcement instead.
 
Ratio plastic/elastic modulus
Next to the elastic modulus for the cross section checks according Eurode 3 (steel) the ratio of the full
plastic modulus and the elastic modulus is needed.
If the properties of the beams at the tab sheet “General” have been generated with the aid of the buttons
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 and  the ration between plastic and elastic
modulus will be loaded too (this does not apply to the other tools present for generating beam
properties).
  
Allowable maximum and minimum yield stresses
Per beam the maximal tension stress and the minimal compression stress have to be entered; these are
the yield stress limits of the used steel grade (these are equal in an absolute sense for tension and
compression normally).
 
If the check of beam cross sections according Eurocode 3 (steel) has been switched on, then it’s
possible to enter the yield stresses from a small list of standard values (according to Eurocode 3).
This list can be opened by clicking on the regarding data grid cell; see for illustration purposes the figure
below:
 

 
In Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures - Part 1-1: General rules and rules for buildings the
following steel grades have been defined:

gensteigch.htm
3dstandaardprofielen.htm
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At the tab sheet 

  ”Additional
geometrical data”  extra needed data has to be entered in order to be able to perform stress checks
according EC3 (steel).
The buckling check takes place if the check box  has been
checked only.
 
Buckling, lateral buckling and lateral torsional buckling takes place for prismatic beams only and which
have not continuously spring supports.

 
 
Buckling and lateral torsional buckling
For the theoretical backgrounds for the check of cross sections according Eurocode 3 (steel), see
further Backgrounds cross section checks according Eurocode 3 (steel)
 
Point of attention regarding the determiniation of the buckling length ratio, if the choice has
been made by the user to let the program determine buckling length ratio; on a per beam
basis.
The program determines the buckling length ration in function of both end conditions of the regarding
beam (fixed and/or hinged connections). The buckling length of the beams (1) and (2), determined by
the program, are equal to each other at the two figures below.
For reason that the beams (1) and (2) at the left figure, in a physical sense giving shape to a longer

aanvullende_geometrische_data_ec3.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_ec3.htm
theorieec3.htm
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combined beam than the beams (1) and (2) apart, the buckling lengths of beams (1) and (2) have to be
entered by the user explicitly; see also: Additional geometrical data elastic buckling checks and
Additional geometrical data Eurocode 3

 
Note: for both graphical and numerical output only the size of the unity-check values is executed. This is
because, for the application of Eurocode 3, only the size of the unity-check values correctly reflects the
strength of the beams (non-linear relations between the stresses and unity-check values according to
Eurocode 3).
 
Top of page
 
3. Strength checks according to Eurocode 5 (timber) 
The choice for a stress check according EC3 per beam is made by clicking onto the red button 
.
In order to be able to calculate the stresses at the tab sheet ‘General’ the values for the two different
elastic modulus and the maximal (tension) and minimal (compression) BENDING stress have to be
entered.
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Elastic section modulus
With the aid of this window the section modulus can be entered optional at the upper and bottom side of
the beam.
For a section which is symmetric in relation to the neutral axis both values for the section modulus are of
course equal.
 
This option applies for prismatic beams only.
For NON prismatic beams the section modulus will be calculated by the program from the height of
the beam at the left and right side.
 
If for prismatic beams no values for the section modulus have been entered there will be no calculations
of the stresses at the numerical post processing.
 
Two section modulus will be asked: Resabove and Resunder.
What above and under is depends on the direction of the local axis; see also the figure underneath:

The stress will be calculated in accordance with the well known formulas:

and

with: Res = section modulus
 
Pay attention: If a NON prismatic beam is defined as a reinforcement beam for this beam no stresses
will be calculated, but the needed reinforcement instead.
 
Allowable maximum and minimum stresses
Optional per beam can be entered what the value is of the allowable maximum characteristic bending
stress and minimum characteristic bending stress (fm,k). With the exception of the sign the value for
both entities is equal to each other normally.
If a value of zero is been entered (the default value) than the option comes not to work.
The maximum stress entered should be zero or positive.
The minimum stress entered should be zero or negative.
 
At the numerical output and the graphical output is signalised where these allowable stresses have been
superseded.
At the numerical output this happens by printing the values in the colour red.
At the graphical output this happens by indicating the allowable limits with the aid of horizontal dotted
red lines.
Further it’s possible to depict the so called unity check too. Values for the unity checks ≤  1 do satisfy

UCPrincipe.htm
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the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
 
In EN 338 “Structural timber - Strength classes” the strength classes according the table below are
defined:

See for further backgrounds timber strengths and species.
 
If the check of stresses for the beam cross sections according Eurocode 5 (timber) is switched on, it’s
possible to enter value of the maximum allowable characteristic tension and compression stress from a
list with standard values (in compliance with EN 338; see the table above). This list can be opened by
clicking onto the regarding cell in data entry grid; for an illustration see the figure below:

 

Houtsoorten.htm
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At the tab sheet   ”Additional data for EC5”
extra needed data has to be entered in order to be able to perform stress checks according EC5
(timber).
dient nog extra benodigde data te worden ingevoerd teneinde spanningscontroles volgens EC5 (hout) te
kunnen uitvoeren.
The buckling check takes place if the check box  has been
checked only.
 
Point of attention regarding the determination of the buckling length ratio, if the choice has
been made by the user to let the program determine buckling length ratio; on a per beam
basis.
The program determines the buckling length ration in function of both end conditions of the regarding
beam (fixed and/or hinged connections). The buckling length of the beams (1) and (2), determined by
the program, are equal to each other at the two figures below.
For reason that the beams (1) and (2) at the left figure, in a physical sense giving shape to a longer
combined beam than the beams (1) and (2) apart, the buckling lengths of beams (1) and (2) have to be
entered by the user explicitly; see also: Additional data Eurocode 5

Top of page
 
4. Determination amount of reinforcement or prestress: EN 1992-1-1 
 
4.1 General data
The choice for a stress check according EC2 per beam is made by clicking onto the yellow button

.
For this option the values of the elastic modulus have not to be entered at the tab sheet ‘General’ (it’s
allowed however).

aanvullende_data_ec5.htm
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4.2 Data for determination of amount of reinforcement
In addition, for beams for which the required amount of reinforcement is to be calculated, the following
additional data must be entered:

Under the sub-tab 'Choice reinforcement' for the relevant reinforcing beam must first be checked
whether it concerns reinforced concrete or prestressed concrete.
Furthermore, the width and height of the rectangular section must be entered here.
If these values have not yet been entered for prismatic beams these values are calculated using the
properties entered at the main General tab (area and moment of inertia). This is based on a rectangular
cross-section.
Conversely, the values for the area and moment of inertia are also automatically adjusted in the main
General tab if, here in the sub-tab 'Choice reinforcement', the values for the width and height of the
beam are changed (all assuming a rectangular cross-section).
 

 
Under the sub-tab 'Reinforced concrete' (if here under sub-tab 'Choice reinforcement' for the option
'Reinforced concrete' is chosen) the cylinder strength of the concrete must be entered and then the yield
strength of the applied reinforcement steel.
By clicking on the relevant cell in the 2nd column in the data grid, a list of standard cylinder strengths is
opened:
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By clicking on the relevant cell in the 3rd column in the data grid, a short list of standard yield limits is
opened:

 
Finally, the concrete cover must be entered at the top and bottom of the beam.
By clicking on the button at the bottom of the data grid, a 'Wizard' is opened to determine the
concrete cover in accordance with EN 1992-1-1.
 
4.3 Data for prestressed concrete
 

Under the sub-tab 'Choice reinforcement' for the relevant reinforcing beam must first be checked
whether it concerns reinforced concrete or prestressed concrete.

 
For this option per beam for the material concrete three parameters have to be entered: the

WizardBetondekkingEC2.htm
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characteristic cylinder strength, the maximal allowable bending stress and the minimum bending
stress which should fail below.
For a beam where prestress is present for the maximum bending stress the value 0 has to be entered if
no decompression is allowed (no tensile stress allowed).
According to EN 1992-1-1 art. 7.3.1(5) decompression for the following environmental classes is not
allowable: XD1, XD2, XS1, XS2 and XS3. But do check the national annex!!.
Next to the presence of prestress mild reinforcement steel can be present in a beam; with the aid of the
button  this can be entered; see further input extra mild
reinforcement
This reinforcement is taken into account for the calculation of unity check values for the ultimate limit
state (ULS).
 
Pay attention!!
The input of prestress in a beam has to be done with the aid of the Prestress (wizard); this wizard can
be found at the main menu entry Beam loads
The input of prestress load is accessible if at this window the option ‘Prestressed concrete (EC2)’ has
been checked only.
 
The user has to enter the necessary partial load factors with the aid of the option COMBINATION
load cases. The partial material factors has to be entered at the window Prestressing (wizard):

 
Top of page
 
With the use of the Eurocodes (concrete, steel and timber) the use of “U.S. customary/Imperial
British units” is not possible.
This is because the Eurocodes are based on the SI system of units.
 
For a short description of the principle of Unity Checks see: Principle UC-value
 
Strength under dynamical loads
In most cases, the mechanical properties of materials under impact or shock loading differ from those
under static loading.
For example, the static stress–strain relation for steel is quite different from its dynamic material relation.
The yield and ultimate strengths of materials tend to increase with increasing strain rate*).
The effect of strain rate on high-strength steel is much greater than that on low-strength steels.
The (elastic) stiffness will generally be larger at higher strain rates too.
 
*) strain rate: change in strain (deformation) of a material with respect of time
 

Extrazachtstaalwapening.htm
Extrazachtstaalwapening.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
Voorspanning2D.htm
staafbel.htm
Voorspanning2D.htm
Voorspanning2D.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
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Qualitative example of behaviour of steel at different strain rates
 
The values of the strain rate will vary along the structure at different times and so the dynamic material
properties (elastic modulus and strength parameters) will in principle vary at different places in the
structure and times.
The program applies constant values for the strength parameters because generally, there is rather
limited knowledge available of dynamic behaviour of materials (function of strain rate) and it would
make the program very complicated.
The use of statical strength and stiffness parameters is at the (very) save side for reasons of simplicity.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also:
Additional geometrical data elastic buckling checks
Additional geometrical data Eurocode 3
Additional data Eurocode 5
Theory elastic Eulerian buckling
Backgrounds Eurocode 3 (steel)
Backgrounds Eurocode 5 (timber)
Input beam properties (first tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections from which a choice can be made by the program (third tab sheet)
Shear force deformations (fourth tab sheet)
Calculation of plastic hinges in beams (fifth tab sheet)
Calculation of thread like beams (sixth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily convert your WinHelp HLP help files to CHM with
HelpNDoc's step-by-step guide

Design list

Design option; list with sections from which a choice can be made by
the program (third tab sheet); 2 dimensional
 
This option is NON compulsory.
 
With the aid of the tab sheet “Design list” at the window for the input of beam properties the program
can do, after the calculation with the original beam properties, an adjustment of the beam properties in
order to comply as well as possible with the entered maximum and/or allowable stresses; as given at the
tab sheet “Stresses” (see also at Stresses)

undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_euler.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_ec3.htm
aanvullende_data_ec5.htm
theorieeulerknik.htm
theorieec3.htm
theorieec5.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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Pay attention!
This option is accessible only if at the tab sheet Stresses for ALL beams the same kind of stress checks
is chosen for AND not been chosen for reinforced concrete.
 
If the design option has been switched on  the cross section properties
of the beams can be adjusted automatically with or without recalculation of the whole framework

If the framework is not iteratively recalculated, caused by the influence of the stiffness of the beams on
the force distribution in the framework, it’s possible that for some beams the value for the unity check is
somewhat larger than 1. The adjustment of the beam properties without recalculation is much faster
however.

 
In order to be able to adjust the beam properties a list of sections has to be available to choose from by
the program. With the aid of this tab sheet this list needed can be entered.
The input can be done manually, line by line, but also by clicking on the button 
The order of succession for the size of the various modulus values in the list is not of importance;
the smallest size have not to be entered first; the largest size have not to be entered last.
 
At the last column of the list with possible sections by checking it can be determined whether or not the
automatic adjustment of the beams of the framework by the program should take place. One can have a
fixed list of possible sections and the use of it be tailored by this way for the specific framework job at
hand.
The list can be saved by clicking on the button . The extension of the file name under which
it will be saved is: “*.DesignList”
An already saved list can be loaded again by clicking on the button .
The extension is “*.DesignList” again, but with the aid of ”*.Section” the delivered standard steel
sections can be loaded directly also.
 
Pay attention: For unity checks according Eurocode 3 (steel) the program has to know which kind of
steel section it is. The program recognizes this by way of the title text of the data file *.Section.
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The following four kinds of steel cross sections can be recognized by the program:

a. I or H shaped section 

b. Rectangular or square section 

c. Circular shaped section 

d. U shaped (or C shaped) open channel section 
 
At the second table at the right side of the window it can be determined by checking whether or not a
beam should be able to be adjusted by the program. This option can be used if for a certain beam not
the strength criterion is decisive but the displacements for instance (or what reason so ever).
Of the checked beams the strength properties will be enlarged by the program if needed for reason of
exceeding the minimum and/or maximum allowable stresses (see also at Stresses).
Stress in accordance with Eurocode 3 (steel) and Eurocode 4 (timber) are supported too.

If at the tab sheet Stresses  for elastic cross section checks has been chosen at
the tab sheet “Design list” appears the button , in which additional needed
data should be entered in order to be able to use the design option.

If at the tab sheet Stresses  for cross section checks according Eurocode 3 (steel)
has been chosen at the tab sheet “Design list” appears the button , in which
additional needed data should be entered in order to be able to use the design option.
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The header text “ModPl./ModEl.” can be used if the choice has been made for checking the stresses
according Eurocode 3 (steel) only.

If at the tab sheet Stresses  for cross section checks according Eurocode 5
(timber) is chosen no additional data is needed (buckling checks according Eurocode 5 are not
supported yet).
If the box has been checked the program will, from the list of possible sections, try to find a lighter
section for the case the calculated stresses are below the allowable minimum and/or maximum stresses
only. If not checked the program will choose stronger sections only (no weaker ones therefore)
 
Pay attention:
The program will adjust beam properties automatically if the box

 is checked only.
 
Limitations:
The automatic adjustment of beam properties is NOT possible in combination with the calculation of
geometrical non linear behaviour, plastic hinges, thread like “beams”, plastic nodal springs,
Eigenfrequencies and influence lines. Applicable for statically linear calculations only therefore.
For prismatic beams the beam properties will be adjusted if needed only; not for NON prismatic
beams.
The program is secured against improper use and will give notice if a not allowable option is tried to use.
Because the program will iteratively adjust de strength of the various beams the calculation can take
some time.
 
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also:
Library
Input beam properties (first tab sheet)
Stress checks (second tab sheet)
Shear force deformations (fourth tab sheet)
Calculation of plastic hinges in beams (fifth tab sheet)
Calculation of thread like beams (sixth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Qt Help documentation generator

Shear deformation

Shear force deformations (fourth tab sheet); 2 dimensional
 
Next to the influence of axial and flexural stiffness it is also possible to take the influence of shear force
in to account in the calculation.
In general the effect of shear force deformation is negligible; unless the beams are rather compact.
Use this option not standard; if there is motive to do so only.
In the figure underneath an image is given of the shear angle g:

undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
bibliotheekontwerpoptie.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com
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The size of g can be calculated as:

with:
g= shear angle

E = elasticity modulus

A = surface area
L = length of the beam
 
The shape factor η depends on the shape of the cross-section.
For rectangular cross-sections , for circular cross-sections h =32/27=1.1852
For I-shaped sections 
For slender beams the effect of shear force will be negligible.
For compact beams (for instance the height of the beam is not longer small in relation to the length of the
beam) the shear deformation can not be neglected.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also:
Input beam properties (first tab sheet)
Stress checks (second tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections from which a choice can be made by the program (third tab sheet)
Calculation of plastic hinges in beams (fifth tab sheet)
Calculation of thread like beams (sixth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

Plastic hinges

Calculation of plastic hinges in beams (fifth tab sheet); 2-dimensional
 
With the aid of this window it can be stated whether or not the calculation of plastic hinges in beams
should be taken into account.
 

undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Warning: This is a somewhat advanced option.
You are entering the world of physical non linear calculations now.
This means among others that not with every input of data for a framework job the calculation
leads to success. If the stability of the framework is not assured, for instance if too many
plastic hinges have been developed, the program will and can not calculate the regarding
instable framework.
 
With the option of plastic hinges is checked one base load can be calculated per calculation only.
More than one base load can be entered however. Before the calculation starts the user has to
select which base load to calculate. Because of violation of the superposition principle if
calculating plastic hinges load combinations are not allowed anymore.
 
Till reaching the size of the plastic moment the beam behaves linear elastic; after that the moment stays at
a constant value. This means that a plastic hinge has been formed, see also the figure beneath:

The size of the plastic moment can eventually be a function of the local normal force in the beam
present; see the figure beneath:
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If the normal force in the beam present equals to the entered value for the plastic moment the value will
be reduced to zero.
Further the following relations do apply:

With the aid of the checkbox  the choice can be
made whether or not the local normal force in the beam should have an effect on the size of the plastic
moment.
If for a certain beam for beta a value of 1.000 has been entered, then the size of the normal force has
no effect on the size of the plastic moment. For the regarding beam this has the same effect when
checking the above mentioned red checkbox for all beams together.
If for alpha the value of 1.000 and for beta the value of 0.000 has been entered the following simple
equation holds:

The values of the plastic moments and plastic normal forces should be entered both at the begin node
(Node I) and the end node (Node J).
 
Rules of thumb for the determination of alpha and beta:
For bending around the strong axis
For IPE sections apply:

alpha 1.22
beta 0.18

For HE sections applies (applicable for HEA and HEB and for HEM 100 till HEM 600 only):
alpha 1.11
beta 0.1

With the aid of the button  the values of the begin nodes (Node I) can be copied at a very easy
way to the end nodes (Node J) and vice versa, if the values for the Nodes I and Nodes J should be the
same.
For the case no checking for plasticity of a certain beam is whished for, the user should enter a very
large value for the plastic moment and plastic normal force.
 
If the checkbox  is not checked the connections of the
beams to the nodes will be checked and calculated only.
If the checkbox is checked both the connections to the nodes and the exceeding of the plastic moment
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capacity along the beam axes will be checked and calculated however.
For the calculation along the beam axes the size of the plastic moment and normal force will be linear
interpolated as function of the place coordinate from the entered values at the begin node (Node I) and
the end node (Node J).
 
Pay attention !!!
Plastic hinges will be checked and calculated when the blinking checkbox is checked only.
 
Further this option for the calculation of plastic hinges can NOT be used in combination with the
calculation of Eigenfrequencies (2D), Influence lines (2D) and with the calculation of Geometrical non
linear effects however
 
Further backgrounds
The calculation of plastic hinges in one or more beams means that a non-linear calculation has to be
performed; this has two consequences:
a.base load combinations are not possible anymore; for non-linear calculations the super position
principle does not apply.
b. because of the existence of plastic hinges the stiffness matrix of the framework is affected directly and
therefore one load vector can be calculated at the same time only. This means that no more than one
base load can be calculated at once for a non-linear calculation.
If too many plastic hinges have been developed the framework can become instable; the framework is
collapsed. Contrary to a pure linear calculation it is possible that a non-linear calculation gives no
sensible solution at all. Cause of instable behaviour, at which the structure is collapsed, can be the
occurrence of a so called “mechanism”. If a “mechanism” does occur the program can not show
calculation results.
 
Two examples of “mechanism”:
In the figure below in the uppermost beam three plastic hinges are present; this is a local “mechanism” of
collapse. For this local “mechanism” the displacement at node 10 will be almost infinite large.

Collapsed framework
In the figure below the vertical beams are all connected with the subsoil via hinges; two with plastic
hinges and one with a normal hinge.
The framework in this case is not stable for a horizontal load at the framework also; a “mechanism”
does exist.

initafwijkingen.htm
initafwijkingen.htm
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Collapsed framework
 
Schematization for the case of a single fixed supported beam where a plastic hinge develops.
If the size of the moment for a single beam at the place of a fixed support becomes larger than the
entered size for the plastic moment a plastic hinge should be applied. This is not allowed for this special
case however (the same holds true for the figure above); because the degree of freedom for rotation of
the node will become undetermined, see also Supports/prescribed displacements

wrong schematization
 
The right schematization is as follows:

                                                                 
Fixed support has become pinned support     On the connected beam a moment sized equal to
the plastic moment have been placed
The adaptations described above are taken care of by the program completely automatic.
If the fixed support is replaced by a pinned support by the program this will be shown at the graphical
depiction of the geometry of the framework, by adding the text “Plast.”

 
At the numerical base output this change will be indicated also; see the example below:
 

From the following fixed supports the rotation is made free because of plasticity:

Node no.

----------
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   1

 
Schematization for the case that in one or more of the connected beams to a node the moment
has reached a size equal to the plastic moment; see for an illustration the two images below:

                          
a plastic hinge in beam (3) only                        plastic hinges both in beam (2) and (3)
 
If the sizes of the plastic moment of the two connected beams are different the lowest value will be
selected by the program.
 
Plastic hinge along the beam axis; situated between the two nodes
For the case the checkbox  is NOT checked the program
will check whether or not the moment distribution along the beam axis does exceed the size of the
plastic moment capacity. When this is the case the program will place an extra node at the place where
the moment along the beam axis has a maximum value. The original beam will be divided in addition into
two separate beams. Possible beam loads present will be redistributed along the two separate beams;
partly along the shortened original beam and partly along the newly added beam.
In the figures below it is tried to give an elucidation of the above by a simple example of a framework:

Original geometry of the framework without plastic hinges
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Adapted geometry with plastic hinge at the original beam no. (1): PH; new node number no.
10 and added beam no. (9)
 

Original beam loads; pay special attention to beam no. (1)
 

Adapted beam loads acting on the original shortened beam no, (1) and the added beam no. (9)
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At the place of the new node 10 on the connecting beam a moment beam load, with the size of the
plastic moment, will be placed by the program. Further the plastic hinge does transfer a moment the size
of the plastic moment to the new node 10; the program will apply this nodal moment load for it self; see
the figure below:

Applied nodal moment load with the size of the plastic moment
 
If at one are more beams a plastic hinges did developed by exceeding the plastic field moment capacity
on the regarding beam axis, then this will be given in the base output which extra nodes and beams are
added by the program explicitly; see the example below:
 
Because of the developing of plastic hinges along one or more beams extra nodes and beams
are added by the program:
The present beam loads have been redistributed along the old and newly added beams by the
program.
 

Newly added nodes

Node  no.       X-coordinate       Y-coordinate

                   [m]                [m]

-----------------------------------------------------

   10               0.000             5.940

 

Newly added beams

Beam no.  Start node End node

------------------------------

   9        10          2

 
Pay attention
The presence of ‘thread like beams’ together with the option of plastic hinges is not allowed; the
program warns for this.
 
The numerical data grid does support an interface to Microsoft Excel
 
See further:
Input beam properties (first tab sheet)
Stress checks (second tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections from which a choice can be made by the program (third tab sheet)
Shear force deformations (fourth tab sheet)
Calculation of thread like beams (sixth tab sheet)

ExcelInterface.htm
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
WinHelp HLP to CHM conversion feature

Thread-like 'beams'

Calculation thread like beams (sixth tab sheet); 2-dimensional
 
With the aid of this window it can be stated, by checking the little boxes, whether or not a certain beam
can transfer tension forces only.
In a thread like “beam” a normal force can be present only; no moments and shear forces therefore.
The normal force can transfer a tension force only.  If the beam would transfer a compression force, the
thread like “beam” will become inactive. When this does appear it’s possible that a different structure is
present for the various entered base load cases.
 
On a thread like “beam” no beam loads will be taken into account. If these loads are entered anyway,
the program will give a message that these loads will be neglected in the calculation process.
The exceptions are:
-          the self weight of the thread-like ‘beam’ for the first base load case; the self weight will be

distributed by the program to the 2  adjacent nodes.
-          the mean value for the temperature beam load of the thread-like ‘beam’

Of the geometrical properties the area will be used for thread like “beams” only (the moment of inertia
has to be entered nevertheless, but does not affect the calculation results however).
 
Pay attention: if too many ‘thread like’ beams are deactivated the framework can become instable.
This is explained below for a very simple framework:

Beam (3) is a 'thread-like’ beam. Without the presence of  'thread-like’ beam (3) the normal bending
beams (1) and (2) remain only. Due to the presence of a hinge in beam (2) near node 2, the whole
frame is unstable (a so-called mechanism is then present). 'Thread-like’ beam (3) is deactivated by the
program if  'thread-like’ beam (3) is compressed, resulting in an unstable frame.
In the presence of 'thread-like’ beams, whether or not the frame is stable can therefore depend on the
load present on the frame.
See the figure below for illustration purposes:

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
temperatuurbel.htm
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Pay attention
The program automatically calculates non-linear load combinations in the presence of one or more
'thread like beams'; that is, the basic loads cannot easily be added up.
This is because when the 'thread like beams'' are deactivated, which cannot transmit compression
forces, the superposition principle no longer applies.
 
The presence of ‘thread like beams’ together with the option of plastic hinges is not allowed; the
program warns for this.
 
Background
A thread-like beam is schematized internally in the program into a beam with hinges on both sides.
If a compression force is calculated at the relevant thread-like beam, this beam is deactivated.
The calculation therefore has an iterative character and may be non-linear. As a result, the supper
position principle no longer applies, as a result of which the bases loads and load combinations must
each be calculated separately.
 
See further:
Input beam properties (first tab sheet)
Stress checks (second tab sheet)
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Design option; list with sections from which a choice can be made by the program (third tab sheet)
Shear force deformations (fourth tab sheet)
Calculation of plastic hinges in beams (fifth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Create High-Quality Documentation with a Help
Authoring Tool

non fitting beams

Non fitting beams 2D and 3D
 
 

 
This option can be entered under the tab "Δ Length" of the main menu "Beam properties", the fit ΔL for
beams that have a length shorter or longer than the distance between the two nodes I and J to which the
bar must be connected.
The beam in question must therefore be lengthened or shortened in order to fit it between the
coordinates of these two nodes I and J.
Due to this extension or shortening of the respective beams, forces are exerted on the nodes I and J,
which in turn influences the displacement state and force effect in the overall frame.
In this way a certain amount of pretension (tensile or compression) is present in the respective beams;
tension at a negative value for ΔL (too short bar), compression at a positive value for ΔL (too long bar).
 

 
For multiple beams that are in line with each other, ΔL per beam can be entered separately, or, for the
same calculation result, with a larger value for only one of the beams; see e.g. the figure below for
illustration purposes:

https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
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There is an analogy with the input of temperature beam loads 2D and 3D
 
See also for 2D beam properties 2D and for 3D beam properties 3D 1st sheet and beam properties 3D
2nd sheet
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Don't be left in the past: convert your WinHelp HLP help files
to CHM with HelpNDoc

3-dimensional

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
WinHelp HLP to CHM conversion feature

Material properties

Beam properties (first tab sheet); 3 dimensional
 
The use of this menu is COMPULSORY.
 

 
General

temperatuurbel.htm
tempbel3d.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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A beam connects two nodes; no more and no less.
In principle a beam is capable of transferring normal forces, shear forces and moments.
 
Different properties can be entered per beam; each beam can thus be made of a different material.
If the option of stress check is chosen for an option other than elastic check, the stress check is
performed according to the relevant Eurocode for all beams however.
 
Next to the facultative descriptions per beam the input data of the beam properties per beam for the
various values have to be entered: density, Youngs modulus and the constant of Poisson (shear
contraction coefficient)
When using the optional descriptions, it is possible to display only sub-selections of beams at the various
graphical images using these descriptions as selection criterion.
 
Note: Eurocode 5 (timber) is unique in the fact that the design value for the E-modulus is determined
by the mean value of the E-modulus divided by the partial material factor. The input of the E-modulus in
the program is the mean value, the program determines the design value for the E-modulus:

see further also: Backgrounds checks according to Eurocode 5 (timber) and tab sheet
Stresses(1)
The shear contraction coefficient should have a value equal or larger than zero and smaller than 0.5.
 
Self weight
The density which has been input is effective if the checkbox for the calculation of the self weight

 is checked only.
At the choice of the automatic calculation of the self weight also the direction of action of the gravity
force should be given (which global axe and the positive or negative direction).

 For the value of the acceleration of gravity 9.80665 m/s2 is taken by default.
When using the U.S. customary system of units the effect of the gravity is already incorporated in the
units for the specific density of the material [lb/in3].
For the total self weight, the length of the beam from node to node is used. With eccentric connections,
this is not up to the node, but to the relevant eccentric connection.
The self weight will be calculated at load case number one only; with the aid of the option of load
combinations one can combine to one’s heart’s content different base load cases. This is thus not a
fundamental limitation.
 
Diversen
With the aid of the buttons  at an easy way the column be filled with the same values equal to
the value been input at the first row.
 

With the aid of the button   different values for the beam properties can be
generated at a speedy way.
 
With the aid of the button    ALL beam properties (at all tab sheets) can be
copied at once form a certain beam to a combination of other beams.

selectiestaven3d.htm
theorieec5.htm
genstaafeigchblad1_3d.htm
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Using the button , a beam can be subdivided into extra (intermediate)
beams. With the additional beams, the beam properties are taken over from the original selected beam.
 
If there are NON-active beams present this will be reminded as follows:

The properties for NON-active beams should be entered also.
 
For the graphical depiction of the geometry beams can be shown in a certain colour with the option of
colour selection of beams: 
By checking the box  the colour selection can be made automatically for beams with the
same description, otherwise it will be done manually by means of the option colour selection of beams.
This colour coding should not be confused with that other colour coding that reflects the type of stress
check.
 
Depiction with the use of ‘Wizards’
If the geometry of the frame is made with the aid of the wizard beams and columns it will be shown than
to which collection of specific beam numbers they belong:

By clicking onto the button  the regarding collection of beams is graphically depicted only with the
regarding colour.
A similar information panel appears when the frame is generated with the aid of the ‘wizard space
frames’:

OpdelenStaaf.htm
KleurenStaven3D.htm
KleurenStaven3D.htm
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With the aid of the button  similar beam properties can be copied from
one beam to different other beams (according the shown collection of specific beams for instance).
 
Drag and drop
This input window supports “drag and drop” of property data from one row to another row. This very
simple way copies can be made of section properties.
 
Two different “drag and drop” methods are distinguished:

Copy all properties The mouse cursor has this shape 
With this method all beam properties at several tab sheets will be copied together at once.
This method functions at the first tab sheet only.

Local copying The mouse cursor has this shape  
With this method those beam properties mentioned at the regarding tab sheet can be copied only (.
(does not apply for the first tab sheet consequently)
 
Place the mouse cursor on a beam number at the left side of the window (for this case at beam nr. 2)
and push the left mouse button.

Move the mouse with the pressed left mouse button to the beam number where the section properties
should be copied. The mouse cursor changes the shape of it (see figure above).

Let loose the left mouse button at the place of destination (in this case at beam nr. 6); at this moment the
data has been copied from beam number 2 to beam number 5 (see figure beneath)
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This window does support “copy paste” and ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft
Excel.
 
By clicking onto a cell at the column ‘E-modulus’ a combo box will open, at which if desired a choice
can be made between a number of materials (steel, aluminium, concrete and timber):

 
The corresponding values for the density and the contraction coefficient (Poisson) are also adjusted.
The values are in agreement with the Eurocodes.
This option is accessible if the option for SI metric unities  is switched on only.
See for further backgrounds timber strengths and species.
 
Some indicators for volumetric weights
Tables for nominal density of construction materials, and nominal density and angles of repose
for stored materials; according EN 1991-1-1: Actions on structures - Part 1-1: General actions
- Densities, self-weight, imposed loads for buildings

CopyPasteRedo.htm
undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
Houtsoorten.htm
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Note: in the program the specific mass must be entered in the 3rd column; the values for the volumetric
weights in the above tables should be adjusted accordingly therefore.
The program internally converts the specific mass to a weight load by means of. the acceleration of

gravity: 
 
See further also:
Geometric properties (second tab sheet)
Stresses(1) (third tab sheet)
Stresses(2) (fourth tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections for the choice made out (fifth tab sheet)
Shear force distortion (sixth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Help generator

Geometrical properties

Beam properties (second tab sheet); 3 dimensional
 
The use of this menu is COMPULSORY.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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General
At the second sheet the input data per beam can be input for the following beam properties:

Area [m2]
Moment of inertia (or called “second moment of area”) relative to the local X-axis (torsion)

Ixx [m4]
Moment of inertia (or called “second moment of area”) relative to the local Y-axis (bending)

Iyy [m4]
Moment of inertia(or called “second moment of area”) relative to the local Z-axis (bending)

Izz [m4]
Axis of rotation of the local beam axis (Beta) [degrees]
 

Please note:  the program takes the influence of deformations by axial member forces into account. As
a result the results may differ slightly with respect to a hand calculation, in which the influence of these
axial deformations on the force distribution are not included.

 
Definition of the directions of the principal moments of inertia of the beam
cross-sections
The moments of inertia are defined relative to the regarding local beam axis; see also the figure beneath:
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Moment of inertia Ixx belonging to the local moment Mxx(torsion moment) rotates in the same direction
as the local X-axis XL.
Moment of inertia Iyy belonging to the local moment Myy(bending moment) rotates in the same direction
as the local Y-axis YL.
Moment of inertia Izz belonging to the local moment Mzz(bending moment) rotates in the same direction
as the local Z-axis ZL.
 
The system of axes is a right handed one; see further corkscrew rule of thumb
 
Warning
The terms in the stiffness matrix of a beam are inversely proportional to the length of the beam (linear,
quadratic and third degree); see also Theory 3D (paragraph 1).
Very short beams can therefore be very stiff compared to longer beams present in the framework, so
that the terms in the total system stiffness matrix can differ very much in size. As a result, the overall
system stiffness matrix may be ill-conditioned. Computers process numbers with finite accuracy, which
means that very large differences in the size of the terms in the total system stiffness matrix can lead to a
loss in the accuracy of the calculation results. When and to what extent the loss of accuracy will occur
cannot be precisely determined in advance, as it depends on the relative stiffness of all beams in the
frame, not just a single beam. It is therefore not possible to specify a hard limit value in advance.
A special option is available for infinitely stiff eccentric beam connections: 3D eccentric beam
connections, which prevents the overall system stiffness matrix from being ill-conditioned; see also
Theory 3D (paragraph 6)
Before performing the calculation, the program gives a warning if very large values have been entered
for a quantity, but it does not make it impossible to still perform a calculation. This is because, as
mentioned, no hard limit values can be named.
 
Relation between the local and global system of axes (angle Beta)
The place of a beam is specified in space entire by the coordinates of his begin and end node.
There is an other degree of freedom which has to be specified: the degree of rotation around the local
X-axis of the beam, from a certain point of reference. This rotation is given by a certain angle called
BETA. The meaning of the angle BETA is clarified by means of the figures below:

kurkentrekkerregel.htm
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a. The local X-axis points from node i to node j

b. Aiding axis Z’ runs parallel to the ZGXG-surface
 
The positive direction is specified by the demand that cos(Y’,YG) is positive (thus the projection of Y’
on YG gives the same direction).

c. Rotation around the local X-axis (orientation of the principal local Y and Z-axis around the
local X-axis)
 
Rotate from Z’ to ZL over an angle β to the desired position.
Special case: if XL // YG than Z’ // ZG will be taken, whereby Z’ and ZG have the same positive
direction.
 
At the various 3-dimensional graphical output screens via the button the choice can be made to display
the local axes of the beams in the figure. The user can see this way how the value for “Beta” influences
the directions of the local axes; see the example below:
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Advise: do check always at a graphical way whether or not the orientation of the local beam axes is
what is meant to be, because an error is easily been made.
 
Below an illustration of the importance of a proper choice for the rotation of the local X-axis is given
(angle β).
 
1. Local Y- and Z-beam axes do have different directions.
 

 
The local Y and Z axes, at the above figure, the angled beams are rotated 90 degrees relative to that of
the vertically located beams.
If the output of shear and moment diagrams , which in relation to the local beam axes are displayed,
than parts of the total shear and moment diagrams at first sight can to be displayed incomplete:

keuzekrachtswerking_3d.htm
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Moments distribution around local Y-beam axes  Moments distribution around local Z-beam axes
The moment distribution in the plane of the beams is in this case divided over two figures.
 
2. Local Y- and Z-beam axes do have the same directions.
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Moments distribution around local Y-beam axes 
The moment distribution in the plane of the beams is in this case given in one figure.
 
If the beam loads are defined in relation to the local beam axis the beam loads will rotate with the
entered vale for the angle BETA; see further also:

-  Distributed beam loads 3D
-  Point beam loads 3D
-  Arbitrary beam loads 3D

 
Vlasov Torsion
As an extension to the St. Venant torsion theory the Vlasov torsion theory is supported; for this purpose
the following input data per beam can be entered when wished for:
Warping constant H [m6]
‘Restrained (L,R,B,F)’; here it should be entered whether the Left side (node I), the Right side (node J)
or Both sides of the end of the beam the warping of the cross-section is restrained totally.
F stands for neglecting of the influence of warping at both sides of the regarding beam, ie. only
homogeneous torsion is taken into account (St. Venant torsion).
If for the warping constant H a value equal to zero has been entered the St. Venant torsion theory will
be applied (no restrained warping at the beam ends). This is the same effect as entering F at ‘Restrained
(L,R,B,F)’.

staafbelastingen_3d.htm
puntstaafbel_3d.htm
willekeurigebel3d.htm
PrandtlAnalogieWringing.htm
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Warping of a section resulting from a torsion moment Mt
 
Pay attention:
Prevention of warping at a node should not be entered for a node in between of a continuous girder.
The same applies for a node at a support where the angular rotation is free; or a free end of a beam.
At the figure below, where beam (1) at node 1 is fixed, the warping at node 1 has to be restrained only.
Therefore do enter for beam (1) at ‘Restrained (L,R,B,F)’ the character L. For beam (2) do enter at
‘Restrained (L,R,B,F)’ the character F (or for H the value of zero).
It’s of outmost importance that the user does carefully assess the extent to which at the ends of a beam
the prevention of warping is possible,

 
 

Example of the distribution along the beam axis of  St. Venant moment (Tt,x), Warping moment (Tw,x) and B-
moment (Bx); warping restrained at both sides
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Example of the distribution along the beam axis of  St. Venant moment (Tt,x), Warping moment (Tw,x) and B-
moment (Bx); warping restrained at right  side only
 
If the warping of a cross-section at the ends of a beam is restrained the torsion theory of Vlasov gives a
larger torsion stiffness than according the St. Venant torsion theory.
Restrained warping at the ends of a beam has more importance with open thin walled sections than
other kind of cross-sections. For backgrounds of the Vlasov theory see further Backgrounds theory 3D
(paragraph 5)
 
Pay attention; by entering a value different from zero for the warping coefficient H the total torsion
stiffness of the beam will become larger. As an example see the simple frame shown below:

Eccentric loaded vertical point load
H <> 0 for beam 1
H = 0 for beam 2
 

PrandtlAnalogieWringing.htm
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The torsion moment of beam 1 is larger than that of beam 2; caused by the difference in value for H.

Equal torsion moment for H = 0 for both beam 1 and 2
 

With the aid of the button  for various closed cross-sections the torsional moment of inertia Ixx
can be calculated; see further also: Analytic formula for some special cross-sections and  Calculation
Torsional moment of inertia
With the aid of the button  for various open cross-sections the torsional warping constant H can
be calculated; see further calculation of warping constant.
If at the window Generation3D one of the Standard steel sections 3D has been loaded, than the value
for the torsional moment of inertia Ixx or warping constant H is loaded too; the option with the aid of the

button  or  is not necessary then.

TorsieTraagHeidsmomentDiverseDoorsneden.htm
BerekeningTorsieTraagheidsMoment.htm
BerekeningTorsieTraagheidsMoment.htm
BerekeningTorsieWelvingsConstante.htm
gensteigch.htm
3dstandaardprofielen.htm
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Shear center of a beam section
Pay attention:
The beam loads are acting in the program onto the shear center of the beam cross section.
For symmetric sections the shear center coincidences with the center of gravity of the cross section.
For asymmetrical cross sections the shear center does not coincide with the center of gravity of the
cross section.
If the beam load does not coincide with the shear center, caused by the eccentricity relative to the shear
center, a torsional moment arises.
Such a torsional moment can be taken into account in the 3-dimensional part of the program by entering
the ym value into the input grids for loading the various beam loads; see further:

-  Distributed beam loads 3D
-  Point beam loads 3D
-  Arbitrary beam loads 3D

An U-section and an angular section are examples where the shear center does not coincide with the
center of gravity:

 

staafbelastingen_3d.htm
puntstaafbel_3d.htm
willekeurigebel3d.htm
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The place of the shear center is near the edge of the section by approximation for an angular cross-
section; at a distance of half of the wall thickness.
For an angular cross-section the moments of inertia and modulus have to be entered according the
directions of the u and v main axes. With the aid of the rotational angle Beta the beam can be rotated to
the position wished for.
 
For calculation of Eigen frequencies ONLY
If the option for the calculation of Eigen frequencies is switched on and for a consistent mass matrix the
value of the polar moment of inertion (Jp) is taken into account too. Jp takes, together with the specific
mass, into account the mass inertion for rotations along the beam axis (torsion). The larger the mass
moment of inertia the smaller the angular acceleration about that axis for a given torque.
 
Following is the general mathematical equation to calculate the polar moment of inertia (Jp) around the
beam axis (X-axis):

 
with respect to the center of gravity of the section:

 
The program calculates Jp  automatically from the entered values Iyy and Izz.
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Note that the torsion moment of inertia (Ixx) is not the same as the polar moment of inertia
(Jp), except for circular shapes
 
 
For more formulas see Torsion moment of inertia of various sections.
For the calculation of the torsion moment of inertia of an arbitrary shaped cross section see Arbitrary
shaped section
 
Additional data in relation to Eurocode 3 (steel)
The last column shows for information purposes (read only) which type of section has been entered in
relation to Eurocode 3 (steel).
This concerns data concerning the width, height, thickness of webs and flanges and radii of rounding’s.
The reading in of this specific data can be done with the help of. Generation of beam properties 3D
(Standard steel sections) and/or Additional data required for buckling checks in accordance with
Eurocode 3

 
The following possibilities are present:

I-section
U-section (channel section)
O- section  (circle shaped hollow section)
□- section (rectangular hollow section)
■- section  (rectangular massive section)
Undetermined

If, for the relevant beam, a stress check in accordance with Eurocode 3 (steel) has not been chosen

then the following is stated: 
 
By moving the mouse over this last column, the dimensions of the parts of the relevant beam section are
displayed for information purposes (read only).

This view is only available in the context of the stress checks according to Eurocode 3 (steel).
 
 

Miscellaneous
With the aid of the buttons  at an easy way the column be filled with the same values equal to
the value been input at the first row.

TorsieTraagHeidsmomentDiverseDoorsneden.htm
algemeenprofiel.htm
algemeenprofiel.htm
genstaafeigchblad1_3d.htm
3dstandaardprofielen.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_eurocode3_3d.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_eurocode3_3d.htm
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With the aid of the button   different values for the beam properties can be
generated at a speedy way.
 
This window does support “copy paste” and ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft
Excel.
 
See further also:
Input of beam properties (first tab sheet)
Stresses(1) (third tab sheet)
Stresses(2) (fourth tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections for the choice made out (fifth tab sheet)
Shear force distortion (sixth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Your PDFs More Secure with Encryption and Password
Protection

Strength(1)

Calculation stresses and/or unity checks (third tab sheet); 3
dimensional
 
The use of this data input window is non-compulsory.
 
Pay attention:
Cross section checks are performed if the following box is checked only 
The option Design list is accessible only if here for ALL beams the same kind of stress checks is chosen
for AND not been chosen for reinforced concrete.
 

 
At this tab sheet for the input of beam properties the checking of stresses of beam cross sections can be
adjusted at different ways:

1. Elastic stress checks 
1.1 Without Euler buckling check

genstaafeigchblad1_3d.htm
CopyPasteRedo.htm
undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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1.2 With Euler buckling check

2. Unity-checks according Eurocode 3 (steel): EN 1993-1-1 
3.1 Without buckling, lateral buckling and lateral torsional buckling checks
3.2 With buckling, lateral buckling and lateral torsional buckling checks

3. Strength check according Eurocode 5 (timber): EN 1995-1-1 
4.1 Without buckling checks
4.2 With buckling checks

4. Calculation of reinforcement according Eurocode 2 (concrete): EN 1992-1-1 
 

With the aid of the radio buttons  this choice for method 1, 2, 3 or 4 can
be made respectively.
In the same framework the various beams can thus be manufactured of different materials.
With the aid of the button  via a sub selection of beam numbers the kind of stress check
can be assigned.
This colour coding should not be confused with the other colour coding used in the graphical depiction
of the geometry.
 
1.   Elastic stress checks 
Different properties can be entered per beam belonging to different materials (e.g., steel, wood or
aluminum); this is because no use is made of a material-bound Eurocode in the elastic stress check.
The choice for an elastic stress check per beam can be made by clicking onto the green push button

In order to be able to calculate the stresses the values for the modulus of resistance at the tab sheet
‘General’ have to be entered.

For concrete beams with reinforcement  the different modulus of resistance have not to be
entered (is allowed for the grayed values however).
 
By checking of  at the tab sheet ‘Elastic’ it’s possible to switch on the option for
Eulerian buckling checks.

 
For the case of elastic buckling check (Euler) by clicking at the button ”Additional geometrical data”
extra needed data should be entered.
Checking of buckling takes place for prismatic beams and which have not continuously spring supports
only. For theoretical backgrounds of Eulerian buckling see further: Theory Eulerian buckling

SelectieStavenSpanningsControle3D.htm
SelectieStavenSpanningsControle3D.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_euler_3d.htm
theorieeulerknik.htm
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See further also: Theory buckling and lateral buckling Elastic; 3-dimensional
 
For the calculation of stresses caused by restrained warping data have to be available at Data for
torsion stresses (Warping).

The button is visible only if at the tab sheet “Geometrical

properties”  somewhere in the column at H
(warping) a value unequal to 0 has been entered and at Restrained the character B, L or R (unequal
to F)
 
Elastic modulus in relation to the local Y- and Z-axis
With the aid of this window the section modulus can be entered optional at the upper and bottom side of
the beam for the local Y- and Z- axis respectively.
For a section which is symmetric in relation to the neutral axis both values for the section modulus are of
course equal.
A number of four section modulus will be asked: Resabove and Resunder; for the local Y- and Z- axis
respectively.
What above and under is depends on the direction of the local axis; see also the figure underneath:

Shear stresses are not calculated for the calculation of elastic stresses therefore.
 
Allowable maximum and minimum stresses
Optional per beam can be entered what the value is of the allowable maximum tension stress and
minimum compression stress. If a value of zero is been entered (the default value) than the option comes
not to work.
The maximum stress entered should be zero or positive.
The minimum stress entered should be zero or negative.
 
At the numerical output and the graphical output is signalised where these allowable stresses have been

TheorieKnikKipElastisch.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_ElastischWelving_3d.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_ElastischWelving_3d.htm
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superseded.
At the numerical output this happens by printing the values of the stresses in italic (sloping characters)
and the color red.
At the graphical output this happens by indicating the allowable limits with the aid of horizontal dotted
red lines.
Further it’s possible to depict the so called unity check too. Values for the unity checks <= 1 do satisfy
the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
Pay attention:
With this classic way of calculating and checking stresses, the values for the 'Max. TENSION' and
'Min. COMPRESSION' can be used as follows:

1. The required safety is included in the magnitude of the loads acting on the structure; load factors.
  By means of the option of load COMBINATIONS, central safety coefficients for the magnitude

of the 'Multipl. factor' can be entered: > 1 .
    The maximum allowable stresses (in an absolute sense) can then be thought of as yield stress for

materials with a yield point, such as steel. The results of the load COMBINATIONS are then only
important for the normative safety of the construction.

2. The required safety is included in the magnitude of the maximum allowable stresses (in an absolute
sense); material factors.

    For materials with a yield point, such as steel, this is the case for the 'Max. TENSION' and 'Min.
COMPRESSION' values equal to the yield strength divided by a material factor.

3. A combination of option 1. and 2. (load factors and material factors).
  

Option 3. is most in line with contemporary constructive regulations, as also used in the various
Eurocodes. However, the stress checks according to the Eurocodes are more extensive, more
complete, than with this classic elastic stress checks.
 
The safety of the construction is, as it were, summarized in the size of the Unity check value.
 
See also Further information about elastic stress calculations
 
2. Unity checks according Eurocode 3 (steel): EN 1993-1-1 
The choice for stress checks according Eurocode 3  per beam can be made by clicking onto the blue
push button 
In order to be able to calculate the stresses the values for the modulus of resistance at the tab sheet
‘General’ have to be entered.

For concrete beams with reinforcement  the different modulus of resistance have not to be
entered (is allowed for the grayed values however).
 
By checking of  at the tab sheet ‘EC3 steel‘ it’s possible
to switch on the option for buckling and latera torsional buckling checks.

UCPrincipe.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
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By clicking on the button ”Additional geometrical data” extra needed data should be entered.
Buckling, lateral buckling and lateral torsional buckling takes place for which have not continuously
spring supports only.

  
Buckling and lateral torsional buckling
 
For the theoretical backgrounds for the check of cross sections according Eurocode 3 (steel), see
further
Backgrounds cross section checks according Eurocode 3 (steel)
Theory buckling and lateral torsional buckling according EC3
 
Elastic modulus in relation to the local Y- and Z-axis
With the aid of this window the section modulus can be entered optional at the upper and bottom side of
the beam for the local Y- and Z- axis respectively.
For a section which is symmetric in relation to the neutral axis both values for the section modulus are of
course equal.
A number of four section modulus will be asked: Resabove and Resunder; for the local Y- and Z- axis
respectively.
What above and under is depends on the direction of the local axis; see also the figure underneath:
The input of the torsion modulus is non compulsory.

 
At a second tab sheet Stresses(2) other needed data have to be entered for stress checks purposes;

aanvullende_geometrische_data_eurocode3_3d.htm
theorieec3.htm
TheorieKnikKipEC3.htm
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like maximal allowable yield stresses and the ratio between elastic and plastic modulus; see further
Other data needed for stress checks
 
At the output of calculation results, both numerical and graphical, by checks according Eurocode 3
(steel) the values for the unity checks will be given only and not the regarding stresses. This is because
the checks according Eurocode 3 are much more complex than based on maximal stresses in the outer
fibres of a beam section only.
Point of attention regarding the determination of the buckling ratio, if the checkbox

, at the window Extra data for buckling and lateral torsional buckling
checks according Eurocode 3 (steel), is not checked the user has to enter the effective buckling

length ratio: 
For reason that the beams (1) and (2) at the left figure, in a physical sense giving shape to a longer
combined beam than the beams (1) and (2) apart, the buckling lengths of beams (1) and (2) have to be
entered by the user explicitly

See further also Theory elastic Eulerian buckling
 
Note: for both graphical and numerical output only the size of the unity check values is executed. This is
because, for the application of Eurocode 3, only the size of the unity check values correctly reflects the
strength of the beams (non-linear relations between the stresses and unity-check values according to
Eurocode 3).
 
3. Strength checks according to Eurocode 5 (timber): EN 1995-1-1 
The choice for stress checks according Eurocode 5 per beam can be made by clicking onto the red
push button 
In order to be able to calculate the stresses the values for the modulus of resistance at the tab sheet
‘General’ have to be entered.

UCPrincipe.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_eurocode3_3d.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_eurocode3_3d.htm
theorieeulerknik.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
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For concrete beams with reinforcement  the different modulus of resistance have not to be
entered (is allowed for the grayed values however).
 
By checking of  at the tab sheet ‘EC5 Timber‘ it’s possible to switch on the option
for buckling checks.

 
Beneath the button ”Additional data for EC5” extra data needed for the unity checks have to be
entered.
At a second tab sheet Stresses(2) other needed data have to be entered for stress checks purposes;
like maximal allowable yield stresses and the ratio between elastic and plastic modulus; see further
Other data needed for stress checks
 
Elastic modulus in relation to the local Y- and Z-axis
With the aid of this window the section modulus can be entered optional at the upper and bottom side of
the beam for the local Y- and Z- axis respectively.
For a section which is symmetric in relation to the neutral axis both values for the section modulus are of
course equal.
A number of four section modulus will be asked: Resabove and Resunder; for the local Y- and Z- axis
respectively.
What above and under is depends on the direction of the local axis; see also the figure underneath:
The input of the torsion modulus is non compulsory.

  
See also Further information about elastic stress calculations
 
At the output of calculation results, both numerical and graphical, by checks according Eurocode 3
(steel) the values for the unity checks will be given only and not the regarding stresses. This is because
the checks according Eurocode 3 are much more complex than based on maximal stresses in the outer
fibres f a beam section only.
 

aanvullende_data_ec5.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
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Allowable maximum and minimum stresses
Optional per beam can be entered what the value is of the allowable maximum characteristic bending

stress  and minimum characteristic bending stress. With the exception of the sign the value
for both entities is equal to each other normally.
If a value of zero is been entered (the default value) than the option comes not to work.
The maximum stress entered should be zero or positive.
The minimum stress entered should be zero or negative.
 
At the numerical output and the graphical output is signalised where these allowable stresses have been
superseded.
At the numerical output this happens by printing the values of the stresses in italic (sloping characters)
and the color red.
At the graphical output this happens by indicating the allowable limits with the aid of horizontal dotted
red lines.
Further it’s possible to depict the so called unity check too. Values for the unity checks <= 1 do satisfy
the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
 
See for further backgrounds timber strengths and species and Theory buckling according EC5.
 
If the check of stresses for the beam cross sections according Eurocode 5 (timber) is switched on, it’s
possible to enter value of the maximum allowable characteristic tension and compression stress from a
list with standard values (in compliance with EN 338; see the table above). This list can be opened by
clicking onto the regarding cell in data entry grid; for an illustration see the figure below:

If the check according Eurocode 5 (timber) is switched on the column with the header text
“ModPl./ModEl.” is greyed. This column is accessible if the stress checks according Eurocode 3 (steel)
is switched on only.
 
Point of attention regarding the determination of the buckling ratio
For reason that the beams (1) and (2) at the left figure, in a physical sense giving shape to a longer
combined beam than the beams (1) and (2) apart, the buckling lengths of beams (1) and (2) have to be
entered by the user explicitly

UCPrincipe.htm
Houtsoorten.htm
TheorieKnikKipEC5.htm
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4. Calculation of reinforcement according Eurocode 2 (concrete): EN 1992-
1-1 

The choice for stress checks according Eurocode 5  per beam can be made by clicking onto the yellow
push button 
In order to be able to calculate the amount of reinforcement according Eurocode 5 the values for the
modulus of resistance at the tab sheet ‘General’ have NOT to be entered (allowed however).

At the tab sheet ‘EC2 Reinforcement’, next to the width and height of the rectangular cross-section, the
different concrete cover at the reinforcement have to be entered.

 
If the checkbox , at the tab sheet labelled ‘EC2 Reinforcement’, has been
checked,  the moment lines will be shifted in unfavourable sense over the net height of the cross-section;
see also Theory 2D (paragraph 12).
If the shear reinforcement is calculated according EN 1992-1-1, if the checkbox

has been checked, the shear force line next to the supports will be cut-off
also.
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Example of shifted lines of moments  

                                          
Example of a shear force distribution lines which are cut-off in size near the ends of the beams
If multiple beams are in line with each other, these beams in relation to the shifted moment line and cut
cut-off shear line, are considered as a single beam by the program; see the following simple example to
illustrate this:
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Example of a shifted moment line with beams which are in line with each other
 
Pay attention:
The direction of the local beam axes, for the beams which can be interpreted as one
reinforcement beam, should have the same orientation.

for beam numbers 1 to 5 all beams oriented in line with each other are pointing to the same
direction; 
these 5 beams can be interpreted by the program as one single reinforcement beam in relation to
the shifting of the moment line and cutting off the shear force line
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the direction of the local beam axis of beam number 3 does point against the direction of the
other beam axes;
these 5 beams can NOT be interpreted by the program as one single reinforcement beam in
relation to the shifting of the moment line and cutting off the shear force line
the program does check this and will give an error message when necessary
 
The relevant material factors have to be entered by clicking onto the button

; see further also: Partial material factors according Eurocode 2
 
The material factors are taken into account by the program; the load factors according Eurocode EN-
1991-1-1 have to be entered by the user as part of the value of the loads. One possibility (not
necessary however) is to do this with the aid of Load Combinations
 

wapeningeurocode.htm
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With the aid of the four buttons  a ‘wizard’ can be opened to determine the concrete cover
according to EN 1992-1-1..
 
The program does support the calculation of reinforcement for massive rectangular beams
only.
At the window shown above per beam the width (in the direction of local Y-axis) and the height (in the
direction of local Z-axis) of the various beams have to be entered.
Further the concrete cover at the reinforcement bars should be entered around the rectangular section.
 
Buckling, lateral buckling and torsion effects on the reinforcement are not calculated yet (are
neglected).
The disadvantage effect of double bending with the presence of a normal force is taken into account
according article 5.8.9 (4) of EN 1992-1-1; see further also Backgrounds theory (at point 5).
 
The concrete cover is defined as the distance between the outside of the reinforcement bars
and the surface of the concrete; see figure below:

WizardBetondekkingEC2.htm
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The following messages are possible at the output for the calculation results of reinforcement:
1: The forces at the LEFT and RIGHT side of the beam are not big enough to crack the

concrete. Apply the minimum percentage of reinforcement (for instance 0,15 %)
2: The forces acting on the beam are much too large; no reinforcement can be calculated at the

LEFT side)
3: The forces acting on the beam are much too large; no reinforcement can be calculated at the

RIGHT side)
4: The compression zone lies not in the cross section for the LEFT reinforcement
5: The compression zone lies not in the cross section for the RIGHT reinforcement
6: The bending reinforcement at the LEFT side is not yielded; too much reinforcement, therefore

the collapse will be brittle
7: The bending reinforcement at the RIGHT side is not yielded; too much reinforcement,

therefore the collapse will be brittle
8: No concrete grade available
9: No steel grade available
10: No cover LEFT side available
11: No cover RIGHT side available
12: No width of the beam available
13: Bending reinforcement at the LEFT side is equal to the minimal needed amount of

reinforcement
14: Bending reinforcement at the RIGHT side is equal to the minimal needed amount of

reinforcement
15: Bending reinforcement at the LEFT- and RIGHT side is equal to the minimal needed amount

of reinforcement
16: Section is cracked over the total cross-section; tension reinforcement at both sides
17: Compression diagonals in the concrete do collapse; caused by a shear force too large
For the upper and bottom side of the section the same messages can be given.

 
Pay attention:
The program does determine from the entered width w and the height h the area and the moments of
inertia (or called “second moment of area”) around the local Y-axis and Z-axis. These section
properties will be transferred to the tab sheet “Geometrical properties” automatically; see the figure
below:
The reverse holds true too; changed data at the tab sheet “Geometrical properties” will be applied at the
tab sheet “Stresses (1)” also (from the two moments of inertia the width w and the height h can be
calculated backwards easily).
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The concrete and reinforcement steel grade have to be entered at the tab sheet “Stresses (2)”; see also
Stresses(2) (fourth sheet)
For the theoretical backgrounds of the reinforcement calculations according Eurocode 2 (concrete) see
further: Backgrounds theory (at point 5).
 
Note: for both the graphical and numerical output the required amount of reinforcement is given only
(for a unity check value of the size of per definition 1).
 
 
With the use of the Eurocodes (concrete, steel and timber) the use of “U.S. customary/Imperial
British units” is not possible.
This is because the Eurocodes are based on the SI system of units.
 
For a short description of the principle of Unity Checks see: Principle UC-value
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also:
Additional geometrical data for elastic Eulerian buckling check
Additional geometrical data for checks according Eurocode 3
Additional data for checks according Eurocode 5
Theory elastic Eulerian buckling
Theory buckling according EC5
Theory buckling and lateral buckling Elastic; 3-dimensional
Theory buckling and lateral torsional buckling according EC3
Backgrounds Eurocode 3 (steel)
Backgrounds Eurocode 5 (timber)
Input of beam properties (first tab sheet)
Geometric properties (second tab sheet)
Stresses(2) (fourth tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections for the choice made out (fifth tab sheet)
Shear force distortion (sixth tab sheet)

UCPrincipe.htm
UCPrincipe.htm
undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_euler_3d.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_eurocode3_3d.htm
aanvullende_data_ec5.htm
theorieeulerknik.htm
TheorieKnikKipEC5.htm
TheorieKnikKipElastisch.htm
TheorieKnikKipEC3.htm
theorieec3.htm
theorieec5.htm
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Reach: Convert Your Word Document to an
ePub or Kindle eBook

Strength(2)

Maximal and minimal allowable stresses; ratio plastic/elastic modulus
(fourth tab sheet) + data for reinforcement calculations; 3 dimensional
 

A difference should be made between calculations according Eurocode 2  and the other

available methods  
See further also Calculation stresses and/or unity checks (third tab sheet).
 

Elastic, Eurocode 3 (steel), and Eurocode 5 (timber)  
The input at this window is non compulsory; it’s compulsory if at the tab sheet “Stresses(1)” the box

 has been checked however.

Attention: The grayed values will not be used for the choices been made for the type of stress check per
beam, but data can be entered nevertheless.
 

Checks elastic stresses 
If at the tab sheet “Stresses(1)” the choice has been made to check the stresses at an elastic way then
on the tab sheet “Stresses(2)” the screen shown above will appear.
The last two columns at the data grid are greyed now and not accessible, because it concerns data
needed for unity checks according Eurocode 3 (steel) only.
For the method for the calculation of elastic stresses see further: Stresses3D
Pay attention:
With this classic way of calculating and checking stresses, the values for the 'Max. TENSION' and
'Min. COMPRESSION' can be used as follows:

1. The required safety is included in the magnitude of the loads acting on the structure; load factors.
  By means of the option of load COMBINATIONS, central safety coefficients for the magnitude

of the 'Multipl. factor' can be entered: > 1 .
    The maximum allowable stresses (in an absolute sense) can then be thought of as yield stress for

materials with a yield point, such as steel. The results of the load COMBINATIONS are then only
important for the normative safety of the construction.

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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2. The required safety is included in the magnitude of the maximum allowable stresses (in an absolute
sense); material factors.

    For materials with a yield point, such as steel, this is the case for the 'Max. TENSION' and 'Min.
COMPRESSION' values equal to the yield strength divided by a material factor.

3. A combination of option 1. and 2. (load factors and material factors).
  

Option 3. is most in line with contemporary constructive regulations, as also used in the various
Eurocodes. However, the stress checks according to the Eurocodes are more extensive, more
complete, than with this classic elastic stress checks.
 
The safety of the construction is, as it were, summarized in the size of the Unity check value.
 

Checks stresses (unity checks) according Eurocode 3 (steel) 
If at the tab sheet “Stresses(1)” the choice has been made to check the stresses according to Eurocode
3 then on the tab sheet “Stresses(2)” the screen shown above will appear.
At the first two columns per beam the yield stress limit should be entered; for pressure and tension these
absolute values may be different theoretically. Normally spoken these values are in the absolute sense
equal to each other of course for steel.
At the last two columns at the data grid the ratio between the plastic and elastic modulus per beam has
to be entered; for respectively the local Y- axis and Z- axis. These values have to be larger than 1.
 
Pay attention: If the beam properties with the aid of the button   have
been loaded the last two columns will be filled with the right values automatically.
 
For the way the unity checks according to Eurocode 3 (steel) are performed see further: Backgrounds
Eurocode 3 (steel)
 
If the check of beam sections according Eurocode 3 (steel) has been switched on, then it’s possible the
value of the yield stress limits to load from a small list with standard values (consistent with Eurocode 3).
This small list can be opened by clicking onto the regarding data grid cell; see the figure below for
illustration purposes:

 
In NEN-EN 1993-1-1 Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures - Part 1-1: General rules and
rules for buildings the following steel grades have been defined:

UCPrincipe.htm
theorieec3.htm
theorieec3.htm
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The safety of the construction is, as it were, summarized in the size of the Unity check value.
 
Checks stresses (unity checks) according Eurocode 5 (timber) ; see further Backgrounds
Eurocode 5 (timber)
If at the tab sheet “Stresses(1)” the choice has been made to check the stresses according to Eurocode
5 then on the tab sheet “Elastic/EC3/EC5” the window shown below will appear.
If the check of beam sections according Eurocode 5 (timber) has been switched on, then it’s possible
the value of the maximum and minimum stress limits to load from a small list with standard values
(consistent with Eurocode 5).
This small list can be opened by clicking onto the regarding data grid cell; see the figure below for
illustration purposes:

 
According EN 338 the strength classes depicted below are given:

UCPrincipe.htm
theorieec5.htm
theorieec5.htm
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According EN 14080 ‘Timber structures - Glued laminated timber and glued solid timber –
Requirements’ the follow classes are given:

 
 
The safety of the construction is, as it were, summarized in the size of the Unity check value.
 
 

Eurocode 2 (concrete) 
For the calculation of reinforcement the concrete grade and reinforcement steel should be entered at the
tab sheet “EC2 Reinforcement”; see figure below:

UCPrincipe.htm
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Attention: The grayed values will not be used for the choices been made for the type of stress check
per beam, but data can be entered nevertheless.
If the calculation according Eurocode 2 (concrete) for certain beams has been switched on, than it’s
possible to enter the values for the cilinder compression strenght and steel grade from a small list with
standard values (according to Eurocode 2). This small list can be opened by clicking onto the regarding
cell in the data grid; see figure above for illustration purposes.
 
At the figure beneath the concrete grades according EUROCODE EN 1992-1-1 are shown.
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If load COMBINATIONS have been entered, the crack width occurring for these load cases can be
calculated in accordance with Eurocode “NEN-EN 1992-1-1”.

Only if the box  is checked, the calculated crack widths are shown via
numerical output calculation results.
For the crack width calculation, the diameter of the reinforcement must be entered in the last column of
the data grid
It is also necessary to choose whether the loads are present for a short or long term.
It is tested whether or not the calculated crack width exceeds the permissible value.
 
Note: The crack width calculation is calculated for the load COMBINATIONS (if present) without the
influence of the multiplication factors as entered under load COMBINATIONS.
Assuming that this represents the loads present in the service state of the structure.
If a multiplication factor ≤ 1 is entered in a load COMBINATION for a particular BASE load case, the
program gives a warning:

numnsn.htm
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If the "Yes" button is pressed, the relevant multiplication factor is NOT set to 1 for the crack width
calculation, but the entered value ≤ 1 is used.
If the "No" button is pressed, the option for the calculation of crack widths will not be accepted.
 
For further explanation of the crack width formulas used, see background theory (paragraph 7).
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also:
Additional geometrical data elastic buckling check
Additional geometrical data Eurocode 3
Theory elastic Eulerian buckling
Backgrounds Eurocode 3 (steel)
Backgrounds Eurocode 5 (timber)
 
Input of beam properties (first tab sheet)
Geometric properties (second tab sheet)
Stresses(1) (third tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections for the choice made out (fifth tab sheet)
Shear force distortion (sixth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Why Microsoft Word Isn't Cut Out for Documentation: The
Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Design list

Design option; list with sections from which a choice can be made by
the program (fifth tab sheet); 3 dimensional
 
This option is NON compulsory.
 
With the aid of the tab sheet “Design list” at the window for the input of beam properties the program
can do, after the calculation with the original beam properties, an adjustment of the beam properties in
order to comply as well as possible with the entered maximum and/or allowable stresses; as given at the
tab sheet “Stresses(2)” (see also at Stresses3D)
 
Pay attention!
This option is accessible only if at the tab sheet Stresses(1) for ALL beams the same kind of stress
checks is chosen for AND not been chosen for reinforced concrete.
 
If the design option has been switched on  the cross section properties
of the beams can be adjusted automatically with or without recalculation of the whole framework

. If the framework is not iteratively recalculated, caused by the influence of
the stiffness of the beams on the force distribution in the framework, it’s possible that for some beams
the value for the unity check is somewhat larger than 1. The adjustment of the beam properties without
recalculation is much faster however.

undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_euler_3d.htm
aanvullende_geometrische_data_eurocode3_3d.htm
theorieeulerknik.htm
theorieec3.htm
theorieec5.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
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In order to be able to adjust the beam properties a list of sections has to be available to choose from by
the program. With the aid of this tab sheet this list needed can be entered.
The input can be done manually, line by line, but also by clicking on the button 
 
The order of succession for the size of the various modulus values in the list is not of importance;
the smallest size have not to be entered first; the largest size have not to be entered last.
 
At the last column of the list with possible sections by checking it can be determined whether or not the
automatic adjustment of the beams of the framework by the program should take place. One can have a
fixed list of possible sections and the use of it be tailored by this way for the specific framework job at
hand.
 
The list can be saved by clicking on the button . The extension of the file name under which
it will be saved is: “*.DesignList3D”
An already saved list can be loaded again by clicking on the button .
The extension is “*.DesignList3D” again, but with the aid of ”*.Section” the delivered standard steel
sections can be loaded directly also.
 
At the second table at the right side of the window it can be determined by checking whether or not a
beam should be able to be adjusted by the program. This option can be used if for a certain beam not
the strength criterion is decisive but the displacements for instance (or what reason so ever).
Of the checked beams the strength properties will be enlarged by the program if needed for reason of
exceeding the minimum and/or maximum allowable stresses (see also at Stresses)
 
If the box has  been checked the program will, from the list of possible sections,
try to find a lighter section for the case the calculated stresses are below the allowable minimum and/or
maximum stresses only. If not checked the program will choose stronger sections only (no weaker ones
therefore
 
Pay attention:
The program will adjust beam properties automatically if the box

 is checked only.
 

bibliotheekontwerpoptie3d.htm
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Because the program will iteratively adjust de strength of the various beams the calculation can take
some time.
For the case if at the tab sheet “Stresses(1)” the choice has been made for the calculation of unity
checks according Eurocode 3 (steel) some additional data is needed. It concerns the ratios between the
plastic modulus WstPl and the elastic modulus WstEl in relation to the local Y- and Z- axis respectively.
This additional information sits behind the button 

These two windows are stacked together (for Eurocode 3 calculations)
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also:
Stresses3D
Library3D
Input of beam properties (first tab sheet)
Geometric properties (second tab sheet)
Stresses(1) (third tab sheet)
Stresses(2) (fourth tab sheet)
Shear force distortion (sixth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the Power and Simplicity of HelpNDoc's User
Interface

Shear deformations

Shear force deformations (sixth tab sheet); 3 dimensional
 

aanvullende_geometrische_data_eurocode3_3d.htm
undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
bibliotheekontwerpoptie3d.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
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Next to the influence of axial and flexural stiffness it is also possible to take the influence of shear force
in to account in the calculation.
In general is the effect of shear force deformation negligible; unless the beams are rather compact.
Use this option not standard; if there is motive to do so only.
 
In the figure underneath an image is given of the shear angle: g

The size of g can be calculated as:

with:
g = shear angle
h= shape factor of the beam

G = shear modulus = 
E = elasticity modulus
u = constant of Poisson (transverse contraction coefficient: u  >= 0 and u  <= 0.5)
A = surface area
L = length of the beam
 
The shape factor h depends on the shape of the cross-section.
For rectangular cross-sections h = 1.2, for circular cross-sections h  =32/27=1.1852
For I-shaped sections h » 1.0
 
The text above does hold for both the local beam directions: Y- axis and Z- axis.
The user has to enter therefore two values for the shape factor, for the Y- axis and Z- axis
respectively.
If the value zero is entered for the shape factor the shear deformations are neglected for the
regarding beam and direction.
 
Pay attention
If a beam is spring supported than the shear force deformation is not taken into account for this beam.
 
For slender beams the effect of shear force will be negligible.
For compact beams (for instance the height of the beam is no longer small in relation to the length of the
beam) the shear deformation can’t be neglected.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 

draganddrop.htm
undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
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See further also:
Input of beam properties (first tab sheet)
Geometric properties (second tab sheet)
Stresses(1) (third tab sheet)
Stresses(2) (fourth tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections for the choice made out (fifth tab sheet)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly create a professional-quality documentation
website with HelpNDoc

Tread-like 'beams'

Calculation thread like beams (seventh tab sheet); 3-dimensional
 
With the aid of this window it can be stated, by checking the little boxes, whether or not a certain beam
can transfer tension forces only.
In a thread like “beam” a normal force can be present only; no moments and shear forces therefore.
The normal force can transfer a tension force only.  If the beam would transfer a compression force, the
thread like “beam” will be deactivated. When this does appear it’s possible that a different structure is
present for the various entered base load cases.
 
On a thread like “beam” no beam loads will be taken into account. If these loads are entered anyway,
the program will give a message that these loads will be neglected in the calculation process.
The exceptions are:
-          the self weight of the thread-like ‘beam’ for the first base load case; the self weight will be

distributed by the program to the 2  adjacent nodes.
-          the mean value for the temperature beam load of the thread-like ‘beam’

Of the geometrical properties the area will be used for thread like “beams” only (the moments of inertia
have to be entered nevertheless, but do not affect the calculation results however).
 
Pay attention: if too many ‘thread like’ beams are deactivated the framework can become instable.
 
Background
A thread-like beam is schematized internally in the program into a beam with hinges on both sides.
If a compression force is calculated at the relevant thread-like beam, this beam is deactivated.
The program automatically calculates non-linear load combinations in the presence of one or more
'thread like beams'; that is, the basic loads cannot easily be added up.
This is because when the 'thread like beams'' are deactivated, which cannot transmit compression
forces, the superposition principle no longer applies.
The calculation therefore has an iterative character and may be non-linear. As a result, the supper
position principle no longer applies, because of which the bases loads and load combinations must each
be calculated separately.
 
See further:
Input of beam properties (first tab sheet)
Geometric properties (second tab sheet)
Stresses(1) (third tab sheet)
Stresses(2) (fourth tab sheet)
Design option; list with sections for the choice made out (fifth tab sheet)
Shear force deformations (sixth tab sheet)
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured EPub generator

non fitting beams

Non fitting beams 2D and 3D
 
 

 
This option can be entered under the tab "Δ Length" of the main menu "Beam properties", the fit ΔL for
beams that have a length shorter or longer than the distance between the two nodes I and J to which the
bar must be connected.
The beam in question must therefore be lengthened or shortened in order to fit it between the
coordinates of these two nodes I and J.
Due to this extension or shortening of the respective beams, forces are exerted on the nodes I and J,
which in turn influences the displacement state and force effect in the overall frame.
In this way a certain amount of pretension (tensile or compression) is present in the respective beams;
tension at a negative value for ΔL (too short bar), compression at a positive value for ΔL (too long bar).
 

 
For multiple beams that are in line with each other, ΔL per beam can be entered separately, or, for the
same calculation result, with a larger value for only one of the beams; see e.g. the figure below for
illustration purposes:

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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There is an analogy with the input of temperature beam loads 2D and 3D
 
See also for 2D beam properties 2D and for 3D beam properties 3D 1st sheet and beam properties 3D
2nd sheet
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the Power and Simplicity of HelpNDoc's User
Interface

Prescribed displacements

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Achieve Professional Documentation Results with a Help
Authoring Tool

2-dimensional

Input of described nodal displacements; 2 dimensional, like supports
 
With the aid of this menu from a selection of the present nodes the displacements can be prescribed;
among whom supports.
 

temperatuurbel.htm
tempbel3d.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
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Per node tree displacements can be prescribed: translation in X- and Y- direction and an angle of
rotation.

The prescribed translations and/or rotations can possess a certain numerical value. This way settlements
of supports can be simulated for instance.
If at the regarding degree of freedom a value of zero has been entered, than a fixed support into that
direction has been obtained.
 
In order to simplification of the input of tree kinds of supports are foreseen: fixed, pinned and sloping
roll support.
For a fixed support all mentioned three grades of freedom are equal to zero (Delta-X=0, Delta-Y=0
and Delta-phi=0).
For a pinned support the two translations are equal to zero (Delta-X=0, Delta-Y=0) and the angle of
rotation ( Delta-phi) is completely free.
For a sloping roll support is one translation equal to zero; the direction has not to agree with the local
or global system of axes.
At the graphical pictures the various kinds of supports will be depicted as follows:
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Fixed support (ΔX=0, ΔY=0, Δphi=0)

Pinned support (ΔX=0, ΔY=0, Δphi=free)

Roll support into X-direction (ΔX=free, ΔY=0, Δphi=free)

Roll support into Y-direction (ΔX=0, ΔY=free, Δphi=free)

Roll support at an angle, (Δphi=free)

Into X-direction sliding not rotating support (ΔX=free, ΔY=0, Δphi=0)

Into Y-direction sliding not rotating support (ΔX=0, ΔY=free, Δphi=0)
 
Internally the program knows prescribed displacements of a certain value only; the user has therefore
the liberty of entering fixed and pinned supports without the available simple input capabilities.
For a simple roll support the user has no other choice to do so (Delta-X=0 or Delta-Y=0).
In the reproduction of the input data this general principle is reflected; the values of the prescribed
displacements will be printed only (for fixed supports: Delta-X=0, Delta-Y=0 and Delta-phi=0, for
pinned supports: Delta-X=0 and Delta-Y=0).
 
With the aid of sloping roll support a support can be entered which moving displacement acts under a
certain angle with the global system of axes; see the figure underneath.
The input of a sloping roll support is not accessible for the case of the calculation of Eigenfrequencies
(this option is not supported for this case).
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Pay attention !!.
The distinction between pinned support and a hinged beam connection is important.
The first one relates to a connection to the “world outside”; the second one relates to the way a beam is
connected to a node.
Do not connect a pinned supported node with a single hinged beam. This would be too much; in the
case of pinned support the moment in the single connected beam is than already zero.
See also the figure underneath:
 

This is WRONG             This is RIGHT        This is RIGHT                   This is WRONG
 
For a fixed support a moment from at least one beam has to be able to be transferred to the node
(otherwise do use a pinned support).
 

This is WRONG             This is RIGHT        This is RIGHT                   This is WRONG
 
If only one beam is connected to the support and the rotation at the end of the beam should be free then
the use of a pinned support instead of a fixed support is more logical, but it works nevertheless.
At a node one of the degrees of freedom may not be become undetermined by the way hinges are put
to the beam connected to the node. Minimal one beam must have a fixed connection with the node.
 
The mentioned degrees of freedom are defined according the global system of axes; see also: Input
nodal coordinates and Input beam connections
 
Hint:
Entering a type of support using the combo boxes present can be done in 3 ways:
I.          Direct typing of numbers in the input grid for the relevant node
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Note: this method of input is the only option for entering prescribed displacements.
 
II.       Open the relevant combo box and choose from the available drop down list of node

numbers:

 
III.              Make a choice for the relevant node directly in the input grid:
By double clicking with the mouse on a row in the input grid the clicked node number is shown in the
combo boxes present on the right-hand side thereof.
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By double clicking on one of these combo boxes with the mouse the relevant type of support is included
in the input grid.

 

 

With the aid of the button , for an entered range of nodal numbers, supports can be
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generated of the same kind at once.
 
Pay attention:
The equilibrium has to be cared for by entering sufficient supports.
The entered frame should contain sufficient supports so that the overall equilibrium in all directions of the
three directions of global freedom are cared for: translations in the global X and Y directions and
rotation in the X-Y plane.
In the following simple example the equilibrium in the horizontal X axis is not provided, a so-called
mechanism is present.

           
beam with  mechanism                       beam without mechanism
 
A mechanism may be present not only in relation to translations but also in relation to rotations; as in the
simple example below:

with rotatone mechanism
 
Form the theory, the program can not calculate such a framework, because the stiffness matrix of a
framework with a mechanism is singular. Due to the limited calculation precision of digital computers,
the in theory singular stiffness matrix could be not quite singular, making a calculation possible. This does
not mean that in this case the calculation results can be trusted (in principle they are not to be trusted).
The actual construction of a framework with a mechanism in it is also disastrous.
Always check whether there are adequate supports so arranged that the total equilibrium in all of the
three directions of global freedom is cared for.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline Your Documentation Process with HelpNDoc's
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Intuitive Interface

3-dimensional

Input of prescribed nodal displacements; 3 Dimensional, such as
supports
 
With the aid of this menu from a selection of the present nodes prescribed displacements can be
imposed; among which supports.
 
The use of this menu is COMPULSORY.
 

 
Per node six degrees of freedom can be prescribed: translations at X-, Y- and Z- direction (Ux, Uy,
Uz) and rotations around X-, Y- and Z-axis (Phix, Phiy, Phiz). All in relation to the GLOBAL system
of axes !!

The prescribed translations and/or rotations can possess a certain numerical value. This way settlements

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
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of supports can be simulated for instance.
If at the regarding degree of freedom a value of zero has been entered, than a fixed support into that
direction has been obtained.
 
With the aim of simplification the input of two kinds of supports are foreseen: fixed and pinned
supports.
At a fixed support all the mentioned six degrees of freedom are equal to zero (Ux=0, Uy=0, Uz=0 and

Phix=0, Phiy=0, Phiz=0); graphical depicted as: 
At pinned supports the three translation are equal to zero (Ux=0, Uy=0, Uz=0) and the degrees of

rotation.(Phix, Phiy en Phiz) are free; graphical depicted as: 
For separate limitations of one of the six degrees of freedom of a node the following graphical
depictions are available:

- displacement X-direction (Delta uX):  

 - displacement Y- direction (Delta uY): 

 - displacement Z- direction (Delta uZ): 

 - rotation around X-axis (Delta phiX): 

 - rotation around Y-axis (Delta phiY): 

 - rotation around Z-axis: (Delta phiZ) 
 
Internally the program knows of prescribed displacements of a certain value only; the user has therefore
the liberty to define fixed and pinned supports without the aid of the foreseen simple input, For roll-
supports this can not be done otherwise (for instance Ux=0 or Uy=0 or Uz=0 or another combination).
At the reproduction of the input data this general principle is seen; prescribed values of the degrees of
freedom are shown only.
 
Pay attention !!.
The distinction between pinned supports and a hinged beam connection is very important.
The first accounts for a connection with the “outside world”; the second stand for the way a beam is
connected to a node.
Do not connect a pin supported node with a single hinged connected beam.
This would be double defined; because at a pinned support the moment in the single beam at the place
of the support is already zero.
See also the figure beneath:
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This is WRONG            This is RIGHT                  This is RIGHT
 
The above holds true also for fixed supports.
At a node one of the degrees of freedom may not be become undetermined by the way hinges are put
to the beam connected to the node. Minimal one beam must have a fixed connection with the node.
 
The mentioned degrees of freedom are defined according to the global system of axes; see also Input
Nodal coordinates 3D and Input orientation beams 3D
 
Hint:
Entering a type of support using the combo boxes present can be done in 3 ways:
I.          Direct typing of numbers in the input grid for the relevant node

Note: this method of input is the only option for entering prescribed displacements.
 
II.       Open the relevant combo box and choose from the available drop down list of node

numbers:
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III.              Make a choice for the relevant node directly in the input grid:
By double clicking with the mouse on a row in the input grid the clicked node number is shown in the
combo boxes present on the right-hand side thereof.
 

 
By double clicking on one of these combo boxes with the mouse the relevant type of support is included
in the input grid.
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With the aid of the button , for an entered range of nodal numbers, supports can be
generated of the same kind at once.
 
Pay attention:
The equilibrium has to be cared for by entering sufficient supports.
The entered frame should contain sufficient supports so that the overall equilibrium in all directions of the
six directions of global freedom are cared for: translations and rotations in the global X, Y and Z
directions respectively.
In the following simple example the equilibrium around the vertical Z axis is not provided, a so-called
mechanism is present.

In theory, the program can not calculate such a framework, because the stiffness matrix of a framework
with a mechanism is singular. Due to the limited calculation precision of digital computers, the in theory
singular stiffness matrix could be not quite singular, making a calculation possible. This does not mean
that in this case the calculation results can be trusted. The actual construction of a framework with a
mechanism in it is also disastrous.
Always check whether there are adequate supports so arranged that the total equilibrium in all of the six
directions of global freedom is cared for.
 
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

Kind of beam connections
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2-dimensional

Input kind of beam connections to the nodes; 2 dimensional
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With the aid of this menu it can be defined how a beam is connected to the two nodes at both sides.
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL
 

 
If nothing has been changed the program defaults to fixed beam connections to the nodes.
With the aid of this option it is possible per beam to determine how this beam is connected to the two
nodes. The possibilities are:

a. fixed
b. hinged
c. rotation and/or translation springs

 
a.: At a fixed connection both the rotation and translation degrees of freedom are complete prevented.
b.: At a hinge the rotation degree of freedom at the connection to the node is completely free (no
transfer of moment); the translation degrees of freedom are prevented.
c.: For rotation and/or translation springs the degrees of freedom are partly hindered only.
The value of the moment in the beam at the connection to the node is defined as follows:
Mbeam= Phi*Krot
 
The value of the normal force in the beam at the connection to the node is defined as follows:
Nbeam= DeltaL * Ktrans
    with:

Phi = angle of rotation of the beam near the node [rad]
Krot = stiffness rotation spring [kN.m/rad]
DeltaL = extension of the translation spring [m]
Ktrans = stiffness of the translation spring [kN/m]
 

The limit cases fixed and hinged connection are calculated with the aid of exact solutions; not with the
aid of respectively very large or low values for the connection stiffness.
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For the determination of the rotation stiffness Krot of connections between H- or I- sections see for
instance Eurocode EN 1993-1-8; art. 6.3         
 
Pay attention to the demand that a node is fixed in a certain way qua moment and translation (degrees of
freedom) to the rest of the structure. If this is not the case the program can not calculate the job (the hart
of the calculation part has no means to check this).
For instance for a node with more connecting beams these beams may not be all connected with hinges
to the node; at least one beam has to stay connected with a certain value for the rotation stiffness; see
figure underneath:

This is WRONG                               This is RIGHT
 
It has to be clear that the above does not constitute any limitation of the calculation capabilities of the
program.
The same holds true for single beams who are connected at one side to a support; likewise it is not
allowed to put here a pure hinged connection, see further also at input Prescribed displacements.
 
Points of interest:
1. For trusses it’s customary from the past to use as starting point that truss members can transfer
tension or compression forces only; the bending stresses are neglected. For manual calculations this
schematization (approximation) makes the calculation less complex; for a calculation with the aid of the
computer it does not matter any more if the effect of bending stresses is taken into account too. It’s
even so that the calculation time is somewhat enlarged (not much) if hinges are placed everywhere in
order to simulate the old fashioned approach with the computer program. Although not forbidden it’s
recommended to apply hinges into the truss to be calculated if those hinges will be applied in a true
sense in the real truss to be realized only.

VerendeStaafAansluitingenEurocode.htm
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Schematization WITHOUT hinges

Schematization WITH hinges

Example of a truss with no real hinges
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Whether or not applying hinges for a framework based on triangular shapes with nodal loads only (a
truss therefore) gives not much difference for the calculated results.
 
2. A rule of thumb in general is, even if it is not a framework, to install hinges only if a hinge is actually
present in the beam in a physical sense. Too many hinges can also make the framework completely or
partially potentially unstable. The stiffness matrix can therefore become singular and therefore not
solvable. The following error message will then appear.

 
3. By entering hinges at both ends of a beam and no self weight and no beam loads this beam functions
as a pure translation spring (tension or compression).
 

In the numerical input window via the button with a number of beams the kind of
beam connections can be generated automatically.
 
If there are NON-active beams present this will be reminded as follows:

The data for NON-active beams should be entered also.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data and does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Converting Word Docs to eBooks Made Easy with HelpNDoc

3-dimensional

Input kind of beam connections to the nodes; 3 Dimensional
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL
 
With the aid of this menu it can be redefined how a beam is connected to the two nodes at both sides
(fixed is default).
 
1. For this option, at the tab “Hinges”, the default fixed beam connection can be changed into 7
different kind of hinges:
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Pay attention !!!
Changing the direction of a local beam axis with the aid of the angle Beta (see further Beam properties
Second sheet) the direction of freedom of a hinge will change also, because a hinge is part of the beam,
not of the node.
By switching on the option of local axes in the graphical window (see further: Options at plotting; 3
dimensional) you can see in which directions the local beam axes are oriented and see these rotate when
changing the value for Beta of a certain beam.
 
Because of the presence of six degrees of freedom there are various types of beam connections (all in
relation to the local system of axes). This is defined with so called hinge codes: 1 to 7. The fixed
connection is given by the character V.
 
The hinge codes 1 to 7 do have the following meaning:
 
1. Rotation around local X-axis is free

2. Rotation around local Y- axis is free

optiplot3d.htm
optiplot3d.htm
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3. Rotation around local Z-axis is free

4. Rotations around local X- and Y-axis are free

5. Rotations around local X- and Z-axis are free

6. Rotations around local Y- and Z-axis are free
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7. Rotations around X-, Y- and Z-axis are free (ball support)

At the direction of a degree of freedom which is set free no moment can be carried over; normal and
shear forces can be carried over.
 
Points of interest:
1. For trusses it’s customary from the past to use as starting point that truss members can transfer
tension or pressure forces only; the bending stresses are neglected. For manual calculations this
schematisation (approximation) makes the calculation less complex; for a calculation with the aid of the
computer it does not matter anymore when the effect of bending stresses is taken into account too. It’s
even so that the calculation time is somewhat enlarged (not much) if hinges are placed everywhere in
order to simulate the old fashioned approach with the computer program. Although not forbidden it’s
recommended to apply hinges into the truss to be calculated if those hinges will be applied in a true
sense in the real truss to be realized only.
2. A rule of thumb in general is, even if it is not a framework, to install hinges only if a hinge is actually
present in the beam in a physical sense. Too many hinges can also make the framework completely or
partially potentially unstable. The stiffness matrix can therefore become singular and therefore not
solvable. The following error message will then appear.

 
3. Pay attention:  It’s not allowed to apply hinge code 7 at both ends of a beam at the same time. If
this is done nevertheless, than the error message shown below is popping up at the start of the
calculation.
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4. By entering hinge code 6 and 7 for a beam and no self weight and no beam loads this beam functions
as a pure translation spring (tension or compression).
 

With the aid of the button  different values can be generated at a speedy way.
 
2. For this option, at the tab “Spring connections”, the default fixed beam connection can be changed
in spring connections:
 

 
In the case of rotation and/or translation springs the degrees of freedoms are only partially prevented.
The size of the moments in the beam at the connection to the node is, for resp. the local Y and Z beam
direction, is defined as follows:
Y-direction and node I (begin node);   Y-direction and node J (end node
MIbeam,Y= PhiI,y*CI,my                        MJbeam,Y= PhiJ,y*CJ,my
Z- direction and node I (begin node);   Z- direction and node J (end node)
MIbeam,Z= PhiI,z*CI,mz                        MJbeam,Z= PhiJ,z*CJ,mz
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The size of the normal force in the beam at the connection to the node is defined for the local X-beam
direction as follows:
X- direction and node I (begin node);   X- direction and node J (end node)
NIbeam= DeltaI,x * CI,nx                       NJbeam= DeltaJ,x * CJ,nx
 
In which:
     MIbeam,Y= occurring moment in beam near node I  around the local Y-axis [kN.m]
     MJbeam,Y= occurring moment in beam near node J  around the local Y-axis [kN.m]
     MIbeam,Z= occurring moment in beam near node  I  around the local Z-axis [kN.m]
     MJbeam,Z= occurring moment in beam near node J  around the local Z-axis [kN.m]

PhiI,y = angular rotation of beam near node I around the local Y-axis [rad]
PhiJ,y = angular rotation of beam near node J around the local Y-axis [rad]
PhiI,z = angular rotation of beam near node I around the local Z-axis [rad]
PhiJ,z = angular rotation of beam near node J around the local Z-axis [rad]
CI,my = stiffness of rotation spring near node I around the local Y-axis [kN.m/rad]
CJ,my = stiffness of rotation spring near node J around the local Y-axis [kN.m/rad]
CI,mz = stiffness of rotation spring near node I around the local Z-axis [kN.m/rad]
CJ,mz = stiffness of rotation spring near node J around the local Z-axis [kN.m/rad]
 
NIbeam= occurring nodal force in beam near node I [kN]
NJbeam= occurring nodal force in beam near node J [kN]
DeltaI,x = elongation of the translation spring near node I [m]
DeltaJ,x = elongation of the translation spring near node J [m]
CI,nx= stiffness of translation spring near node I [kN/m]
CJ,nx= stiffness of translation spring near node J [kN/m]
 

For the determination of the rotation stiffness of connections between H- or I- sections see for instance
Eurocode EN 1993-1-8; art. 6.3         
 
Other points of interest
 
If there are NON-active beams present this will be reminded as follows:

Input for data of a NON-active beam is allowed also.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data and does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize Your Documentation Output with HelpNDoc's
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Stunning User Interface

Eccentric connections

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

2-dimensional

Input of eccentric beam connections; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this menu it can be defined if a beam is connected to a node with a part of infinite
stiffness.
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL
 

 
In order to perform a calculation the structure has to be modelled. The nodal points have to be chosen
firstly; the beams are placed as line shaped elements in between afterwards. In general the nodal points
will be chosen at the intersection of the system lines of the beams and the beams are depicted by their
system lines (line elements).
At the figure beneath the beams differ in height; as a result of which their system lines do not connect in
one point.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com
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Without the use of the option of “eccentric beam connections” the connection can take place according
(a) or (b) at the figure below.
The choice for possibility (a) will give rise to numerical problems however and will give non sensible
calculation results. This is caused by the extreme short length of the beam between node 2 and 3 at the
figure above (gives an almost singular stiffness matrix; e.g. a bad conditioned stiffness matrix).
The choice for option (b), at the figure below, is the acceptable method only (if no use has been made
of the option of “eccentric beam connections”).
Numerical troubles are caused if beams of very different stiffness are connected to each other.

 
Numerical troubles can be abolished by using the option of “eccentric beam connections”
 
If nothing has been changed the program assumes that all beams have no eccentric connections to the
nodes.
With the aid of this menu it is possible to provide per beam how large the eccentric connections are to
both nodes.
The stiffness of the part between the node and the elastic part of the beam is infinite.
 
As well at begin node I as end node J the value of eccentricities in X- direction and Y- direction can be
given; see also the figure underneath:
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The direction holds for the global system of axes.
Give the values for Delta-X and Delta-Y the right signs (positive or negative)
 
Due to the input of eccentric beam connections the length of the elastic part of the beam can change
(shorter or longer). The program takes this automatically in account.
Spring connected beams (translation-, rotation springs and also hinges) are localised at the transition of
the eccentric part with infinite stiffness and the elastic part of the beam.
Further the different kind of beam loads are NOT acting on the eccentric part; at the elastic part this is
possible only.
At the output of the calculation results (post processing) the sectional beam forces will be given for the
elastic part of the beam only; thus not for the parts with the infinite stiffness.
For the numerical output of the moment and displacement distribution along the beam axis,
the value at the place of the end of the beam against the eccentric beam connection, differs
from the value calculated directly at the place of the connected node therefore.
 

At the numerical input window via the button  of a number of beams the eccentric
connections can be automatically generated.
 
With the aid of this option two or more beams can be connected for instance parallel to each other at a
certain distance onto the same end and begin nodes; see the 2 figures below:

Whole frame

genexcstansl.htm
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Enlargement
Beam (8) and (13) are both connected, with the aid of infinite stiff eccentric beam connections, to node
8 and 12 respectively.
Beam (11) and (12) are both connected, with the aid of infinite stiff eccentric beam connections, to node
12 and 9 respectively.
See figure below too:
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Remark
Prescribed displacements (such as supports) and nodal loads can only be applied at the location of the
nodes.
So not at the transition of the infinitely stiff eccentric part and the elastic part of a beam.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data and does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1 single
source

3-dimensional

Input of eccentric beam connections; 3 dimensional
 
With the aid of this menu it can be defined if a beam is connected to a node with a part of infinite
stiffness.
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL
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In order to perform a calculation the structure has to be modelled. The nodal points have to be chosen
firstly; the beams are placed as line shaped elements in between afterwards. In general the nodal points
will be chosen at the intersection of the system lines of the beams and the beams are depicted by their
system lines (line elements).
At the figure beneath (2D) the beams differ in height; as a result of which their system lines do not
connect in one point.

Without the use of the option of “eccentric beam connections” the connection can take place according
(a) or (b) at the figure below.
The choice for possibility (a) will give rise to numerical problems however and will give non sensible
calculation results. This is caused by the extreme short length of the beam between node 2 and 3 at the
figure above (gives an almost singular stiffness matrix; e.g. a bad conditioned stiffness matrix).
The choice for option (b), at the figure below, is the acceptable method only (if no use has been made
of the option of “eccentric beam connections”).
Numerical troubles are caused if beams of very different stiffness are connected to each other.

 
Numerical troubles can be abolished by using the option of “eccentric beam connections”
 
If nothing has been changed the program assumes that all beams have no eccentric connections to the
nodes.
With the aid of this menu it is possible to provide per beam how large the eccentric connections are to
both nodes.
The stiffness of the part between the node and the elastic part of the beam is infinite.
 
As well at begin node I as end node J the value of eccentricities in X- direction and Y- direction can be
given; see also the figure underneath:
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The direction holds for the global system of axes.
Give the values for Delta-X, Delta-Y and Delta-Z the right signs (positive or negative)
 
Due to the input of eccentric beam connections the length of the elastic part of the beam can change
(shorter or longer). The program takes this automatically in account.
Hinge connected beams are localised at the transition of the eccentric part with infinite stiffness and the
elastic part of the beam.
Further the different kind of beam loads are NOT acting on the eccentric part; at the elastic part this is
possible only.
At the output of the calculation results (post processing) the sectional beam forces will be given for the
elastic part of the beam only; thus not for the parts with the infinite stiffness.
For the numerical output of the moment and displacement distribution along the beam axis,
the value at the place of the end of the beam against the eccentric beam connection, differs
from the value calculated directly at the place of the connected node therefore.
 
Example of modelling one beam over another:

Node A and node B are connected by eccentric connection parts of beam l and k.
 
Remark
Prescribed displacements (such as supports) and nodal loads can only be applied at the location of the
nodes.
So not at the transition of the infinitely stiff eccentric part and the elastic part of a beam.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data and does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 

draganddrop.htm
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

Nodal loads

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Modernize your help files with HelpNDoc's WinHelp HLP to
CHM conversion tool

2-dimensional

Input of nodal loads; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this menu for every BASE load case from three types of nodal loads can be chosen
acting at an arbitrary number of nodes: force // X- axis (Fx), force // Y- axis (Fy) and moment (M).
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL.
 

 
All nodal loads can be individually activated or deactivated for each BASE load case and nodal load

apart by checking the column: .
A deactivated nodal load is NOT included in the calculation. In this manner, it can be switched rapidly
between the presence or absence of a nodal load and the effect thereof to be calculated.
Both at the in numerical and graphical output reminders/warnings are given if nodal load(s) are not
active.
At the left column the cell is colored as  if the in the regarding row one or more non zero
values have been entered and the load is marked as active.
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At the left column the cell is colored as  if the in the regarding row one or more non zero
values have been entered and the load is marked as NOT active.
 
Through the sign of the concerning load the acting direction can be steered.
The directions are in accordance with the global system of axes.
For positive values successively: Fx --> positive X- axis, Fy --> positive Y- axis and M --> right
turning from the positive X- axis to the positive Y- axis.
See also the figure underneath:

If the check box at the last column not has been checked the entered values for the nodal forces at the

regarding node are NOT used in the calculation
With the aid of this option the effect of the presence of a particular nodal load can be easily explored.
 
Nodal loads who are acting in the direction of a prescribed displacement (as with supports) have no
influence on the force distribution in the construction.
The force applied onto a support will be transferred directly onto that support.

 
Examples of nodal loads which do not have an influence on the force distribution in the frame
structure, because these loads are acting into a direction where the displacements are
prevented.

Examples of nodal loads which do have an influence on the force distribution in the frame
structure, because these loads are acting into a direction where the displacements are NOT
prevented
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At the numerical output for the purpose of checking the force equilibrium per node will be given.
Theoretically the sum of the forces in X- and Y- direction and the sum of the moments per node have to
be zero. The equilibrium counts for the forces who are acting from the connected beams to the node
and the external nodal loads that have been entered.
Due to inaccuracies in the calculation process the sum of all forces is by approximation equal to zero
only. The value of the deviation to zero is a measure of realised precision of calculation.
Large differences in stiffness between connected beams can make the calculations results less precise.
The above holds for “free” nodes only. For node with a prescribed displacement (as with supports) the
sum of the forces is not zero; the value equals the support reaction.
 
Various options

In the numerical input window via the button  on a number of nodes automatically
nodal loads can be generated.
With the aid of the button  the nodal loads acting onto a certain node
can be copied at once to a combination of other nodes.
With the aid of the button  the existing nodal loads, for the regarding BASE load
case, can be removed.
With the aid of the button  nodal loads can be added from one BASE
load case to another BASE load case.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
See further also: Beam loads
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly optimize your documentation website for search
engines

3-dimensional

Nodal loads; 3 dimensional
 
With the aid of this menu for each BASE load case can be input at an arbitrary number of nodes six
types of nodal loads: force // X- axis (Fx), force // Y- axis (Fy); force // Z- axis (Fy), moment around
X-axis (Mxx); moment around Y-axis (Myy); moment around Z-axis (Mzz).
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The use of this menu is OPTIONAL
All nodal loads can be individually activated or deactivated for each BASE load case and nodal load

apart by checking the column: .
A deactivated nodal load is NOT included in the calculation. In this manner, it can be switched rapidly
between the presence or absence of a nodal load and the effect thereof to be calculated.
Both at the in numerical and graphical output reminders/warnings are given if nodal load(s) are not
active.
At the left column the cell is colored as  if the in the regarding row one or more non zero
values have been entered and the load is marked as active.
At the left column the cell is colored as  if the in the regarding row one or more non zero
values have been entered and the load is marked as NOT active.
 
By the sign of the regarding quantity the direction can be steered.
The direction is defined conforming to the chosen global system of axes:
For positive values successively: Fx --> positive X- axis, Fy --> positive Y- axis; Fz --> positive Z-
axis; Mxx --> right rotating around the positive X- axis; Myy --> right rotating around the positive Y-
axis and Mzz --> right rotating around the positive Z- axis.
 
See also the figure below:
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Nodal loads acting into the direction of a prescribed degree of freedom (for instance supports) will not
have an influence on the force distribution in the structure; these nodal loads have an effect on the
support forces only.
If the check box at the last column not has been checked the entered values for the nodal forces at the

regarding node are NOT used in the calculation
With the aid of this option the effect of the presence of a particular nodal load can be easily explored.
 
At the numerical output for the purpose of checking the force equilibrium per node will be given.
Theoretically the sum of the forces in X-, Y and Z- direction and the sum of the moments (at X-, Y- and
Z- direction) per node have to be zero. The equilibrium counts for the forces who are acting from the
connected beams to the node and the external nodal loads that have been input.
Due to inaccuracies in the calculation process the sum of all forces is by approximation equal to zero
only. The value of the deviation to zero is a measure of realised precision of calculation.
Large differences in stiffness between connected beams can make the calculations results less precise.
The above holds for “free” nodes only. For node with a prescribed displacement (as with supports) the
sum of the forces is not zero; the value equals the support reaction.
 
Various options

At the numerical input window via the button at a number of nodes automatically nodal
loads can be generated.
With the aid of the button  the nodal loads acting onto a certain node
can be copied at once to a combination of other nodes.
With the aid of the button  nodal loads can be added from one BASE
load case to another BASE load case.
With the aid of the button  the existing nodal loads, for the regarding BASE load
case, can be removed.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
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window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
See further also: Beam loads

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free CHM Help documentation generator

Beam loads

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the power of a responsive website for your
documentation

2-dimensional

Choice type of beam loads for a BASE load case; 2 dimensional
 
Type of beam loads
Here can be chosen from the available types of beam loads: Distributed load, Block load, Triangular
load, Point load, Arbitrary distributed load and Temperature load.
A wizard is present in order to generate beam loads acting onto beams, which are the effect of entered
post tensioned prestressing cables (‘load balancing method’); see further Prestressing (wizard).
The beam loads, caused by the input of the prestress, are saved into 2 extra BASE load cases added
by the program automatically.
 

The markings in underscored words in the colour green depicts the presence of a beam load of
that kind for the regarding BASE load case already (can be changed).
 
By clicking at the tabs the wished BASE load case should be chosen.
 
Prestress
The option Prestressing (wizard) is enabled if at Beam properties/Stresses a choice for the calculation of
prestress is made firstly (‘Beam properties/Strength/EC2 concrete/Choice reinforcement’).
The option for Prestressing loads is accessible if for stress checks according EC2 for the regarding
beam is chosen only.
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Checking the yellow push button  for the regarding beam numbers.

Choice for stress checks according EC2 (concrete)
 

 
Choice for ‘Reinforced concrete’ or ‘Prestressed concrete’
 
General 
Pay attention:
The beam loads are acting in the program onto the shear center of the beam cross section by default.
For symmetric sections the shear center coincidences with the center of gravity of the cross section.
For asymmetrical cross sections the shear center does not coincide with the center of gravity of the
cross section.
If the beam load does not coincide with the shear center, caused by the eccentricity relative to the shear
center, a torsional moment arises.
In the 2D part of the program this torsional moment can’t be taken into account; in the 3D part of the
program it can.
An U-section and an angular section are examples where the shear center does not coincide with the
center of gravity:
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Depending on the nature of the choices been made by clicking on the button  the
relevant input window will be opened.
 
Various options
With the aid of the button  in one operation ALL entered beam loads
(for non-zero values) can be activated to be sure.

With the aid of the button  a mobile point shaped load system can be generated
very swiftly; see further Mobile point shaped load system
With the aid of the button  beam loads can be added from one BASE
load case to another BASE load case.

mobiel2d.htm
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  If the box  is checked, for ALL present beam load types the relevant beam
loads are added from one BASE load case to another BASE load case.
  If the box  is NOT checked, only the beam loads from the opened input
window, of the relevant beam load type, are added from one BASE load case to another BASE load
case.
  Without an open input window for a certain beam load type, the following message appears when
clicking  button:

 
Hint
Between this window of choices and the input windows of the various types of beam loads can simply
be switched by mouse clicking at the different windows.
 
Pay attention
For NON-active beams the input of beam loads acting onto NON-active beams is allowed.
These beam loads acting onto NON-active beams are not taking into account in the calculation process
at the job at hand of course.
 
See further also:

a. Concentrated point force
b. Distributed load
c. Block load
d. Concentrated moment
e. Triangular load
f. Arbitrary load
g. Temperature load

and
Beam loads details
Beam properties

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Achieve Professional Documentation Results with a Help
Authoring Tool

3-dimensional

Choice type of beam loads for input; 3 dimensional
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The markings in underscored words in the colour green depicts the presence of a beam load of
that kind for the regarding BASE load case already (can be changed).
 
With the aid of this window the type of beam load can be selected:
 
     a. Distributed beam loads 3D

b. Arbitrary beam loads 3D
c. Point beam loads 3D
d. Moment beam loads 3D
e. Temperature beam loads 3D
f. Earthquake load  (not accessible if the option for a geometrical non linear calculation is switched

on).
g. Mobile loads
h. Generation surface load to beam loads

Beam loads a. until e. can be individually activated or deactivated for each BASE load case and beam

load apart 
A deactivated beam load is NOT included in the calculation. In this manner, it can be switched rapidly
between the presence or absence of a beam load and the effect thereof to be calculated.
 
Pay attention:
The beam loads are acting in the program onto the shear center of the beam cross section by default.
For symmetric sections the shear center coincidences with the center of gravity of the cross section.
For asymmetrical cross sections the shear center does not coincide with the center of gravity of the
cross section.
If the beam load does not coincide with the shear center, caused by the eccentricity relative to the shear
center, a torsional moment arises.
An U-section and an angular section are examples where the shear center does not coincide with the
center of gravity:
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Depending on the nature of the choices been made by clicking on the button   the
relevant input window will be opened.
 
Various options

With the aid of the button  a mobile point shaped load system can be generated
very swiftly; see further Mobile point shaped load system
With the aid of the button , with a wizard, beam loads can be generated from
a surface load.
With the aid of the button  beam loads can be added from one BASE
load case to another BASE load case.
  If the box  is checked, for ALL present beam load types the relevant beam
loads are added from one BASE load case to another BASE load case.
  If the box  is NOT checked, only the beam loads from the opened input
window, of the relevant beam load type, are added from one BASE load case to another BASE load
case.
  Without an open input window for a certain beam load type, the following message appears when
clicking  button:
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With the aid of the button  in one operation ALL entered beam loads
from a. until e. (for non-zero values) can be activated to be sure.
 
The various numerical input windows do support an interface to Microsoft Excel
 
Pay attention
For NON-active beams the input of beam loads acting onto NON-active beams is allowed.
These beam loads acting onto NON-active beams are not taking into account in the calculation process
at the job at hand of course.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Create High-Quality Help Documentation with a
Help Authoring Tool

Spring supported nodes

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create iPhone documentation

2-dimensional

Spring supported nodes; 2 dimensional
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Next to supports in the shape of Prescribed displacements it is also possible to supply each node
with springs to the outside world.

 
Translation springs                Rotation springs
 
Three kinds of linear elastic springs can be distinguished: translation springs in X- and Y-direction and
a rotation spring.
These linear elastic springs do not have positive or negative directions; the stiffness (value >  0;
value=0 means no spring be present) is the same for indentation and elongation after all.
If for the regarding spring stiffness a zero value is entered than the node is free into that direction.
If instead of a number the character F has been entered than a very large value for the spring stiffness is
used; this approaches a fixed support, but in combination with elastic-plastic behaviour this gives new
possibilities.
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL.
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Underneath at a graphical way the springs are defined:

 
Pay attention !!!
If at Described displacements a displacement in a certain direction is prescribed (in X-, Y- direction or
a rotation) then this has priority above the spring as meant here. This means that the concerning spring
support in that case is discarded in the calculation process. The nodal springs will be calculated if the
node has an otherwise no prevented degree of freedom in the concerned direction only.
A combination of an external nodal force and nodal spring support, acting into the same direction of the
degree of freedom, is not allowed (the program checks for his).
 
Elastic-plastic nodal springs
If the checkbox  is checked the nodal springs can show an elastic-plastic behaviour.
This option can be used for instance for modelling the interaction with the subsoil; soil can not undergo
tension forces and the allowable pressure force is limited also.
 
Per direction, according to the global system of axes (X-, Y-direction and rotation), a maximum and
minimum value for the spring force can be entered. By default a very high value is shown, which can be
adjusted. It’s allowed to enter a zero value for the maximum or minimum (not both at the same time).
Entering plastic values without input of the elastic stiffness is not allowed, because it makes no sense.
The program does check this.
 
If the spring force, according to the elastic spring stiffness, goes outside these limitations the force will be
kept constant at the maximum or minimum value; see also the figure beneath:
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Translations                              Rotations
 
The absolute values for Fmax. and Fmin. (or Mmax. and Mmin.) are allowed to be different.
For materials like steel the yield values are the same under tension and compression (in absolute values).
Materials like soil can transfer compression only, therefore one of the plastic values should be entered
as zero (which of the two depends on the sign of the spring force or moment).
It is not allowed to enter for both the max. value and min. a value of zero, because that way the concept
of the elastic-plastic spring concept is jeopardized.
Hint: By performing a calculation with the option unchecked first it can easily be
determined what the sign of the force or moment in the regarding nodal spring support is (Beneath the
header ‘** Support forces of the nodes with prescribed deformations (Global) **’).
This can be of help for the determination for which sign (+ or -) the value (force or moment) should be
limited (max. means +; min. means -). Both values, the maximum and minimum, may be limited of
course.
 
If instead of a number the character F has been entered than, for very small differences between positive
and negative values of the displacement or rotation, the spring force or moment can jump between the
maximum and the minimum value:

 
 
Whether a nodal springs has a tension or pressure force in it does depend on the direction of
displacement of the node and direction of action of the spring; see the two pictures below for some
further explanation.
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Pay attention: the direction of action of a spring is always defined into the direction of the regarding
global axis.
For the presence of plastic nodal springs one base load can be calculated at the same time only, this is
because in a non-linear calculation the stiffness matrix is adjusted in a specific manner. From which
follows that load combinations are not allowed anymore, because the mechanical principle of super
position no longer holds.

With the aid of the speed button  from a number of nodes can automatically at a
speedy way the same value be generated for the elastic spring stiffness.
 
At the numerical output of the calculation results it’s depicted which of the support forces is a nodal
spring support and with the aid of the addition ‘(P)’ if the spring does show plastic behaviour.

 
Remark
In the program, as long as the entered plastic limits in terms of displacement or rotation are not
exceeded, the linear stiffness of the spring is added to the overall stiffness matrix of the entire
framework.
If one of the entered plastic limit values is reached, the stiffness of the spring in the corresponding
direction becomes equal to zero. Therefore, it is automatically a constant nodal force or moment applied
in the program with the size of the entered plastic limit value.

genvrkn2d.htm
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This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
Remark
In the program, as long as the entered plastic limits in terms of displacement or rotation are not
exceeded, the linear stiffness of the spring is added to the overall stiffness matrix of the entire
framework.
If one of the entered plastic limit values is reached, the stiffness of the spring in the corresponding
direction becomes equal to zero. A constant nodal force or moment is automatically applied in the
program with the size of the entered plastic limit value than.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

3-dimensional

Spring supported nodes; 3 dimensional
 

 
See for a 2 dimensional job further: Spring supported nodes 2D
 
Next to supports in the shape of Prescribed displacements 3D it is also possible to supply each node
with springs to the outside world.
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Translation springs                Rotation springs
 
Six kinds of linear elastic springs can be distinguished: translation springs in X-, Y- and Z-direction
and rotation spring around the X-, Y- and Z-axis.
These linear elastic springs do not have positive or negative directions; the stiffness (value > 0; value=0
means no spring be present) is the same for indentation and elongation after all.
If for the regarding spring stiffness a zero value is entered than the node is free into that direction.
If instead of a number the character F has been entered than a very large value for the spring stiffness is
used; this approaches a fixed support, but in combination with elastic-plastic behaviour this gives new
possibilities.
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL.
 
Underneath at a graphical way the springs are defined:
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It's allowed to cut off the force in the positive and negative domain of the real numbers.
But the user can chose this cutting off to perform for one, or for both sides, or neither sides of the real
number domain.
For illustration purposes see picture below:

 
Pay attention !!!
If at Described displacements a displacements in a certain direction is prescribed (in X-, Y- and Z-
direction or a rotation around the X-, Y- and Z-axis) then this has priority above the spring as meant
here. This means that the concerning spring support in that case is discarded in the calculation process.
The nodal springs will be calculated if the node has an otherwise no prevented degree of freedom in the
concerned direction only.
A combination of an external nodal force and nodal spring support, acting into the same direction of the
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degree of freedom, is not allowed (the program checks for his).
 
Elastic-plastic nodal springs
If the checkbox  is checked the nodal springs can show an elastic-plastic
behaviour.
This option can be used for instance for modelling the interaction with the subsoil; soil cannot undergo
tension forces and the allowable pressure force is limited also.
 
Per direction, according to the global system of axes (X-, Y-direction and rotation), a maximum and
minimum value for the spring force or spring moment can be entered. By default a very high value is
shown, which can be adjusted. It’s allowed to enter a zero value for the maximum or minimum (not both
at the same time).
Entering plastic values without input of the elastic stiffness is not allowed, because it makes no sense at
all. The program does check this.
If the spring force, according to the elastic spring stiffness, goes outside these limitations the force will be
kept constant at the maximum or minimum value; see also the figure beneath:

Translations                              Rotations
 
The absolute values for Fmax. and Fmin. (or Mmax. and Mmin.) are allowed to be different.
For materials like steel the yield values are the same under tension and compression (in absolute values).
Materials like soil can transfer compression only, therefore one of the plastic values should be entered
as zero (which of the two depends on the sign of the spring force or moment).
It is not allowed to enter for both the max. value and min. a value of zero, because that way the concept
of the elastic-plastic spring concept is jeopardized.
Hint: By performing a calculation with the option  unchecked first it can easily be
determined what the sign of the force or moment in the regarding nodal spring support is. (Beneath the
header ‘** Support forces of the nodes with prescribed deformations (Global) **’)
This can be of help for the determination for which sign (+ or -) the value (force or moment) should be
limited (max. means +; min. means -). Both values, the maximum and minimum, may be limited of
course.
 
If instead of a number the character F has been entered than, for very small differences between positive
and negative values of the displacement or rotation, the spring force or moment can jump between the
maximum and the minimum value:
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Whether a nodal springs has a tension or pressure force in it does depend on the direction of
displacement of the node and direction of action of the spring; see the two pictures below for some
further explanation.

 
Pay attention: the direction of action of a spring is always defined into the direction of the regarding
global axis.
 
At the numerical output of the calculation results it’s depicted which of the support forces is a nodal
spring support and with the aid of the addition ‘(P)’ if the spring does show plastic behaviour.
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With the aid of the speed button  from a number of nodes can automatically at a
speedy way generate the same value for the elastic spring stiffness.
 
Remark
In the program, as long as the entered plastic limits in terms of displacement or rotation are not
exceeded, the linear stiffness of the spring is added to the overall stiffness matrix of the entire
framework.
If one of the entered plastic limit values is reached, the stiffness of the spring in the corresponding
direction becomes equal to zero. A constant nodal force or moment is automatically applied in the
program with the size of the entered plastic limit value than.
Because the construction exhibits non-linear behavior in the presence of plastic nodal springs, all BASE
loads and load COMBINATIONS are now calculated separately.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
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2-dimensional

Input continuous spring supported beams; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this menu one or more beams of a framework can be supplied with continuous linear
elastic springs.
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL.
 

 
If further nothing has been entered the program takes the default approach that all the beams are not
continuous spring supported. For the chosen beams an elastic support can be selected.
Along each beam the spring stiffness is constant; the spring action is perpendicular to the local beam
axis.
The definition of the notion continuous spring support is as follows: q = c . d
in which:

q = distributed force in the continuous springs [kN/m]
d = displacement perpendicular to the beam axis [m]
c = continuous spring constant perpendicular to the beam axis [kN/m2]

 
In a framework structure a number of arbitrary beams may be entered as continuous spring supported
(also sloping beams).
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See further also the figure underneath:

WARNINGS !!!
The implementation of this linear elastic continuous supports implies that the springs can have both
tension or compression stresses in it. The program gives the values of these stresses at the numerical
post processing. In order to judge whether in a spring tension or compression stresses are present the
course of the displacements perpendicular to the beam axis (in accordance with the local system of
axes) should be studied. These displacements perpendicular to the beam axis are been output for those
beams that are continuous spring supported only.
 
See for further information about the definition of the local system of axes also: Local system
of axes
It is for the user of this program to judge if this option of continuous spring supported beams is the right
one for simulating a soil foundation; special if the springs have tension stresses in it.
 
LIMITATIONS !!!
With the use of this option for a certain beam the type of beam load is limited to normal distributed loads
(no other types are allowed on these beams; also no temperature load). The program checks this.
If other types of beam loads should be applied on continuous spring supported beams, so far these can
be transformed to normal distributed loads and nodal loads, these loads can be entered by making extra
nodes in the structure (via input nodal loads ). To this end, additional nodes and beams must be added if
necessary; example:

 
The use of hinges and spring connections to the nodes (in the beams) is supported fully.
For instance in the case of a horizontal beam who is entirely are partly continuous spring supported one
of the nodes has to secure the horizontal equilibrium still; also if vertical loads are applied only. If this is
not the case the total stiffness matrix of the structure is singular and can therefore not be solved.

In the numerical input window via the button  a number of beams can be supplied with
continuous springs automatically.
 
Pay attention !!!
Shear force deformations are always neglected for those beams with continuous springs. If at the
concerned beam the shape factor is not be entered equal to zero the program gives a warning.
 
This option of continuous spring support is available for prismatic beams only; not for non-prismatic
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beams. If you try nevertheless to do so the program gives an error message.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Achieve Professional Documentation Results with a Help
Authoring Tool

3-dimensional

Input continuous spring supported beams; 3 dimensional
 
With the aid of this menu one or more beams of a framework can be supplied with continuous linear
elastic springs working in the local Y- and/or Z- beam axis.
 
The use of this menu is OPTIONAL.
 

 
If further nothing has been input the program takes the default approach that all the beams are not
continuous spring supported. For the chosen beams an elastic support can be selected.
Along each beam the spring stiffness is constant at respectively the local Y- and Z- direction; the spring

draganddrop.htm
undoredo.htm
ExcelInterface.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
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action is perpendicular to the local beam axis.
The definition of the notion continuous spring support is as follows: q = c . d
in which:

q = distributed force in the continuous springs (at Y- and/or Z- direction) [kN/m]
d = displacement perpendicular to the beam axis (at Y- and/or Z- direction) [m]
c = continuous spring constant perpendicular to the beam axis (at Y- and/or Z- direction) [kN/m2]

 
In a framework structure a number of arbitrary beams may be input as continuous spring supported
(also sloping beams).
In the figure underneath, with the colour, red the springs acting in the local Y- direction are indicated:

In the figure underneath, with the colour, red the springs acting in the local Z- direction are indicated:

 
LIMITATIONS !!!
Beams with continuous spring support can be loaded with one type of beam load only: the “distributed
beam load” type; see also Distributed beam loads 3D.
The program does not support beam load types like “point force load”, “temperature load” and
“arbitrary beam” load for these continuous spring supported beams. For the start of the calculation the
program checks whether or not the right type of beam loads have been entered. When necessary an
error message is given.
If other types of beam loads should be applied on continuous spring supported beams, so far these can
be transformed to normal distributed loads and nodal loads, these loads can be entered by making extra
nodes in the structure (via input nodal loads ). To this end, additional nodes and beams must be added if
necessary; example:

staafbelastingen_3d.htm
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WARNINGS !!!
The implementation of this linear elastic continuous supports implies that the springs can have both
tension or compression stresses in it. The program gives the values of these stresses at the numerical
post processing. In order to judge whether in a spring tension or compression stresses are present the
course of the displacements perpendicular to the beam axis (in accordance with the local system of
axes) should be studied.
 
See for further information about the definition of the local system of axes also: Local system
of axes
 
It is for the user of this program to judge if this option of continuous spring supported beams is the right
one for simulating a soil foundation; special if the springs have tension stresses in it.
The use of hinges and spring connections to the nodes (in the beams) is supported fully.

AT the numerical input window via the button  a number of beams can be supplied
with continuous springs automatically.
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data, does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality and interface to Microsoft Excel.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free iPhone documentation generator

Influence lines (2D only)

Influence lines of the framework; 2 dimensional
 
The use of this option is OPTIONAL.
 
With the aid of this option at different beam slices; at arbitrary places on arbitrary beams, the influence
lines can be calculated.
 

lokaalassenstelsel3d.htm
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An alternative for this calculation of influence lines is a more brute force method with the option
of mobile loads.
 
The following distinction can be made for the determination of influence lines:

- force properties
- normal force
- moment
- shear force
- distortion properties
- displacements
- rotation angle

 
The program limits itself to the automated calculation of influence lines for the named 3 force properties;
this is so because this is much more complicated work to done than the calculation of the influence lines
for the distortion properties.
 
What is an influence line ?
An influence line gives the distribution of the normal force, shear force or moment in relation
to a defined place at a certain beam from a mobile system of forces.
This mobile system of forces exists out of one or more point forces that are moving
perpendicular over all the beams of the framework;
or in more abstract words:
An influence line gy is a graphical depiction of the influence of an unity load at place x on the
regarding property at place a.
 

mobiel2d.htm
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At the figure above influence lines are shown of the moment acting at the place of the red point (at the
topmost beam). The magnitude of the blue line at a certain point P gives, if on this point P the point load
perpendicular to the beam axis is placed, at this place (point P) the size of the moment in the red point.
The size of the moment at the red point can thus be read at the place where the point load is acting
(along all beams of the framework).

At the input via a checkbox can be chosen whether the moving point force (or more forces) goes along
the positive direction of the local beam axes (like the picture above) or against the direction of local
beam axes (like the picture underneath).
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The mobile system of forces is moving over the various beams in the chosen direction (along or against
the local beam axes).
For a system of forces existing out of one point force only and acting at the reference point (zero
coordinate) it does not matter in which direction the point force moves over the beam axes.
For a system of forces existing out of more than one point force (where the point forces are not acting at
a symmetrical way in relation to the reference point) this is different (and much more complicated); the
system of forces possesses a front and back side and a part of the system of forces can be partly
present at a connected beam.
 
At the input of the influence lines these are automatically sorted by the program at rising beam numbers
and inside a beam number at rising local coordinates.
 
How are system of forces with more than one force processed
With the aid of a number of figures underneath it will be attempted to explain how this framework
program goes about with system of forces; unfortunately this is not really simple, if not good understood
the wrong conclusions can be drawn.
It is recommended to use a system of forces existing out of more than one point force when
the under mentioned is very good understood only.
 
Underneath the explanation is given for the case of a system of forces moving along the
direction of the local beam axes.
For the case the system of forces moves against the direction of the local beam axes all of its
working is at a reversed way.
 
At the figure underneath a part of the system of forces lies outside the considerate beam (s). The local
beam axis of beam (s) is directed from node n to node m:
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The system of forces existing of F1 and F2 is partly situated at beam (s) only. In the program F2 is also
taking along in the calculation if F2 is situated at the connecting beam (s-1); provided that the local
beam axis of beam (s-1) directs to node n.

In the figure above beam (s-1) is direct from node n. Point force F2 will not be taking in account for the
calculation of the influence line of beam (s).

The system of forces existing of F1 and F2 is situated as a whole at beam (s). Both F1 and F2 are used
in this case for the calculation of the influence line of beam (s).

The system of forces existing of F1 and F2 is partly situated at beam (s) only. Because the local beam
axis of beam (s+1) in this case is directed from node m the effect of point force F1 via beam (s+1) for
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the calculation of the influence line of beam (s) is taken IN account.

The system of forces existing of F1 and F2 is partly situated at beam (s) only. Because the local beam
axis of beam (s+1) in this case is directed to node m the effect of point force F1 via beam (s+1) for the
calculation of the influence line of beam (s) is NOT taken in account.
 
In short: a system of forces moves in the direction of the positive local beam axis to and from
the concerning beam (for the case that the system of forces moves in the direction of the local beam
axes).
 
A complication appears if for instance at node n more than one beam is connected. As far the local
beam axes of the connecting beams at node n are directed to this node more than one influence lines for
beam (s) is calculated (see figure underneath). The approach is further equal to what is explained above.
The same holds for node m. The local beam axes of the connecting beams have to be directed from
node m in this case only.

For the calculation of the influence line of beam (s) the force F2 at beam (s-1) will be NOT taken in
account, because the local beam axis of beam (s-1) is directed from node n. Point force F’2 at beam
(s-2) WILL be taken in account, because the direction of the local beam axis of beam (s-2) is directed
to node n.
 
Warning: The framework is capable at beam (s) to determine which part of the system of forces is
situated possible outside the zone between the nodes n and m if the forces are placed at the directly
connecting beams (at node n and m respectively) only. If a part of the system of forces is placed outside
the directly connected beams these parts will not be calculated. At the numerical output a warning
message is given if this is the case.
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Continuous flat oriented beams
For the calculation of continuous flat oriented beams the above mentioned holds of course also; it is less
complicated only.
If all beams are connected at such a way at the various nodes that all local beam axes points in the same
direction all goes more or less of itself; see for instance the figure underneath:

Remark: If the place of an influence line coincide with a node for which one or more directions of
freedom have a prescribed value (for instance the supports from the figure above) the place of the
influence line is placed just next to the node at the concerning beam. The results are not completely
exact (somewhat shifted place); but a rather good approximation.
By turning at the input the orientation of the beams around by switching the nodes n and m (Beam
connections) the direction of moving of the system of forces is also changed.
A more handy method in this case is however to reverse the direction of moving of the whole system of
forces (against the local beam axes; with the checkbox at the input window).
 
Complementary remarks
If at a node the connected beams are not situated at the same line the effect is that the influence line has
a discontinuous shape near the node; see also the figure underneath with the shape of the influence line
for the shear force (the node at the left top side).
The point force F moves horizontal at beam (2) to node 3 and afterward vertical via beam (3) from
node 3. This changes from horizontal to vertical gives the discontinuity in the shape at node 3 (of course
the same holds true for other angles than 90 degrees between connected beams).

 
Definition of a system of forces
The place of the forces in a system of forces is defined in relation to a reference point (place of origin),
with a zero value for the place coordinate. All present point forces in the mobile system of forces are
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oriented in relation this reference point; see also the figure underneath:

In the figure above the point force F2 has a reference coordinate with the value of zero and coincide
with the reference point (F2 does not to have to coincidence with the reference point).
Point force F1 has a positive place coordinate (x1) in relation to the reference point and acts in the
negative direction in relation to the local Y- axes. Point force F3 has a negative place coordinate in
relation to the reference point and acts in the positive direction of the local Y- axes.
After the input the place coordinates are sorted by the program in a rising sequence (at the input the
entered sequence may therefore be arbitrary).
 
The output of the influence lines (numerical and graphical) takes place in relation to the
reference point of the system of forces. The given place (at the numerical output) at the
various beams of the framework coincide therefore with this reference point.
 
Positive versus negative walking direction of the system of forces
In the figure underneath is given how a (in this case symmetrical system of forces) moves over a
structure (in this case a simple continuous beam).

 
Pay attention: After the calculation of the influence lines the menu "Input/checking" has been greyed
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and is no longer accessible.
By re-loading the regarding frame the greying will be undone however.
This greying is deliberately be done  after the calculation of the influence lines, because through the
generation of additional double nodes and beams, the framework has become quite different from what
was entered firstly.
 
Miscellaneous
At the input and the calculation process phase of influence lines options are “greyed” and/or not visible
which are not applicable to this type of calculation.
 
At the background, hidden to the user, extra nodes and beams are manufactured in order to be able to
calculate the different influence lines (based on the Maxwell's reciprocal theorem; method Müller-
Breslau). For the calculation of influence lines internally the option of Tyed nodes is used. The output of
the calculation results (numerical and graphical) takes place in relation to the geometry as been input by
the user.
 
For the case the system of forces moves against the direction of the local beam axes all of its
working is at a reversed way as explained above.
 
Influence Lines for the distortion properties
The calculation for the determination of influence lines for the distortion properties is much simpler than
that for the force properties.
The straight approach to do so is as follows:
1. Influence line for the displacement at a certain point

- Do place an unity point load at the point of consideration perpendicular to the beam
- The calculated line of displacements is the influence line for the displacement at the point of

consideration
2. Influence line for the rotation angle at a certain point

- Do place an unity moment load at the point of consideration
- The calculated line of displacements is the influence line for the rotation angle at the point of

consideration
 
The above can be easily done by the user of the program with the aid of the various options part of the
program (outside the menu “Influence lines”)
 
See the example below:
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Unity point load at a certain place on beam (3)
 

The calculated displacement line is the influence line for a moving point load for the regarding
point on beam (3)
 
Influence lines for support forces
Do make for the concerned property the corresponding displacement property free by removing a
support and let perform the concerned property virtual work by applying of a virtual unity displacement
or unity rotation. The displacement field that is calculated now, is the requested line of influence.
 
See the example below:
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At support number 6 into in X-direction a unity displacement has been entered; into Y-direction
and for the rotation a zero value has been entered.
 

The calculated displacement line is the horizontal reaction force of node no. 6 for a point force
moving over the frame (perpendicular to all beams)
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
See further also: Influence lines Graphical and Theory
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

Tyings (2D only)

Tyed nodes; 2 dimensional
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The use of this menu is OPTIONAL.
 
Pay attention !!
This is an advanced option; use it when the backgrounds of this option are understand
sufficiently only. Otherwise the results can be very “surprising”.
 
Relating to this option dependent and independent nodes are defined, according to mentioned relations
beneath:

This relation delivers extra equations in the system matrix that have precedence over between
dependent and independent nodes already present connections in the system matrix.

At the input window is shown at the left bottom side how many tied nodes there are and should be
adjusted. Further the left side of the input window has to be clicked and the dependent and independent
nodes be entered. By clicking the regarding input line in the grid at the left side at the right side at the
input grid the accessory matrix T and the vector C becomes visible and can be changed if necessary.
 
With the aid of this option for instance eccentric beam connections and influence lines can be input.
For both things however separate options are available in the program; at the menu “Eccentric
connections” the eccentricities are included in the system matrix directly; at the menu “Influence lines”
internally this option of “Tyings” is used however (in a somewhat limited version).
By using this option the symmetry of the system matrix can disappear; therefore that if tied nodes are
present for the solving of the n- equations and n- unknowns a non symmetrical band matrix is supposed.
Further the node numbering is not optimised for this case.
 
No coupling may be made between a certain node and an other node which have prescribed
displacements; for instance supports. The program warns for this.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free iPhone documentation generator
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Eigenfrequencies/Concentrated mass

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Transform Your Documentation Workflow with HelpNDoc's
Intuitive UI

2-dimensional

Concentrated masses for the calculation of shapes of Eigenvibrations;
2 dimensional
 
At the nodes of the framework concentrated masses can be placed. The concentrated mass is
characterised by the mass [kg] and mass moment of inertia [kg.m2].
These concentrated masses are added to the mass matrix. See also: Theory Displacement method
 
This option is for instance useful for taking in account heavy machines etc.

in which: rs = distance of the material point ms to the centre of gravity of the concentrated mass.
 
Together with the self weight of the beams these concentrated masses are added to the mass matrix [m].
The contribution of the masses in the dynamic behaviour is via the inertia forces: 
with
   [m] = mass matrix
    = acceleration vector: translation accelerations  and rotation acceleration 
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data and does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
See further also:
Choice kind of calculation
 
Plot Eigenfrequencies
Animation Eigenfrequencies
Calculation of Eigenfrequencies
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create CHM Help documents

3-dimensional

Input of concentrated mass (for the calculation of shapes of

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
draganddrop.htm
undoredo.htm
eigenfrequentiesberekening.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Eigenfrequencies); 3 dimensional
 
At this window per node an added concentrated mass can be input for the calculation of shapes of
Eigenfrequencies.
 
Next to the mass [kg] the mass moments of inertia [kg.m2] around the X-, Y- and Y-axis can be
entered respectively.

 
Together with the self weight of the beams these concentrated masses are added to the mass matrix.
See further also: Theory Displacement method3D
 
See further also:
Plot Eigenfrequencies3D
Animation Eigenfrequencies3D
Theoretical backgrounds3D
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create iPhone web-based documentation

Dynamical analysis

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: How to Protect Your PDFs with Encryption and Passwords

2-dimensional

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Documentation a Breeze with a Help Authoring Tool

Concentrated masses

Input of concentrated masses for a transient dynamical calculation; 2
dimensional
 
At this window per node an added concentrated mass can be input for a transient dynamical
calculation.
Next to the mass [kg] the mass moment of inertia [kg.m2] can be entered.

undoredo.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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in which: rs = distance of the material point ms to the centre of gravity of the concentrated mass.
 
Together with the self weight of the beams these concentrated masses are added to the mass matrix [m].
 See also: Theory Displacement method
The contribution of the masses in the dynamic behaviour is via the inertia forces: 
with
   [m] = mass matrix
    = acceleration vector: translation accelerations  and rotation acceleration 
 
This input window does support: ”Drag and drop” capabilities for the input of data and does support
”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
See further also:
Choice kind of calculation
 
Control parameters Direct Dynamical Analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal Analysis
 
Plot force distribution both ends per beam dynamical
Plot support forces per node dynamical
Plot force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot force distribution COMBINATION beam dynamical
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

Time-load factor

Load factor for dynamical loads (2- dimensional)
 
By this input window allows the time dependent load factor for a dynamic calculation to be entered.
 

draganddrop.htm
undoredo.htm
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In general, if the time of load application (gradient) is greater than about three times the lowest natural
period of vibration of a structure, the loading can be specified as being static.
If the time of load application is less than about half the natural period of vibration, the structure is
considered to be loaded in impact or shock (i.e., the loading is dynamic).
Another type of dynamic loading is called inertial loading, which is the resisting force that must be
overcome in order to cause a structure to change its velocity
 
All for each BASE load case entered (static) nodal and beam loads are multiplied, for each time point in
a dynamic calculation, by a time dependent load factor.
 
2 methods are available for the input of the time-dependent load factor:
 

Method 1.  with the aid of n data points 
The n data points are connected by straight lines; see example above.
 

With the help of the button , the points on the time
scale can be made equidistant (not mandatory); see converted example below.
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Remark
At time t=0, the program assumes that the displacements  and velocities  are equal to zero:

The value of the acceleration  at t=0 then follows from: 
with
[m] = the mass matrix
p(0) = the load vector at t=0   à  p(0) = fstatic*time-load factor(0)
fstatic = the static load vector at the nodes (beam loads are converted by the program to equivalent
nodal loads).
fstatic*time-load factor(0) = the value for the “Time-factor for loads” for t-=0
If the time-load factor(0)= 0, then is equal to 0 also; if not, the construction at the nodes has an
initial acceleration  <> 0
 
 

Method  2.  by a sinusoidal course  

The total time is entered with the aid of   
By the button  m data points are generated automatically
That is 20 points per sine period. In the example below with 5 periods, that gives 5*20+1 = 101 data
points.
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Pay attention
If more than one base load case has been used, it can be set that the first base load case should only be
calculated statically (in the context of the self weight for example; but can, for BASE load case no. 1,
also be declared applicable for other types of load).
If the self weight, as part of BASE load case 1, is not calculated statically it has a dynamical character;
which is somewhat strange.
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If only 1 BASE load case is present, then the use of  is somewhat
strange in relation to the choice for a dynamic calculation (it does work however).
When closing the above screen, the following warning is then displayed:

 
For the first base load case all static loads must then be entered (nodal and/or beam loads) and for the
other base load cases the loads that have a dynamic character.
It is of course also possible to initially increase the load factor relatively slowly, so that the displacement
behaviour during that time is virtually static (approximately; depending on the magnitude of the
Eigenfrequencies of the relevant framework).
The results at the end of that period (in the 2 figures below as an example at 1.6 seconds) is then
approximately equal to the static load (t = 1.6 s; load factor = 1).
 

Initially slowly increasing load factor
 

Due to the initially slowly increasing load factor, the displacement behaviour is virtually static
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during that time.
 
Remark
The program gives a warning if the self weight load is calculated as dynamic load for the first BASE load
case.

 
 
Point of attention:
If the box  at beam properties (1st tab sheet) is checked, then for BASE load
case no. 1, the self-weight as beam loads is also included in the dynamic calculation. Unless of course
the box  is checked, otherwise, as with all other loads, the self
weight is then multiplied by the entered time-load factor.
The program does give a warning message before the calculation starts if the self weight is treated as a
dynamical load too (it’s allowed nevertheless).
 
 
The load factor gradient can easily be copied from one BASE load case to another (or ALL).

 
 
By  it is possible to load time-load factors which have been previously
saved for future use.
The relevant data file has the extension .TimeFactor  
The number of BASE load cases currently set via BASE load cases could not match the number
contained in the data file (with the extension .TimeFactor).
If the current number of BASE load cases n is larger than the number m in the data file, then logically
only for the first m BASE load cases the time load factors are adopted by loading the data file.
The n-m BASE load cases must then be entered separately.
If the current number of BASE load cases n is smaller than the number m in the data file, then logically
only for the first n BASE load cases the time load factors are adopted by loading the data file.
By  entered and/or loaded time-load factors, of the present job, can
optionally be saved for future use; for the actual number of BASE load cases.
 
Using both of the above two options is NOT compulsory. After all, the number of time-load factors is
always saved as part of the present job file (with the extension .Framework2D).
The files with the extension .TimeFactor are therefore standing apart.
 
General
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Although the program is capable of taking any arbitrary load-time course into account, in practice it is
often difficult to know the precise characteristics of the load course as a function of time.
Some examples of dynamic loads are:
• Earthquakes (see also the other available option of Earthquake load 3D).
• The effects of explosions.
• Operation of very heavy or unbalanced machinery, mining (such as pile driving, deep dynamic
compaction, etc.).
• Collision loads; for instance a car crash.
• Wind loads.
• Wave loads.
• Machine induced loads.
   When a machine rotates or moves, rotating part of the machine or the load applied to the machine by
those movements, it can induce the dynamic load (e.g. sinusoidal load pattern).
• Moving vehicle load, when a vehicle moves on e.g. road bridges.
• etcetera

 
Below are some simple examples for orientation purposes:
Based on a simple 'framework' consisting of a sloping beam and loaded with 3 nodal loads (the static
values shown):

AardbevingSpectrum.htm
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1.      Step function
To simulate a very suddenly occurring permanent load a step function can be used:

Example of the time course of the displacements at a node due to a step function (with 2%
damping)
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Maximum displacement approx. 0.16 m
 
If the load rises relatively slowly, an almost statically response is obtained:

Example of the time course of the displacements at a node due to a slowly increasing load (with
2% damping)
Comparison with the maximum (almost statically) value of approx. 0.08 m (after 2 seconds) with
respect to the dynamic analysis of approx. 0.16 m gives a dynamic magnification factor of
approx. 2
 
2.      Puls function
A pulse function can be used to simulate a very suddenly occurring temporary load:
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Example of the time course of the displacements at a node due to a pulse function (with 2%
damping)
Maximum displacement approx. 0.16 m
 
3. Sinusoidal gradient
3.1 Higher frequency
To simulate the dynamic load of a rotating machine, a sinusoidal varying load can be used:
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Example of the time course of the displacements at a node due to a sinusoidal load function
(with 2% damping)
Maximum displacement approx. 0.18 m
 
3.2 Middle frequency

Example of the time course of the displacements at a node due to a sinusoidal load function
(with 2% damping)
Maximum displacement approx. 0.09 m
 
3.3 Lower frequency
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Example of the time course of the displacements at a node due to a sinusoidal load function
(with 2% damping)
Maximum displacement approx. 0.06 m
 
See further also Type of calculation
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Help generator

Direct transient analysis

Control data for ‘Direct Dynamical Analysis’; 2 dimensional
This input window is applicable if 'Direct Dynamical analysis' is selected in Type of calculation

 
Before the 'Direct Dynamical analysis' is started, a number of control variables have to be entered.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Control variables calculation process
The calculation technique used is unconditionally stable (implicit formulation), but the accuracy of the
results is determined by the number of calculation time steps: 
As an aid, the number of calculation steps can be based on the Eigen mode or Frequency [Hz] of the
construction, which must still be accurately included:

 
The program uses 20 time steps per [Hz] per second of real time.
In the above example that is 20*169,232*2 ≈ 6769 number of time steps.
  
The  may be larger than the value entered at the load
duration.
The magnitude of the dynamic load is then equal to zero beyond the presence of the dynamic load.
However, the construction can still be vibrating (depending on the degree of damping, among other
things).
If, on the other hand, the  is entered as smaller than the load
duration values, the program issues a warning. If the calculation is performed anyway, the load duration
is truncated to the entered 
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For this Newmark method the additional parameter γ must be entered:  
The Newmark method is unconditionally stable for these γ and β parameters; provided γ ≥ 0.5
The adaptation of γ and β is a somewhat sophisticated approach; normally this does not need to be
adjusted from the default values.
 
No additional parameters are required for the Bathe method; the Bathe method is also unconditionally
stable as an implicit formulated method.
 
Number of times when output
To limit the size of the output, a selection can be made here from the total dataset of the calculation
process.

  of the 
 
--- At the graphics of the calculated nodal displacements as a function of time, the accelerations and
velocities can optionally also be shown 

--- The size of the numerical output can be limited to only the maximum values

; otherwise  it will be executed.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newmark-beta_method
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For the option of displaying the beams numerically the choice of whether or not to display all saved
times can be made again.
 
 
--- By clicking on  the equilibrium per node (and per BASE
load case and time), at the numerical output, can be displayed for the present non-prescribed degrees of
freedom:

The equilibrium for the forces in the global X-direction, the global Y-direction and moments acting on
the respective node is displayed.
The sum of the mass term , the damping term and the stiffness term 
should, by a good approximation, be equal to the force acting externally acting on the regarding node.
The same holds true for the force in the global Y-direction and for de moment load.
The total externally acting forces on the node are composed of the directly input nodal loads and/or the
nodal loads converted from the beam loads to the nodes.

numnsn.htm
staafbel.htm
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The above values show that the mass term (m.a) with respect to the stiffness term (k.u) makes a
relatively large contribution to the total equilibrium of the node.
This is an indication of its highly dynamic character.
 
In the event that an almost static final state is reached after some time, such as e.g. in the data below, the
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contributions of the mass term (m.a) and damping term (c.v) in relation to the stiffness term (k.u) are
very small.

 
See further also: Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10).
  
see also:
Type of calculation
Plot Eigenfrequencies
Animation Eigenfrequencies
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Help generator

Multi-modal transient analysis

Control data for ‘Multi Modal Response Analysis’; 2 dimensional
This input window is applicable if 'Multi modal analysis' is selected in Type of calculation

Before the 'Multi modal analysis' is started, a number of control variables have to be entered.
The entered settings and values are saved for future use.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Control variables calculation process
The calculation technique used is unconditionally stable (implicit formulation), but the accuracy of the
results is determined by the number of calculation time steps:

As an aid, the number of calculation steps can be based on the Eigen mode or Frequency [Hz] of the
construction, which must still be accurately included:

 
The program uses 20 time steps per [Hz] per second of real time.
In the above example that is 20*169,232*2 ≈ 6769 number of time steps.
  
The  may be larger than the value entered at the load
duration.
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The magnitude of the dynamic load is then equal to zero beyond the presence of the dynamic load.
However, the construction can still be vibrating (depending on the degree of damping, among other
things).
If, on the other hand, the  is entered as smaller than the load
duration values, the program issues a warning. If the calculation is performed anyway, the load duration
is truncated to the entered 
 
Newmark parameters
The calculation process is partly based on the Newmark beta method; see for further backgrounds see,
among others, Newmark-beta method - Wikipedia
The Newmark method is unconditionally stable for these γ and β parameters; provided γ ≥ 0.5
The adaptation of γ and β is a somewhat sophisticated approach; normally this does not need to be
adjusted from the default values.
 
Number of times when output
To limit the size of the output, a selection can be made here from the total dataset of the calculation
process.

  of the 
 
Number of quantities to display
The Multi Modal calculation method is based on a kind of summation of Eigen frequencies, but it’s in
principle not necessary to numerically output these   
If   is  checked the number Eigen-frequencies to be displayed can be

chosen with  .
All Eigen-frequencies are calculated nevertheless.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newmark-beta_method
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The number of available Eigen-frequencies is determined by the numbers of degrees of freedom (DOF)
of the regarding frame at hand.
With free nodes there are 3 degrees of freedom per node. For supports (prescribed displacements) this
is less and depends on the type of support.
 
At the graphics of the calculated nodal displacements as a function of time, the accelerations and
velocities can optionally also be shown  
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The size of the numerical output can be limited to only the maximum values

; otherwise  it will be executed.

 
For the option of displaying the beams numerically the choice of whether or not to display all saved
times can be made again.
De grootte van de numeriek uitvoer kan worden beperkt tot alleen de maximale waarden 

; anders wordt het  uitgevoerd.

numnsn.htm
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If  is checked, in the numerical output, per BASE load case
and per Eigenmode for the displacements the values for the modal contribution factors is displayed.
The modal contribution factors reflect the contribution of the vibrational modes (Eigenmodes) in the
calculated total displacements at the nodes.
If  is  checked the number of modal contribution factors to be

displayed can, primarily for educational purposes, be chosen with  .
All modal contribution factors are calculated nevertheless (for summation purposes).
In general, the lower Eigenmodes are of greater importance than the higher ones. The program takes all
the Eigenmodes into account however.
No values are displayed at the location of the nodes in the direction of prescribed displacements
(supports), because these are not free directions.
Furthermore, the cumulative value ('sum') is displayed for each displacement. This cumulative value
converges to 1 with increasing number of Eigenmodes.
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As a check, ALL calculated contribution factors per node are summed.
The sum of all contribution factors should be equal to 1.

This is only displayed if at  the number of factors is entered as less than the total
number of Eigenmodes of the regarding structure .
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See further also: Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10).
  
see also:
Type of calculation
Plot Eigenfrequencies
Animation Eigenfrequencies
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Wizards

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Save time and frustration with HelpNDoc's WinHelp HLP to
CHM conversion feature

2-dimensional

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly upgrade your WinHelp HLP help files to CHM with
HelpNDoc

Continuous supported beams

Wizard continuous beams(s) along more supports (2D-dimensional)
 
With the aid of this option, at a swift and easy way, a horizontal continuous beam(s) along different
supports can be generated.
It’s not a question of fundamental new options, but is intended as a quick aid for the input of continuous
beams along multiple supports.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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With the aid of the button  the number of Base loads can be entered; see further
Base load cases

With the aid of the button  the number of Load combinations can be entered; see
further Load Combinations

With the aid of  the number of spans can be entered.
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Generated continuous beam(s)
 
Part of the generation of the continuous beam(s) is the automatic generation of sliding pinned supports
too; with exception of the first support, which is a fixed pinned support (for the purpose of horizontal
equilibrium).
With the aid of the button  the beam properties of the generated beams can be
entered see further Beam properties
With the aid of the button  distributed beam loads, acting onto the generated
beams, per BASE load case can be entered; see further Distributed beam loads
The choice for the number of the BASE load can be made at the combo box 
 
After the use of this wizard outside the wizard the generated data can be changed and/or
completed of course.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Transform Your Word Document into a Professional eBook
with HelpNDoc

Continuous spring supported beams

Wizard continuous spring supported beams(s) (2D-dimensional)
 
With the aid of this option, at a swift and easy way, a horizontal spring supported continuous beam(s)
can be generated.
It’s not a question of fundamental new options, but is intended as quick aid for the input of continuous
spring bedded beams along multiple supports.
 

verdeeldebel.htm
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With the aid of the  button the number of Base loads can be entered; see further
Base load cases

With the aid of the button  the number of Load combinations can be entered; see
further Load Combinations

With the aid of  the number of spans can be entered.
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Generated continuous spring supported beam(s)
 
Part of the generation of the continuous beam(s) is the automatic generation of sliding pinned supports
too; with exception of the first support, which is a fixed pinned support (for the purpose of horizontal
equilibrium).
With the aid of the button  the beam properties of the generated beams can be
entered; see further Beam properties
With the aid of the button  nodal loads can be entered per BASE load case; see
further Nodal loads
With the aid of the button  distributed beam loads, acting onto the generated
beams, per BASE load case can be entered; see further Distributed beam loads
The choice for the number of the BASE load can be made at the combo box 
With the aid of the button spring supported nodes scan be entered; see further
Spring supported nodes
 
After the use of this wizard outside the wizard the generated data can be changed and/or
completed of course.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Your PDFs More Secure with Encryption and Password
Protection

Wizard 2-dimensional trusses

Wizard trusses 2D
 
With the aid of this option, at a swift and easy way, a 2-dimensional truss can be generated.
It’s not a question of fundamental new options, but is intended as quick aid for the input of trusses.
 

verdeeldebel.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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The choice can be made of the following shapes:
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With the aid of the button  the number of Base loads can be entered; see further
Base load cases

With the aid of the button  the number of Load combinations can be entered; see
further Load Combinations

With the aid of  the length of the span should be entered.

With the aid of   the height of the truss should be entered.

With the aid of  for the types 1 till 4 and 12 till 14 the number of fields at the
bottom (horizontal) line of the truss should be entered.
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With the exception of type 14 this has to be an even number.
For the types 1 till 3, with the aid of , the choice can be made whether or not sides for the
truss should be generated.

With the exception of the types 4, 7, 9, 11 and 14 with the aid of   the values
can be entered for the vertical offset for the point at the middle of the bottom line of the truss see
example below:

 

 
Part of the generation of a truss is the automatic generation of two supports too (left pinned support and
right a sliding pinned support).

With the aid of the button   the geometry of the truss will be
generated.
With the aid of the button  the beam properties of the generated beams can be
entered see further Beam properties
With the aid of the button  distributed beam loads, acting onto the generated
beams, per BASE load case can be entered; see further Distributed beam loads
 
After the use of this wizard outside the wizard the generated data can be changed and/or
completed of course.
 
Attention
For trusses it’s custom from the past to use the common assumption that the beams of the truss can
transfer only tension or compression; the bending stresses where neglected then.
The beams had all hinged connections to the nodes.
To perform manual calculations this schematization (approximation) makes the calculation less complex;
for a calculation with the aid of the computer, however, it does not matter when taken into account the
influence of bending stresses too.
It is even so that the calculation time increases slightly (substantially negligible) if hinges be positioned
anywhere in order to simulate the old-fashioned schematization with the aid of this computer program.
If for a truss only loads on the nodes are present, than the value of the bending moments in the beams
have a limited value; even if no hinges are modeled.
This is caused by the relatively great rigidity of the triangles that make up the framework; force
transmission therefore occurs primarily via normal forces.

verdeeldebel.htm
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While not prohibited it is recommended to define hinges only at the input of a truss if the actual practical
implementation of the framework these hinges are also to be applied.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

Beams and columns

Wizard beams and columns (2D-dimensional)
 
With the aid of this option, at a swift and easy way, a frame with horizontal beams and vertical columns
can be generated.
It’s not a question of fundamental new options, but is intended as a quick aid for the input of an assembly
of beams and columns.
 

 

With the aid of the button  the data of an earlier saved frame can be loaded
If this frame has been generated with the aid of this wizard the used control variables will be shown here.

With the aid of the button  the number of Base loads can be entered; see further
Base load cases

With the aid of the button  the number of Load combinations can be entered; see
further Load Combinations

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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The number of horizontal levels (Δv-y) can be entered at  

The number of vertical column field (Δk-x) can be entered at    
 

 
Generated frame
 

With the aid of the button  the frame can be generated.
 
Part of the generation of the frame is the automatic generation of supports too.
With the aid of these radio buttons the choice can be made between pinned or fixed supports:

 

 
With the aid of the button  the beam properties of the generated beams can be
entered.
If the frame has been generated with the aid of this wizard than the input of beam properties (see further
Beam properties), the collection of the HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL beams are shown for
informational purposes.
At that window, with the aid of the button , similar properties can be
copied form one certain beam to multiple other beams thereafter (according the collection of
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL beams for instance). 
 

With the aid of the button  the nodal forces can be entered (see further Nodal loads).
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With the aid of the button  distributed beam loads, acting onto the generated
beams, per BASE load case can be entered; see further Distributed beam loads
The choice for the number of the BASE load can be made at the combo box 
If the frame has been generated with the aid of this wizard, at the window for the input of distributed
beam loads (see further Distributed beam loads), the collection of the HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL
beams is depicted for informational purposes.
At that window, with the aid of the button , similar distributed beam loads
can be copied from one position to multiple other beams (according the collection of HORIZONTAL and
VERTICAL beams for instance).
 
Switching on and off of beams (limited generation)
At the bottom part of the input window it can be marked which beams should be generated.
By default all beams at the grid will be generated (grey marking).
 
Example:
At the figure below the frame with all generated beams is shown.

 
By clicking onto the cells the presence of certain beams can be switched off.

 
At the figure below the frame with switched off beams is depicted (beams have been renumbered).

verdeeldebel.htm
verdeeldebel.htm
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After the use of this wizard outside the wizard the generated data can be changed and/or
completed of course.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
online capabilities

3-dimensional

Wizard beam grillage (3D-dimensional)
 
With the aid of this option, at a swift and easy way, a grillage of beams can be generated.
It’s not a question of fundamental new options, but is intended as a quick aid for the input of a grillage.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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With the aid of the button  the number of Base loads can be entered; see
further Base load cases

With the aid of the button  the number of Load combinations can be
entered; see further Load Combinations

With the aid of  the number of spans can be entered for the
X- and Y direction respectively.
 

At the input box  a value for the angle with theY-axis can be entered, which
generates a skewed grillage.
Pay attention: the entered length of the beams into the Y-direction are conserved for a skewed
grillage.
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By checking the radio button   pinned supports in the global Z-
direction are generated, while in the other directions the degrees of freedom are free.

By checking the radio button   fixed supports in the global Z-direction
are generated, wherein the angular rotations around the global X- and Y-axis are also prevented.

By checking the radio button   and
the input for the value of the spring stiffness linear elastic spring supports are generated into the global Z-
direction, while in the other directions the degrees of freedom are free.
 
With the aid of the radio buttons shown below the choice can be made between four different types of
grillages:

    
Type 1: parallel beam connections into X- en Y-directions repectively; with right angle and skewed
angle respectively to the Y-axis.
 

          
Type 2; parallel beam connections into X-direction and diagonal connections into the other
direction; with right angle and skewed angle respectively to the Y-axis.
 

                
Type 3:parallel beam connections into Y- direction and diagonal connections into the other
direction; with right angle and skewed angle respectively to the Y-axis.
 

        
Type 4: diagonal connectons only between the nodes;  with right angle and skewed angle
respectively to the Y-axis.
 
With the aid of the check box  it’s chosen whether or not nodes inbetween
are generated.
If no intermediate nodes are generated, the crossing diagonal beams intersect without being
connected halfway.
If intermediate nodes are generated, nodes are added where the diagonals intersect; as a result of
which no crossing non-connected beams are present.
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With the aid of the button  the actual generation of the grillage takes
place.
 
Below for illustration purposes some examples of generated grillages are shown, with the same
equidistant input values for the lengths in the X and Y directions:
 

 

Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 1.              Skewed equidistant generated grillage: Type
1.
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 2.              Skewed equidistant generated grillage: Type
2.
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 3.              Skewed equidistant generated grillage: Type
3.
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (without nodes in-between).        Skewed equidistant
generated grillage: Type 4 (without nodes in-between).
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (with nodes in-between).        Skewed equidistant
generated grillage: Type 4 (with nodes in-between).
 
 
Below for illustration purposes some examples of generated grillages are shown, with the same non-
equidistant input values for the lengths in the X and Y directions:
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 1.                               Skewed non-equidistant
generated grillage: Type 1.
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 2.                               Skewed non-equidistant
generated grillage: Type 2.
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 3.                               Skewed non-equidistant
generated grillage: Type 3.
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (without nodes in-between).        Skewed non-
equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (without nodes in-between).
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (with nodes in-between).        Skewed non-
equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (with nodes in-between).
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Very ‘artistic’ grillages can be generated
 
Automatic addition of supports
All nodes around the outline of the grillage got a support acting into the Z-direction.
Further supports acting into X- and Y-direction are added, in order to have equilibrium in the X-Y
plane.
 
The use of the 4 buttons below (greyed for the beam grid generation) is optional. The relevant quantities
can also be entered afterwards outside of this wizard.
With the aid of the button  nodal loads can be entered per BASE load case; see
further Nodal loads
With the aid of the button  distributed beam loads, acting onto the generated
beams, per BASE load case can be entered numerically; see further Distributed beam loads
Note: It is of course also possible to enter types other than distributed beam loads outside of this
wizard.
With the aid of the button  the beam properties of the generated beams can be
entered; see further Beam properties
For a grillage with rectangular cells with the button  can be used to convert
surface loads to beam loads; see furtherr Generation surface load to beam loads
 
 
For a grillage with rectangular cells with the button 
 the beam properties of the grillage are derived from the properties of a slab; see further Slab-Grillage
analogy
 
After the use of this wizard outside the wizard the generated data can be changed and/or

staafbelastingen_3d.htm
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completed of course.
 
For other wizards see further wizard space frames 3D and wizard columns and beams 3D
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Converting Word Documents to eBooks: A Step-by-Step
Guide with HelpNDoc

Beams and columns

Wizard beams and columns (3D-dimensional)
 
With the aid of this option, at a swift and easy way, a frame with horizontal beams and vertical columns
can be generated.
It’s not a question of fundamental new options, but is intended as a quick aid for the input of an assembly
of beams and columns.
 
An in the X-Z-plane defined portal will be extruded a number of times into the Y-direction, at which
horizontal connection beams the nodes between the different will be connected too.
 

 

With the aid of the button  the data of an earlier saved frame can be loaded
If this frame has been generated with the aid of this wizard the used control variables will be shown here.

With the aid of the button  the number of Base loads can be entered; see further
Base load cases

With the aid of the button  the number of Load combinations can be entered; see

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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further Load Combinations

The number of horizontal levels in Z-direction (Δw-z) can be entered at  
(at the bottom of the frame (Z=0) no horizontal beams will be generated)
The number of vertical column fields in X-direction  (Δu-x) can be entered at

(the number of columns is one larger than the number of column fields) 
The number of portals fields to be extruded into Y-direction (Δv-y) can be entered at

 
(the number of portals is one larger than the number of portal fields) 
 

Example of generated frame
 
Part of the generation of the frame is the automatic generation of supports too.
With the aid of these radio buttons the choice can be made between pinned or fixed supports:
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At the information panel shown above the characteristics of the various beams in relation to the orientation
at the frame are depicted.
The different collection of beams are depicted in 4 colours:
 - HORIZONTAL beams at the portals (X-Z plane) in the colour blue
 - HORIZONTAL connection beams (Y-direction) in the colour green
 - VERTICAL beams (Z-direction) in the colour ligthgrey
 - HORIZONTAL beams per Z-level  (X-Y plane)

By clicking onto the button  the regarding collection of beams is graphically depicted only.

Example: 

 

Example: 
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With the aid of the button  the beam properties of the generated beams can be
entered.
If the frame has been generated with the aid of this wizard than the input of beam properties (see further
Beam properties), the collection specific beams are shown for informational purposes.
At that window, with the aid of the button , similar properties can be
copied form one certain beam to multiple other beams thereafter (according the collection of specific
beams for instance). 
 

With the aid of the button  the nodal forces can be entered (see further Nodal loads).
 

With the aid of the button  distributed beam loads, acting onto the generated
beams, per BASE load case can be entered.
If the frame has been generated with the aid of this wizard, at the window for the input of distributed
beam loads (see further Distributed beam loads), the collection of the specific beams is depicted for
informational purposes.
At that window, with the aid of the button , similar distributed beam loads
can be copied from one beam to multiple other beams (according the collection of specific beams for
instance).

With the aid of the button  the frame will be generated automatically
end pictured (see further Plot geometry 3D).
 
Switching on and off of beams (limited generation)
At the bottom part of the input window it can be marked which beams should be generated.
By default all beams at the grid will be generated (grey marking).

 

By checking the box and by mouse click onto the regarding data grid the generation of
certain beams can be switched off.

staafbelastingen_3d.htm
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If by continuation the box is unchecked again it can be entered which beams (horizontal
and vertical), into the direction perpendicular to the X-Z plane (Y-axis), should not be generated.

By default all beams will not be generated into the Y-direction if the regarding cell in the data grid is

switched off 
 
For the  a similar method applies as descripted above.
 
Example:

The vertical Z-axis is directed upwards.
For the process of switching on and off of beams some 3 dimensional geometric insight is needed and
will never be simple. Depicting 3 dimensions onto a 2 dimensional plane is always somewhat
cumbersome.

After generation with the aid of the button de frame as shown below
will be generated:
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After the use of this wizard outside the wizard the generated data can be changed and/or
completed of course.
 
For other wizards see: wizard space frames 3D and wizard grillage 3D

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Create Professional Documentation with
HelpNDoc's Clean UI

Wizard space frames

Wizard space frames 3D
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Contents
Type of space frame
Number of modules
Type of supports
Generation of the geometry of the frame
Geodesic dome
      Morphing
Generation of the nodal loads acting onto the TOP plane
Generation of beam properties
 
With the aid of this input window in a simple and rapid manner different types of three-dimensional
frames can be entered and generated.
It’s not a question of fundamental new options, but is intended as a quick aid for the input of space frames.

The basic form shape of a spatial framework is the triangle. This has the consequence that the force
transmission in the spatial framework occurs primarily by the normal force in the beams, as a result of
the rigid nature of a triangle; accordingly to the behaviour of a truss.
Therefore, the framework is NOT schematically hinged near the nodes.
 
Type of space frame
The wizard does support the generation of 11 different types of spatial frames:
Rectangular grids
 - Rectangle-on-Rectangle
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 - Rectangle-on-Rectangle offset

 - Rectangle-on-larger Rectangle offset

 
Diagonal grids
 - Diagonal-on-Diagonal

 - Diagonal-on-Diagonal offset

 - Diagonal-on-larger Diagonal offset
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Rectangular/Diagonal grids
 - Rectangle-on-Diagonal offset

 - Diagonal-on-Rectangler

 - Diagonal-on-larger Rectangle offset

Three-way grids
- Triangular-on-Triangular
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- Triangular-on-Triangular offset

 
For every type the following geometrical properties have to be entered:
 - Length (into Y- direction)
 - Width (into X- direction)
 - Height (into Z- direction); from bottom to BOTTOM plane of the frame
 - Depth (into Z- direction); from BOTTOM plane to TOP plane

 
Number of modules
Further the number of modules both in X- as Y- direction, for the BOTTOM plane, has to be entered.
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Depending on the type of frame, the number of modules should be an even or odd number; the program
does checks this.
 
Type of supports
For most types of frameworks the choice of 4 different types of supports is present:

With the option ‘CORNER’ against the BOTTOM plane 4 vertical columns at the corners of the frame

are generated:
With the option ‘PYRAMIDE’ against the BOTTOM plane 4 vertical columns with a fork are

generated at the corners of the frame:
With the option ‘TREE’ against the BOTTOM plane 4 forks at the corner of the frame are generated:

For the options ‘PYRAMIDE’ and ‘TREE’ the nodes of the fork against the BOTTOM plane are the
same.
With the option ‘EDGE’ against the BOTTOM plane, located at each node at the edge of the

BOTTOM plane, vertical columns will be generated: 
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Generation of the geometry of the frame
With the aid of the button  the geometry of the frame (nodes and
beams) can be generated.
If the check box  has been checked after the generation a window will be
shown with the various beams sorted for the beam lengths.
 
At the information panel shown below 4 collections (beams at the TOP plane, beams at the BOTTOM
plane, connection beams between TOP and BOTTOM plane and COLUMN beams) are shown with
beam numbers belonging to that collection.

With the aid of the buttons   these collections of beams can be shown apart in order to get a clearer
view.
Example:

Beams at the TOP plane
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Beams at the BOTTOM plane

Connection beams between BOTTOM and TOP plane
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COLUMN beams

Alle beams are shown
 
Geodesic dome
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The geodesic dome is based on one of the platonic bodies:  the Icosahedron

Convex regular Icosahedron
The triangles present at the icosahedron are then further divided into smaller triangles; called frequency:

   frequency = 2 (V2)           frequency = 3  (V3)          frequency = 4  (V4)         frequency = 5
(V5)           frequency = 6            (V6)                
 
The program can generate geodesic domes with frequencies of 2 to 6.
Only the top part of the icosahedron is used (all or most of Z  ≥  0; Z-axis pointing upwards).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geodesic_dome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platonic_solid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icosahedron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_icosahedron
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frequency = 2 (V2)   
(lower nodal coordinates Z = 0)         

frequency = 3  (V3); 4/9                                  frequency = 3  (V3); 5/9
(lower nodal coordinates Z > 0)                    (lower nodal coordinates Z < 0)

frequency = 4  (V4)
(lower nodal coordinates Z = 0)     

frequency = 5 (V5); 7/15                             frequency = 5 (V5); 8/15
(lower nodal coordinates Z > 0)                    (lower nodal coordinates Z < 0)
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 frequency = 6 (V6)
(lower nodal coordinates Z = 0)     
 
See also some backgrounds
 
The lower edge of the dome is situated for the even frequencies in the vertical direction exactly on the
zero value for the Z coordinate; completely flat base level in the Z direction.
The lower edge of the dome is situated for the odd frequencies in the vertical direction slightly below or
above the zero value for the Z-coordinate.
The bottom edge is, without adjustments, for the odd frequencies not completely flat in the Z direction.
With the aid of the checkbox  a flat base level can be enforced.
All nodes from its location on the faces of the icosahedron are 'pushed' out to the enclosed sphere.
 

With the aid of   scale factors fort the three principal axes can be
entered by which the ‘enclosed sphere’ will be distorted.
Two Examples:

 

Enlarged shape in the Z-direction

 

https://simplydifferently.org/Geodesic_Dome_Notes?page=3#The Icosahedron
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Decreased dimensions in Y-direction

Two types of supports can be automatically generated:   
Voor de oneven frequenties komt voor de optie “Helft knopen op rand” het aantal opleggingen niet
helemaal uit.
For the odd frequencies with the option "Half of the nodes on edge" the number of supports is not
completely out.
 

Top view of V6 geodetic dome
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Displacements of V6 geodesic dome (shown exaggerated)
 
With the aid of the check box for the dome it can be determined whether or not
the vertical load is calculated from the projection onto the X-Y plane or from the actual area of the
various triangles from which the dome is composed.

Projection of the various triangles onto the 2D X-Y plane
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Triangular 3D depiction
 
If the check box has been checked the beams are sorted for the size of
the length and the three angles of the projection onto the X-Y, X-Z and Y-Z plane are shown too.
 
Morphing
With the aid of the morphing option the spatial flat framework can be deformed in the Z-direction. If the
flat frame is generated the following input panel will open:

The heart of the point in the X-Y TOP plane of which the morphing takes place should be entered
('Centre of morphing’).
This point can also be identified graphically:
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By clicking on one node at the TOP plane (the node is then accented by a red colour) the X and Y
coordinates are automatically entered in the information panel.
The values for the ‘Centre of morphing’ are then back coloured red to give this attention:

By means of the colour yellow the nodes are accentuated which will be moved in the Z-direction as the
morphing is done by clicking on the button .
Which nodes will undergo displacements is determined by the size of the 'Radius r'. Nodes outside the
radius r do not experience any displacement in the Z direction.
The size of the displacement per morphing step must be entered in the box 'Vert. displacement'.
 
The program supports three different 'Defined functions’:

Bell shaped:

The bell shape is defined by the formula: , with x = -r till x = r
Barrel vault

The barrel vault is defined by the formula:  y=a.x2+b.x+c, with a = 1/r2 , b= -a.r–1/r, c = 1
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with x = -r till x = r
Linear

 
Standard the nodes in both the TOP and BOTTOM plane undergo the same displacement into the Z
direction.

However there may also be chosen to carry out the displacements into Z-direction at the TOP plane or
BOTTOM plane only.
 
The morphing can be done with a ‘Spherical’ or ‘Cylindrical’ geometry.

 
If for ‘Spherical’ is chosen then a rotation-symmetrical displacement into Z-direction takes place; see
example below:

If for "Cylindrical" is chosen then a displacement into Z-direction along an axis takes place; see example
below:
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The angle of the axis of the cylindrical displacements can be entered with the aid of ; see
example below:

It is possible for a number of (max. 25) morphing steps to be carried out one after the other; for any
morphing step other values for the different parameters can be entered.
In this manner, complex shapes can be generated, see example below:
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A morphing counter keeps track of which morphing step is current: 
Each morphing step can be undone with the aid of the button   (or with the key combination Ctrl-Z);
with the aid of button  the deleted step can be made available again (or with the key combination
Ctrl-y).
All this can be carried out repeatedly in succession.
 
Generation of the nodal loads acting onto the TOP plane
For the generation of nodal loads acting onto the TOP plane, directed into the Z-direction (vertical), the
load per  unit of area has to be entered and for which BASE load case this should be; see further also
Nodal loads 3D.

With the aid of the button  the nodal loads are generated actually.
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Note: for the case morphing is applied, the size of the nodal loads is determined on the basis of the
projected area at the X-Y TOP plane; i.e., the deformed geometry of the TOP plane has no influence on
the size of the calculated nodal loads.
 
Other input data:
With the aid of the button  the number of total BASE loads case can be adjusted.

With the aid of the combo box  the choice can be made for which BASE load, with the

aid of the button , the nodal loads have to be generated.
 
Generation of beam properties
With the aid of the button  the input window for the beam properties
is opened; see further Beam properties 3D
This input windows all the regarding beam properties should be entered.
 
 
After the use of this wizard outside the wizard the generated data can be changed and/or
completed of course.

For other wizards see: Wizard beams/columns 3D and Grillage 3D
Inspiration derived from SAFAS

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Simplify Your Help Documentation Process with a Help
Authoring Tool

http://www.setareh.arch.vt.edu/safas/001_homepage.html
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com/articles/what-is-a-help-authoring-tool/
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com/articles/what-is-a-help-authoring-tool/
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Grillage

Wizard beam grillage (3D-dimensional)
 
With the aid of this option, at a swift and easy way, a grillage of beams can be generated.
It’s not a question of fundamental new options, but is intended as a quick aid for the input of a grillage.
 

 
 

With the aid of the button  the number of Base loads can be entered; see
further Base load cases

With the aid of the button  the number of Load combinations can be
entered; see further Load Combinations

With the aid of  the number of spans can be entered for the
X- and Y direction respectively.
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At the input box  a value for the angle with theY-axis can be entered, which
generates a skewed grillage.
Pay attention: the entered length of the beams into the Y-direction are conserved for a skewed
grillage.
 

By checking the radio button   pinned supports in the global Z-
direction are generated, while in the other directions the degrees of freedom are free.

By checking the radio button   fixed supports in the global Z-direction
are generated, wherein the angular rotations around the global X- and Y-axis are also prevented.

By checking the radio button   and
the input for the value of the spring stiffness linear elastic spring supports are generated into the global Z-
direction, while in the other directions the degrees of freedom are free.
 
With the aid of the radio buttons shown below the choice can be made between four different types of
grillages:

    
Type 1: parallel beam connections into X- en Y-directions repectively; with right angle and skewed
angle respectively to the Y-axis.
 

          
Type 2; parallel beam connections into X-direction and diagonal connections into the other
direction; with right angle and skewed angle respectively to the Y-axis.
 

                
Type 3:parallel beam connections into Y- direction and diagonal connections into the other
direction; with right angle and skewed angle respectively to the Y-axis.
 

        
Type 4: diagonal connectons only between the nodes;  with right angle and skewed angle
respectively to the Y-axis.
 
With the aid of the check box  it’s chosen whether or not nodes inbetween
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are generated.
If no intermediate nodes are generated, the crossing diagonal beams intersect without being
connected halfway.
If intermediate nodes are generated, nodes are added where the diagonals intersect; as a result of
which no crossing non-connected beams are present.
 
With the aid of the button  the actual generation of the grillage takes
place.
 
Below for illustration purposes some examples of generated grillages are shown, with the same
equidistant input values for the lengths in the X and Y directions:
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 1.              Skewed equidistant generated grillage: Type
1.
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 2.              Skewed equidistant generated grillage: Type
2.
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 3.              Skewed equidistant generated grillage: Type
3.
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (without nodes in-between).        Skewed equidistant
generated grillage: Type 4 (without nodes in-between).
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Right equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (with nodes in-between).        Skewed equidistant
generated grillage: Type 4 (with nodes in-between).
 
 
Below for illustration purposes some examples of generated grillages are shown, with the same non-
equidistant input values for the lengths in the X and Y directions:
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 1.                               Skewed non-equidistant
generated grillage: Type 1.
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 2.                               Skewed non-equidistant
generated grillage: Type 2.
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 3.                               Skewed non-equidistant
generated grillage: Type 3.
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (without nodes in-between).        Skewed non-
equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (without nodes in-between).
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Right non-equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (with nodes in-between).        Skewed non-
equidistant generated grillage: Type 4 (with nodes in-between).
 

 
Very ‘artistic’ grillages can be generated
 
Automatic addition of supports
All nodes around the outline of the grillage got a support acting into the Z-direction.
Further supports acting into X- and Y-direction are added, in order to have equilibrium in the X-Y
plane.
 
The use of the 4 buttons below (greyed for the beam grid generation) is optional. The relevant quantities
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can also be entered afterwards outside of this wizard.
With the aid of the button  nodal loads can be entered per BASE load case; see
further Nodal loads
With the aid of the button  distributed beam loads, acting onto the generated
beams, per BASE load case can be entered numerically; see further Distributed beam loads
Note: It is of course also possible to enter types other than distributed beam loads outside of this
wizard.
With the aid of the button  the beam properties of the generated beams can be
entered; see further Beam properties
For a grillage with rectangular cells with the button  can be used to convert
surface loads to beam loads; see furtherr Generation surface load to beam loads
 
 
For a grillage with rectangular cells with the button 
 the beam properties of the grillage are derived from the properties of a slab; see further Slab-Grillage
analogy
 
After the use of this wizard outside the wizard the generated data can be changed and/or
completed of course.
 
For other wizards see further wizard space frames 3D and wizard columns and beams 3D
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Qt Help documentation generator

Educational displays (read only)

Educational display of force vectors, stiffness matrices and
displacement vectors (read only)

For the beam stiffness matrices for the 2-dimensional part of the program see Educative 2D and for 3D
see Educative 3D

See further also the total system stiffness matrix and total force vector and total beam displacement
vector.

 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Ensure High-Quality Documentation with HelpNDoc's Hyperlink
and Library Item Reports

Input status

Input status; 2 and 3 dimensional
By clicking at this menu a short synopsis is given of a number of things which already have been entered.
By this not every menu apart has to be opened in order to get an overall picture of which is already
present.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce online help for Qt applications

staafbelastingen_3d.htm
GenOppervlakBel3D.htm
PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com
EducatiefMatrix2D.htm
EducatiefMatrix3D.htm
EducatiefSysteemMatrix.htm
EducatiefKrachtVector.htm
EducatiefVerplaatsingsVector.htm
EducatiefVerplaatsingsVector.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Check plots/Graphical input

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: 5 Reasons Why a Help Authoring Tool is Better than Microsoft
Word for Documentation

plot Geometry

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Leave the tedious WinHelp HLP to CHM conversion process
behind with HelpNDoc

2-dimensional

Plotting of the geometry of the framework; 2 dimensional, at the same
time graphical input
 

 
Plotting
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the geometry of the framework.
Next to the beams and the nodes the kinematical border conditions (for instance supports) are plotted
and at the same time the kind of beam connections (hinges and spring connections).
The options can be switched on via a panel with the following speed buttons:

By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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With the aid of  (toolbox) different things can be setup. One choice is whether or not beam and
node numbers should be plotted. Another choice is whether the framework should be plotted screen
filled or not; screen filled means in general different scale factors in X- and Y-direction; not screen filled
means that the scale factors in X- and Y- direction are the same. A choice can be made if the printed
plot at paper should be in portrait or landscape format. The type and size of the font used can be
adjusted here also. This could be used to give a certain personal distinction to the plot.

The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  at the various graphical windows.
With the aid of the button  the image can be saved in the vector formats EMF or WMF
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to an other program that functions under Windows (for

instance a word processor). With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard
saved picture can be pasted to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).
 
Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:

1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click on the button  or  at the
top side of the graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.

 
3. Display filling the whole window or not
By way of the check box  can be used to determine whether or not the image should be
displayed filling the whole window.
If one chooses for the whole screen option the figure will be scaled at such a way that the drawing
surface is maximal utilized. In general this means that the scale in X- and Y- direction is different (this is
the default). The figure could this way shown somewhat distorted
For the choice of a non-whole screen the same scale both in X- and Y- direction is applied. The figure
now has the right proportions; the available drawing space is however not utilised to the maximum
(sometimes the figure becomes very small).

optiplot2.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Metafile#EMF
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This choice can also be made via the button  (various settings).
 
 

With the aid of the button  a selection of beams or supports can be made which are
visible only; this can improve the overview.
 
Graphical input
 
Pay attention: Graphical input is possible before the calculation has been take place only. After the
calculation process no graphical input (and also no numerical input) is possible; because otherwise two
different jobs in the memory of the computer could be present at the same time (output data and
changed input data)
Load the data file again from disk. Now changes in the input can be made. The output data are is no
longer present at this moment.
 
Change nodal coordinates

When the mouse cursor is moved to a node coordinate, the mouse cursor changes from  to

 and double clicking on the appropriate node displays the following numeric input window:

 
In this alternative way, the size of the node coordinates can be adjusted or the node removed.
However, the node can only be removed if no beams are connected to it.
 
Change beam properties

When the mouse cursor is moved to a beam, the mouse cursor changes from  to  and
by double clicking on the relevant beam the following numeric input window is displayed:

 
In this alternative way a selection of the possible beam properties can be adjusted or the beam can be

optiplot.htm
selectiestaven2d.htm
staafeig2dgrafisch.htm
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removed.
For a more extensive input of the member properties, see also beam properties 2D etc.
 
Further possibilities
The graphical way of input can further be switched on via the panel with the following speed buttons:

By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
 
Graphical input nodal coordinates
If the speed button  is pushed down new nodal coordinates can be put on the screen by a single

mouse click; the cursor changes to .
If the speed button above is pushed down the speed button for the adjustment of the lattice is enabled

If the lattice is active the new nodes will be placed at the lattice points. The nodes can be placed at an
arbitrary place by making the lattice no longer active or by double clicking at the node and changing in
the popup window the values of the nodal coordinates numerically.
Through opening of both the numerical input window and the graphical window the user can enter the
coordinates in a mixed way. Changes in the graphical window are mirrored in the numerical input
window and vice versa. See also: Coordinates nodal points
 
For the case that the speed button  NOT is pushed down a node can be simply moved around by
dragging it with the LEFT mouse button (keep the mouse button down).
If the mouse is moved the changing X- and Y-coordinates are visible at the upper side of the picture; the
mouse cursor is changed in a cross shape.
Double clicking at the node (moved or not) pops up a window in which the nodal coordinates can be
entered numerically (needs in this case not to coincide with the snap size; see further underneath).
The coordinates are jumping with a certain snap value which can be adjusted under the  button
(accessible by clicking at the button ).
 
Removing entered nodes with pressed button 
For this purpose 3 options have been implemented:

1. Double clicking with the mouse at an existing node opens a window at which the nodal
coordinates can be changed or the node can be removed totally (if the node is a free node only).

2. By keeping the Shift keyboard button pressed and by clicking with the left mouse button at certain
loose nodes (at which no beams are connected) an arbitrary numbers of these free nodes can be
selected (marked red) and then be removed at once by pressing the keyboard button Delete.

By clicking at the button  the removed nodes can be taken back into view one by one.
3. This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality too.

 
Graphical input beam orientation
If the speed button  is pushed down the position of the beams can be entered, while the cursor

changes in .
The following methods are available:
1. Drawing a beam from an existing node to an existing node (1 extra beam).

undoredo.htm
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  For this case from node 5 to node 10; the result is that an extra beam (10) has

been created: 
2. Drawing a beam from an existing node to a place on an existing beam; for this on this existing beam
an extra node will be created and also the existing beam will be subdivided into two (a total of 2 extra
beams and 1 extra node).
 

 For this case from node 11 to beam (10); the result is that extra beams (12) and

(13) and node 12 have been created: 
3. Drawing a beam from a place on an existing beam to an existing node; for this on this existing beam
an extra node will be created and also the existing beam will be subdivided into two (a total of 2 extra
beams and 1 extra node).

For this case from a place on beam (10) to existing node 11; the result is that

extra beams (12) and (13) and node 12 have been created: 
4. Drawing a beam from a place on an existing beam to a place on an other existing beam; for this on
the two existing beams an extra node will be created and the two beams will be subdivided into two
parts (total of 3 extra beams and 2 nodes).

For this from a place on beam (10) to a place on beam (6); the result is that extra
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beams (11), (12) and (13) and nodes 11 en 12 have been generated:       
 
The order in which the nodes are single clicked determines also the direction of the local beam axis
(from the first to the second clicked node).
 
Double clicking with the mouse at an existing beam pops up a window in which the beam properties can
be entered or changed.
 
If a drawn beams crosses an other existing beam than, if whished for, the program can add an extra
node; two extra beams are created than also; see further the 3D example below (for 2D this works the
same way):
 
 

Form node 23 to node 42 a beam is drawn:   

The newly created beam (98) crosses beam (29)
The following window is shown for a crossing beam:
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By clicking onto the button "Yes" a node 61 is placed in between: ,
next to beam (98) extra beams (99) and (100) are created by the program.
 
It's possible at clicking onto a beam the node to be generated at this beam to be snapped to a rounded
value along the beam axis; see further Snapping onto a beam.
 
In the graphical window there should be clicked with the mouse in the neighbourhood of a node in order
to select the start and end node of the beam. When the clicking on a node has succeeded the node will
be painted red. If the clicking with the left mouse button takes not place in the neighbourhood of a node
the following little warning window will appear shortly:

.
If clicked in the proximity however the cursor changes to 
The accuracy of clicking at a node will be determined by the snap size; see further: Setup Lattice
By opening at the same time the numerical input window and the graphical window the positions of the
beams can be entered at a numerical and graphical way alternately.
Changes in the graphical window are reflected in the numerical windows and vice versa. See also: Beam
connections
 
Hint: creating a new node on a particular beam only

While in beam input mode do click onto the beam were the new node is wished for:

At the cross-cursor a new node is placed (and the existing beam is divided into 2 beams).

Do click then at a place were no node or beam is inside the snapping distance (into thin air as it were):

Release the mouse button now.
A new beam could not be made then, but you are left with a new node on the beam you did start.
 
See for another method of subdivision of a beam, by adding an extra node, with the aid of the menu
entry Beam connections also: Subdivision of beam
 
Removing entered beams with pressed button  
For this purpose 3 options have been implemented:

SnapOpStaven.htm
raster.htm
OpdelenStaaf.htm
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1. Double clicking with the mouse at an existing beam opens a window at which the beam properties
can be changed or the beam can be removed totally

2. By keeping the Shift keyboard button pressed and by clicking with the left mouse button at certain
beams an arbitrary number of beams can be selected (marked red) and then be removed at once by
pressing the keyboard button Delete.

By clicking at the button  the removed beams can be taken back into view one by one.
3. This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality too.

 
Graphical input supports
If the speed button  is pushed down a panel with the following speed buttons are shown:

 
By clicking at one of the five buttons different types of supports can be given to a certain node by
clicking at the nodal coordinate.
By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
 
With the aid of the  speed button fixed supports can be graphical input; this means that all three
degrees of freedom are prevented (translation in X- and Y- direction and the rotation). By double
clicking with the mouse at an existing fixed support the fixed support can be removed.

With the aid of the  speed button pinned supports can be graphical input; this means that the
translations in X- and Y- direction are prevented, while the rotation is free. By double clicking with the
mouse at an existing pinned support the pinned support can be removed.
With the aid of the  speed button roll supports in the X- direction can be graphical input; this means
that the translation in Y- direction is prevented only, while the translation in X- direction and the rotation
is free. By double clicking with the mouse at an existing roll support the roll support can be removed.
With the aid of the  speed button roll supports in the Y- direction can be graphical input; this means
that the translation in X- direction is prevented only; while the translation in Y- direction and the rotation
is free. By double clicking with the mouse at an existing roll support the roll support can be removed.
With the aid of the  speed button roll supports at a certain angle can be entered. If a node is clicked
if this speed button has been pushed down an input window pops up in which the angle [degrees]
should be numerically input. By double clicking with the mouse at an existing roll support the roll support
can be removed.
 
As an alternative method to the above, a certain type of support can also be entered by placing at the
graphical window the cursor on the relevant node and clicking it with the right mouse button.
The popup menu shown below is then displayed:

undoredo.htm
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By clicking on an option in this menu, the relevant type of support is generated at the selected node.
 
By opening at the same time the numerical input window and the graphical window the supports of the
nodes can be input at a numerical and graphical way also
Changes in the graphical window are reflected in the numerical windows and vice versa. See also:
Prescribed displacements
 
Graphical input hinges in the beams

With the aid of the  speed button hinges in beams can be entered.
By clicking at a beam a hinge is placed near the node which has the shortest distance to the point
clicked. At a hinge in a beam no moment can be transferred (normal and shear forces can still be
transferred). By double clicking with the mouse at an existing hinge the hinge can be removed.
 
By opening at the same time the numerical input window and the graphical window the hinges in the
beams can be input at a numerical and graphical way alternately.
Changes in the graphical window are reflected in the numerical windows and vice versa. See also: Kind
of beam connections
 
For the case of a calculation with plastic hinges, see also Plastic hinges, the calculated plastic hinges will
be shown in this window in the colour red and supplied with the text PH (plastic hinges).
 
Graphical copying of beam properties (with drag and drop)
At the graphical screen various beam properties can be copied from one beam to the other:

Move the mouse cursor to the beam of which the beam properties have to be copied from: 
If the mouse cursor has been placed on the beam the mouse cursor changes into the shape of a cross

 
By keeping the left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse the mouse cursor changes into the

“drag and drop” mode shape: 
Move the “drag and drop” mouse cursor, by keeping the left mouse button pressed, to the beam to

which the beam properties should be copied: 
Release the left mouse button now. The beam properties will be copied then. For the confirmation of the
copy-past process a modest sound will be played. If the left mouse button is released next to a beam
nothing will be copied however.
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This graphical screen will also be used for the input of 2D-portals for the speedy generation
of a 3-dimensional job; see further 2D-portals
 
Localisation of data

With the aid of the  button the distance between two nodes can be shown; when this button has

been pressed the screen cursor changes into the following shape: 
If after the first node a second node has been clicked the distance between these two nodes will be

depicted: 
With the aid of the button a little window will open at which a beam number can be chosen; after
that the regarding beam will be marked with a red colour at the screen.
With the aid of the   button a little window will open at which a node number can be chosen; after
that the regarding node will be marked with a red colour at the screen.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
Sub-selection of visible beams
With the aid of the button  a sub-selection can be made of the available beams
which should be visible; the other beams are hidden than.
This option can be used to make the screen less crowded.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
Pay attention: the option ‘Sub-selection of visible beams’ and ‘Non active beams’ are not related to
each other. A non-visible beam is taken into account within the calculation process; a non-active beam
not.
 
Accentuating connecting beams at nodes
To get a clearer picture of which beams are connected to a certain node, if the check box

 is checked, the mouse can be moved to a specific node, after which the
connecting beams are highlighted; see the example below:
 

plgeometrie_3dportalen.htm
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Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
If the check box is checked among others it’s checked whether or not there
are beams present that (partly) coincide which each other or that crossing beams are not connected to
each other at the crossing-point.
These are basically no errors, but possible aspects that the user may not realize they are present, or that
is not meant to be so.
If the check box   is unchecked than no checks are performed any more by
the program, which causes the user to be at greater risk that something else has been entered than
he/she thinks
Conversely the messages are suppressed if this is experienced as unnecessary disturbance.
 
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
See further also: plot Beam loads and plot Nodal loads

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Keep Your PDFs Safe from Unauthorized Access with These
Security Measures

3-dimensional

Plotting of the GEOMETRY of the framework; 3 Dimensional, at the
same time graphical input
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the Geometry of the whole framework.
Further can here, as an alternative, at a graphical way data be entered.
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Plotting
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the geometry of the framework.
Next to the beams and the nodes the kinematical border conditions (for instance supports) are plotted
and at the same time the kind of beam connections (hinges and spring connections).
 
The global X, Y, Z axes are always displayed.
The global X-axis is shown in red; the Y axis in green and the Z axis in blue.

If  the button  is selected for also displaying the local beam axes, the same colour coding applies.
 
The position of the frame on the screen is saved, so if the screen is opened again the frame on the
screen is displayed the same way. Even after restarting the program.

The program uses a camera model: 
It is possible that the frame has gone out of focus because the direction of the eye-view vector is
pointing in a direction opposite to the location of the frame. The frame should be close to the view point.
Clicking the button  repeatedly if necessary to bring the framework back into view

cameramodel.htm
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again.
 
The options can be switched on via a panel with the following speed buttons:

By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
With the aid of (tool box) different things can be setup. One choice is whether or not beam and
node numbers should be plotted
The depiction of local beams axes; the direction of the beam X-axes can be switched on or off here.
The direction of the global vertical Z-axis can be reversed. The showing of beam hinges and nodal
supports can be switched on or off. A lattice can be shown for a better 3- dimensional orientation.
Further it can be checked whether or not the picture should be printed by portrait or landscape format.
The type and size of the font used can be adjusted here also. This could be used to give a certain
personal distinction to the plot.
The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to an other program that functions under Windows (for
instance a word processor).

With the aid of the button  the image can be saved in the vector formats EMF or WMF
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard saved picture can be pasted
to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).
 
Display filling the whole window or not
By way of the check box  can be used to determine whether or not the image should be
displayed filling the whole window.
If one chooses for the whole screen option the figure will be scaled at such a way that the drawing
surface is maximal utilized. In general this means that the scale in X-, Y- and Z-direction is different (this
is the default). The figure could this way shown somewhat distorted
For the choice of a non-whole screen the same scale both in X-, Y- and Z-direction is applied. The
figure now has the right proportions; the available drawing space is however not utilised to the maximum
(sometimes the figure becomes very small).
This choice can also be made via the button  (tool box).
 
 
Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:

1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

optiplot3d.htm
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The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click alternately on the button  or

 or  at the right side of the
graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.

 
3. Show two-dimensional views
By clicking onto one of the following buttons  2-dimensional views of the
3D frame can be shown.

 

With the aid of the button  a selection of beams or supports can be made which are
visible only; this can improve the overview.
 
Graphical input
By resting the mouse at a node the numerical values of the concerned nodal coordinates will be shown;
respectively at X-, Y- and Z- direction (GLOBAL).
Double clicking with the mouse at a node opens a screen in which the value for the concerned nodal
coordinates can be adjusted.
By checking the checkbox the regarding node will be removed; anyway there should no beams
connected to it. Only “free” nodes can be removed, because the situation of the connected beams
otherwise will be undetermined. A large part of the necessary geometrical input data can be input at a
graphical way. An exception hereupon are the nodal coordinates; these can be entered at a
numerically way only. This numerical input can be done of course with the aid of the menu Nodal
coordinates (2 and 3D)
Per node this can be done at the bottom of the graphical window with the aid of the following input
panel.

 
 
Change nodal coordinates

When the mouse cursor is moved to a node coordinate, the mouse cursor changes from  to

 and double clicking on the appropriate node displays the following numeric input window:

selectiestaven3d.htm
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In this alternative way, the size of the node coordinates can be adjusted or the node removed.
However, the node can only be removed if no beams are connected to it.
 
Change beam properties

When the mouse cursor is moved to a beam, the mouse cursor changes from  to  and
by double clicking on the relevant beam the following numeric input window is displayed:
 

 
In this alternative way a selection of the possible beam properties can be adjusted or the beam can be
removed.
For a more extensive input of the member properties, see also beam properties 3D etc.
 
Other graphical input capabilities are:
 
1. Input with the aid of lattices
If the button  has been clicked nodes can be input at a graphical way by clicking with the mouse at
a generated 2D lattice. If this button has been pushed down the following menu opens:

At this small menu the choice should be made first into which direction the lattice will be drafted.
For a further explanation see: Graphical input with the aid of 2D lattices

staafeigenschappenpl_3dgrafisch.htm
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2. Input with of beams between nodes already present
 If the speed button  is clicked down new beams between existing nodes and/or beams can be
drawn and generated. The various beam properties of a new beam are made equal automatically to the
latest beam before the generation of the new beam. These properties can of course be changed at any
moment; see Beam properties (2 and 3D).

Move the cursor  to a node  or a place on a beam

If the cursor is snapped on a node or beam  the cursor changes

into
 

The extra beams can be drawn between two existing nodes  In this case from
node 23 to node 33
The extra beams can be drawn between an existing node to a place on an existing beam

 In this case from node 23 to beam (29). To achieve this 1 new node is
created: 61. Also  2 extra beams: (98) and (99)
The extra beams can be drawn between a place on a existing beam to a place on an other existing beam

 In this case from beam (21) to beam (29). To achieve this 2 new nodes are
created: 61 en 62. Also 3 extra beams: (98),  (99) and (100)
 
If a drawn beams crosses an other existing beam than, if whished for, the program can add an extra
node; two extra beams are created than also; see further the 3D example below:
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Form node 23 to node 42 a beam is drawn:   

The newly created beam (98) crosses beam (29)
The following window is shown for a crossing beam:

By clicking onto the button "Yes" a node 61 is placed in between: ,
next to beam (98) extra beams (99) and (100) are created by the program.
 
It's possible at clicking onto a beam the node to be generated at this beam to be snapped to a rounded
value along the beam axis; see further Snapping onto a beam.
 
Hint: creating a new node on a particular beam only

While in beam input mode   do click onto the beam were the new node is wished
for:

At the cross-cursor a new node is placed (and the existing beam is divided into 2 beams).

Do click then at a place were no node or beam is inside the snapping distance (into thin air as it were):

SnapOpStaven.htm
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Release the mouse button now.
A new beam could not be made then, but you are left with a new node on the beam you did start.
 
See for another method of subdivision of a beam, by adding an extra node, with the aid of the menu
entry Beam connections also: Subdivision of beam
 
3. Input of nodal supports at nodes already present

If the speed button  is clicked down then the following panel will be opened: 

If the speed button  is clicked down by clicking at a certain node fixed supports can be graphical
input. At a fixed support all six degrees of freedom are equal to zero (the three translation and the three

rotation degrees of freedom). Graphical depicted as: 
By double clicking an already made support can be removed.
If the speed button  is clicked down by clicking at a certain node pinned supports can be graphical
input. At a pinned support the three translation degrees of freedom are equal to zero; the three rotation

degrees of freedom are however free. Graphical depicted as: 
By double clicking an already made support can be removed.
For separate limitations of one of the six degrees of freedom of a node the following graphical
depictions are available:

- displacement X-direction (Delta uX):  

 - displacement Y- direction (Delta uY): 

 - displacement Z- direction (Delta uZ): 

 - rotation around X-axis (Delta phiX): 

 - rotation around Y-axis (Delta phiY): 

 - rotation around Z-axis: (Delta phiZ) 
 
As an alternative method to the above, a certain type of support can also be entered by placing at the
graphical window the cursor on the relevant node and clicking it with the right mouse button.
The popup menu shown below is then displayed:

OpdelenStaaf.htm
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By clicking on an option in this menu, the relevant type of support is generated at the selected node.
 
By opening at the same time the numerical input window and the graphical window the supports of the
nodes can be input at a numerical and graphical way also
Changes in the graphical window are reflected in the numerical windows and vice versa. See also:
Prescribed displacements 3D 
 
4. Input of hinges
If the speed button  is clicked down by clicking at a certain beam a spherical hinge in the beam can
be generated; see further also: Kind of beam connections (2 and 3D).
At a spherical hinge no type of moment can be transferred to the node (shear forces and normal forces
are transferred).
At the screen a symbol will be placed next to the nearest node.
By double clicking an already made spherical hinge can be removed.
 
5. Input with the aid of 2-dimensional frames
If the speed button  is clicked a window will be opened with which by means of graphically entered
2 dimensional these can be rotated and translated into 3 dimensional space; see further: Input via 2D
frameworks
 
6. Input with the aid of 2-dimensional portals

If the speed button  is clicked a window will be opened with which by means of graphically
entered 2 dimensional portals a 3 dimensional structure can be generated at a speedy way. For a more
extensive discussion of this powerful option see further: Generation with the aid of 2D portals
 
Removing entered nodes
For this purpose 3 options have been implemented:
1. Double clicking with the mouse at an existing node opens a window at which the nodal coordinates
can be changed or the node can be removed totally (if the node is a free node only).
 
2. By keeping the Shift keyboard button pressed and by clicking with the left mouse button at certain
loose nodes (at which no beams are connected) an arbitrary numbers of these free nodes can be
selected (marked red) and then be removed at once by pressing the keyboard button Delete.

By clicking at the button  the removed nodes can be taken back into view one by one.
 
3. This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality too.

plgeometrievlakken.htm
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Removing entered beams with pressed button  
For this purpose 3 options have been implemented:
1. Double clicking with the mouse at an existing beam opens a window at which the beam properties
can be changed or the beam can be removed totally
 2. By keeping the Shift keyboard button pressed and by clicking with the left mouse button at certain
beams an arbitrary number of beams can be selected (marked red) and then be removed at once by

pressing the keyboard button Delete. By clicking at the button  the removed beams can be taken
back into view one by one.
 
3. This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality too.
 
Graphical copying of beam properties (with drag and drop)
Aat the graphical screen various beam properties can be copied from one beam to the other:

Move the mouse cursor to the beam of which the beam properties have to be copied from: 
If the mouse cursor has been placed on the beam the mouse cursor changes into the shape of a cross

 
By keeping the left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse the mouse cursor changes into the

“drag and drop” mode shape: 
Move the “drag and drop” mouse cursor, by keeping the left mouse button pressed, to the beam to

which the beam properties should be copied: 
Release the left mouse button now. The beam properties will be copied then. For the confirmation of the
copy-past process a modest sound will be played. If the left mouse button is released next to a beam
nothing will be copied however.
 
Localisation data

With the aid of the button  the distance between two nodes can be shown; when this button has

been pressed the screen cursor changes into the following shape: 
If after the first node a second node has been clicked the distance between these two nodes will be

depicted: 
With the aid of the combo box  a beam number can be chosen; after that the
regarding beam will be marked with a red colour at the screen.

With the aid of the combo box  a node number can be chosen; after that the
regarding node will be marked with a red colour at the screen.
 
By clicking onto the button  the frame can be rotated automatically around
the Z-axis.

undoredo.htm
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By clicking again onto this button the animation can be stopped.
The speed of the animation can be varied with the aid of the slider bar 
The speed of the animation can be limited by the size of the frame in combination with the calculation
power of the computer.
 
Rescaling of the frame

With the aid of the slider  zooming in and out of the frame at the screen can take
place.
The step size of the track bar ‘larger/smaller’ can be set up with the aid of the button set up step size

With the aid of the button  it can be determined whether or not all beams or a subset should be
visible.

With the aid of the button the frame can be moved horizontally and vertically on the screen.
The same functionality is available my moving the mouse around, while keeping the left mouse button

pressed, provided that at the window  the following option has been checked once

 
By pressing down together the key ‘ctrl’ on the keyboard and the right mouse button it can be
switched between two options for the depiction of the figure (mouse cursor placed on the picture):
   -  Panning the figure with the aid of the pressed left mouse button.
   -  Zooming into the figure by drawing a rectangular shape with the aid of the pressed left mouse
button.
Inzomen figuur door het trekken van een rechthoek m.b.v. ingedrukte linker muisknop.

 
More than one screen opened together
It can be handy to have opened the following screens together at the same time: Nodal coordinates
and/or Orientation beams together with this screen
 
If at the regarding numerical input screen a value is changed or added then the result hereof is visible in
the graphical screen straight a way; if the numerical and graphical screens are opened together then the
data of these screen are coupled automatically.
 
For a description of the points of view in the model see: camera model and 3 Dimensional reproduction
 
Sub-selection of visible beams

StapGrootteZoomen3D.htm
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With the aid of the button  a sub-selection can be made of the available beams
which should be visible; the other beams are hidden than.
This option can be used to make the screen less crowded.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
Pay attention: the option ‘Sub-selection of visible beams’ and ‘Non active beams’ are not related to
each other. A non-visible beam is taken into account within the calculation process; a non-active beam
not.
 
Accentuating connecting beams at nodes
To get a clearer picture of which beams are connected to a certain node, if the check box

 is checked, the mouse can be moved to a specific node, after which the
connecting beams are highlighted; see the example below:

 
 
Alternative depiction of the 3D geometry with the aid of OpenGL OpenGL -
Wikipedia and GLScene - Wikipedia

Clicking the button  displays an alternative view of the 3D geometry.
Not all options, compared to the standard way of displaying, are supported with the help of OpenGL
however; such as no data entry using this graphical window.
 

selectiestaven2d.htm
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Using the mouse scroll wheel the picture can be easily zoomed:
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By holding down the left mouse button the frame can be easily rotated:

 
By clicking on the different elements of the framework with the left mouse button, additional information
about the relevant element is displayed:
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Clicked beam
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Clicked support
 

Clicked node7
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
If the check box is checked among others it’s checked whether or not there
are beams present that (partly) coincide which each other or that crossing beams are not connected to
each other at the crossing-point.
These are basically no errors, but possible aspects that the user may not realize they are present, or that
is not meant to be so.
If the check box   is unchecked than no checks are performed any more by
the program, which causes the user to be at greater risk that something else has been entered than
he/she thinks
Conversely the messages are suppressed if this is experienced as unnecessary disturbance
 
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
 
See further also: Plotting force distribution total framework, Plotting COMBINATION beam or Plotting
per beam
 
See for a numerical output: numerical output
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create CHM Help documents

plot Beam loads

Plotting of the BEAM loads and at the same time graphical input; 2
dimensional
 
Plotting of the input of the beam loads
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the beam loads per BASE load case at the
framework.
 

 
The various options for the steering of the plotting happen with the aid of the speed buttons at the

following panel: .
By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
 
By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the lower side of the window the desired BASE load can be
simply chosen.
With the aid of  (tool box) different things can be setup. One choice is whether or not beam and
node numbers should be plotted. An other choice is whether the framework should be plotted screen
filled or not; screen filled means in general different scale factors in X- and Y-direction; not screen filled
means that the scale factors in X- and Y- direction are the same. A choice can be made if the printed
plot at paper should be in portrait or landscape format. The type and size of the font used can be
adjusted here also. This could be used to give a certain personal distinction to the plot.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
optiplot.htm
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If at the graphical plotting of the beam loads the framework is pictured as screen filled (the scale of the
global X-axis and Y-axis is then different mostly) and for instance if the angle of a beam load is 90
degrees in relation to the local beam axis the load often seems to be perpendicular to the beam. By not
picturing the framework screen filled (the global X-axis and Y-axis have the same scale) the proportions
are right.
If the picture is screen filled then the structure and also the beam loads, of which the angles are
described according to the local beam axes, are shown somewhat distorted.
 
The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for

instance a word processor). With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard
saved picture can be pasted to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).
 
Display filling the whole window or not
By way of the check box  can be used to determine whether or not the image should be
displayed filling the whole window.
If one chooses for the whole screen option the figure will be scaled at such a way that the drawing
surface is maximal utilized. In general this means that the scale in X- and Y- direction is different (this is
the default). The figure could this way shown somewhat distorted
For the choice of a non-whole screen the same scale both in X- and Y- direction is applied. The figure
now has the right proportions; the available drawing space is however not utilised to the maximum
(sometimes the figure becomes very small).
This choice can also be made via the button  (tool box).
 
Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:

1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click on the button  or  at the
top side of the graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.
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The depicted size of the beam loads can be adjusted by the user with the aid of

The values of the various adjustment factors for the different base loads and load combinations will be
stored in the saved data file.

Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
At checking load COMBINATION the combined beam loads are shown only. This contrasts with the
BASE load option at which beam loads in graphical form can be entered also.
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load
Combinations" (Load Combinations).
.
Graphical input of the beam loads
By pushing down the speed button  appears an extra panel with the following speed buttons:

If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a distributed
beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time;, see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it another beam load can be added.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a BLOCK
beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it an other beam load can be added.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a
TRIANGULAR beam load at the concerned beam.
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At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it an other beam load can be added.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input an
ARBITRARY beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
Per beam one arbitrary load can be input.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 

If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a POINT
beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it an other beam load can be added.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a
MOMENT beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
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More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it an other beam load can be added.
Further an already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a
TEMPERATURE beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
One temperature load per beam can be input only.
Further an already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
For the case of a calculation with plastic hinges, see also Plastic hinges, the plastic beam loads applied
by the program near the plastic hinges will be shown in the colour red. At the given value for the plastic
moment the character P is added, in order to depict that it concerns a plastic beam moment.
 
Graphical copying of beam loads (with drag and drop)
From the presenting beam the beam load will be copied to the receiving beam that belongs to the
pressed load speed button only.
If there are loads, of the same type, already be present on the receiving beam than the copied loads will
be added to the current loads (this is different from the way it works with the copying of nodal forces).
One of the following buttons has to be pressed down in order to be able to copy the regarding beam
load type: 
At the graphical screen various beam loads can be copied from one beam to the other:

Move the mouse cursor to the beam of which the beam loads have to be copied from: 
If the mouse cursor has been placed on the beam the mouse cursor changes into the shape of a cross

 
By keeping the left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse the mouse cursor changes into the

“drag and drop” mode shape: 
Move the “drag and drop” mouse cursor, by keeping the left mouse button pressed, to the beam to

which the beam loads should be copied: 
Release the left mouse button now. The beam loads will be copied then. For the confirmation of the
copy-past process a modest sound will be played. If the left mouse button is released next to a beam
nothing will be copied however.
 
Pay attention!!
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Linear distributed beam loads  and temperature beam loads  can be copied to beams of
different length also.

For block shaped beam loads , triangular shaped beam loads , point shaped beam loads ,
moment shaped beam loads  and arbitrary shaped beam loads  it is possible to copy if the
presenting en the receiving beam have the same length only
The reason for this is that for this type of beam loads also place coordinates along the beam axis have to
be entered.
 
Sub-selection of visible beams
With the aid of the button  a sub-selection can be made of the available beams or
supports which should be visible; the other beams or supports are hidden than (including the possible
beam loads).
This option can be used to make the screen less crowded.
With the aid of the button  the image can be saved in the vector formats EMF or WMF
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
Pay attention: the option ‘Sub-selection of visible beams’ and ‘Non active beams’ are not related to
each other. A non-visible beam is taken into account within the calculation process; a non-active beam
not.
 
Depiction of non-active beam loads and/or non-active beam
 
If the beam loads, acting onto a certain beam, have been deactivated these are shown dotted:

; see for this option of deactivating further Beam loads
The same holds true if the beam, where the beam loads are acting onto, is made NON-active at beam
connections.
 

With the aid of the buttons  a swift switch can be made
between the depiction of this plot of the beam loads to plot Nodal loads
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
See further also: plot Geometry and plot Nodal beam loads
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the Power and Ease of Use of HelpNDoc for CHM
Help File Generation

2-dimensional

Plotting of the BEAM loads and at the same time graphical input; 2
dimensional
 
Plotting of the input of the beam loads
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the beam loads per BASE load case at the
framework.
 

 
The various options for the steering of the plotting happen with the aid of the speed buttons at the

following panel: .
By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
 
By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the lower side of the window the desired BASE load can be
simply chosen.
With the aid of  (tool box) different things can be setup. One choice is whether or not beam and
node numbers should be plotted. An other choice is whether the framework should be plotted screen
filled or not; screen filled means in general different scale factors in X- and Y-direction; not screen filled
means that the scale factors in X- and Y- direction are the same. A choice can be made if the printed
plot at paper should be in portrait or landscape format. The type and size of the font used can be
adjusted here also. This could be used to give a certain personal distinction to the plot.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
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If at the graphical plotting of the beam loads the framework is pictured as screen filled (the scale of the
global X-axis and Y-axis is then different mostly) and for instance if the angle of a beam load is 90
degrees in relation to the local beam axis the load often seems to be perpendicular to the beam. By not
picturing the framework screen filled (the global X-axis and Y-axis have the same scale) the proportions
are right.
If the picture is screen filled then the structure and also the beam loads, of which the angles are
described according to the local beam axes, are shown somewhat distorted.
 
The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for

instance a word processor). With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard
saved picture can be pasted to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).
 
Display filling the whole window or not
By way of the check box  can be used to determine whether or not the image should be
displayed filling the whole window.
If one chooses for the whole screen option the figure will be scaled at such a way that the drawing
surface is maximal utilized. In general this means that the scale in X- and Y- direction is different (this is
the default). The figure could this way shown somewhat distorted
For the choice of a non-whole screen the same scale both in X- and Y- direction is applied. The figure
now has the right proportions; the available drawing space is however not utilised to the maximum
(sometimes the figure becomes very small).
This choice can also be made via the button  (tool box).
 
Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:

1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click on the button  or  at the
top side of the graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.
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The depicted size of the beam loads can be adjusted by the user with the aid of

The values of the various adjustment factors for the different base loads and load combinations will be
stored in the saved data file.

Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
At checking load COMBINATION the combined beam loads are shown only. This contrasts with the
BASE load option at which beam loads in graphical form can be entered also.
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load
Combinations" (Load Combinations).
.
Graphical input of the beam loads
By pushing down the speed button  appears an extra panel with the following speed buttons:

If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a distributed
beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time;, see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it another beam load can be added.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a BLOCK
beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it an other beam load can be added.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a
TRIANGULAR beam load at the concerned beam.
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At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it an other beam load can be added.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input an
ARBITRARY beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
Per beam one arbitrary load can be input.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 

If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a POINT
beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it an other beam load can be added.
An already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a
MOMENT beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
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More than one distributed loads can be input per beam. The choice should be made by clicking a tab.
The tabs show the text “Pos nr. ..”. The number depicts the position of the concerning beam load in the
numeric input string grid.
Further one tab is supplied with the text “Add”. With it an other beam load can be added.
Further an already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down it is possible by single clicking at a beam to input a
TEMPERATURE beam load at the concerned beam.
At the moment of the single mouse click an input window pops up where the numerical values are
asked.
Also an already existing load can be removed.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Beam loads.
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window
and vice versa.
One temperature load per beam can be input only.
Further an already existing beam load can easily be removed.
 
For the case of a calculation with plastic hinges, see also Plastic hinges, the plastic beam loads applied
by the program near the plastic hinges will be shown in the colour red. At the given value for the plastic
moment the character P is added, in order to depict that it concerns a plastic beam moment.
 
Graphical copying of beam loads (with drag and drop)
From the presenting beam the beam load will be copied to the receiving beam that belongs to the
pressed load speed button only.
If there are loads, of the same type, already be present on the receiving beam than the copied loads will
be added to the current loads (this is different from the way it works with the copying of nodal forces).
One of the following buttons has to be pressed down in order to be able to copy the regarding beam
load type: 
At the graphical screen various beam loads can be copied from one beam to the other:

Move the mouse cursor to the beam of which the beam loads have to be copied from: 
If the mouse cursor has been placed on the beam the mouse cursor changes into the shape of a cross

 
By keeping the left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse the mouse cursor changes into the

“drag and drop” mode shape: 
Move the “drag and drop” mouse cursor, by keeping the left mouse button pressed, to the beam to

which the beam loads should be copied: 
Release the left mouse button now. The beam loads will be copied then. For the confirmation of the
copy-past process a modest sound will be played. If the left mouse button is released next to a beam
nothing will be copied however.
 
Pay attention!!
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Linear distributed beam loads  and temperature beam loads  can be copied to beams of
different length also.

For block shaped beam loads , triangular shaped beam loads , point shaped beam loads ,
moment shaped beam loads  and arbitrary shaped beam loads  it is possible to copy if the
presenting en the receiving beam have the same length only
The reason for this is that for this type of beam loads also place coordinates along the beam axis have to
be entered.
 
Sub-selection of visible beams
With the aid of the button  a sub-selection can be made of the available beams or
supports which should be visible; the other beams or supports are hidden than (including the possible
beam loads).
This option can be used to make the screen less crowded.
With the aid of the button  the image can be saved in the vector formats EMF or WMF
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
Pay attention: the option ‘Sub-selection of visible beams’ and ‘Non active beams’ are not related to
each other. A non-visible beam is taken into account within the calculation process; a non-active beam
not.
 
Depiction of non-active beam loads and/or non-active beam
 
If the beam loads, acting onto a certain beam, have been deactivated these are shown dotted:

; see for this option of deactivating further Beam loads
The same holds true if the beam, where the beam loads are acting onto, is made NON-active at beam
connections.
 

With the aid of the buttons  a swift switch can be made
between the depiction of this plot of the beam loads to plot Nodal loads
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present for the opening of the window is preserved.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
See further also: plot Geometry and plot Nodal beam loads
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

3-dimensional

Plotting of the BEAM loads on the framework; 3 Dimensional
 
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the beam loads of the whole framework per BASE
load case.
 

 
By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the underside of the screen a simple choice can be made
between the concerning BASE load case.
The direction of the shown beam loads in relation to the LOCAL beam axes can be chosen with the aid
of the radio buttons above right at the screen. Showing all the directions together will give swiftly a
situation difficult to survey.

By clicking on the speed button  a window will be opened in which can be indicated what will
depicted or not.
 
By resting the mouse at a node the numerical values of the concerned beam load will be shown.
Double clicking with the mouse at the arrow of the beam load opens a screen in which the value for the
concerned beam load can be adjusted.
 

Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
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COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
At checking load COMBINATION the combined beam loads are shown only. This contrasts with the
BASE load option at which beam loads in graphical form can be entered also.
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load
Combinations" (Load Combinations).
 
The depicted size of the beam loads can be adjusted by the user with the aid of

The values of the various adjustment factors for the different base loads and load combinations will be
stored in the saved data file.
 
Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:

1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click alternately on the button  or

 or  at the right side of the
graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.

 
Input beam loads in the graphical window.
Next to the numerical way of input by Beam loads 3D the beam loads can be entered directly in the

graphical window too; by clicking on the speed button 

The following four speed buttons will be shown then:     
By clicking on one of these speed buttons a choice has been made for the regarding kind of beam load.
The screen cursor gets another shape in order to depict which kind of beam load can be entered now.
By clicking with the adapted cursor on a beam a window will be opened, in which the values for the
beam load can be entered.
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Pay attention: the direction of the beam loads is determined by the choices been made into the radio
button field shown below (right upper side of the graphical window):

Only those beam loads will be shown who are oriented into the direction of the choice be made in the
radio button field above.
 
Graphical copying of beam loads (with drag and drop)
From the presenting beam the beam load will be copied to the receiving beam that belongs to the
pressed load speed button only.
If there are loads, of the same type, already be present on the receiving beam than the copied loads will
be added to the current loads (this is different from the way it works with the copying of nodal forces).
One of the following buttons has to be pressed down in order to be able to copy the regarding beam

load type: 
 
Aat the graphical screen various beam loads can be copied from one beam to the other:

Move the mouse cursor to the beam of which the beam loads have to be copied from: 
If the mouse cursor has been placed on the beam the mouse cursor changes into the shape of a cross

 
By keeping the left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse the mouse cursor changes into the

“drag and drop” mode shape: 
Move the “drag and drop” mouse cursor, by keeping the left mouse button pressed, to the beam to

which the beam loads should be copied: 
Release the left mouse button now. The beam loads will be copied then. For the confirmation of the
copy-past process a modest sound will be played. If the left mouse button is released next to a beam
nothing will be copied however.
 
Pay attention!!

Linear distributed beam loads  and temperature beam loads  can be copied to beams of
different length also.
For point shaped beam loads  and arbitrary shaped beam loads  it is possible to copy if the
presenting and the receiving beam have the same length only
The reason for this is that for this type of beam loads also place coordinates along the beam axis have to
be entered.
 
More than one screen opened together
It can be handy to have open the following screens together at the same time: Beam loads together with
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this screen
 
If at the regarding numerical input screen a value is changed or added then the result hereof is visible in
the graphical screen straight a way; if the numerical and graphical screens are opened together then the
data of these screen are coupled automatically.
 
For a description of the points of view in the model see: camera model
 
Sub-selection of visible beams
With the aid of the button  a sub-selection can be made of the available beams
which should be visible; the other beams are hidden than (including the possible beam loads).
This option can be used to make the screen less crowded.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
Pay attention: the option ‘Sub-selection of visible beams’ and ‘Non active beams’ are not related to
each other. A non-visible beam is taken into account within the calculation process; a non-active beam
not.
 
Depiction of non-active beam loads and/or non-active beam
If the beam loads, acting onto a certain beam, have been deactivated these are shown dotted:

; see for this option of deactivating further Beam loads
The same holds true if the beam, where the beam loads are acting onto, is made NON-active at beam
connections.
 

With the aid of the buttons  a swift switch can be made
between the depiction of this plot of the beam loads to plot Nodal loads
 
 
Alternative depiction of the 3D geometry with the aid of OpenGL OpenGL -
Wikipedia and GLScene - Wikipedia

Clicking the button  displays an alternative view of the 3D geometry.
Not all options, compared to the standard way of displaying, are supported with the help of OpenGL
however; such as no data entry using this graphical window.
 
 

cameramodel.htm
selectiestaven2d.htm
selectiestaven2d.htm
staafbelastingen_3d.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenGL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenGL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GLScene
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Display of existing beam loads; in this case distributed loads acting in the global Z direction
 
Clicking on a particular beam load vector displays additional information; see example below:
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Additional information by clicking on an image element
 
Remark
Beam loads acting in the local or global X direction are shown in the colour red.
Beam loads acting in the local or global Y direction are shown in the colour green.
Beam loads acting in the local or global Z direction are shown in the colour blue.
 
 
See further also: 3 Dimensional reproduction, Plotting force distribution total framework, Plotting
COMBINATION beam or Plotting per beam
 
See for numerical output: numerical output
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Save time and frustration with HelpNDoc's WinHelp HLP to
CHM conversion feature

plot Nodal loads

Plotting of the NODAL loads at the framework; 2 dimensional, at the
same time graphical input
 
Plotting input of the nodal loads
With this option a picture can be made of the nodal loads per BASE load case at the framework.
 

grafischeweergave3d.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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The various options for the steering of the plotting happen with the aid of the speed buttons at the
following panel: 
By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the lower side of the window the desired BASE load can be
simply chosen.
With the aid of  (tool box) different things can be setup. One choice is whether or not beam and
node numbers should be plotted. Another choice is whether the framework should be plotted screen
filled or not; screen filled means in general different scale factors in X- and Y-direction; not screen filled
means that the scale factors in X- and Y- direction are the same. A choice can be made if the printed
plot at paper should be in portrait or landscape format. The type and size of the font used can be
adjusted here also. This could be used to give a certain personal distinction to the plot.
The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for

instance a word processor). With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard
saved picture can be pasted to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).
 
Display filling the whole window or not
By way of the check box  can be used to determine whether or not the image should be
displayed filling the whole window.
If one chooses for the whole screen option the figure will be scaled at such a way that the drawing
surface is maximal utilized. In general this means that the scale in X- and Y- direction is different (this is
the default). The figure could this way shown somewhat distorted
For the choice of a non-whole screen the same scale both in X- and Y- direction is applied. The figure
now has the right proportions; the available drawing space is however not utilised to the maximum
(sometimes the figure becomes very small).

optiplot.htm
optiplot.htm
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This choice can also be made via the button  (tool box).
 
 Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:

1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click on the button  or  at the
top side of the graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.

The depicted size of the beam loads can be adjusted by the user with the aid of

The values of the various adjustment factors for the different base loads and load combinations will be
stored in the saved data file.
 
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 

Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
At checking load COMBINATION the combined nodal loads are shown only. This contrasts with the
BASE load option at which nodal loads in graphical form can be entered also.
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load
Combinations" (Load Combinations).
 
Graphical input of the nodal loads
By pushing down the speed button  an extra panel appears with the following speed buttons:

 with which the three types of nodal loads can be input graphical.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Nodal loads
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window

optiplot.htm
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and vice versa.
By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
If the speed button  is pushed down by clicking at a node a POINT load acting in the X- direction
can be input. By double clicking at the concerned node the value of the point load can be input
numerically or the nodal load can be removed.
For a positive value of the point load the vector directs to the positive global X-axis.
 

If the speed button  is pushed down by clicking at a node a POINT load acting in the Y- direction
can be input. By double clicking at the concerned node the value of the point load can be input
numerically or the nodal load can be removed.
For a positive value of the point load the vector directs to the positive global Y-axis.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down by clicking at a node a MOMENT load can be input. By
double clicking at the concerned node the value of the moment load can be input numerically or the
nodal load can be removed.
For a positive value of the moment load the vector rotates from the positive global X-axis to the positive
global Y-axis.
 
For the case a calculation with plastic hinges has been performed, see also Plastic hinges, the developed
plastic nodal moments will be shown in the colour red. At the reproduction of the value for the plastic
nodal moment the character P is added, in order to depict that in concerns a plastic nodal moment load.
 
Graphical copying of nodal loads (with drag and drop)
If the following speed button has been pressed down (left one)   then, at the
graphical screen, the various nodal loads can be copied from one beam to the other:

Move the mouse cursor to the node of which the beam properties have to be copied from:  
By keeping the left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse the mouse cursor changes into the

“drag and drop” mode shape: 
Move the “drag and drop” mouse cursor, by keeping the left mouse button pressed, to the node to

which the nodal loads should be copied: 
Release the left mouse button now. The nodal loads will be copied then. For the confirmation of the
copy-past process a modest sound will be played. If the left mouse button is released next to a node
nothing will be copied however.
 
Pay attention!!
All nodal loads are being copied from the presenting node to the receiving node; the nodal loads already
present will be overwritten by the copied ones. (this is different from the way it works with the copying
of beam loads).
If the nodal loads, acting onto a certain node, have been deactivated these are shown dotted:
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; see for this option of deactivating further Nodal loads

With the aid of the buttons  a swift switch can be made between
the depiction of this plot of the nodal loads to plot Beam loads
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present fort the opening of the window is preserved.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
See further also: plot Geometry and plot Beam loads

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your CHM Help File Capabilities with HelpNDoc

2-dimensional

Plotting of the NODAL loads at the framework; 2 dimensional, at the
same time graphical input
 
Plotting input of the nodal loads
With this option a picture can be made of the nodal loads per BASE load case at the framework.
 

undoredo.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
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The various options for the steering of the plotting happen with the aid of the speed buttons at the
following panel: 
By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the lower side of the window the desired BASE load can be
simply chosen.
With the aid of  (tool box) different things can be setup. One choice is whether or not beam and
node numbers should be plotted. Another choice is whether the framework should be plotted screen
filled or not; screen filled means in general different scale factors in X- and Y-direction; not screen filled
means that the scale factors in X- and Y- direction are the same. A choice can be made if the printed
plot at paper should be in portrait or landscape format. The type and size of the font used can be
adjusted here also. This could be used to give a certain personal distinction to the plot.
The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for

instance a word processor). With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard
saved picture can be pasted to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).
 
Display filling the whole window or not
By way of the check box  can be used to determine whether or not the image should be
displayed filling the whole window.
If one chooses for the whole screen option the figure will be scaled at such a way that the drawing
surface is maximal utilized. In general this means that the scale in X- and Y- direction is different (this is
the default). The figure could this way shown somewhat distorted
For the choice of a non-whole screen the same scale both in X- and Y- direction is applied. The figure
now has the right proportions; the available drawing space is however not utilised to the maximum
(sometimes the figure becomes very small).

optiplot.htm
optiplot.htm
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This choice can also be made via the button  (tool box).
 
 Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:

1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click on the button  or  at the
top side of the graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.

The depicted size of the beam loads can be adjusted by the user with the aid of

The values of the various adjustment factors for the different base loads and load combinations will be
stored in the saved data file.
 
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 

Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
At checking load COMBINATION the combined nodal loads are shown only. This contrasts with the
BASE load option at which nodal loads in graphical form can be entered also.
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load
Combinations" (Load Combinations).
 
Graphical input of the nodal loads
By pushing down the speed button  an extra panel appears with the following speed buttons:

 with which the three types of nodal loads can be input graphical.
Next to the graphical input window also the numeric input window can be opened at the same time; see
also: Nodal loads
Changes in the graphical input window will be automatically transferred to the numerical input window

optiplot.htm
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and vice versa.
By double clicking at this panel it can be moved with the mouse to an arbitrary place at the screen. By
double clicking again at this panel it goes back to its place of origin and shape.
If the speed button  is pushed down by clicking at a node a POINT load acting in the X- direction
can be input. By double clicking at the concerned node the value of the point load can be input
numerically or the nodal load can be removed.
For a positive value of the point load the vector directs to the positive global X-axis.
 

If the speed button  is pushed down by clicking at a node a POINT load acting in the Y- direction
can be input. By double clicking at the concerned node the value of the point load can be input
numerically or the nodal load can be removed.
For a positive value of the point load the vector directs to the positive global Y-axis.
 
If the speed button  is pushed down by clicking at a node a MOMENT load can be input. By
double clicking at the concerned node the value of the moment load can be input numerically or the
nodal load can be removed.
For a positive value of the moment load the vector rotates from the positive global X-axis to the positive
global Y-axis.
 
For the case a calculation with plastic hinges has been performed, see also Plastic hinges, the developed
plastic nodal moments will be shown in the colour red. At the reproduction of the value for the plastic
nodal moment the character P is added, in order to depict that in concerns a plastic nodal moment load.
 
Graphical copying of nodal loads (with drag and drop)
If the following speed button has been pressed down (left one)   then, at the
graphical screen, the various nodal loads can be copied from one beam to the other:

Move the mouse cursor to the node of which the beam properties have to be copied from:  
By keeping the left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse the mouse cursor changes into the

“drag and drop” mode shape: 
Move the “drag and drop” mouse cursor, by keeping the left mouse button pressed, to the node to

which the nodal loads should be copied: 
Release the left mouse button now. The nodal loads will be copied then. For the confirmation of the
copy-past process a modest sound will be played. If the left mouse button is released next to a node
nothing will be copied however.
 
Pay attention!!
All nodal loads are being copied from the presenting node to the receiving node; the nodal loads already
present will be overwritten by the copied ones. (this is different from the way it works with the copying
of beam loads).
If the nodal loads, acting onto a certain node, have been deactivated these are shown dotted:
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; see for this option of deactivating further Nodal loads

With the aid of the buttons  a swift switch can be made between
the depiction of this plot of the nodal loads to plot Beam loads
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
 
Closing of the window
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  all the applied changes within this
window is saved.
When the window is closed with the aid of the button  the applied changes within this
window is NOT saved. The data present fort the opening of the window is preserved.
 
This window does support ”Undo/Redo” functionality.
 
See further also: plot Geometry and plot Beam loads

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

3-dimensional

Plotting of the NODAL loads on the framework; 3 Dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the nodal loads of the whole framework per BASE
load case.
 

undoredo.htm
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By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the underside of the screen a simple choice can be made
between the concerning BASE load case.
 
By resting the mouse at a node the numerical values of the concerned nodal load will be shown.
Double clicking with the mouse at a node opens a screen in which the value for the concerned nodal
force can be adjusted.
 

Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
At checking load COMBINATION the combined nodal loads are shown only. This contrasts with the
BASE load option at which nodal loads in graphical form can be entered also.
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load
Combinations" (Load Combinations).
 
The depicted size of the nodal loads can be adjusted by the user with the aid of

The values of the various adjustment factors for the different base loads and load combinations will be
stored in the saved data file.
 
Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:
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1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click alternately on the button  or

 or  at the right side of the
graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.

 
Input nodal loads in the graphical window.
Next to the numerical way of input Nodal loads 3D the nodal loads can be entered directly in the

graphical window too; by clicking on the speed button  
The following six speed buttons will be shown then: 
By clicking on one of these speed buttons a choice has been made for the direction and kind of nodal
load (according to the global system of axes).
The screen cursor gets another shape in order to depict which direction and kind of nodal load can be
entered now.
By clicking with the adapted cursor on a node a window will be opened, in which the value for the
nodal load can be entered.
 
Graphical copying of nodal loads (with drag and drop)

If the following speed button has been pressed down (left one)   then,
at the graphical screen, the various nodal loads can be copied from one beam to the other:
Move the mouse cursor to the node of which the beam properties have to be copied from:

By keeping the left mouse button pressed and moving the mouse the mouse cursor changes into the

“drag and drop” mode shape: 
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Move the “drag and drop” mouse cursor, by keeping the left mouse button pressed, to the node to

which the nodal loads should be copied: 
Release the left mouse button now. The nodal loads will be copied then. For the confirmation of the
copy-past process a modest sound will be played. If the left mouse button is released next to a node
nothing will be copied however.
 
Pay attention!!
All nodal loads are being copied from the presenting node to the receiving node; the nodal loads already
present will be overwritten by the copied ones. (this is different from the way it works with the copying
of beam loads).
If the nodal loads, acting onto a certain node, have been deactivated these are shown dotted:

; see for this option of deactivating further Nodal loads 3D
 
More than one screen opened together
It can be handy to have open the following screens together at the same time: Nodal loads together with
this screen
 
If at the regarding numerical input screen a value is changed or added then the result hereof is visible in
the graphical screen straight a way; if the numerical and graphical screens are opened together then the
data of these screen are coupled automatically.
 
For a description of the points of view in the model see: camera model
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
 
 
Alternative depiction of the 3D geometry with the aid of OpenGL OpenGL -
Wikipedia and GLScene - Wikipedia

Clicking the button  displays an alternative view of the 3D geometry.
Not all options, compared to the standard way of displaying, are supported with the help of OpenGL
however; such as no data entry using this graphical window.
 

cameramodel.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenGL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenGL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GLScene
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Display of existing nodal loads; in this case acting in the global Y direction
 
Clicking on a particular nodal load vector displays additional information; see example below:
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Additional information by clicking on an image element
 
Remark
Nodal loads acting in the global X direction are shown in the colour red.
Nodal loads acting in the global Y direction are shown in the colour green.
Nodal loads acting in the global Z direction are shown in the colour blue.
 
 
See further also: 3 Dimensional reproduction, Plotting force distribution total framework, Plotting
COMBINATION beam or Plotting per beam
 
See for numerical output: numerical output
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy
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Graphics

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Transform Your Documentation Workflow with HelpNDoc's
Intuitive UI

per Beam

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Why Microsoft Word Isn't Cut Out for Documentation: The
Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

2-dimensional

Plotting force distribution per beam; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the moments- shear forces- and normal forces
lines per BASE load case and load COMBINATION of a SINGLE beam:

For elastic stress calculations, see further Stresses, the distribution of the stresses along the beam
length is depicted too. Further the distribution of the unity check can be depicted. Values for the unity
checks <= 1 do satisfy the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the
strength criterions.
 
 

 
-- The choice between these entities can be made with the aid of the tabs at the right under side of the

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
https://www.helpndoc.com/news-and-articles/2022-09-27-why-use-a-help-authoring-tool-instead-of-microsoft-word-to-produce-high-quality-documentation/
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regarding window  
-- If for the regarding beam a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 3
(steel) the tabs “Force actions” and “Unity check” are available only 
-- If for the regarding beam one or concrete beams do have embedded reinforcement the following tabs
sheets are available: 
 
-- By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the lower side of the window the desired BASE load or
load COMBINATION can be simply chosen .
-- The beam number can be chosen by clicking the desired number of the present drop-down list

.
 
Function of the speed buttons

The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for
instance a word processor). 

By clicking the button , the graph in a vector format (WMF of EMF metafile format) can be saved
as a file.

Use the button  to print the plot to paper.

With the aid of  different things can be setup.
The type and size of the font used can be adjusted here. This could be used to give a certain personal
distinction to the plot.

The type and size of the font can be changed using the button  can be further adjusted. This can be
nice to give a personal touch to the figures, but it can be especially useful when printing on paper. Not
every printer driver will produce results that closely resemble the screen result. By this button can also
set the graphical output format of the numbers and the type of hatching.
 
Directions of the beam axes
The direction of the local beam axis (the nodes can be numbered from left to right or from right to left)
determines the sign from for instance the moment line (this sign change applies of course also to other
calculation results); see underneath:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Metafile
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Warning !!!
By simply changing the direction of the X-axis, through turning the node i and node j around, the
positive direction of the local beam axis is changed. The UPPER and BOTTOM side of the beam
changes at the same time. The signs of the moment, shear force and normal force lines get the opposite
sign at the inversion of node numbering (and therefore a change in the positive direction of the local
axis). See also: Local system of axes
The same accounts to the calculated stresses and of course to the envelopes.
 

Shown beam loads acting onto the structure
 

lokaalassenstelsel.htm
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Shown stresses along a beam axis
 

Depicted minimal amount of needed reinforcement for beam with reinforcement
 
 
If the option Open Numerical plus Graphical window has been checked, with the aid of the other open
window, the window with the geometry of the framework, by clicking with the mouse at a certain beam
the choice in the other window can be steered. Between the two open windows mutual communication
is possible therefore.
 
Setup depiction of figures
With the aid of the speed button  it can be setup how the figures with calculation results should be
depicted. There are four possibilities:
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For the option “Rainbow colours”, between the minimum and maximum calculated values, colour
shades are applied of the spectrum of white light between wave lengths of 380 nm (violet) and 760 nm
(red).

 
For the depiction of calculated unity checks smaller than one, if

 is checked,  the colour shades
are in green; for values larger than one shades of red. Values for the unity checks <= 1 do satisfy the
strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
If this box is not checked one of the other colour palettes will be used.
 
Graphic image showing moments, shear and normal forces lines differently
The way of depicting the force distribution (moments, shear forces and normal forces) is a matter of
habits or agreements.
At the various graphical windows, in which the calculated force distribution is shown, can with, the aid

of the buttons , the sign of the displayed
values be reversed.
This is illustrated below using the simple example below.
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Present loads
 

Possible display of the shear force line (the standard way in the program),
with the advantage that the direction of the point load and the 2 support reactions correspond to
reality.
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Alternative representation of the shear force line,
with the disadvantage that the directions now no longer correspond with the direction of the
loads and bearing forces,
but it does correspond to the positive direction of the force action compared to the positive
surface normal.

 

Possible representation of the moment line (the standard way in the program),
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Alternative representation of the moment line
 
Display options for a 2D dynamic calculation
If a dynamic analysis is selected for the calculation type, the calculation results can be displayed as a
function of time.
To this end, the panel shown below at the bottom of the plot window, has been added for a dynamic
analysis:

In the example above, 25 tabs (time points) are available for which the relevant calculation results can
be displayed.
This number can be set at Control data for 'Direct Dynamic Analysis' or Control data for 'Multi Modal

Response Dynamic Analysis': 
This number of tabs is a sub-selection from the 500 saved calculation times.

Via the combo box , as an alternative to the tabs, a choice can be made from the total
number of 500 saved times
 
By the button  allows the different calculation results to be displayed automatically one
after the other.
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By the spin button  can decrease or increase the
playback speed.

When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 

By the drop down button  allows the maximum values, at a certain time,
from the 500 saved times to be determined and displayed.
Determining the maximum values can be based on the 'Moments', 'Shear forces' or 'Normal forces' (by
default this is done via the 'Moments').
The maxima can be present at different times, depending on the type of force distribution. The displayed
'Moments', 'Transverse forces' and 'Normal forces' continue to belong together (at the same time).
 
If in Load factor for dynamic loads for base load case 1 only a static calculation is chosen, then the
output at different times, for this base load case 1, is not available.

 
Miscellaneous 
If the option Numerical and graphical windows open at the same time is checked, then with the other
opened screen (with the geometry of the framework), by clicking with the mouse on a certain beam the
choice in the other screen with graphically displayed calculation results can be influenced. Mutual
communication between the two open screens is therefore possible.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are indicated by the numerical display shown below:

 
See further also: plot force distribution of the total framework or plot COMBINATION beam

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

3-dimensional

Plotting force distribution per beam; 3 Dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the moments- shear forces- and normal forces
lines per BASE load case and load COMBINATION of a SINGLE beam:

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the lower left side of the window the desired BASE load or
load COMBINATION can be simply chosen. The beam number can be chosen by clicking the desired
number of the present drop-down list.
 
For elastic stress calculations, see further Stresses, the distribution of the stresses along the beam
length is depicted too. Further the distribution of the unity check can be depicted. Values for the unity
checks <= 1 do satisfy the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the
strength criterions.
 

 
The choice between these entities can be made with the aid of the tabs at the right under side of the
regarding window  
-- If for the regarding beam a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 3
(steel) the tabs “Force actions” and “Unity check” are available only  
-- If for the regarding beam a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 2
(concrete) the tabs “Force actions” and “Reinforcement” are available only

-- If for the regarding beam the check box , at the input of the beam
properties, has been checked,  the moment lines will be shifted in unfavourable sense over the net height
of the cross-section; see also Theory 2D (paragraph 12).
-- If for the regarding beam the shear reinforcement is calculated according EN 1992-1-1, if the
checkbox has been checked, the shear force line next to the supports will be
cut-off also.
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   Example of shifted lines of moments  
  

                                          
  Example of a shear force distribution lines which are cut-off in size near the ends of the beams
 
  For the depiction of the calculated amount of reinforcement see Reinforcement 3D
-- If for the regarding beam values <> 0 are entered in the Properties 3D screen in the column

 for the warping constant H values <> 0, then with prevented warping (paragraph 5) at

the ends of the beam is taken into account (also depending on the choice in the column ) .
When displaying the torsion moment, in addition to the St.Venant moment, the Warping moment and

Bi moment are also shown; see example below for illustration:

plperstaafspanningen_3d.htm
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Example of the distribution along the beam axis of  St. Venant moment (Tt,x), Warping moment (Tw,x) and B-
moment (Bx); warping restrained at both sides
 

Example of the distribution along the beam axis of  St. Venant moment (Tt,x), Warping moment (Tw,x) and B-
moment (Bx); warping restrained at right  side only
 
Function of the speed buttons
With the aid of  different things can be setup. A choice can be made if the printed plot at paper
should be in portrait or landscape format. The type and size of the font used can be adjusted here also.
This could be used to give a certain personal distinction to the plot.

The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  at the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for

instance a word processor). With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard
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saved picture can be pasted to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).

Zooming in the picture can be done by use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or
reduce the figure with a step size of 1.25. (click the right button to redraw the original picture).
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 
Directions of the beam axes
The direction of the local beam axis (the nodes can be numbered from left to right or from right to left)
determines the sign from for instance the moment line (this sign change applies of course also to other
calculation results).
 
The orientation of the calculated moments in relation to the local system of axes is according to the
figure below:

 
Pay attention:
Shear forces do not have the same index as the moments; this will be explained below with the aid of a
simple example.
It concerns two beams at the place of the global X-axis, on it acts an equally distributed load into the
direction of the Z-axis (negative direction).
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Loaded beams into the direction of the Z-axis
 
The calculated moments do have an orientation around the Y-axis; e.g. Myy; see the figure beneath.
The shear forces are in the direction of the Z-axis; e.g. Fz.
 

Moment distribution around the Y-axis (Myy)
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Shear force distribution into the direction of the Z-axis (Fz)
 

 
 
A frame created with the aid of wizard Grillage AND Slab-Grillage approximation  (3D only)
If use has been made of the schematization of a slab by means of a beam grillage than the pop-up panel
shown below is available only:

 
For the local Y-axes of the various beams the plate moments Myy,plate, with the slab-beam grillage
approach, are calculated in the following way:

PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
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with
 γ = cross-contraction coefficient (Poisson constant)
 
By checking of the box  the shear forces in the local Z-direction, the
torsional moments around the local X-axes, the bending moments around the local Y-axes and the
calculated reinforcement around the local Y-axes are shown per unit of width.
 
By checking of the box   the shear forces in the local Z-direction, the
torsional moments around the local X-axes, the bending moments around the local Y-axes and the
calculated reinforcement around the local Y-axes are smoothed.
In a slab the force distribution over the nodes has a continuous course.
When approaching a slab using a beam grillage this creates jumps in the moment distribution at the
connecting beams over the nodes. This as a result of the present torsional moments in adjacent
perpendicular beams.
For the example shown below it applies: Tb3=Mb1-Mb2 

With the aid of this option the moment distribution can be smoothed (made continuously): Mb =(Mb1+
Mb2)/2.
 
By checking the box  the reinforcement moments in the local Y direction can
be displayed.
The reinforcement moments, both the bending and torsional moments, are processed as follows (Wood
and Armer method):

Where ± stands for ‘adding up’ the values in an unfavourable sense, so that the maximum value for
Myy_reinforcement is obtained in absolute terms.
If the box  not has been checked than Myy_reinforcement = Myy 
 
Remark 1:
The amount of reinforcement required is only calculated if the Beam properties of the beam have been
selected for the calculation of reinforcement. Only EN 1992-1-1 (Eurocode) is supported.
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Remark 2:
If the reinforcement moments for the option Slab-Grillage approximation have to be shifted the box 

 should be checked at the window Beam properties 3D/Strength(1)/EC2
reinforcement in order to achieve this.
Remark 3: If the frame has been generated with the aid of the Slab-Grillage approximation AND for
the case the cross-contraction <> 0 is AND the box  is checked
diagonal beams are generated also.
However, these are only intended to better approximate the stiffness of the slab. However, these
diagonal beams are not further used and are therefore not accessible here.

 
Remark 4:
As a result of the unfavorable addition of the bending and torsional moments, a jump can occur in the
reinforcing moment along the beam axis; see the example below for illustration:

 
No reinforcement moments à no jump in Myy
 

PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
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Jump in reinforcement moments Myy
 
Earthquake load (3D only)
If an earthquake load has been entered the calculated output data for the last BASE load case is
composed with the aid of the ‘Complete Quadratric Combination’ (CQC) method; see also
Backgrounds theory 3D (paragraph 7)
The output with the aid of the CQC method gives absolute peak values only; this means that the sign of
the values is lost (positive values only).
 
Setup depiction of figures
With the aid of the speed button  it can be setup how the figures with calculation results should be
depicted. There are four possibilities:

 
 
 
                                                                      
                                           
 

AardbevingSpectrum.htm
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For the option “Rainbow colours”, between the minimum and maximum calculated values, colour
shades are applied of the spectrum of white light between wave lengths of 380 nm (violet) and 760 nm
(red).

 
For the depiction of calculated unity checks smaller than one, if
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 is checked,  the colour shades
are in green; for values larger than one shades of red. Values for the unity checks <= 1 do satisfy the
strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
If this box is not checked one of the other colour palettes will be used.
 
Miscellaneous
At the numerical and graphical output of calculated quantities, for the earthquake load case,
along the beam axes is linearly interpolated between the values at the start and end nodes.
 
If the option Open Numerical plus Graphical window has been checked, with the aid of the other open
window, the window with the geometry of the framework, by clicking with the mouse at a certain beam
the choice in the other window can be steered. Between the two open windows mutual communication
is possible therefore.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are indicated by the numerical display shown below:

 
Note: If the framework has been created with the Beam grillage wizard AND Slab-beam grillage
conversion (cross contraction coefficient < > 0), the force effect in the diagonal beams is not displayed.
This is because these beams are only intended to take better account of the torsional rigidity of the slab.
If applicable, this is indicated: 
 
 
See further also: Plotting force distribution total framework or plotting COMBINATION beam

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Kindle eBooks generator

Envelopes per beam

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Don't Let Unauthorized Users View Your PDFs: Learn How to
Set Passwords

2-dimensional

Plotting envelopes per beam; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this option per beam of a selected number of BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS the maximum and minimum moments, shear forces, normal forces, stresses
ABOVE and stresses UNDER can be plotted (envelopes).
For this purpose from the selected BASE load cases or load COMBINATIONS at each slice of the
beam respectively the maximum and minimum values are determined
For elastic stress calculations, see further Stresses, the distribution of the stresses along the beam
length is depicted too. Further the distribution of the unity check can be depicted. Values for the unity
checks <= 1 do satisfy the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the
strength criterions.
 

AardbevingSpectrum.htm
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.. The choice between these entities can be made with the aid of the tabs at the right under side of the
regarding window .
.. If for the regarding beam a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 3
(steel) the tabs “Force actions” and “Unity check” are available only 
.. If for the regarding beam one or concrete beams do have embedded reinforcement the following tabs
sheets are available: 

.. The number of the beam is selected with the aid of  at the upper side of the window.

.. With the button  at the upper side of the window it can be selected from which
BASE load cases or load COMBINATIONS the maximum and minimum values should be determined.
   By default all possible BASE load cases or load COMBINATIONS are selected.
 
Function of the speed buttons

The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for
instance a word processor). 

By clicking the button , the graph in a vector format (WMF of EMF metafile format) can be saved
as a file.

Use the button  to print the plot to paper.

The type and size of the font can be changed using the button  can be further adjusted. This can be
nice to give a personal touch to the figures, but it can be especially useful when printing on paper. Not

plkzomhul.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Metafile
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every printer driver will produce results that closely resemble the screen result. By this button can also
set the graphical output format of the numbers.

 
By checking  will add a colour scale for the lower and upper limits:
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Directions of the beam axes
The direction of the local beam axis (order of node numbering from left to right or from right to left)
determines also the sign for instance of the moment line (these changes in sign apply of course also to
other results of calculation); see underneath:

 
Warning !!!
By simply changing the direction of the X-axis, through turning the node i and node j around, the
positive direction of the local beam axis is changed. The UPPER and BOTTOM side of the beam
changes at the same time. The signs of the moment, shear force and normal force lines get the opposite
sign at the inversion of node numbering (and therefore a change in the positive direction of the local
axis). See also: Local system of axes
The same accounts to the calculated stresses.
 
At the plotting of the stresses by means of red dotted lines the maximum and minimum allowable
stresses are given (this is the case if these values of not zero only); see for the way of input also: Stresses
 

 
If the option Open Numerical plus Graphical window has been checked, with the aid of the other open
window, the window with the geometry of the framework, by clicking with the mouse at a certain beam
the choice in the other window can be steered. Between the two open windows mutual communication
is possible therefore.
 
Graphic image showing moments, shear and normal forces lines differently
The way of depicting the force distribution (moments, shear forces and normal forces) is a matter of
habits or agreements.
At the various graphical windows, in which the calculated force distribution is shown, can with, the aid

lokaalassenstelsel.htm
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of the buttons , the sign of the displayed
values be reversed.
This is illustrated below using the simple example below.
 

 

 
Present loads
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Possible display of the shear force line (the standard way in the program),
with the advantage that the direction of the point load and the 2 support reactions correspond to
reality.
 

Alternative representation of the shear force line,
with the disadvantage that the directions now no longer correspond with the direction of the
loads and bearing forces,
but it does correspond to the positive direction of the force action compared to the positive
surface normal.
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Possible representation of the moment line (the standard way in the program),
 

Alternative representation of the moment line
 
Display options for a 2D dynamic calculation
If a dynamic analysis is selected for the calculation type, the calculation results can be displayed as a
function of time.
To this end, the panel shown below at the bottom of the plot window, has been added for a dynamic
analysis:

In the example above, 25 tabs (time points) are available for which the relevant calculation results can
be displayed.
This number can be set at Control data for 'Direct Dynamic Analysis' or Control data for 'Multi Modal

Response Dynamic Analysis': 
This number of tabs is a sub-selection from the 500 saved calculation times.
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Via the combo box , as an alternative to the tabs, a choice can be made from the total
number of 500 saved times.
 
By the button  can be used to determine the maximum and minimum envelopes
for ALL saved times for the relevant beam (BASE load cases or load COMBINATIONS).
 
By the button  allows the different calculation results to be displayed automatically one
after the other.

By the spin button  can decrease or increase the
playback speed.

When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are indicated by the numerical display shown below:

 
See further also: Numerical output

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

3-dimensional

Plotting envelopes per beam; 3 Dimensional
 
With the aid of this option per beam, from a selected number of BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS, the maximum and minimum moments, shear forces and normal forces can be
plotted.
For this purpose from the selected BASE load cases or load COMBINATIONS on each point at the
beam the maximum and minimum values are calculated.
For elastic stress calculations, see further Stresses, the distribution of the stresses along the beam
length is depicted too. Further the distribution of the unity check can be depicted. Values for the unity

plkzomhul.htm
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checks <= 1 do satisfy the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the
strength criterions.
 

 
..The choice between these entities can be made with the aid of the tabs at the right under side of the
regarding window .
.. If for the regarding beam a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 3
(steel) the tabs “Moments’, “Force actions” and “Unity check” are available only

.. If for the regarding beam a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 2
(concrete) the tabs “Moments’, “Force actions” and “Reinforcement” are available only

.. The beam number is selected with the aid of at the upper side of the screen.

.. With the aid of the button at the upper side of the screen it can be selected
from which BASE load case or load COMBINATION the maxima and minima should be calculated.
   At default all present BASE load cases or load COMBINATIONS are selected.
 
Function of the speed buttons

The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for
instance a word processor). 

By clicking the button , the graph in a vector format (WMF of EMF metafile format) can be saved
as a file.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Metafile
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Use the button  to print the plot to paper.

The type and size of the font can be changed using the button  can be further adjusted. This can be
nice to give a personal touch to the figures, but it can be especially useful when printing on paper. Not
every printer driver will produce results that closely resemble the screen result. By this button can also
set the graphical output format of the numbers.

 
By checking  will add a colour scale for the lower and upper limits:
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Directions of the beam axes
The orientation of the calculated moments in relation to the local system of axes is according to the
figure below:

Pay attention:
Shear forces do not have the same index as the moments; this will be explained below with the aid of a
simple example.
It concerns two beams at the place of the global X-axis, on it acts an equally distributed load into the
direction of the Z-axis (negative direction).
The calculated moments do have an orientation around the Y-axis; e.g. Myy; see the figure beneath.
The shear forces are in the direction of the Z-axis; e.g. Fz.
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Loaded beams into the direction of the Z-axis
 

Moment distribution around the Y-axis (Myy)
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Shear force distribution into the direction of the Z-axis (Fz)
 
Graphic image showing moments, shear and normal forces lines differently
The way of depicting the force distribution (moments, shear forces and normal forces) is a matter of
habits or agreements.
At the various graphical windows, in which the calculated force distribution is shown, can with, the aid

of the buttons , the sign of the displayed
values be reversed.
 
A frame created with the aid of wizard Grillage AND Slab-Grillage approximation  (3D only)
If use has been made of the schematization of a slab by means of a beam grillage than the pop-up panel
shown below is available only:

For the local Y-axes of the various beams the plate moments Myy,plate, with the slab-beam grillage
approach, are calculated in the following way:

with
 γ = cross-contraction coefficient (Poisson constant)
 
By checking of the box  the shear forces in the local Z-direction, the
torsional moments around the local X-axes, the bending moments around the local Y-axes and the
calculated reinforcement around the local Y-axes are shown per unit of width.
By checking of the box   the shear forces in the local Z-direction, the

PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
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torsional moments around the local X-axes, the bending moments around the local Y-axes and the
calculated reinforcement around the local Y-axes are smoothed.
By checking the box  the reinforcement moments in the local Y direction can
be displayed.
The reinforcement moments, both the bending and torsional moments, are processed as follows (Wood
and Armer method):

Where ± stands for ‘adding up’ the values in an unfavourable sense, so that the maximum value for
Myy_reinforcement is obtained in absolute terms.
If the box  not has been checked than Myy_reinforcement = Myy 
 
Remark 1:
The amount of reinforcement required is only calculated if the Beam properties of the beam have been
selected for the calculation of reinforcement. Only EN 1992-1-1 (Eurocode) is supported.
 
Remark 2:
If the reinforcement moments for the option Slab-Grillage approximation have to be shifted the box 

 should be checked at the window Beam properties 3D/Strength(1)/EC2
reinforcement in order to achieve this.
Remark 3: If the frame has been generated with the aid of the Slab-Grillage approximation AND for
the case the cross-contraction <> 0 is AND the box  is checked
diagonal beams are generated also.
However, these are only intended to better approximate the stiffness of the slab. However, these
diagonal beams are not further used and are therefore not accessible here.

 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are indicated by the numerical display shown below:

 
Note: If the framework has been created with the Beam grillage wizard AND Slab-beam grillage
conversion (cross contraction coefficient < > 0), the force effect in the diagonal beams is not displayed.
This is because these beams are only intended to take better account of the torsional rigidity of the slab.
If applicable, this is indicated: 
 
see further also: Numerical Output
 
If the option Open Numerical plus Graphical window has been checked, with the aid of the other open
window, the window with the geometry of the framework, by clicking with the mouse at a certain beam
the choice in the other window can be steered. Between the two open windows mutual communication

PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
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is possible therefore.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

Combination beam

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Keep Your Sensitive PDFs Safe with These Easy Security
Measures

2-dimensional

Plotting the force distribution in a COMBINATION beam; 2
dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the moments- shear forces- and normal force
lines per BASE load case and load COMBINATION of a COMBINATION beam:

A COMBINATION beam is composed from an arbitrary number of beams. From this combination of
beams underneath each other in one figure are shown combined moments, shear force and normal force
lines. The by the user defined combination of beams do not have to connect to each other in the real
framework or situates at one horizontal line; they are pictured as such only. For instance for straight
multi supported beams this option is very useful. Also for the cutting out of a part of the framework (for
instance where the beams are straight connected to each other).it can be handy.
For elastic stress calculations, see further Stresses, the distribution of the stresses along the beam
length is depicted too. Further the distribution of the unity check can be depicted. Values for the unity
checks <= 1 do satisfy the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the
strength criterions.
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.. The choice between these entities can be made with the aid of the tabs at the right under side of the
regarding window .
.. If a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 3 (steel) the tabs “Force
actions” and “Unity check” are available only 
.. If one are more beams made of concrete with reinforcement are present the following tab sheets are
available: 

.. By clicking with the mouse at the tabs  at the lower side of the window the
desired BASE load or load COMBINATION can be simply chosen.
 
Function of the speed buttons

The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for
instance a word processor). 

By clicking the button , the graph in a vector format (WMF of EMF metafile format) can be saved
as a file.

The type and size of the font can be changed using the button  can be further adjusted. This can be
nice to give a personal touch to the figures, but it can be especially useful when printing on paper. Not
every printer driver will produce results that closely resemble the screen result. By this button can also
set the graphical output format of the numbers.

Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 
Directions of the beam axes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Metafile
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The direction of the local beam axis (the nodes can be numbered from left to right or from right to left)
determines the sign from for instance the moment line (this sign change applies of course also to other
calculation results); see underneath:

 
Warning !!!
By simply changing the direction of the X-axis, through turning the node i and node j around, the
positive direction of the local beam axis is changed. The UPPER and BOTTOM side of the beam
changes at the same time. The signs of the moment, shear force and normal force lines get the opposite
sign at the inversion of node numbering (and therefore a change in the positive direction of the local
axis). See also: Local system of axes
The same accounts to the calculated stresses and of course to the envelopes.
 
Examples:
All local beam axes are orientated into the same direction

 
 

lokaalassenstelsel.htm
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The local beam axis of beam 2 is directed into the opposite side (to the left, the other beams to
the right)
 

Because of the other direction of the local beam axis of beam 2 the lines of moments and shear forces of
this beam are depicted reversed now.
For a nice picture do try to give all beams of a combination beam the same direction of the local beam
axes (not required however).
 
A certain beam (n) is directed from node i to node j.
At the figures below node i is on the left above the horizontal line indicated, node j is on the right below
the horizontal line indicated.
Examples:       beam (3); the number 3 is node i  and the number 4 is the node j
                        beam (5); the number 6 is node i  and the number 7 is the node j
Of a certain beam node i is always pictured al the left side and node j always pictured to the right side
of the regarding beam.
 
Depiction of figures
With the aid of the  speed button it can be setup how the figures with calculation results should be
depicted. There are four possibilities:
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For the option “Rainbow colours”, between the minimum and maximum calculated values, colour
shades are applied of the spectrum of white light between wave lengths of 380 nm (violet) and 760 nm
(red).
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For the depiction of calculated unity checks smaller than one, if

 is checked,  the colour shades
are in green; for values larger than one shades of red. Values for the unity checks <= 1 do satisfy the
strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
If this box is not checked one of the other colour palettes will be used.
 
Alternative depiction of numerical values at both ends of each beam

By checking the box at  the numerical values of the various
variables can be shown at an alternative way.
This way of depiction gives a better view at the end of the beams often. There is a limit to this when too
many beams are placed along each other; this is further the responsibility of the user.

With the spin button  the size of the font, for the alternative numerical depiction at the end of
the beams, can be adjusted.
 ‘0’ is the default size; + is 1 point larger, ++ is 2 points larger, +++ is 3 points larger, - is 1 point
smaller, -- is 2 points smaller, --- is 3 points smaller.
 
Beneath an example of this alternative depiction of the numerical values:

 
Graphic image showing moments, shear and normal forces lines differently
The way of depicting the force distribution (moments, shear forces and normal forces) is a matter of
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habits or agreements.
At the various graphical windows, in which the calculated force distribution is shown, can with, the aid

of the buttons , the sign of the displayed
values be reversed.
This is illustrated below using the simple example below.
 

 

 
Present loads
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Possible display of the shear force line (the standard way in the program),
with the advantage that the direction of the point load and the 2 support reactions correspond to
reality.
 

Alternative representation of the shear force line,
with the disadvantage that the directions now no longer correspond with the direction of the
loads and bearing forces,
but it does correspond to the positive direction of the force action compared to the positive
surface normal.
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Possible representation of the moment line (the standard way in the program),
 

Alternative representation of the moment line
 
Display options for a dynamic calculation
If a dynamic analysis is selected for the calculation type, the calculation results can be displayed as a
function of time.
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To this end, the panel shown below at the bottom of the plot window, has been added for a dynamic
analysis:

In the example above, 25 tabs (time points) are available for which the relevant calculation results can
be displayed.
This number can be set at Control data for 'Direct Dynamic Analysis' or Control data for 'Multi Modal

Response Dynamic Analysis': 
This number of tabs is a sub-selection from the 500 saved calculation times.

Via the combo box , as an alternative to the tabs, a choice can be made from the total
number of 500 saved times
 
By the button  allows the different calculation results to be displayed automatically one
after the other.

By the spin button  can decrease or increase the
playback speed.
 

By the drop down button  allows the maximum values, at a certain time,
from the 500 saved times to be determined and displayed.
Determining the maximum values can be based on the 'Moments', 'Shear forces' or 'Normal forces' (by
default this is done via the 'Moments').
The maxima can be present at different times, depending on the type of force distribution. The displayed
'Moments', 'Transverse forces' and 'Normal forces' continue to belong together (at the same time).
 
If in Load factor for dynamic loads for base load case 1 only a static calculation is chosen, then the
output at different times, for this base load case 1, is not available.
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See further also: plot force distribution total framework or plot per Beam
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Your PDFs More Secure with Encryption and Password
Protection

3-dimensional

Plotting force distribution in a COMBINATION beam; 3 Dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the moments- shear forces- and normal force
lines per BASE load case and load COMBINATION of a COMBINATION beam:

A COMBINATION beam is composed from an arbitrary number of beams. From this combination of
beams underneath each other in one figure are shown combined moments, shear force and normal force
lines. The by the user defined combination of beams do not have to connect to each other in the real
framework or situates at one horizontal line; they are pictured as such only. For instance for straight
multi supported beams this option is very useful. Also for the cutting out of a part of the framework (for
instance where the beams are straight connected to each other).it can be handy.
For elastic stress calculations, see further Stresses, the distribution of the stresses along the beam
length is depicted too. Further the distribution of the unity check can be depicted. Values for the unity
checks <= 1 do satisfy the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the
strength criterions.
 
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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.. The choice between these entities can be made with the aid of the tabs at the right under side of the
regarding window .
.. If a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 3 (steel) the tabs
“Moments’, “Forces” and “Unity check” are available only 
.. If a choice has been made for cross section checks according Eurocode 2 (concrete) the tabs
“Moments’, “Forces”, “Reinforcement” and “Shear reinforcement” are available:

.. By clicking with the mouse at the tabs  at the lower side of the window the
desired BASE load or load COMBINATION can be simply chosen.
 
Function of the speed buttons

The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for
instance a word processor). 

By clicking the button , the graph in a vector format (WMF of EMF metafile format) can be saved
as a file.

The type and size of the font can be changed using the button  can be further adjusted. This can be
nice to give a personal touch to the figures, but it can be especially useful when printing on paper. Not
every printer driver will produce results that closely resemble the screen result. By this button can also
set the graphical output format of the numbers.

Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 
Directions of the beam axes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Metafile
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The direction of the local beam axis (the nodes can be numbered from left to right or from right to left)
determines the sign from for instance the moment line (this sign change applies of course also to other
calculation results).
The orientation of the calculated moments in relation to the local system of axes is according to the
figure below:

 
Pay attention:
Shear forces do not have the same index as the moments; this will be explained below with the aid of a
simple example.
It concerns two beams at the place of the global X-axis, on it acts an equally distributed load into the
direction of the Z-axis (negative direction).
The calculated moments do have an orientation around the Y-axis; e.g. Myy; see the figure beneath.
The shear forces are in the direction of the Z-axis; e.g. Fz.

Loaded beams into the direction of the Z-axis
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Moment distribution around the Y-axis (Myy)
 

Shear force distribution into the direction of the Z-axis (Fz)
 
A certain beam (n) is directed from node i to node j.
At the figures below node i is on the left above the horizontal line indicated, node j is on the right below
the horizontal line indicated.
Examples:       beam (3); the number 3 is node i  and the number 4 is the node j
                        beam (5); the number 6 is node i  and the number 7 is the node j
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A frame created with the aid of wizard Grillage AND Slab-Grillage approximation  (3D only)
If use has been made of the schematization of a slab by means of a beam grillage than the pop-up panel
shown below is available only:

     
 
For the local Y-axes of the various beams the plate moments Myy,plate, with the slab-beam grillage
approach, are calculated in the following way:

with
 γ = cross-contraction coefficient (Poisson constant)
 
By checking of the box  the shear forces in the local Z-direction, the
torsional moments around the local X-axes, the bending moments around the local Y-axes and the
calculated reinforcement around the local Y-axes are shown per unit of width.
 
By checking of the box   the shear forces in the local Z-direction, the
torsional moments around the local X-axes, the bending moments around the local Y-axes and the
calculated reinforcement around the local Y-axes are smoothed.
In a slab the force distribution over the nodes has a continuous course.
When approaching a slab using a beam grillage this creates jumps in the moment distribution at the
connecting beams over the nodes. This as a result of the present torsional moments in adjacent
perpendicular beams.
For the example shown below it applies: Tb3=Mb1-Mb2 

With the aid of this option the moment distribution can be smoothed (made continuously): Mb =(Mb1+
Mb2)/2.
 
By checking the box  the reinforcement moments in the local Y direction can
be displayed.
The reinforcement moments, both the bending and torsional moments, are processed as follows (Wood
and Armer method):

PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
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Where ± stands for ‘adding up’ the values in an unfavourable sense, so that the maximum value for
Myy_reinforcement is obtained in absolute terms.
If the box  not has been checked than Myy_reinforcement = Myy 
 
Remark 1:
The amount of reinforcement required is only calculated if the Beam properties of the beam have been
selected for the calculation of reinforcement. Only EN 1992-1-1 (Eurocode) is supported.
 
Remark 2:
If the reinforcement moments for the option Slab-Grillage approximation have to be shifted the box 

 should be checked at the window Beam properties 3D/Strength(1)/EC2
reinforcement in order to achieve this.
Remark 3: If the frame has been generated with the aid of the Slab-Grillage approximation AND for
the case the cross-contraction <> 0 is AND the box  is checked
diagonal beams are generated also.
However, these are only intended to better approximate the stiffness of the slab. However, these
diagonal beams are not further used and are therefore not accessible here.

 
Remark 4:
As a result of the unfavorable addition of the bending and torsional moments, a jump can occur in the
reinforcing moment along the beam axis; see the example below for illustration:

 
No reinforcement moments à no jump in Myy
 

PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
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Jump in reinforcement moments Myy
 
Earthquake load (3D only)
If an earthquake load has been entered the calculated output data for the last BASE load case is
composed with the aid of the ‘Complete Quadratric Combination’ (CQC) method; see also
Backgrounds theory 3D (paragraph 7)
The output with the aid of the CQC method gives absolute peak values only; this means that the sign of
the values is lost (positive values only).
 
Depiction of figures
With the aid of the  speed button it can be setup how the figures with calculation results should be
depicted. There are four possibilities:

AardbevingSpectrum.htm
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For the option “Rainbow colours”, between the minimum and maximum calculated values, colour
shades are applied of the spectrum of white light between wave lengths of 380 nm (violet) and 760 nm
(red).
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For the depiction of calculated unity checks smaller than one, if

 is checked, the colour shades
are in green; for values larger than one shades of red. Values for the unity checks <= 1 do satisfy the
strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
If this box is not checked one of the other colour palettes will be used.
 
At the numerical and graphical output of calculated quantities, for the earthquake load case,
along the beam axes is linearly interpolated between the values at the start and end nodes.
 
Graphic image showing moments, shear and normal forces lines differently
The way of depicting the force distribution (moments, shear forces and normal forces) is a matter of
habits or agreements.
At the various graphical windows, in which the calculated force distribution is shown, can with, the aid

of the buttons , the sign of the displayed
values be reversed.
 
Alternative depiction of numerical values at both ends of each beam

By checking the box at  the numerical values of the various
variables can be shown at an alternative way.
This way of depiction gives a better view at the end of the beams often. There is a limit to this when too
many beams are placed along each other; this is further the responsibility of the user.

With the spin button  the size of the font, for the alternative numerical depiction at the end of
the beams, can be adjusted.
 ‘0’ is the default size; + is 1 point larger, ++ is 2 points larger, +++ is 3 points larger, - is 1 point
smaller, -- is 2 points smaller, --- is 3 points smaller.
 
Beneath an example of this alternative depiction of the numerical values:

AardbevingSpectrum.htm
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Note: If the framework has been created with the Beam grillage wizard AND Slab-beam grillage
conversion (cross contraction coefficient < > 0), the force effect in the diagonal beams is not displayed.
This is because these beams are only intended to take better account of the torsional rigidity of the slab.
If applicable, this is indicated: 
 
 
See further also: Plotting force distribution total framework or Plotting per beam

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize Your Documentation Review with HelpNDoc's
Project Analyzer

Total framework

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Upgrade your help files and your workflow with HelpNDoc's
WinHelp HLP to CHM conversion

2-dimensional

Plotting force distribution at the total framework; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the moments- shear forces- and normal force
lines per BASE load case and load COMBINATION of the whole framework.
 

PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
PlaatBalkroosterconversie.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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Without calculation of reinforcement                        With calculation of reinforcement
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line.
And further indicated by the numerical display depicted below:

Pay attention: the option ‘Sub-selection of visible beams’ and ‘Non active beams’ are not related to
each other. A non-visible beam is taken into account within the calculation process; a non-active beam
not.
 
Deactivated ‘thread-like’ beams
If ‘thread-like’ beams are present and one or more of them or deactivated (because no compression
force is allowed) this will be shown per load case by the numerical display depicted below:
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By checking the box  the envelopes will be shown for a number of BASE load cases or
load COMBINATIONS.
If concrete beams with calculated reinforcement are present an extra radio button does appear

  (and the radio button is not visible than).
 
Which BASE load cases or load COMBINATIONS will be shown can be setup with the aid of the
button ; see also at Determination Load cases.
By default the envelopes are shown of ALL BASE load cases or load COMBINATIONS present.
 
If the choice have been made for an elastic stress check the stress distribution along the lengths and
height of the beams, with the aid of rainbow colours, can be depicted too. For other choices
(Eurocodes) the values for the unity checks can be depicted only.
 
By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the lower side of the window the desired BASE load or load
COMBINATION can be chosen simply.
With the aid of  different things can be setup. One choice is whether or not beam and node numbers
should be plotted. Another choice is whether the framework should be plotted screen filled or not;
screen filled means in general different scale factors in X- and Y-direction; not screen filled means that
the scale factors in X- and Y- direction are the same. A choice can be made if the printed plot at paper
should be in portrait or landscape format. The type and size of the font used can be adjusted here also.
This could be used to give a certain personal distinction to the plot.

The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for

instance a word processor). With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor an in the clipboard
saved picture can be pasted to the concerned document. (at the place of the cursor).
 
Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:

1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a
certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).

1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.
 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click

the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:

plkzomhul.htm
optiplot.htm
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 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.
 b. click on the button  or  at the
top side of the graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.

 
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 

With the aid of  the scaling of the figures can be adjusted if there is a need to it.

Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load
Combinations" (Load Combinations).
By clicking onto the tab sheets at the bottom side of the figure the choice can be made between a
certain BASE load case or load COMBINATION.
 
For frameworks with many beams the picture can be very crowded and therefore not very clear; use
then: plot COMBINATION beam or plot per Beam
 
The values can be shown by clicking with the mouse on the button  and at the opened window
checking the box .
By moving the mouse to a beam the cursor changes shapes into a cross and the beam number is shown

as a hint balloon  . By single clicking on the chosen beam the window for the 2-
dimensional depiction of the force distribution will open; see  Plot per Beam
 
Graphical depiction of the numerical values for the support forces
 

-          for the regarding BASE load or load COMBINATION
If  is selected to display the support forces, then when the mouse is moved to a

node, the cursor changes into a cross 
At the status line, at the bottom of the screen, the numerical values of the support forces are then
displayed for orientation purposes, e.g.: 

If  is chosen, then the numerical values at the supports is shown also 

The following colour coding is used for this: 
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-          for the regarding selection of BASE loads or load COMBINATIONS
If   and  is selected to display the support forces, then when the

mouse is moved to a node, the cursor changes into a cross 
The minimum values are shown by means of dotted display; the maximum values by means of solid
display.
At the status line, at the bottom of the screen, the numerical values for the envelope of the support
forces are then displayed for orientation, e.g.:

If ,  and  is selected the numerical minimum
and maximum values for the envelope of the regarding BASE loads or load COMBINATIONS are

shown 
 
 
Influence towards local beam axes on graphic display  
 
Warning !!!
By simply changing the direction of the X-axis, through turning the node i and node j around, the
positive direction of the local beam axis is changed. The UPPER and BOTTOM side of the beam
changes at the same time. The signs of the shear force and normal force lines get depicted at the
opposite side of the beam axis then.
See also: Local system of axes
 
Examples:
All local beam axes are orientated into the same direction

Shear force line

Normal force line
 
 

lokaalassenstelsel.htm
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The local beam axis of beam 2 is directed into the opposite side (to the left, the other beams to
the right)
 

Shear force line

Normal force line
Because of the other direction of the local beam axis of beam 2 the lines of moments and shear forces of
this beam are depicted at the opposite side of the beam axis now.
For a nice picture do try to give all beams the same direction of the local beam axes (not required
however).
 
 
Various options for hatching
 
With the aid of the speed button   it can be setup how the figures with calculation results should be
depicted. There are four possibilities:
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For the option “Rainbow colours”, between the minimum and maximum calculated values, colour
shades are applied of the spectrum of white light between wave lengths of 380 nm (violet) and 760 nm
(red).

For the depiction of calculated unity checks smaller than one, if  is checked, 
the colour shades are in green; for values larger than one shades of red. Values for the unity checks <=
1 do satisfy the strength criterions; for the unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength
criterions.
If this box is not checked one of the other colour palettes will be used.
 
Example of a picture of envelopes of the moment distribution:
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Alternative depiction of numerical values at the nodes
At the graphical depiction numerical values can be plotted by checking the box .
The same choice can be made in the options window by clicking the button .
 
By checking the box in

 the numerical values of the various variables can be
shown at an alternative way.
This way of depiction gives a better view at the nodes often.
At the text box it can be entered for which nodes this alternative depiction should be shown.

With the spin button  the size of the font, for the alternative numerical depiction at the nodes,
can be adjusted.
 ‘0’ is the default size; + is 1 point larger, ++ is 2 points larger, +++ is 3 points larger, - is 1 point
smaller, -- is 2 points smaller, --- is 3 points smaller.

With the aid of the button  the depiction of selection of visible node can be applied.
Further, with the aid of , the depiction of numerical values can be
limited still more to the EVEN or the ODD numbered nodes:
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Between ‘(..)’ the number of the connected beam is depicted and next to this the values of the regarding
variable.
 

At the graphical window , if the button  has been pressed
down, per node the alternative depiction of the values can be shown.

To do that move the mouse, with pressed down button , to the regarding node. The alternative
depiction will be shown at the designated node then.

By unpressing the button  the alternative depictions at all nodes will be cleared.
 
The choice is saved for the alternative view so that this choice also applies afterwards.
 
 
Cross-section forces interactive
By clicking on the radio button  , at an interactive way, the values for
the normal forces, shear forces and moments at a node OR at a certain place om a beam can be shown
in the opened graphical window.
 
For illustration purposes about the operation see the pictures below:
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Mouse moved to a certain node, automatically displaying the values of the forces at the connecting
beams present exactly near the selected node.
 

 
Mouse moved to a location on a certain beam, automatically displaying the values of the forces at the
chosen point.
The shown value for the ‘Distance’ is in relation to node I (begin node).

At the same time the following window is displayed  .
 
If the check box  is checked the shown options are available
 

With the aid of the check boxes  the numerical depiction of the normal forces, shear
forces or moments can be switched on and off.
 
Sub-selection of visible beams
With the aid of the button  a sub-selection can be made of the available beams
which should be visible; the other beams are hidden than (including the force distribution) .
This option can be used to make the screen less crowded.
 

snapgrootte.htm
selectiestaven2d.htm
selectiestaven2d.htm
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For a short description of the principle of Unity Checks see: Principle UC-value

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub producer

3-dimensional

Plotting of the spatial FORCE distribution in the framework; 3
Dimensional
 

 
Within this window a picture can be made of the chosen type of force action in the whole framework
per BASE load case or load COMBINATION.

Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load

UCPrincipe.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Combinations" (Load Combinations).
By clicking onto the tab sheets at the bottom side of the figure the choice can be made between a
certain BASE load case or load COMBINATION.

With the aid of  the depicted values, in relation to the standard way of scaling, can be made
larger or smaller; in order to improve the visibility.
 
The values can be shown by clicking with the mouse on the button  and at the opened window
checking the box .
By moving the mouse to a beam the cursor changes shapes into a cross and the beam number is shown

as a hint balloon  . By single clicking on the chosen beam the window for the
2-dimensional depiction of the force distribution will open; see Plot per beam
 
If the graphical screen has been opened once then simply can be switched between the screen with
choices and the graphical screen without closing one of them (the Open button needs not to be clicked;
it is allowed however)
 
Warning !!!
By simply changing the direction of the X-axis, through turning the node i and node j around, the
positive direction of the local beam axis is changed. The UPPER and BOTTOM side of the beam
changes at the same time. The signs of the shear force lines get depicted at the opposite side of the
beam axis then.
See also: Local system of axes
 
Examples:
All local beam axes are orientated into the same direction
 

Shear force line

lokaalassenstelsel.htm
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The local beam axis of beam 2 is directed into the opposite side of the other beams

Shear force line
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Because of the other direction of the local beam axis of beam 2 the lines of shear forces of this beam are
depicted at the opposite side of the beam axis now.
For a nice picture do try to give all beams the same direction of the local beam axes (not required
however).
 
The orientation of the calculated moments in relation to the local system of axes is according to the
figure below:

 
Warning !!
By simply changing the direction of the X-axis, through turning the node i and node j around, the
positive direction of the local beam axis is changed. The sides ABOVE and UNDER are changed
accordingly. The signs of the various moment, shear force and normal force lines gets another sign if the
local axis is inversed. See also: Local system of axes
 
Pay attention:
Shear forces do not have the same index as the moments; this will be explained below with the aid of a
simple example.
It concerns two beams at the place of the global X-axis, on it acts an equally distributed load into the
direction of the Z-axis (negative direction).
The calculated moments do have an orientation around the Y-axis; e.g. Myy; see the figure beneath.
The shear forces are in the direction of the Z-axis; e.g. Fz.

lokaalassenstelsel3d.htm
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Loaded beams into the direction of the Z-axis
 

Moment distribution around the Y-axis (Myy)
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Shear force distribution into the direction of the Z-axis (Fz)
 
Graphical depiction of the numerical values for the support forces
If  is selected to display the support forces, then when the mouse is moved to a

node, the cursor changes into a cross 
At the status line, at the bottom of the screen, the numerical values of the support forces are then
displayed for orientation purposes, e.g.: 

If  is chosen, then the numerical values at the supports is shown also 

The following colour coding is used for this: 

If  is selected the minimum and maximum values are displayed:  or for the
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alternative display 
At the status line, at the bottom of the screen, the numerical values of the support forces are then
displayed for orientation purposes, e.g.:

 
Various options for hatching
With the aid of the speed button  it can be setup how the figures with calculation results should be
depicted. There are four possibilities:
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For the option “Rainbow colours”, between the minimum and maximum calculated values, colour
shades are applied of the spectrum of white light between wave lengths of 380 nm (violet) and 760 nm
(red).

For the depiction of calculated unity checks smaller than one the colour shades are in green; for values
larger than one shades of red. Values for the unity checks <= 1 do satisfy the strength criterions; for the
unity checks > 1 the values do NOT satisfy the strength criterions.
 
At the numerical and graphical output of calculated quantities, for the earthquake load case,
along the beam axes is linearly interpolated between the values at the start and end nodes.
 
Alternative depiction of numerical values at the nodes
 

At the graphical window 

 if the button  has been pressed down, per node the alternative depiction of the values can be
shown.

To do that move the mouse, with pressed down button , to the regarding node. The alternative
depiction will be shown at the designated node then.

AardbevingSpectrum.htm
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Between ‘(..)’ the number of the connected beam is depicted and next to this the values of the regarding
variable.
By unpressing the button  the alternative depictions at all nodes will be cleared.
 
The choice is saved for the alternative view so that this choice also applies afterwards.
 
For a short description of the principle of Unity Checks see: Principle UC-value
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are indicated by the numerical display shown below:

 
See further also:
Plotting per beam or plotting COMBINATION beam

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Step-by-Step Guide: How to Turn Your Word Document into
an eBook

Displacements

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

2-dimensional

Plotting the deformations of the framework; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the deformations from the whole framework per
BASE load case and load COMBINATION.
 

UCPrincipe.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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Using the radio buttons  it is possible to switch between BASE load and load
COMBINATIONS (if at least load COMBINATIONS are put together).
The composition of the load COMBINATIONS must be made via the menu "Load cases / Load
Combinations" (Load Combinations).
By clicking onto the tab sheets at the bottom side of the figure the choice can be made between a
certain BASE load case or load COMBINATION.
 
Options for graphical depiction
1. In order to make the deformations well visible they mostly have to be multiplied an enlarging factor.

The user can input the value of this enlargement factor .
2. By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the lower side of the window the desired BASE load or
load COMBINATION can be simply chosen.
3. With the aid of the button   (options plotting 2D) different things can be setup. One choice is
whether or not beam and node numbers should be plotted.
4. Another choice is whether the framework should be plotted screen filled or not; screen filled means in
general different scale factors in X- and Y-direction; not screen filled means that the scale factors in X-
and Y- direction are the same. A choice can be made if the printed plot at paper should be in portrait or
landscape format.
5. The type and size of the font used can be adjusted here also. This could be used to give a certain
personal distinction to the plot.
6. If selected for ‘Colour Shading’, the displacement lines are coloured by means of a colour palette,
indicating the absolute size of the total displacement vector .

optiplot.htm
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7. If the checkbox  has been checked a dotted line is drawn from the
undistorted to the deformed state (at the nodes and half way the length of the beams).
    If the checkbox   has been checked the numerical values of the total displacement
vector  is depicted.
    If the checkbox  has not been checked the numerical values ΔX and ΔY are
depicted both.
    If the checkbox  has been checked the numerical values are depicted at the nodes
only.
    If the checkbox  has not been checked the numerical values, next to the nodes,
are depicted half way the beams also.
 
    Pay attention:

    The numerical values are depicted only if this with the aid of   at  options
plotting 2D has been setup.
    If the checkbox  has been checked the numerical values are depicted at the
maximal displacement along the length of the beams.
    If the checkbox  has not been checked the numerical values are depicted half way
the length of the beams; unless  has been checked.

8. The copying to the clipboard happens with the aid of the button  in the various graphical
windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be pasted to another program that functions under Windows (for
instance a word processor).

9. By clicking the button , the graph in a vector format (WMF of EMF metafile format) can be
saved as a file.

10. Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 
 
Locate the frame on the graphical window
1.      Zoom in

Zooming in the picture can be done at three different ways:
1.1  Make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a

certain step size (click the right button to redraw the original picture: ‘redraw’).
1.2   With the aid of the mouse wheel can also be zoomed in and out as an alternative.

 1.3  Use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click
the right button to redraw the original picture). This last option works only if the depiction mode is set to
‘Rectangular zooming’; see below:

 
2.      Panning

When the depiction mode is setup as ‘Panned movement’ (see below) than, with pressed left mouse
button, the frame can be moved in horizontal and vertical direction around the graphical window.

The mouse cursor changes then into
 
Switching between the depiction modes ‘Rectangular zooming’ and ‘Panned movement’
The switching between the two depiction modes can be done in the following three ways:
 a. keep the ‘ctrl’ key and the right mouse button pressed together.

optiplot.htm
optiplot.htm
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 b. click on the button  or  at the
top side of the graphical window.
 c. click on the button  and do click on one of the two radio buttons shown below.

 
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 
Non-active beams
If with the aid of beam connections one or more beams are marked as non-active the regarding non-
active beams are depicted with a red coloured dotted line. And further indicated by the numerical
display shown below:

 
Some backgrounds
The displacements along the beam axis are calculated from the displacements and rotations at the place
of the nodes and from the calculated distribution of the moments along the beam axis.

 
where:

Mx = moment at place x along the beam axis
E = elasticity modulus (Youngs modulus)
I = moment of inertia (or called “second moment of area”)

 
See further also: plot force distribution total framework, plot COMBINATION beam or plot per beam
 
See for the numerical output: numerical output

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Bring your WinHelp HLP help files into the present with
HelpNDoc's easy CHM conversion
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3-dimensional

Plotting DISPLACEMENTS of the whole framework; 3 Dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the displacements of the whole framework per

BASE load case and load COMBINATION: 
In order to make the displacements visible in relation to the scale of the framework these calculated
displacements can be pictured at an enlarged scale. For that purpose the user can input an multiplying

factor: 
 
If the check box  has not been checked the frame is shown in deformed state:

 
If the check box  has been checked the displacements are shown in vector form:
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By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the underside of the screen the figure can made a choice
between the regarding BASE load case or load COMBINATION.
By resting the mouse at a node in the displaced state the numerical values for the three translations will

be shown; respectively in the GLOBAL X-, Y- and Z- direction: 

If with the aid of the button   the choice has been made to plot the values of the displacements,
than the size of total displacement vector will be plotted.
If selected for ‘Colour Shading’, the displacement lines are coloured by means of a colour palette,
indicating the absolute size of the displacement vector .
See further also: options plotting 3D
 
Pay attention !!
As calculation results primarily the degrees of freedom in X-, Y- and Z- direction at the nodes will be
calculated. The displacements along the beam axis are derived from these. Also the nature of the beam
loads determines the displacement line of the beam. The influence of the beam loads present on the
displacements along the beam axis is taking in account at the post processing stage of the program.
 
For a description of the points of view in the model see: camera model
 
See further also: 3 Dimensional reproduction, Plotting force distribution total framework, Plotting
COMBINATION beam or plotting per beam
 

optiplot3d.htm
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See for numerical output: numerical output

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

Influcence lines (2D only)

Plotting of the INFLUENCE lines of the framework; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this option a picture can be made of the whole framework.
 
In order to make the influence lines good visible in relation to the dimensions of the framework the
values can be enlarged (or reduced). For that purpose the user can if necessary input a value for the
enlarging factor.
 
By clicking with the mouse at the tabs at the bottom side of the window it can be simply chosen which
type of influence line should be shown; respectively normal forces, shear forces or moments).
With the aid of  different things can be setup. One choice is whether or not beam and node numbers
should be plotted. An other choice is whether the framework should be plotted screen filled or not;
screen filled means in general different scale factors in X- and Y-direction; not screen filled means that
the scale factors in X- and Y- direction are the same. A choice can be made if the printed plot at paper
should be in portrait or landscape format. The type and size of the font used can be adjusted here also.
This could be used to give a certain personal distinction to the plot.

By clicking at the button  the picture is copied to the clip board of Windows. From there it can be
simply pasted into other application; for instance into an other document in a text editor.
 
Zooming in the picture can be done at two different ways:

- use the left mouse button and draw a rectangle around the area you would like to enlarge (click the
right button to redraw the original picture).

- make use of the buttons  and  to respectively enlarge or reduce the figure with a step size
of 1.25. (click the right button to redraw the original picture).
Use the button  to print the plot to paper.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce electronic books easily

Dynamical analysis

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Documentation Capabilities with HelpNDoc's
User-Friendly UI

2-dimensional

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Documentation Capabilities with HelpNDoc's
Project Analyzer

Time dependent displacements at nodes

Output displacements per node for a dynamical calculation; 2-
dimensional 
 
In this output window the displacements (possibly also the velocities and displacements) of each node

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
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as a function of time can be shown.
 

 
Select  property to display

The  are only displayed if for the control variables at direct or multi-
modal analysis, the choice has been made for this.
 
Select node to display

By  the selection is made for the node to be displayed.
 
It is also possible to select the node to be displayed in the graphic geometry screen:
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Moving the mouse cursor to a node  automatically adjusts the node number
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.
 
Miscellaneous
-   A horizontal blue coloured line shows the result of a static calculation.
-   As a memory aid with the use of the button  the entered time-load
factor distribution can be shown graphically for the base loads only.
 
see also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
Plotting Eigen-frequencies
Animation Eigen-frequencies
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize Your Documentation Output with a Help
Authoring Tool

Force actions per beam

Force action output per beam for a dynamic calculation
 
In this output window the force effect per beam can be shown at different times.
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By the tabs  allows the
time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.

By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.
By the button   can, based on the Moments, Shear forces or Normal forces, 

 the maximal values be shown only.
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With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).
 
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
Plotting Eigen-frequencies
Animation Eigen-frequencies
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Quickly and Easily Convert Your Word Document to an ePub
or Kindle eBook

Force action at both ends per beam

Output force action at both end of a beam for a dynamical calculation;
2-dimensional
 
In this output window, the force action at both ends of a selected beam can be shown as a function of
time.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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Choice of kind of force action to be displayed

By clicking on one of the 
 tabs, the moment, the shear force or normal force as a function of time is shown at the begin node I and
end node J, respectively.
 
Choice of beam to be displayed

By  the choice is made for the beam to be displayed.
 
It is also possible to select the beam to be displayed in the graphic geometry window:
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Moving the mouse cursor to a beam  automatically adjusts the beam number
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.
 
As a memory aid with the use of the button  the entered time-load factor
distribution can be shown graphically for the base loads only.
 
Note on the sign of moment, shear force and normal force
The direction of the local X beam axis is defined from node I to node J.
This means that at node I the plane perpendicular to the beam axis has a negative orientation; at node J
this is a positive orientation.
In the figure below, the moment, shear force and normal force at node J have a positive value. With the
same effect, at node I all values are negative.
 

 
Miscellaneous
-   A horizontal blue coloured line shows the result of a static calculation.
-   As a memory aid with the use of the button  the entered time-load
factor distribution can be shown graphically for the base loads only.
 
see also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
Plotting Eigen-frequencies
Animation Eigen-frequencies
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

Support forces

Plotting support forces per node for a dynamical calculation; 2-
dimensional
 
In this output window the support forces for nodes with described displacements as a function of time
are shown.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Choice of the type of values to be plotted
By clicking on one of the tabs

, for the corresponding
node, resp. the support forces in X- and Y-direction and the moment as a function of time are shown.
 
Choice of node to be displayed with prescribed degrees of freedom (support)

By  the choice is made for which support to be displayed.
In this combo box, only nodes that have 1, 2, or 3 prescribed degrees of freedom are shown.
 
It is also possible to make the choice for the support to be displayed in the graphical geometry screen:
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Moving the mouse cursor to a support  automatically adjusts the node number at

.
 
Miscellaneous
-   A horizontal blue coloured line shows the result of a static calculation.
-   As a memory aid with the use of the button  the entered time-load
factor distribution can be shown graphically for the base loads only.
 
see also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
Plotting Eigen-frequencies
Animation Eigen-frequencies
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
HTML5 template

Force action (per combination beam)

Graphical output combination beams force distribution for a dynamic
calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the combination beams of the force distribution, at different times, can be displayed for
a dynamic calculation.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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By the tabs  allows the
time of output to be chosen.
By the button  can be set in relation to which type of force distribution the maximum

values should be displayed at a certain time: 
However, the displayed Moments, Shear Forces and Normal Forces remain linked with respect to the
same time.
 
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.

By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.
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With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).
 
 
see further also:
Plotting combination beams statical  
 
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
Plotting Eigen-frequencies
Animation Eigen-frequencies
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create HTML Help documents

Envelopes per beam

Graphical output envelopes force distribution per beam a dynamic
calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the envelopes of the force distribution per beam (for the BASE loads or load
COMINATIONS), at different times, can be displayed for a dynamic calculation.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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By the tabs  allows the
time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  it can be selected from which (sub) selection of the BASES loads
or load COMBINATIONS the envelopes should be displayed.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.
By the button   the envelopes over ALL time steps will be shown only.
 

plkzomhul.htm
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With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).

When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
  
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
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Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
online capabilities

Total frame (various time steps)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites
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Displacements (total)

Graphical output displacements of the entire framework in a dynamic
calculation; 2 dimensional
 In this window the displacements of the entire framework, at different times, can be displayed for a
dynamic calculation.
 

 
Specific options
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  the at course of the load factor entered load-time factor can
be shown graphically.
By the button  the maximal values be shown only at a certain time.
By the button  an animation at different consecutive times can be shown.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.
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With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).
 
Other options

By  the choice can be made to display all BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS.
By   the display using the mouse can be moved (this button has two
positions). By  the display using the mouse can be enlarged, within a
drawn rectangular frame.
By  the user can choose whether the display should fill the window (different scale for the
X and Y axes) or not (same scale for the X and Y axes).
By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are displayed). This option can be useful to obtain a less crowded window (better readability).

By  the graphic can be enlarged or reduced.
 
By   a line can be drawn from the undeformed node to the deformed state for

information purposes 
By    if, the numerical display is enabled, only the absolute value of the total

displacement vector is shown per node ; otherwise both values are shown in X and

Y direction: 

By  the nodes are accentuated    ; or else not

 
Remark
If for BASE load case 1, at load-time factor, a static calculation has been chosen only, this is shown

here as a reminder: 
 

optiplot.htm
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For various setups see plot setups
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce Kindle eBooks easily
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Normal forces (total)

Graphical output normal force distribution of the entire framework in
a dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the normal force distribution of the entire framework, at different times, can be
displayed for a dynamic calculation.

 
Specific options
 
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  the at course of the load factor entered load-time factor can
be shown graphically.
By the button  the maximal values are shown only at a certain time (determined from the
500 saved times).
   The maximum values can be present at different times per BASE load cases and load
COMBINATIONS.
   The maximum values are determined per BASE load case or load COMBINATION on the basis of
the visible beams.
   It concerns the maximum normal force (in an absolute sense) over all active and visible beams at a
certain time. This need not correspond to the maximum for each individual beam.
   By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active

selectiestaven2d.htm
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beams are visible). If only one beam is visible in this way, then the maximum normal forces are
determined only with respect to this single beam.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.

With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).

When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
Other options

By  the choice can be made to display all BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS.
By   the display using the mouse can be moved (this button has two
positions). By  the display using the mouse can be enlarged, within a
drawn rectangular frame.
By  the user can choose whether the display should fill the window (different scale for the
X and Y axes) or not (same scale for the X and Y axes).
By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are displayed). This option can be useful to obtain a less crowded window (better readability).

By  it can be changed by clicking on  the sign of the displayed normal forces. Clicking

on  will display the default layout.

By  the graphic can be enlarged or reduced.
 
 
Remark
If for BASE load case 1, at load-time factor, a static calculation has been chosen only, this is shown

here as a reminder: 
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
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Plot force distribution both ends per beam dynamical
Plot support forces per node dynamical
Plot force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot force distribution COMBINATION beam dynamical
 
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
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Shear forces (total)

Graphical output shear force distribution of the entire framework in a
dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the shear force distribution of the entire framework, at different times, can be displayed
for a dynamic calculation.

 
Specific options
 
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  the at course of the load factor entered load-time factor can
be shown graphically.
By the button  the maximal values are shown only at a certain time (determined from the
500 saved times).
   The maximum values can be present at different times per BASE load cases and load
COMBINATIONS.
   The maximum values are determined per BASE load case or load COMBINATION on the basis of
the visible beams.
   It concerns the maximum shear force (in an absolute sense) over all active and visible beams at a
certain time. This need not correspond to the maximum for each individual beam.
   By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active

selectiestaven2d.htm
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beams are visible). If only one beam is visible in this way, then the maximum shear forces are
determined only with respect to this single beam.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.
 

With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).

When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
Other options

By  the choice can be made to display all BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS.
By   the display using the mouse can be moved (this button has two
positions). By  the display using the mouse can be enlarged, within a
drawn rectangular frame.
By  the user can choose whether the display should fill the window (different scale for the
X and Y axes) or not (same scale for the X and Y axes).
By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are displayed). This option can be useful to obtain a less crowded window (better readability).

By  it can be changed by clicking on  the sign of the displayed normal forces. Clicking

on  will display the default layout.

By  the graphic can be enlarged or reduced.
 
 
Remark
If for BASE load case 1, at load-time factor, a static calculation has been chosen only, this is shown

here as a reminder: 
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis

selectiestaven2d.htm
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Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot force distribution both ends per beam dynamical
Plot support forces per node dynamical
Plot force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot force distribution COMBINATION beam dynamical
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites
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Moments (total)

Graphical output moment distribution of the entire framework in a
dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the moment distribution of the entire framework, at different times, can be displayed for
a dynamic calculation.

 
Specific options
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  the at course of the load factor entered load-time factor can
be shown graphically.
By the button  the maximal values are shown only at a certain time (determined from the
500 saved times).
   The maximum values can be present at different times per BASE load cases and load
COMBINATIONS.
   The maximum values are determined per BASE load case or load COMBINATION on the basis of
the visible beams.
   It concerns the maximum moment (in an absolute sense) over all active and visible beams at a certain
time. This need not correspond to the maximum for each individual beam.
   By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are visible). If only one beam is visible in this way, then the maximum moments are determined
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only with respect to this single beam.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.

With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 time s).
When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
Other options

By  the choice can be made to display all BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS.
By   the display using the mouse can be moved (this button has two
positions). By  the display using the mouse can be enlarged, within a
drawn rectangular frame.
By  the user can choose whether the display should fill the window (different scale for the
X and Y axes) or not (same scale for the X and Y axes).
By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are displayed). This option can be useful to obtain a less crowded window (better readability).

By  it can be changed by clicking on  the sign of the displayed moments. Clicking on

 will display the default layout.

By  the graphic can be enlarged or reduced.
 

 
Remark
If for BASE load case 1, at load-time factor, a static calculation has been chosen only, this is shown

here as a reminder: 
 
 
see further also:
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Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot force distribution both ends per beam dynamical
Plot support forces per node dynamical
Plot force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot force distribution COMBINATION beam dynamical
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
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Support forces (total)

Graphical output support reaction forces of the entire framework in a
dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the support reaction forces of the entire framework, at different times, can be displayed
for a dynamic calculation.

 
Specific options
 
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  the at course of the load factor entered load-time factor can
be shown graphically.
By the button  the maximal values be shown only.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.
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With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).
 
Other options

By  the choice can be made to display all BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS.
By   the display using the mouse can be moved (this button has two
positions). By  the display using the mouse can be enlarged, within a
drawn rectangular frame.
By  the user can choose whether the display should fill the window (different scale for the
X and Y axes) or not (same scale for the X and Y axes).
By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are displayed). This option can be useful to obtain a less crowded window (better readability).

By  it can be changed by clicking on  the sign of the displayed support forces.

Clicking on  will display the default layout.

By  the graphic can be enlarged or reduced.
 
 
Remark
If for BASE load case 1, at load-time factor, a static calculation has been chosen only, this is shown

here as a reminder: 
 
 
Graphical depiction of the numerical values for the support forces
 

-          for the regarding BASE load or load COMBINATION
If  is selected to display the support forces, then when the mouse is moved to a

node, the cursor changes into a cross 
At the status line, at the bottom of the screen, the numerical values of the support forces are then
displayed for orientation purposes, e.g.: 
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If  is chosen, then the numerical values at the supports is shown also 

The following colour coding is used for this: 
 

-          for the regarding selection of BASE loads or load COMBINATIONS
If   and  is selected to display the support forces, then when the

mouse is moved to a node, the cursor changes into a cross 
The minimum values are shown by means of dotted display; the maximum values by means of solid
display.
At the status line, at the bottom of the screen, the numerical values for the envelope of the support
forces are then displayed for orientation, e.g.:

If ,  and  is selected the numerical minimum
and maximum values for the envelope of the regarding BASE loads or load COMBINATIONS are

shown 
 
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
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Envelopes Normal forces (total)

Graphical output ENVELOPES normal force distribution of the entire
framework in a dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the envelopes of the normal force distribution of the entire framework (for all BASE
load cases or load COMBINATIONS) at different times, can be displayed for a dynamic calculation.

 
Options
 
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  can only show the maximum values over ALL times.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.

With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).
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When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
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Unity check values (total)

Graphical output unity check distribution of the entire framework in a
dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the unity check distribution of the entire framework, at different times, can be displayed
for a dynamic calculation.

 
Specific options
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  the at course of the load factor entered load-time factor can
be shown graphically.
By the button  the maximal values are shown only at a certain time (determined from the
500 saved times and at both ends of the beams only).
   The maximum values can be present at different times per BASE load cases and load
COMBINATIONS.
   The maximum values are determined per BASE load case or load COMBINATION on the basis of
the visible beams.
   It concerns the maximum  unity check values (in an absolute sense) over all active and visible beams
at a certain time (at both ends of the regarding beams). This need not correspond to the maximum for
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each individual beam.
  By a popup menu it can be used to determine whether the maximum unit check values should be
determined on the basis of maximum moments, shear forces or normal forces.

 
By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are visible). If only one beam is visible in this way, then the maximum moments are determined
only with respect to this single beam.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.

With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 time s).
When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
Other options

By  the choice can be made to display all BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS.
By   the display using the mouse can be moved (this button has two
positions). By  the display using the mouse can be enlarged, within a
drawn rectangular frame.
By  the user can choose whether the display should fill the window (different scale for the
X and Y axes) or not (same scale for the X and Y axes).
By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are displayed). This option can be useful to obtain a less crowded window (better readability).

By  it can be changed by clicking on  the sign of the displayed moments. Clicking on

 will display the default layout.

By  the graphic can be enlarged or reduced.
 
 
Remark
If for BASE load case 1, at load-time factor, a static calculation has been chosen only, this is shown
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here as a reminder: 
 
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
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Stresses (total)

Graphical output stress distribution of the entire framework in a
dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional

 In this window the stress distribution of the entire framework, at different times, can be displayed for a
dynamic calculation.

 
Specific options
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  the at course of the load factor entered load-time factor can
be shown graphically.
By the button  the maximal values are shown only at a certain time (determined from the
500 saved times and at both ends of the beams only).
   The maximum values can be present at different times per BASE load cases and load
COMBINATIONS.
   The maximum values are determined per BASE load case or load COMBINATION on the basis of
the visible beams.
   It concerns the maximum stresses (in an absolute sense) over all active and visible beams at a certain
time (at both ends of the regarding beams).  This need not correspond to the maximum for each
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individual beam.
  By a popup menu it can be used to determine whether the maximum stresses are determined on the
basis of maximum moments, shear forces or normal forces.

 
 By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are visible). If only one beam is visible in this way, then the maximum moments are determined
only with respect to this single beam.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.

With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 time s).
When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
Other options

By  the choice can be made to display all BASE load cases or load
COMBINATIONS.
By   the display using the mouse can be moved (this button has two
positions). By  the display using the mouse can be enlarged, within a
drawn rectangular frame.
By  the user can choose whether the display should fill the window (different scale for the
X and Y axes) or not (same scale for the X and Y axes).
By  it can be selected which (active) beams should be visible (by default all active
beams are displayed). This option can be useful to obtain a less crowded window (better readability).

By  it can be changed by clicking on  the sign of the displayed moments. Clicking on

 will display the default layout.

By  the graphic can be enlarged or reduced.
 
Remark
If for BASE load case 1, at load-time factor, a static calculation has been chosen only, this is shown
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here as a reminder: 
 
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
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Envelopes Shear forces (total)

Graphical output shear ENVELOPES force distribution of the entire
framework in a dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional
In this window the envelopes of the shear force distribution of the entire framework (for all BASE load
cases or load COMBINATIONS) at different times, can be displayed for a dynamic calculation.

 
Options
 
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  can only show the maximum values over ALL times.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.
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With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).

When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes moments whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
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Envelopes Moments (total)

Graphical output ENVELOPES moment distribution of the entire
framework in a dynamic calculation; 2 dimensional
In this window the envelopes of the moment distribution of the entire framework (for all BASE load
cases or load COMBINATIONS) at different times, can be displayed for a dynamic calculation.

 
Options
By the tabs

 allows the time of output to be chosen.
The total number of times is set at the control variables for the direct or multi-modal analysis.
 
By the button  can only show the maximum values over ALL times.
By the button  an animation at different times can be show.

By the button  the speed of the animation can be increased or decreased.

With the aid of.  a selection of a time can be made from all saved times (500 times).
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When the button  is pressed (located at the top left of the window), the button  is
available.

When this button  is pressed, an animated GIF image is produced. When this is done, this figure
can be saved.
 
 
see further also:
Choice kind of calculation
Control parameters Direct dynamical analysis
Control parameters Multi Modal analysis
 
Plot normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot shear forces whole frame dynamical
Plot moments whole frame dynamical
Plot support forces whole frame dynamical
Plot displacements whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes force distribution per beam dynamical
Plot envelopes normal forces whole frame dynamical
Plot envelopes shear forces whole frame dynamical
 
Theory displacement method   (paragraph 10)
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2-dimensional

Plot Eigenfrequencies; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this primary menu option pictures can be made of the various Eigenmodes belonging to
the Eigenvibrations.
 
The vibration shapes with the lower Eigenfrequencies are calculates at the largest accuracy. The
vibration shapes are calculated in relation to the degrees of freedom at the supplied nodes. In the case
for the need of more detailed information between the nodes, the beams can be devised in parts with the
aid of dummy nodes which could be input extra.
The calculated Eigenvectors are normalised at a maximum value of “1”.
The real value is thus the provided value multiplied with an unknown constant; the shape of the vibration
is calculated only.

With the aid of the shapes of the Eigenvibrations can be scaled.
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In addition to the graphical images the difference in frequency between the various Eigenmodes can also
be made audible by ticking the following checkbox:

When changing from Eigenmode a tone of a different frequency is heard.
Because the Eigenfrequencies of constructions are generally outside the audible range (lower
frequencies) a scaling to the audible range of 60 to 5000 Hz. takes place.
By clicking on the ‘+’ or ‘-‘ sign the sound level can be increased or decreased respectively.
 
See further also:
Animation Eigenfrequencies
Calculation of Eigenfrequencies

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create HTML Help documents

3-dimensional

Plot Eigenfrequencies; 3 dimensional
 
With the aid of this primary menu option pictures can be made of the various Eigenmodes belonging to
the Eigenvibrations.
 
The vibration shapes are calculated in relation to the degrees of freedom at the supplied nodes. In the
case for the need of more detailed information between the nodes, the beams can be devised in parts
with the aid of dummy nodes which could be input extra.
 
The calculated Eigenvectors are normalised at a maximum value of “1”.
The real value is thus the provided value multiplied with an unknown constant; the shape of the vibration
is calculated only.

With the aid of the shapes of the Eigenvibrations can be scaled.
 
In addition to the graphical images the difference in frequency between the various Eigenmodes can also
be made audible by ticking the following checkbox:

When changing from Eigenmode a tone of a different frequency is heard.
Because the Eigenfrequencies of constructions are generally outside the audible range (lower
frequencies) a scaling to the audible range of 60 to 5000 Hz. takes place.
By clicking on the ‘+’ or ‘-‘ sign the sound level can be increased or decreased respectively.
 
See further also:
Animation Eigenfrequencies3D
Calculation of Eigenfrequencies3D
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2-dimensional

Animation Eigenfrequencies; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this primary menu option animated pictures are shown belonging to the various
Eigenvibrations.
 
The vibration shapes are calculated in relation to the degrees of freedom at the supplied nodes. In the
case for the need of more detailed information between the nodes, the beams can be devised in parts
with the aid of dummy nodes which could be input extra.
The calculated Eigenvectors are normalised at a maximum value of “1”.
The real value is thus the provided value multiplied with an unknown constant; the shape of the vibration
is calculated only.

With the aid of the shapes of the Eigenvibrations can be scaled.
 
With the aid of the button  an animated GIF-file can be saved.
The animated GIF-file can be shown within an Internet browser.
 
In addition to the graphical images the difference in frequency between the various Eigenmodes can also
be made audible by ticking the following checkbox:

When changing from Eigenmode a tone of a different frequency is heard.
Because the Eigenfrequencies of constructions are generally outside the audible range (lower
frequencies) a scaling to the audible range of 60 to 5000 Hz. takes place.
By clicking on the ‘+’or ‘-‘ sign the sound level can be increased or decreased respectively.
 
See further also:
Plot Eigenfrequencies
Calculation of Eigenfrequencies

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Reach: Convert Your Word Document to an
ePub or Kindle eBook

3-dimensional

Animation Eigenfrequencies; 3 dimensional
 
With the aid of this primary menu option animated pictures are shown belonging to the various
Eigenvibrations.
 
The vibration shapes are calculated in relation to the degrees of freedom at the supplied nodes. In the
case for the need of more detailed information between the nodes, the beams can be devised in parts
with the aid of dummy nodes which could be input extra.
 
The calculated Eigenvectors are normalised at a maximum value of “1”.
The real value is thus the provided value multiplied with an unknown constant; the shape of the vibration
is calculated only.

With the aid of  the shapes of the Eigenvibrations can be scaled.
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With the aid of the button  an animated GIF-file can be saved.
The animated GIF-file can be shown within an Internet browser.
 
In addition to the graphical images the difference in frequency between the various Eigenmodes can also
be made audible by ticking the following checkbox:

When changing from Eigenmode a tone of a different frequency is heard.
Because the Eigenfrequencies of constructions are generally outside the audible range (lower
frequencies) a scaling to the audible range of 60 to 5000 Hz. takes place.
By clicking on the ‘+’or ‘-‘ sign the sound level can be increased or decreased respectively.
 
See further also:
Plot Eigenfrequencies3D
Calculation of Eigenfrequencies3D

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Elevate Your Help Documentation with a Help Authoring Tool

Numerical (per beam)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Qt Help files

2-dimensional

Numerical output ALL beams; 2 dimensional
 
With the aid of this option of the indicated beams, BASE loads and load COMBINATONS in a
number of sections the moments, the shear forces and the normal forces will be output.
At non prismatic beams and at prismatic beams (whereby the section modulus are entered with a
value larger than zero) the stresses at the upper and bottom side of the beam are been output. At the
same time the minimum and maximum of these stresses per beam are calculated.
For the choice of what should be displayed see further Choices at the NUMERICAL output
 
If chosen for the necessary reinforcement for the case of NON prismatic beams can be output; see
further Input reinforcement data
 
The number of sections where calculated values should be output can be setup by the user.
The actual number of sections internally used in the calculation process is mostly larger than the number
shown at the output. This large number of sections internally gives a greater accuracy for the calculated
maximum and minimum values than could be possible with the more limited number supplied by the
user.
 
The output is loaded automatically in the text editor, from where is can be viewed and printed to paper.
The direction of the local beam axis (the nodes can be numbered from left to right or from right to left)
determines the sign from for instance the moment line (this sign change applies of course also to other
calculation results); see underneath:
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Warning !!!
By simply changing the direction of the X-axis, through turning the node i and node j around, the
positive direction of the local beam axis is changed. The UPPER and BOTTOM side of the beam
changes at the same time. The signs of the moment, shear force and normal force lines get the opposite
sign at the inversion of node numbering (and therefore a change in the positive direction of the local
axis). See also: Local system of axes
The same accounts to the calculated stresses and of course to the envelopes.
 
At the printing of numerical data the following buttons will be shown:

With the aid of the button , dependent on the choises been made, per beam the pictures are shown
in between the text.
 
See for a graphical output further: plot force distribution total framework, plot COMBINATION beam,
plot per beam or Envelopes per beam
 
For the capabilities of the built in text editor see: Numerical output in RTF or PDF format

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

3-dimensional

Numerical output ALL beams; 3 Dimensional
 
With the aid of this option from the selected beams and the chosen BASE loads and load
COMBINATIONS at a number of slices the moments, the shear forces and the normal forces the
numerical values are calculated and shown. At the same time per beam the maxima and minima will be
calculated.
 
The number of slices where the forces will be shown can be chosen by the user.
The actual number of slices used for the calculation is fixed and mostly much larger. This large number
of fixed internally slices gives more accurate calculation results for the maximum and minimum values
along the beam axis.
The whole is loaded in a built-in text editor; from where it can be looked for and eventually printed on
paper.
 
The direction of the local beam axis (the nodes can be numbered from left to right or from right to left)
determines the sign from for instance the moment line (this sign change applies of course also to other
calculation results).
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For the choice of what should be displayed see further Choices at the NUMERICAL output
 
The orientation of the calculated moments in relation to the local system of axes is according to the
figure below:

 
Warning !!
By simply changing the direction of the X-axis, through turning the node i and node j around, the
positive direction of the local beam axis is changed. The sides ABOVE and UNDER are changed
accordingly. The signs of the various moment, shear force and normal force lines gets an other sign if the
local axis is inversed. See also: Local system of axes
 
Pay attention:
Shear forces do not have the same index as the moments; this will be explained below with the aid of a
simple example.
It concerns two beams at the place of the global X-axis, on it acts an equally distributed load into the
direction of the Z-axis (negative direction).
The calculated moments do have an orientation around the Y-axis; e.g. Myy; see the figure beneath.
The shear forces are in the direction of the Z-axis; e.g. Fz.

numnsn.htm
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Loaded beams into the direction of the Z-axis
 

Moment distribution around the Y-axis (Myy)
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Shear force distribution into the direction of the Z-axis (Fz)
The output of displacements along the beam axes can be provoked by checking the following checkbox

 
Depiction of moment distribution caused by restrained warping by torsion
The output of moments caused by warping along the beam axes can be provoked by checking the
following checkbox 
See an example below:
 
--- St. Venant torsion + Vlasov warping ---
 Place          Moment X     St. Venant    Warping     Bi-moment    Torsion angle

  [m]            [kN.m]       [kN.m]        [kN.m]      [kN.m2]      [degrees]

---------------+------------+-------------+-----------+------------+-------------

  0.000E+00     1.000E+02     0.000E+00    1.000E+02   -1.628E+02    0.000E+00

  1.500E+00     1.000E+02     6.021E+01    3.979E+01   -6.477E+01    2.349E+00

  3.000E+00     1.000E+02     8.417E+01    1.583E+01   -2.577E+01    7.365E+00

  4.500E+00     1.000E+02     9.370E+01    6.301E+00   -1.026E+01    1.344E+01

  6.000E+00     1.000E+02     9.749E+01    2.507E+00   -4.081E+00    1.994E+01

 

At the printing of numerical data the following buttons will be shown:

With the aid of the button , dependent on the choises been made, per beam the pictures are shown
in between the text.
 
If the choice has been made for the calculation of buckling effects

 and for the ‘General integrated method’

 has been chosen and after the button  has been
clicked (calculation of beam stresses) at the window the following button appears

KnikEffectenGrafisch3D.htm
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If this button  has been pressed, than a picture is shown of the displacement state
for the lowest positive Eigenvalue for total instability of the frame. It concerns the displacement state
only; the absolute values of the concerning Eigenvector are undetermined in a fundamental sense.
 
Earthquake load (3D only)
If an earthquake load has been entered the calculated output data for the last BASE load case is
composed with the aid of the ‘Complete Quadratric Combination’ (CQC) method; see also
Backgrounds theory 3D (paragraph 7)
The output with the aid of the CQC method gives absolute peak values only; this means that the sign of
the values is lost (positive values only).
At the numerical and graphical output of calculated quantities, for the earthquake load case, along the
beam axes is linearly interpolated between the values at the start and end nodes.
 
For further information see: Backgrounds theory 3D (paragraph 3)
See for a graphical output further: Plotting force distribution total framework, Plotting COMBINATION
beam, Plotting per beam or Envelopes per beam
For the capabilities of the built in text editor see: Numerical output in RTF or PDF format
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Protect Your Confidential PDFs with These Simple Security
Measures

Initialization

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Elevate Your Documentation Process with HelpNDoc's
Advanced Features

New job

New job; 2 and 3 dimensional
 
If the program starts the variables will be initialised automatically (an empty job).
The program can be “filled” via Load input and/or keyboard.
With the aid of this menu the already present data will be deleted and overwritten with the new data.
Therefore be careful !!!
If the data is not saved to disk the job variables are lost forever.
 
A simple way to put an example of a job in the computer memory is with the aid of
Initialisation example

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: How to Protect Your PDFs with Encryption and Passwords

Initialization Example

Initialization of example; 2 and 3 dimensional
 
With the aid of this menu, for the ease of the novel user, the input data will be initialised so that an
arbitrary calculation example is ready made for the user.
Without the need to make the effort of input a specific job the workings of can simple be exploited.

KnikEffectenGrafisch3D.htm
AardbevingSpectrum.htm
AardbevingSpectrum.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
keuzerekenmodel.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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For the case of a STATICAL calculation an other example will be generated than for the case
of calculation of EIGENFREQUNCIES (2 dimensional only).
 
For the cleaning of the computer memory from input data see:
New job
Initialisation

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Documentation Capabilities with HelpNDoc's
Project Analyzer

Options

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly upgrade your WinHelp HLP help files to CHM with
HelpNDoc

Handled language

Applied language
With the aid of this menu a choice can be made of the used language; Dutch (Nederlands), English,
German (Deutsch), Croatian (Hrvatski), Russian (русский) and Portuguese (Português).

The choice of language can be changed every moment. The setup affects all elements of the program
(including input and output).
The setup for the choice of language is saved; this means that at a restart of the program the previous
setup is loaded.
 
The built in help pages are available in Dutch or English only however.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Elevate Your CHM Help Files with HelpNDoc's Advanced
Customization Options

initialisatie.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
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Checking reality content input data

Option: checking the realism of the input data (only for SI metric units)
 
With the aid of this menu option it is possible to set whether or not the program must perform an
analysis for the input data for realistic content.
This can help to prevent incorrect data being entered without being recognized by the user.
The analysis, however, only removes deviations that deviate considerably from what is customary for
the quantity concerned. The user cannot sail blindly on it therefore!
The entered size of the various beam loads is evaluated by means of a rough estimate of the deflection
of the relevant beam.
 
Below is an example of some warning messages in the color blue.
It concerns warnings, which means that the calculation can be started nevertheless.

 
By clicking on this main menu option the user can switch this option on and off.
 
Loads on beams are only checked if these loads are active and the relevant beams are also active.
Properties of beams are only checked if these beams are active.

Note: this option is supported if SI metric units are used only (with the use of U.S. customary/British
Imperial Units this option is not accessible).
 
See further also:
Error messages and/or warnings for start calculation
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly create a professional-quality documentation
website with HelpNDoc

Tips at the start

Switching on or off of the tip of the day
 
With the aid of this menu the option of showing a tip of the day can be switched on or off.
If this option is switched off the program starts the next time without showing the window with the tip of
the day.
The tips are offered in an arbitrary sequence. Each time the program starts a different tip is shown at
first. Via the button “Further explanation” more information from the help system can be obtained.
 

FoutMeldingenVoorStartBerekening.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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The purpose of this daily tip is to make the user attentive to certain options and capabilities of the
program.
 
See also:
Backgrounds to the program

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Don't Let Unauthorized Users View Your PDFs: Learn How to
Set Passwords

Tip of the day

Showing a tip
With the aid of this menu an arbitrary tip of the day will be shown while the program already runs.

The purpose of this daily tip is to make the user attentive to certain options and capabilities of the
program.
See also:
Background to the program

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Leave the tedious WinHelp HLP to CHM conversion process
behind with HelpNDoc

Toolbar present

Toolbar present
With the aid for this option the toolbar at the workspace can be switched on or off.
see also:
Options
Help 2-or 3 dimensional FRAMEWORK program index

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Change appearance

Other appearance (skins among others)
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
opties.htm
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With the aid of this menu entry an other appearance for the various screen elements of the program can
be chosen for. The user can give the program another appearance than the standard Windows one this
way.
See for three examples below:
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Warning: the use of skins other than “Windows” does demand a lot of extra processor power. It can
degrade the speed of the depiction of screen elements.
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Furthermore, a number of colour options in text grids when using skins, other than standard ‘Windows’,
are not available (not compatible with the use of skins); see example below:

Standard ‘Windows’; no skins. Non active beams are coloured purple in this example
 

When using skins, inactive beams are not coloured separately.
This is just an example; the same restriction applies to multiple text grids in the program.
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Next to the choice for different skins a number of other effects can be changed too:
- design of all data grids (Classical, Gradient, Themed)

- flat of non-flat speed buttons

 
- presence of toolbar at the main window

 
- presence of icons at the various menus

 
 
- presence of indication of open windows at menu bar

 
- colour accents for extra emphasis

If the standard ‘Windows’ appearance is chosen than the option shown above is available.
The other skins do automatically overrule these colour accents; that’s why this option is available for
standard ‘Windows’ only.
By unchecking this option the colour accents are not shown any more:

 
- different appearance of some messages generated by the program

If Windows 10 is used the option  is available.
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Windows notices appear as popups in the bottom right corner of the screen. Otherwise a built-in
notification window is used.
 

By clicking on the button  a window will open for the choice of the
bitmap for the background of the program
 

Click on the button  to make the choices active.
 
The setups will be saved, this way the changed appearance of the program has to be setup only once.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Your PDFs More Secure with Encryption and Password
Protection

Adjusting window formats

Adjusting format of the windows in relation to the design values
 
With the aid of this option ‘Adjusting window formats’ the dimensions of the various windows can be
changed in relation to the design values; see figure below:

 
Depending on the version of Windows, the program supports one of the following 2 options:
 
1. Adjustment of dimensions using the Windows 10 window "Settings / Display /
Scale and Layout"
This option is available if a version of Windows after the Windows "Anniversary Update" edition
(number 1607, 2016-08-02) is used and NOT if the display resolution smaller is than 1920*1080.
.

achtergrondwerkblad.htm
achtergrondwerkblad.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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The program is designed with a display resolution of 1920 x 1080 dots in mind.
For displays with a much higher screen displays (such as tablets or 4K monitors) a larger window,
compared to the design values, may be desirable for readability.

This window can also be opened from the program by clicking the button  (lower
right corner of the main window).
 By increasing the "Scale and Layout", readability can be improved on high-resolution displays this way.
Increasing the “Scale and layout” for display resolutions < 1920*1080 means that the various Windows
frames in the program no longer fit well on the display; hence this option 1. is only accessible for display
resolutions ≥ 1920*1080
 
2. Built in adjustment of the dimensions of the various windows
This option is only available if a version of Windows before the Windows "Anniversary Update"
edition (number 1607, 2016-08-02) is being used OR if the display resolution is smaller than
1920*1080.
This is because a better scaling to higher display resolutions is present in Windows after that (> 100%),
e.g. 4K ; or for display resolutions smaller than 1920*1080 (< 100 %).
The program is designed with a display resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels in mind.
For displays with a much higher resolution and/or on smaller displays (such as tablets or 4K monitors) a
larger window, compared to the design values, may be desirable for readability.
For displays with a lower screen resolution it can be desirable to reduce the size of the windows
somewhat, because they otherwise will poorly fit on the display.
However, this decrease is soon faced with limitations, because there should be enough space to provide
a place for the various visual elements onto the windows.
 
If the checkbox is checked all the windows will scale in relation to the available
number of pixels into the vertical direction of the display.
As a reference a value of 1080 is used.
With a present vertical display resolution of < 1080 windows are decreased proportionally, with a
present display resolution of > 1080 windows are increased proportionally.
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If the checkbox  is checked all the dimensions of the windows will not change in relation
to the design values (this is the default setup).

 
 
At the box  the percentage in relation to the design dimensions can be entered
The size of this percentage has to be >= 80 en <= 150.

If the window above is opened again the same window appears at a somewhat larger format:
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The sizes of the fonts are scaled along as well as possible
 
 

If the window above is opened again the same window appears at a somewhat smaller format:

The sizes of the fonts are scaled along as well as possible
 
Be aware of the fact that certain controls are not resizable, nor are they resolution independent.  Instead
they are controlled directly by windows.  These controls are: The form's title bar, the small dimension of
the scrollbar, the square shape of the checkbox and the circular shape of the radio button.
The settings are saved, so that the previously selected settings are used automatically when you restart
the program.
 

This option can also be opened from the program by clicking the button   (lower
right corner of the main window).
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 With the aid of the button  (see at the status bar at the bottom of the screen) a keyboard shown
onto the screen can be opened. This keyboard can be used to enter data on a computer with a touch
screen.
 
See further also: Options
 
 
 
 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Bring your WinHelp HLP help files into the present with
HelpNDoc's easy CHM conversion

Windows Calculator

The Windows-calculator
With this option the standard Windows-calculator can be used. This can be practical for interim
calculations.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

Open Numerical plus Graphical window

Numerical and graphical window open together
 
If this menu-entry is checked at Input/checking next to the numerical input windows graphical input
windows will be opened automatically.
 
The input of the data can then be done at the numerical or graphical level(although not all the necessary
data can be input at a graphical way); see also plotting Geometry (2 and 3D), plotting Beam loads (2
and 3D) and plotting Nodal loads (2 and 3D)
 
If this menu-entry is not checked a numerical input window will be shown only. Although it is possible
to open a graphical window by hand.
 
The setup of this menu-entry is saved to the Windows Registry; so that at a new start of the program the
old setting is conserved.
 
An example is shown below for illustration purposes:
 

opties.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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Numerical input window

Graphical window
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The active node in the numerical input window

 

is reflected in the graphical window by highlighting in red
 
 
Conversely, this also applies:
 

 
Mouse moved to a certain node, cursor then changes to 
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The node clicked on in the graphical window  is highlighted in the numerical input screen

by  
 
It functions in a similar way with other windows; if the numbering relates to beam numbers also.
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily Add Encryption and Password Protection to Your PDFs

Printer setup

Setup of some printer specific settings
With the aid of this window a number of things can be setup specific for the output on paper::

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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With the aid of the button   can, at the printing onto paper, a certain text be
placed at the topside of each page.
With the aid of the button   can, at the printing onto paper, a logo be placed at
the topside of each page. For the bitmap see also: Firm logo
With the aid of the button   can, at the printing onto paper, the numerical
output be framed around with lines drawn.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Enhance Your Documentation with HelpNDoc's Advanced
Project Analyzer

Firm logo

Firm logo
 
Using this option, an image for a logo can be imported, which is then displayed above the numerical
output at the top.
 

 
 The with the aid of    read firm logo (bitmap)  can me made smaller of larger with.

 .with the entered dimensions 
With the aid of     the firm logo will be emptied, so that no more logo is displayed

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
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above the numerical output.
 
The settings are saved so that the settings are retained when the program is restarted.
However, the bitmap file must remain at the same place on the computer, because otherwise the logo
for the program is no longer accessible.

Example of numerical output with the logo placed above the text:

 
The setup of the bitmap is also possible with: Text editor  (button ).
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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RTF format numerical output data

RTF or ASCII at numerical output
 
With the aid of this menu it can be setup if the numerical text output should be in as Rich Text Format
(RTF) or as plain ASCII characters.
 
With the RTF format it is possible to show both at the screen and the printer in one document several
types of fonts, sizes, styles (bold, underscore, italic) and colours can be shown; see further: Text editor
 
With the ASCII format all characters in the document have the same type of font, size, style and colour
(format free).
However if the data is performed in ASCII format the built-in editor is reading much faster than in RTF
format.
This ASCII format is suitable to import the calculation results into a spread sheet program like Microsoft
Excel; see the receipt below:
 
I.  Set the output format into ASCII first:

 
II.  Perform a calculation
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III. Load the file into Excel (the name of the file is shown at the built in editor shown above).
Use the Text Import Wizard of Excel (3 steps):
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Check the radio button ‘Delimited’
 

Chose the ‘Space’ as ‘Delimiters’
 

 
The setup of text output format is saved; so that at a restart of the program the last made setup is
automatically loaded (even if the computer was shut off).
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see also: Options

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create HTML Help documents

Handled units

Applied system of units
 
With the aid of this menu a choice can be made between the used system of units: SI-units or U.S.
customary/Imperial British units.
 

 

Click on the map for an overview  à
 
Pay attention!!

opties.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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The program does convert the values from one choice of combination of units to the other.
The program does NOT convert between the SI- and US-customary/Imperial British system of
units however.
 
On the selection for the SI-system of units the following sub-selections can be made:

1: kilo Newtons and metres [kN] [m]
2: kilo Newtons and millimetres [kN] [mm]
3: Newtons and metres [N] [m]
4: Newtons and millimetres [N] [mm]

The specific mass should always be entered as [kg/m3] however.
The stresses calculated are always been output in [N/mm2] however.
 
On the selection for the U.S. customary/Imperial British system of units the following sub-selections can
be made:

1: pounds and inches [lb] [in]
2: pounds and feet [lb] [ft]

The specific mass should always be entered as [lb/in3] however.
The stresses calculated are always been output in [lb/in2] however.
The quantity [lb] (pound) is used as weight in the program, thus including the influence of
gravity (no mass).
 
When switching in between to different types of units the entered data will NOT be adjusted.
 
According to the setup of the system of units the regarding input entity will be accompanied with a text
describing the kind of unit at hand in all parts of the program.
 
The choice of the system of units can not be changed after a calculation while viewing the calculation
results. The setup of the system of units affects all elements of the program (including input and output).
 
The setup for the system of units is saved; this means that at a restart of the program the previous setup
is loaded.
When saving a job to the hard disk the kind of combination of units used is saved also. Loading the job
from hard disk again will restore the appropriate system and combination of the kind of units belonging
to the loaded job.
 
With the use of the Eurocodes (concrete, steel and timber) the use of “U.S. customary units” is
not possible.
This is because the Eurocodes are based on the SI system of units.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
online capabilities

Setup format numerical real numbers

Setup format numerical real numbers
With the aid of this main menu option  the numerical output
format of real numbers can be set-up for the ‘Numerical OUTPUT format’ and ‘Graphical OUTPUT
format’ respectively.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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Round small values to zero
The program calculates for the real numbers with double precision (with about 15 digits precision and a
range from 2.23 10-308 to 1.79 10308)
Due to rounding errors, calculation results can be displayed as non-zero, while the values can be
practically interpreted as zero.
Example; 8.417E-22 ≈ 0
If the check box  is checked, a value can be entered whereby the output of all
calculation results lower than this value in absolute sense will be displayed as zero.
If the check box  is not checked, this rounding to zero will not take place.
 
Decimal separator character
The character to be used as decimal separator for real numbers can be chosen; i.e. the '.' or the ','
By default, the decimal separator is used associated with the local Windows Setup. However, this can
be changed (the settings are saved).
 
Output format
For the output of data a choice can be made between the “Scientific format”, “Fixed decimal format”
and “Automatic formatting”.
 
 “Fixed decimal format”         “Scientific format”       “Automatic formatting”
123.122333            -1.2312E+02          3.14E003

0.00000037             3.7000E-07          3.14

 
The advantage of the “scientific format” is that both very large numbers and very small numbers do
always fit in the reserved space; hence this “scientific format” for the viewing of data is the preferred
format.
When using the "Fixed decimal format" too small numbers are cut off, which can cause precision to
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be lost. It can even effectively get the value zero. If this is the case then apply one of the 2 other formats.
When closing this window, the program gives a warning as a reminder:

 
For the “Automatic formatting” the following rules do apply:
The value is converted to the shortest possible decimal string using fixed or scientific format. The
number of significant digits in the resulting string is given by the precision specifier in the format string.
Trailing zeros are removed from the resulting string, and a decimal sign appears only if necessary. The
resulting string uses the fixed-point format if the number of digits to the left of the decimal sign in the
value is less than or equal to the specified precision, and if the value is greater than or equal to 0.00001.
Otherwise the resulting string uses scientific format.
 
For the ‘Graphical OUTPUT format’ the number of digits shown graphically can be chosen:

In “scientific format”
 

In “fixed format”
For the “Automatic formatting” this choice is not applicable.
 
For the choice for “Fixed decimal format”  or “Automatic formatting” the depiction of a number
can be left or right aligned; see example below (“Automatic formatting”):
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Right aligned                                                                                   Left aligned
 
Input of numerical data
When entering data, however, at the opening of each window, the numerical data is displayed with the
chosen format (“Scientific format”, “Fixed decimal format” or “Automatic formatting”).
For the input of the data in such an entry window every format is allowed however; see the example
below:

 
Output of numerical data
Example of ‘Fixed-point format’:

 
Example of ‘Scientific format’:
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The choice been made will be saved, so that at a new start of the program the setup will be maintained.
 
Pay attention:
At the various graphics the shown data format can be setup by clicking onto the speed button too.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the Power and Simplicity of HelpNDoc's User
Interface

Setup external programs as interface

Microsoft or OpenOffice/LibreOffice for standard method of output and
numerical input?

Output of data
As an alternative you can setup the program at such a way that the numerical output will be directed to
Microsoft Word or OpenOffice Writer/LibreOffice Writer.
To make this possible you have to own Word or Writer of course. Because LibreOffice is based
programmatically on OpenOffice the two are compatible with each other.
If you choose for Word or Writer, contrary to the ‘Built-in editor’, no header text, logos etc. will be
added however. The bare RTF files will be read into Word or Writer only (text only; no figures).
Form the ‘Built-in editor’ the data, with figures included between the text, can written and shown in

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
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Word,  Writer or Adobe Acrobat Reader however.
With the built-in editor pictures can be placed in between the text automatically by the program; with
Microsoft Word and OpenOffice Writer/LibreOffice Writer as standard output method this capability is
not present (can be done manually with the aid of copy-paste nevertheless).
The choice for the ‘Built-in editor’ is the most powerful recommended option therefore.
On the other hand very large RTF (Rich Text Format)files are loading with the aid of the built-in editor
significantly slower than in comparison to Microsoft Word and OpenOffice Writer LibreOffice Writer.
However if the data is performed in ASCII format the built-in editor is reading much faster than in RTF
format; but all layout code is then lost as a big disadvantage
 
Input of data
The program has an interface with the spreadsheet programs Microsoft Excel or OpenOffice Calc or
LibreOffice Calc; for more detailed information about this see further: Interface spreadsheet
Because LibreOffice is based programmatically on OpenOffice the two are compatible with each other.
 
All setups will be saved; that way when starting the program the next time this will happen in accordance
with the saved setups.
 
see also: Options

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Protect Your Confidential PDFs with These Simple Security
Measures

Automatic version check

Check for newer version
 

 
With the aid of this menu it can be checked whether or not a newer version of the software is available
from the Internet. This happens without opening the Internet browser.
In order to use this option you need of course an Internet connection.
 

ExcelInterface.htm
opties.htm
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After the check via the Internet you are informed whether or not a newer version can be downloaded
from the Internet.
 
see also:
Options

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Save time and frustration with HelpNDoc's WinHelp HLP to
CHM conversion feature

Help

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

Help Index

With the aid of this speedbutton the index of all help pages will be opened (thus this page).

The speedbar can be moved around to an arbitrary position at the screen. The speedbar can also be
parked at one of the four sides of the screen.

Double clicking gives the speedbar the initial shape and place at the screen back.

 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

About

About
The about window is the opening window of the program.

The help button at this window gives entrance to the Backgrounds of the program

The figure can also been seen at the index of this help system, in order to make the help system
accessible at a graphical manner.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Your PDFs More Secure with Encryption and Password
Protection

E-mail

E-mail
With the aid of this option the at the computer installed E-mail program will be started (for instance from
Microsoft), with the E-mail address of the author of this program already filled in (wolsink@ziggo.nl).
The purpose of this option is to exchange experiences about the program by the user at a very easy
way; such as suggestions for improvement.  
This option functions of course when the regarding software is installed at the concerning computer
(including a functioning e-mail program) and the entrance to the Internet is available only.

opties.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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Sending an e-mail can alternatively also be started by clicking . This box with the text 'feedback'
appears when the mouse approaches the right edge of the screen; otherwise this box will not be visible.

 

See further: Help and Home page

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly optimize your documentation website for search
engines

Home page

Going to my home page
With the aid of this menu the default Internet browser will be started and made contact with the home
page of the author (https://gerritwolsink.nl) of this framework program.

It is recommended to visit this home page periodically and to check if a new version of the frame work
program is available; this one can be down loaded then. The user can make use of: Check for newer
version too.

See further also: E-mail

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Create High-Quality Help Documentation with a
Help Authoring Tool

Check for newer version

Check for newer version
 

hulp.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://gerritwolsink.nl/
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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With the aid of this menu it can be checked whether or not a newer version of the software is available
from the Internet. This happens without opening the Internet browser.
In order to use this option you need of course an Internet connection.
 
After the check via the Internet you are informed whether or not a newer version can be downloaded
from the Internet.
 
see also:
Options

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make your documentation accessible on any device with
HelpNDoc

opties.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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